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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
R. P. Shreeve (Chairman)
The concept of a "wave engine", or of the use of a "wave rotor" component
in an engine, is often unknown even to engineers who are both active and
expert in the technology of conventional engines. The first reaction of a gas
turbine engineer is probably that the wave rotor is a "partial admission"
device. This is true. However, more importantly, it is also a self-cooling
device. The rotor has simple, straight passages in which one gas compresses
another by wave propagation and the gas flow both into and out of the
stationary ports is, in principle, steady.
The earliest mention of such concepts was in the first decade of this
century. Before the conventional gas turbine became successful, wave engines
were examined with comparable expectations. They are reexamined now for two
compelling reasons. First, the performance of conventional gas turbine
engines is inherently constrained to the maximum cycle temperature which
steady state operation of the turbine will allow. This constraint especially
depresses the performance of small and medium-sized engines wherein it becomes
difficult to design efficient and effectively-cooled turbomachinery. Second,
in contrast to what was available when the gas turbine engine was first
developed, computer-numerical methods for the construction of wave processes
and analysis of unsteady flow processes can now be developed in a useful way.
Certain individuals have enthusiastically advocated the development of
wave engines for many years. Others have 'found' wave engines only recently.
Since 1969, the General Power Corporation in the U.S. has attempted the
development of a prototype engine. Also, a research and exploratory
experimental program was carried out by Mathematical Sciences Northwest (now
Spectra Technology Inc.).
At intervals, different agencies of the U. S. Government have been
approached for support for wave engine development programs. The interest of
UARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency) was first expressed in 1981.
A Navy-sponsored program to develop an understanding of wave-rotor sclence and
J technology was initiated at the Naval Postgraduate School in 1982, and the
prosent workshop is an outgrowth of the latter program.
The nnnoutnced purpose of the, workshop was to bring together an
.itertiattonal group who are, or who have been, involved in research studies or
Applications of gas-gas, or gas-shaft, energy exchange through wave
propagation in rotor passages. It is intended that the workshop serve to
define the current levels of understanding, capability and interest in the
field, and to provide the input necessary for an assessment of the prospects
for the ugeful exploitation of wave rotors in gas turbine engines. 4....
The 2-day meeting hid a total of 53 participants with representation from
industry, universities and government agencies. Participation from abroad
included Krown-hovert (ABC) Ltd., Rollq-Royce Ltd.. Cambridge University and
University of Calgary. The program was organized into sessions dealing with
prebsur,, exchangers, wave engines and research and applications studies. Tile
total volume of information transmitted was surprisingly large. A
comprehensive review has not yet been possible. The following paragraphs
give only a generAl outline of the proceedings and some of the highlights.
IN m | mI
The keynote speaker, Professor Arthur Kantrowitz emphasized two main
points; first, that travelling waves are inherently more effective in
increasing gas pressure at a given Mach number than are steady state
processes; second, that the key problem of leakage between stator and rotor
can be readily overcome by using active clearance control.
In the first session Professor John Kentfield gave an introduction to the
wave-rotor concept and to various types of wave energy exchangers, and
reviewed the early work done in England at Power Jets (R&D) Ltd. (Additional
comments on the Power Jets work were contributed by Professor D. B. Spalding
of Imperial College and are given in Appendix A). A thorough presentation of
the Brown-Boveri (BBC) Comprex as an engine supercharger, its origins and
present commercial success, was made by Professor Max Berchtold. Dr. L.
Matthews then described the current BBC research and development program.
Specifically, an experimental rig has been built and is operating in which
laser anemometry is used to investigate the accuracy of computational
descriptions of the unsteady flows. Finally, the analytical and experimental
work to demonstrate an efficient gas pressure exchanger was described by Dr.
W. J. Thayer. A direct energy transfer efficiency of 80-85% is projected to
be possible based on this experience.
Four wave-engine development programs were presented in the second
session. First, Professor Ron Pearson of the University of Rath described
what was probably the first successful wave engine. After first building a
very small engine (which was exhibited and which resembled a small sewing
machine in size and shape), he designed and built for Ruston-Hornsby a machine
which operated successfully prior to 1960 when first switched on. The engine
produced 35 Horsepower and operated over a 6:1 speed range. This pioneering
effort was not published at the time but was in fact a clear demonstration of
the feasibility and potential of wave engines. Feasibility is not an issue;
how best to exploit the concept in an engine and what levels of performance
are attainable, are the questions that must be addressed. Dr. Atul athur
followed Prof. Pearson with an account of a five year wave engine development
program carried out by the General Electric Company. This very thorough
program was terminated in 1963 at the point of success when the company
decided, as a policy, to terminate all work on small engines. Work at
Rolls-Royce in Ct. Britain in the mid 60's, to adapt the Comprex design to a
helicopter engine was described by Mr, R. R. Moritz and illustrated by a
movie. Finally, the design and development status of the General Power
Corporation engine was presentud by Prof. H. E. Weber with comments by Prof.
Max Berchtold. (Or. Richard R. Coleman was unable to attend)
In "Research and Applications Studies", the work at the Naval
Postgraduate School was presented in two talks. Dr. Atul athur described a
Random Choice Method (RCH) code for preliminary design of wave rotor cycles
and a wave turbine experiment now in progress. Dr. Shmuel Eidelman showed
results obtained with a Godunov-Euler (ECE) code for the 2D unsteady port
opening process. The latter work clearly demonstrated the necessity for
either modeling or computing the transient effects of port opening and
suggested chat the effects might be minimized by selecting the passage skewing
angle in correct relation to the design wheel speed. Results of potential
applications studies were contributed by Prof. 0. G. Wilson and Prof. N.
Zubatov. The latter described industrial applications studied in the U.S.S.R.
A comparison of the performance of a wave-turbofan engine (derived from a
2
study reported by R. Taussig) with that of an as-yet-unproven concept
involving detonative combustion, for a lO001b thrust engine operating at M=.75
was presented by Dr. W. Rostafinski of NASA Lewis Research Center. SFC's
below .65 were projected for both engines.
The final three presentations dealt explicitly with the projected
benefits of incorporating pressure exchangers, or shaft-work-producing
wave-energy exchangers, in gas turbine engines. Prof. Berchtold first
presented the results of studies based on the incorporation of a Comprex as a
topping spool in both a helicopter and a cruise missile engine. An
improvement in thermal efficiency from 21 to 26% with power output increasing
from 420 to 550 horsepower was projected in the first case, and an SFC of .95
lb/hr.lb at 3001b. thrust in the second. Potential improvements can be
expected to the above figures as ceramic rotors are perfected.
Dr. Robert Taussig, from recently published work, gave results of studies
of small gas turbine-wave engines which projected TSFC in the range 0.68 to
0.75 lb/hr.lb. for engines in the 600-1000 lb thrust category.
Finally, Prof. Pearson, after describing the methods which he uses to
calculate performance and to design for speed range ("half wave plateau"
method), gave projections for the performance of what he terms a combined "GAS
WAVE TURBLNE-GAS TURBlNE"(Gvr-G) engine in which the GWT (with shaft work
output), rather than the pure pressure exchanger considered in the two
previous talks, is incorporated as a topping unit in the gas turbine cycle.
Prof. Pearson's calculations showed that a lOcm. diameter rotor, operating as
a naturally-aspirated unit could output 17KW of shaft power with a thermal
efficieny of 40t. In a small by-pass Jet engine application (6001b. thrust at
4-.65), an SC of .71 to .73 lb/hr.lb was predicted to be achievable.
Whitle the stimulus for holding the wurkshop had been to define the
potential for flight applications of wave rotors, Prof. Pearson concluded his
presentation by showing potentially important applications of the W.'-GT to
coal .asification and to combined cycle electrical power generation. In each
cage, the CWT, in principle, overcme a limitation in present schemes.
The discussion following the sessions provided opportunity for comment,
statements of opinion and recommendations. It is noted that the discussion
took plare basead wen heard and retained, and without accesi to
the written miterial contained In the present volume. Speakers generally
conceded that a proven potential exists, and comments dealt with what needed
to be done now. The recommendation was made to pursue first only applications
in which the wave rotor offered distinct benefits over existing technology.
Engine company representatives were clearly interested in the predictions of
improved SFC's, but wanted data from tests in order to perform their own
assessment of what they could do with current technology. One problem was
that companies do not have engineers available at the moment to assign to the
development of higher-risk technology. A very convincing cage would have to
be Mide.
Comments were made concerning the success of eruf. Pearson's engine in
comparison with that of the GPC. Professor Pearson's own oxplanartion was that
he had taken a wre conservative approach, making his mistakes and learning on
the first, very small scale machine, and then designing the second one for
speeds at which stresses would not be constraining. In comparison, the (GPC
I [ 1i
approach involved much higher engineering risks,
Professor Pearson commented that, given the opportunity, he could build a
wave engine that would be better than the last one, and that it would work
first time as predicted. He also added that he had learned never to persist
with a poor design, but always to start again. This could have been a reason
for the lack of success in the Rolls-Royce program, which sought to adapt an
existing unit to a quite different task.
A full transcription of the discussion is given in Section IV*. In
closing the opinion was expressed that an engine re-demonstration was required
in order that the development of the technology could receive the attention
and support that appear to be warranted.
Dr. Kantrowitz proposed that a committee be formed to ensure that the
momentum of interest generated by the workshop be conserved, and "hat the
government have access to a panel to which it can turn for guidance. The
Chairman undertook to act on this proposal and the Workshop was adjourned.
*Note: As was announced in advance to the participants, the discussion was
recorded on video tape and voice recorder for transcription into the
proceedings. In transcribing the recording, minor changes have been
tAde only in grammir, in order to improve readability. The editors





Arthur Kantrowitz, Thayer School, Dartmouth College
It has long been suspected that compressions and expansions based
on wave processes can be made MORE efficient than the corresponding
steady flow processes. One basis for this hope can be seen from the
first slide (see Fig. C,4b), which compares the pressure ratio
necessary to stop a moving gas in a steady process e.g. a perfect
diffusor with that necessary to stop a gas, moving at the same speed,
with a compression wave or a shock wave. Pressure ratios up to about
10 can be obtained with smaller gas velocities and thus hopefully
with smaller friction losses, in unsteady processes. Learning to use
waves to make more efficient heat engines is therefore an important
opportunity. It is my opinion that central to the achievement of
useful wave engines is the invention of effective components which
would allow the designer more lattitude.
Two classes of wave engines have recieved significant attention.
The first is the Schmidt tube which propelled the WWII Buzz bomb.
This engine was cheap to make but it has never, as far as I know,
achieved high efficiency or long life. In an effort to address the
second difficulty it would be useful to design an efficient aero-
dynamic valve i.e. a check valve without movng parts. To deal with
this problem, I will describe the Cascade Diode (U. S. Patent
$2,925,830: issued 1960).
The second class of wave engines is the wave rotor which is the
primary subject of this workshoo. One of the important problems
with this device has been the leakage losses produced by clear-
ance between rotor and stator. To control this clearance in the
presence of high temperatures and therial expansions I will describe
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THE PRESSURE EXCHANGER: AN INTRODUCTION
INCLUDING A REVIEW OF THE WORK OF
POWER JETS (R & D) LTD.
J.A.C. Kentfield




The potential of pressure-exchangers to perform useful cycles
involving the compression and expansion of gaseous flows is discussed
briefly and an outline is given of the activities of Power Jets (R & D)
Ltd. in the pressure-exchanger field. The bare bones of the dynamic
pressure-exchanger concept are introduced in a simplified manner de-
signed to focus attention on the most basic wave processes such as cell
filling and cell emptying. Results are presented of cell iilling and
emptying tests carried out by Power Jets (R & D) Ltd. Various pressure-
exchanger cycles, many of which were subsequently tested experimentally,
are described in a basic manner prior to presenting data obtained from
tests sponsored by Power Jets (R & D) Ltd. Finally, the results of some
detailed, comprehensive, cycle analyses are presented for comparison
with the results of experiments. It was concluded that. in the most
2general sense, the results of the Power Jets tests agreed fairly
closely with advanced theoretical analysis and that dynamic pressure
exchangers perform well. The outstanding need is to identify practical
applications where the special properties of pressure exchangers are
used to best advantage.
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NOMENCLATURE
a Local acoustic velocity
Length of a pressure-exchanger cell
Mass flow rate
m Mass flow rate required to fill cells at inlet port stagnation
conditions





PR Static pressure ratio (Fig. 11)
q Heat flow rate
t Time
tCELL Time required to expose, or cover, a cell end
T Stagnation temperature
TR  Static temperature ratio (Fig. 11)
u Local gas velocity
x Coordinate directed along a pressure-exchanger cell
y Ratio of specific heats
tEL apR.
"tCELL Dimensionless cell width { 
C
Product of the isentropic efficiencies of compression and
expansion (equalizer and divider cycles)
"COIP Isentropic efficiency of compression
Non-dimensional bulk input
{Z [(T) HIN - ( HUT)HoUT]/(m TLIN)}
Fluid density
Subscripts
a,b etc. State point locations
IN, OUT Inflow, outflow
PORT Port condition
ref Reference condition
Components Identified in Figures
C Compressor
H High pressure port
L Low pressure port
M Medium pressure port
T Turbine
INTRODUCTION
The former British company Power Jets (Research and Develop-
ment) Ltd., with Prof. D.B. Spalding of Imperial College as consultant,
performed, and sponsored, research and development work in the pressure
exchanger field between approximately 1952 and 1965. Power Jets inter-
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est in pressure exchangers appears to have been sparked by the pioneec-
ing work of G. Jendrassik, former chief engineer of the Gantz diesel
engine company of Budapest, Hungary. Jendrassik, in parallel with but
independently of, Seippel in Switzerland was an originator of pressure-
exchanger systems or more correctly dynamic pressure-exchanger systems
since pressure waves were utilized.
Some earlier pressure-exchanger concepts pre-dating the work
of Seippel and Jendrassik did not make use of pressure wave effects
[1,23. Pressure exchangers which do not utilise pressure waves are
sometimes termed static, or semi-static, pressure exchangers. A broader
and more general overview of the history of pressure exchangers than can
be given here is due to Azoury who covers the subject up to 1965 (3].
A REPRESENTATIVE PRESSURE EXCHANGER
Pressure-exchanger is the generic name given to a class of
machine which utilizes non-steady compressible flow phenomena to perform
a variety of useful, cyclic, processes. An essential feature of pres-
sure-exchangers is a cellular component usually constituting the rotor
of the machine. It is, perhaps, most convenient to describe the essen-
tial structure of a typical pressure-exchanger and, subsequently, to
investigate the principles of the device. Equipped with this knowledge
it is then possible to consider the potential advantages and disadvan-
tages of pressure-exchangers and hence show why there is currently an
increasing interest in machines of this type.
A pressure-exchanger, in it most common form, comprises two
basic components:
a) a rotor of cellular construction, as mentioned previously,
b) a stator containing gas ports in the end faces. The end
plates of the stator are mounted as closely as possible to the
rotor consistent with the avoidance of rubbing.
Figure I is a diagram of the basis of most pressure exchang-
ers. Only one port is shown in each end plate merely to illustrate the
essential features of the device. Figure 2 is a schematic cross-section
of a simple pressure exchanger: only a single port-and-duct is shown.
In practice the outer sleeve, apparent in Fig. I and 2, is
sometimes arranged to be telescopic, as was the case with the Power Jets
1?
machines. This allows the clearances between the rotor and the end
plates to be maintained at constant, or very nearly so, pre-determined
values despite changes in rotor temperature. The end plates move closer
together, or further apart, as the rotor cools or heats up respectively.
A simpler alternative technique, less suited to transient situations, is
to control the temperature of a non-telescopic sleeve such that correct
clearances are maintained.
A means is provided to rotate the rotor; this may consist of
an electric motor coupled to the rotor by, say, a belt transmission.
Alternatively rotors can be made self driving as will be explained
later. In either case the power required to maintain rotor rotation in
a correctly designed pressure-exchanger is very small; it is nearly
zero. The function of the driving means is merely to overcome bearing
friction and rotor windage. There is always the inherent possibility in
pressure-exchangers of rotating the "stator" and fixing the "rotor".
this arrangement rarely seems to be convenient but it should, at least,
be kept in mind.
So far only the hardware has been considered. Imagine, for
example, that the rotor is spinning and that the cells contain gas at
rest relative to the rotor.
If a port, for example the one on the left in Fig. I is
supplied with fluid (gas) at a pressure higher than that in the cells
then gas will enter each cell as it passes the port. The inflow will
compress the contents of each cell in turn and will set it in motion to
the right. The rotor can be made self driving by arranging an inlet
port at a sufficient incidence to the rotor such that the inflow im-
pinges on the cell walls.
Consider, as the alternative to cell filling, what happens
when a pressure lower than that prevailing in the cells exists in a
port. The port may be regarded as connected to a sink or low pressure
reservoir, by the duct coupled to it. Fluid leaves the cells via the
port and passes to the reservoir. If, for example, the right hand port
of the basic pressure-exchanger of Fig. I is connected, via the duct, to
a sink then outflow will occur from each cell as is passes the port.
The outflow sets the contents of the cells in motion such that fluid
flows out to the right, the consequent expansion lowering the pressure
13
of the cell contents remaining.
It can be seen, in this way, that by cutting ports in the end
plates and connecting these to appropriate high or low pressure reser-
voirs fluid will enter, or leave, the rotor in a pre-arranged sequence.
In most pressure-exchangers the frequency with which cells pass the
ports is such that flow in the ports is (substantially) steady, the
non-steady flow being confined to the cells.
It remains to be shown that such an arrangement can be made to
perform useful functions of practical interest. However before proceed-
ing further to considcr the potential advantages and disadvantages of
pressure exchangers a more detailed study of the basic cell filling and
emptying wave processes is required.
BASIC WAVE EVFMTS
Wave processes in dynamic pressure exchangers are normal]y
analysed, as was the case for the Power Jets units, by the method-of-
characteristics as applied to one-space-dimensional, time dependent,
flow [4]. This procedure, which is extremely powerful, can be arranged
to take into account variation of entropy, wall frictional effects, heat
transfer, the finite time taken to uncover, or cover, a cell end, cell
partition thickness, and finally leakage between the cell end faces and
the stator end plates. It is also possible to accommodate the possibil-
ity of employing tapered cells of non-uniform cross-sectional area
13,5,6,7]. These procedures have also been adapted for digital computa-
tion (8,9,10]. The method-of-characteristics is too long and complex to
be considered further here. However, a very simple theoretical treat-
ment of idealised, one-dimensional nonsteady compressible flow is
possible which gives at least an indication of the dominant physical and
quantitative flow features.
Consider, for example, the filling of a single cell of the
rotor shown in Fig. I and 2 as comparable to the transient filling of a
tube of uniform cross-sectional area with a valve at the end capable of
opening, or closing, instantaneously and having an unobstructed flow
area equal to the cross-sectional area of the container. A cell
modelled in this way, which is assumed to have adiabatic walls, is shown
in Fig. 3(a). When the pressure of the fluid at rest in the cell is
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less than that of the surroundings sudden opening of valve X (Fig. 3(a))
at the left hand end of the cell results in fluid rushing into the cell
and initiating a rightward moving discontinuity or compressive wave. In
front (i.e. to the right) of the wave the fluid is that which was in the
cell originally and it is at rest relative to the pressure-exchanger
rotor. Behind (i.e. to the left) of the wave the fluid has been com-
pressed, and set in uniform motion to the right, whilst fluid from the
duct flows into the cell through the fully open valve X. The compres-
sive wave propagates rightwards faster than the rightwards flow velocity
prevailing behind the wave. In the limit, for infinitesimally weak
waves, the wave propagation velocity will be the acoustic velocity in
the undisturbed flow. When the rightward moving wave reaches the closed
end of the tube all the fluid in the tube, that is the original contents
of the tube plus the fluid that flows in through valve X, is travelling
to the right at the inflow velocity through valve X.
Since the rightward flow obviously cannot continue through the
closed right hand end of the cell, a reflected compression wave is
generated at the right hand end wall. This serves to compress, further,
the contents of the cell and to bring the flow to rest. The reflected
wave propagates leftwards against the direction of inflow. Provided
there is no entropy discontinuity between the fluid added to the tube
and the original contents of the fluid interface is transparent to the
reflected leftward moving wave which continues to propagate until it
reaches valve X. If at this moment valve X is closed instantaneously
the fluid trapped within the cell will all be at rest and at a higher
pressure than that of the surroundings. Such a phenomenon can be shown
to be consistent with the requirements of the First Law of Thermod-
ynamics.
The sequence of the events during the filling process can be
plotted on a distance (x), time (t) basis, otherwise known as a wave
diagram, and this has been done in Fig. 3(b). In Fig. 3(b) a closed end
is represented by shading and an open end by the absence of shading.
Hence the period during which valve X should be open or a cell
communicates with the port, can be deduced immediately from the x ' t
diagram provided the wave propagation velocities are known.
tis
The reverse process to filling, that is cell emptying where
the initial pressure in the cell exceeds that of the surroundings, is
depicted on the x "- t plane in Fig. 4. Here the illustration of the
model cell, shown in Fig. 3(a), has been omitted since it contributes
nothing to the x " t diagram showing the physical events. Essential
differences between the filling and emptying processes are that the
pressure waves occurring during emptying are both of the expansion type
and, with valve X located at the left, outflow occurs to the left.
It can be seen that had the cell of Fig. 3(a) been drawn with
the valve at the right hand end, and the closed end at the left, the
flow and wave propagation directions would be the reverse of those shown
in Fig. 3(b) and 4. The nature of the wave events occurring would
otherwise be the same.
In a real device valve X cannot be expected to open or close
instantaneously nor can friction between the moving fluid and the
internal surfaces of the tube be eliminated. However apart from these
differences the situations depicted in Fig. 3 and 4 can be shown to
approximate reality for relatively weak pressure waves.
Having obtained an impression of the physical nature of the
flow for the particular cases of filling and emptying it is now possible
to analyze, quantitatively, a more general situation where a single,
weak, isentropic, pressure wave propagates through a fluid in a region
where the flow velocity in the x direction is u in front of the wave.
Derivation
Applying the conservation of mass principle between fixed
stations A and B of the duct shown in Fig. 5 during a time interval 6t
in which a weak pressure wave travels an elemental distance 6x;
Net mass inflow during 6 t * mass accumulation during 6t, i.e.
(u + 6u)(0 + 60) Aht - PuA 6t - 60A6x (1)
but:
6x (a + u) 6t (2)
thus from (1) and (2)
(u * 6u)(p + 6p) - up = 60 (a + u)
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or after expansion:
up + p6u + u6p + 0(02) - up = a6p + u6p
Thus after simplification and ignoring terms of order 62
p6u =a6
or
6u a -- (3)
p
Assuming that the wave is isentropic:
(a-a)Y-1 p P 0 (4)
aref ref
and from logarithmic differentiation of equation (4):
2.) 6a = 6 p (5)
K substituting for 6p/p in equation (3) from (5):
6u - 2 ) 6a (6)
Integrating equation (6) without limits, when 6 is vanishingly small,
and subsequently rearranging:
a - (1: i) u - CONSTANT (7)
For a compression wave propagating against the flow, as depicted in Fig.
6, it can be shown by a similar analysis that:
a + (O1) u -CONSTANT (8)
The results given by equations (7) and (8) can be shown to
cover all individual, or simple, isentropic waves including expansion
wave cases not represented in either Fig. 5 or 6. Thus combining
equations (7) and (8):
a 1 (Y;!) u a CONSTANT (9)
Equation (9) is the required result; the positive or negative signs
arise, for positive u, as indicated in Fig. 7.
Construction of u N a Diagrams
Equation (9) shows that, on a u 1 a, or state, plane, all
possible combinations of a and u for a particular value of the CONSTANT
can be represented by two inclined straight lines, one with a positive
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slope, the other with a negative slope. If the a (ordinate) scale is
made 2/(y-l) times that used for the u (abscissa) scale, then one line
has a slope of + 450, the other a slope of -45° . Plotting similar pairs
of lines for other discrete values of the CONSTANT on the R.H.S. of
equation (9) results in a mesh of lines having slopes of ±45* as shown
in Fig. 8.
The u , a (state) and accompanying x ̂  t (wave) diagrams for a
typical filling process, such as that illustrated in Fig. 3(b), are
presented in Fig. 9. Figure 10 shows the corresponding u ' a and
x ,, t diagrams for an emptying process such as that depicted in Fig. 4.
It can be seen from both Fig. 9 and 10 that the labelling identifying
the corners of the u -a diagrams also represents the corresponding flow
regimes between the waves on the x ̂  t plane. To improve clarity,
compression waves are represented on the x % t plane as solid lines and
expansion waves by chain-dotted lines.
Mach numbers and pressure ratios can be deduced easily from
the u ' a plane. For example with reference to Fig. 9 or 10:
Mb - and. pIb ~a ~a
The latter expression is justified because the flow is assumed to be
isentropie. It is generally desirable, for most real pressure exchanger
situations, not to exceed a pressure ratio of about 2:1 for an individu-
al wave, and hence a port Mach number of about 0.5, in order to minimise
the adverse effects of irreversibilities. In the most general sense,
this conclusion is confirmed from the results of comprehensive basic
cell filiing and emptying tests conducted by Power Jets using air as the
working fluid. These results are presented, in terms of static tempera-
ture versus static pressure ratio, in Fig. 11. The "first part of
filling" refers to the first compression wave of a filling process, the
"1second part of filling" refers to the reflected wave: likewise for
emptying. It can be seen, from Fig. 11, that the magnitude of depat-
tures from the isentropic increases as the static pressure ratio in-
creases.
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ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF PRESSURE EXCHANGERS
It is now possible to make a qualitative assessment, at least
tentatively, of the potential advantages and disadvantages of pressure
exchangers compared with turbo-machines based on the structural and
performance characteristics of pressure-exchangers outlined so far.
Advantages:
i) Robust construction.
ii) Generally low rotational speed compared with turbo-machines;
too high a rotational speed will obviously not permit the
occurrence of adequate cell filling or cell emptying.
iii) Isentropic efficiencies of compression and expansion
comparable with those or turbo-machines: this follows if
efficient cell filling and emptying processes are encouraged.
iv) less prone to erosion damage, due to solid particles or liquid
droplet ingestion, than turbomachinery. The velocity of the
working fluid in a pressure exchanger relative to the hardware
, is typically about 1/3 of values commonly met with in turbo-
machines; this implies that the kinetic energy of a particle
of prescribed mass is only about I0%, in a pressure exchanger,
of values attainable in typical turbo-machines.
v) Ability to withstand higher temperature than say, gas turbines
without recourse to structural cooling. The hottest parts of
the rotor of a pressure-exchanger are usually only exposed to
the maximum working temperature for a portion of the running
time; in some cases these regions are also in contact with
cool working fluid such as, for example, scavenge air.
vi) Non-surging performance characteristics of pressure-
exchangers; pressure-exchangers do not surge in the manner
customarily associated with axial or centrifugal turbo-com-
pressors.
vii) A rapid response to operational transients.




i) Low mass flow rate per unit of frontal area compared with
turbo-machinery, particularly in relation to axial flow
turbo-machines.
ii) Not primarily suitable for the direct production of shaft
power output without the use of a power turbine. In some
cases a power turbine can be combined with the pressure-
exchanger cellular rotor.
iii) Noise generation; due to the non-steady flows occurring within
them, pressure-exchangers are inherently noisy and therefore
require careful muffling or silencing. The noise produced is
predominantly of high frequency, usually say I to 5 k hertz,
and can, therefore. be dealt with fairly easily by absorption
devices.
iv) Significant cyclic fatigue loading conditions often prevail
particularly within the cellular rotor.
PRESSURE-EXCHANGER CONFIGURATIONS
Dynamic pressure-exchangers can be configured to perform a
wide variety of useful tasks. Seven particular configurations studied
to a greater or lesser extent by, or for, Power Jets, are shown in an
idealised form in Fig. 12 to Fig. 18 inclusive. In each case the ports
of the pressure exchanger are identified by labelling them with refer-
ence to the function of each port in accordance with the following code:
L low pressure
M medium pressure subscripts "IN" or "OUT" are employed to
high pressure identify inlet or outlets respectively.
In order to simplify the diagrams each wave. compression or expansion,
is identified as a single line. As before solid lines are used for
compression waves and chain-dotted lines for expansion waves. Particle
paths are represented as dotted lines. Wave interactions at interfaces
are ignored. For each cycle illustrated a turbo-machine capable of
performing the same task is shown, diagrammatically, alongside the
dynamic pressure-exchanger which is drawn on the distance v time plane.
It should be borne in mind that, because the wave processes are cyclic,
the top of eich distance-time, or wave diagram can be considered to be
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looped around and joined to the bottom or, alternatively, each wave
cycle is repetitive.
Figure 12 shows the basic configuration of a machine which can
serve as a low pressure-ratio gas generator or air compressor or
internal-combustion-engine supercharger. The cycle involves two scav-
enging processes, one at the low pressure of the cycle, the other at the
high pressure condition. The low pressure scavenge process serves to
replace products of combustion exhausting from the machine with an
induced air flow from the surroundings. The high pressure scavenge
process results in discharging air, which has been compressed, into the
high pressure circuit whilst receiving products of combustion from the
same circuit. The cycle involves, in essence, two compression and two
expansion waves. A scavenge process can be thought of , in terms of
pressure waves, as a two-wave process. Sometimes the low pressure
scavenge outlet port is made much wider than the inlet as shown in the
inset.
A similar cycle, but with a heat rejection and mass injection
replacing the heat addition process, is shown in Fig. 13. This machine
can serve as an air-cycle refrigerator. The "output" flow is the cooled
low pressure stream leaving the unit.
Figure 14 is another configuration suitable for use as a gas
generator, air compressor or supercharger. The arrangement differs from
that of Fig. 12 by virtue of the addition of transfer passages each
connecting an emptying process to a filling process. The purpose of
transfer passages is to increase the overall pressure ratio of the
machine without recourse to high gas Mach numbers in the ports of the
system. Two transfer passages are shown in Fig. 14; at least in prin-
ciple there is no restriction on the number of transfer passages that
can be used.
A pressure-exchanger equalizer is depicted in Fig. 15. This
machine serves a similar function to an ejector or to the turbo-compres-
sor unit shown in the diagram. This cycle is interesting in that it is
one which is wholly dependent on wave dynamics: there is no comparable
cycle for a non-dynamic, or static pressure-exchanger. A similar remark
can be made in relation to the pressure-exchanger divider cycle shown in
Fig. 16. This cycle takes as an input a medium pressure stream and
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divides it into two outflowing streams one at a higher and the other at
a lower stagnation pressure than the input flow. There are potential
uses for such devices in pressure-boosting applications and in natural-
gas distribution grids.
Figure 17 illustrates a simple pressure-gain combustor con-
cept. Here combustion of a fuel/air mixtures takes place, at constant
volume, within the cells of the pressure-exchanger. The resultant
pressure rise results in the discharge or products of combustion at a
higher stagnation pressure than the stagnation pressure of the entering
air flow. The fuel flow can be added to the entering air stream in a
number of ways. There are obvious potential problems relating to
developing a satisfactory combustion system within the confines of a
pressure-exchanger cell. Figure 18 depicts an alternative form of
pressure-gain combustor, also equivalent to a constant-volume combustor,
employing a conventional, steady flow, combustor in the high pressure
circuit of the machine. Potential applications for the systems shown in
Fig, 17 and 18 relate, for example, to gas turbine usage to replace
conventional steady flow combustors with units capable of generating a
stagnation pressure increase. The foregoing examples do not represent
an exhaustive inventory of possible pressure-exchanger configurations;
the applications are, however, sufficiently varied to given some idea of
the wide range of uses to which pressure-exchangers can be put.
PRESSURE-EXCHANGER CONFIGURATIONS TESTED EXPERIMENTALLY
Power Jets sponsored single-cell tests to obtain fundamental
cell filling and emptying data [11] and subsequent filling and emptying
tests using a cellular rotor; the collapsed results of many of these
latter tests are shown in Fig. 11. Tests, with supporting analyses,
were also carried out to establish the overall characteristics of low
and high pressure scavenging processes 171.
In addition to fundamental tests of individual wave processes
Power Jets sponsored, or carried out, tests of a number of functional,
complete, pressure exchangers. These efforts were directed primarily at
four systems:
i) gas generator configurations along the lines of that
illustrated diagramatically in Fig. 12; machines of this kind
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were tested, at various stages of the program, as gas genera-
tors, diesel engine superchargers and as a pressure-firing
system for a steam boiler,
ii) air cycle refrigerators of the type shown in Fig. 13. Apart
from test-bed trials prototype units of this kind were used
for mine cooling in South African and India,
iii) equalizers (Fig. 15); extensive test-bed running was
undertaken to establish the overall characteristics of such
cycles.
iv) dividers (Fig. 16); again extensive test-bed running was
carried out to establish cycle characteristics experimentally.
Proceeding to look, in turn, at each of the four previous examples in
more detail.
N Gas generators
Typical representative results obtained with a Power Jets gas
generator are shown in Fig. 19. The unit was of the most simple type
and did not, for example, feature transfer ports (Fig. 14).
Control was by varying the fuel flow quantity; there was no
bleed-off of hot gas or compressed air from the H.P. circuit. The
fall-off of the isentropic compression efficiency, nCOMP, (upper curve
family) was due to hot gas mixing with the compressed air delivered into
the H.P. loop this effect becoming ever more significant as the H.P.
scavenge ratio (centre diagram) increased towards, or exceeded, unity.
The estimate of nCOMP was based on the temperature rise of the air (due
to compression in the pressure-exchanger) by measuring stagnation
temperature at the L.P. inlet and H.P. outlet ports.
The lower curve family shows the non-dimensional bulk input u
versus pressure ratio. The straight dotted line is the theoretical,
non-dimensional, bulk input for a waveless (static) pressure-exchanger.
Better results than those shown in Fig. 19 have been reported by Power
Jets [12]. A fairly close correlation between theory and practice is
also on record [13).
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Coolers
At least two dynamic pressure-exchanger coolers were built by
Power Jets (R and D) Ltd. These units were later operated as deep-mine
environmental air-cooling devices. Figure 20 is an illustration of the
first prototype unit. The pressure-exchanger and water-cooled heat-
exchanger are in the foreground. The portion of the mine ventilating
duct in which the unit was located is shown in the upper part of the
photograph. The make-up air flow to the high pressure circuit was
tapped from the mine compressed air supply.
In each of the two prototype units the rotor was made self-
driving by angling the high-pressure inlet to give the entering flow an
incidence angle of approximately 100 to the cell walls at the operating
speed. The coefficient of performance (cooling duty divided by the
isentropic work of compression of the make-up air) was 1.2 for the
second prototype unit. Noise levels were controlled by use of acoustic
splitters which proved adequate to make the noise of the installed units
insignificant compared with typical mine noise levels. See the contri-
bution by Barnes to the written discussion of reference [3] for further
details of the mine cooler system.
Equalizers
Figure 21 shows an experimentally obtained performance map for
an equalizer, using air as the working fluid, in which the dimensionless
cell width At' e 0.36 [14). Figure 22 is a comparative performanceCELL
map obtained by analytical means not based on the method-of-characteris-
tics [15). The discrepancy between Fig. 21 and 22 was thought to be due
to the wider cell width, AtL' 0.54 employed to obtain the analyt-
CELL
ically derived curves.
Amongst the applications considered for equalizers one was to
use the device as a thrust augmentator for either a turbo-jet or low
bypass ratio turbo fan. For an application of this nature the high-
pressure inlet flow to the equalizer would be the engine efflux. The
low pressure flow would be drawn from the surroundings. The results of
an approximate analysis based on equalizer experimental performance, of
the expected thrust augmentation versus overall pressure ratio is
presented in Fig. 23. It can be seen that the characteristics of the
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device indicate that a good performance is only possible for fairly low
values of P H/PL
Dividers
The experimentally obtained performance map of a divider is
presented in Fig. 24 for a machine having a dimensionless cell width of:
At' 0.36 [14]. A corresponding theoretically obtained performance
CELL EL
map, for At' - 0.54, is presented in Fig. 25. The method used for
CELL
establishing this theoretical map was the same as that used for the
analytically derived equalizer map of Fig. 22 [15].
Figure 26 shows the test rig from which both the equalizer and
divider experimental performance characteristics were obtained Detailed
method-of-characteristics analyses were also performed for both the
equalizer and the divider cycles in which account was taken of friction,
finite cell wall thickness, finite cell width and leakage. The result
of this work, which is available elsewhere (16], are not reproduced
here.
POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS
It seems essential, if pressure exchangers are to be commer-
cially successful, to find applications where these devices can excel
uniquely. It does not seem, to the writer, to be worth developing a
pressure-exchanger based solution to a problem which can be solved
equally well, or indeed nearly as well, by an existing, developed,
machine or system. It would appear, for example, that the success being
achieved by the Comprex unit of Brown Boveri in the vehicle supercharg-
ing field is due largely to the very rapid, almost instantaneous,
response of the Comprex to changes in engine operating conditions, an
area where the turbo-charger is less responsive, and the work carried
out by Brown Boveri to reduce the sensitivity of the Comprex to changes
of engine speed. Installationally, the Comprex is slightly less easy to
accommodate than a turbo-charger due to the need to arrange a drive for
the rotor; clearly in those cases where it is employed it is felt that
the slight installational inconvenience is outweighed by the performance
advantages.
2S
It appears to the writer that pressure exchangers may have
considerable advantages, due to a perception than they have a high
erosion resistance and possibly a low first cost, in simple, moderate
thermal efficiency, power plants employing fuels, such as pulverised
coal or residual oil, less well suited to gas turbines or reciprocating
engines. A plant of the proposed type would probably employ a gas
generator with perhaps two transfer passages, similar to that of Fig.
14, with a simple, fairly low maximum temperature power turbine. A
possible arrangement is shown schematically in Fig. 27. A power plant
of this type may find application in locomotives or ships. It is known,
for example, that the People's Republic of China:is currently using a
large number of coal-fired steam locomotives. The desire has been
expressed to replace these with other types of coal burning machines of
about twice the thermal efficiency. This implies that an overall
thermal efficiency of about 16 to 20% is required. Currently coal-fired
Stirling engines are being studied as possible alternative prime movers
[17,. Possibly a pressure exchanger based power plant would be suitable
and may require less development than a relatively "high tech" Stirling
engine.
Another field where pressure exchangers may have a unique role
to play is as pressurised combustors for coal, or residual-oil, fired
steam boilers. Again the special features commending pressure ex-
changers for such applications are a high erosion resistance and,
possibly, a lower first cost than otherwise comparable turbo-machinery.
The pressure exchanger required is a gas generator type unit, possibly
without transfer ports, along the lines of that shown in Fig. 12.
WPressure exchangers may have a part to play in the development
of pressure-gain combustors, or so called topping spools, for gas
turbines: in many such systems the blading of a turbo-machine counter-
part is too small for satisfactory operation thereby giving an advantage
to the pressure exchanger. Two such pressure exchanger systems are
shown in Fig. 17 and 18. Whilst the system of Fig. 18 is closer to
currently available technology it is apparently less compact than that
of Fig. 17. The challenge in developing the system of Fig. 17 is
clearly that of establishing good combustion conditions in a device
which will also function as a pressure exchanger. The combustion-in-
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cell concept does not rely constantly on the igniter. Spalding has
suggested, if this system were ever to be developed, the use of a pocket
in the stator, possibly in the vicinity of the igniter, to transport
products of combustion upstream to cells approaching the combustion
zone. In this way the igniter is only required for start-up [18].
What appears to be a good practical application of the pres-
sure exchanger divider has been proposed by Barnes [19]. This
application relates to pumping-energy recovery in natural-gas distribu-
tion networks. Since the system has already been subjected to analysis
and the results of this work are available (19] it will not be described
here. The special pressure exchanger properties commending this appli-
cation are the absence of surge problems, rapid response to transients
and equipment robustness.
CONCLUSIONS
An overview has been presented, very briefly and with many
omissions, of the work on pressure exchanger development sponsored, and
carried out by Power Jets (R & D) Ltd., assisted by Prof. D.B. Spalding
and others, over a period of approximately thirteen years. An attempt
was also made to introduce the concept of the dynamic pressure exchanger
in as simple a manner as possible.
A survey of some of the experimental results available from
the Power Jets work, and comparison with relevant theoretical analyses,
indicates that, in the most general sense, pressure exchangers work
satisfactorily in practice. It appears to be of paramount importance,
when attempting to identify potential applications for pressure ex-
changers, to take into account the special properties, and performance
characteristics, of these machines which fit them uniquely for the
proposed tasks. In this way competition with existing, fully developed,
equipment is avoided.
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Fig. 2 Cross-section of a simple pressure exchanger
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Fig. 6 Elemental isentropic wve propagating to the left in gas
flowing in the oppc ate direction.
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Fig. 9 Filling process on x - t and a , u dingr.rs.
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Fig. 15 Pressure -exchanger equalizer configuration.
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THE C O M P R E X
Summary
The Comprex for supercharging Diesel engines in passenger cars represents
a practical utilization of the wave rotor concept. Turbocharging has long been
Introduced in locomotive and ship-Diesel engines for increasing the power output.
Today turbosupercharger have also become standard equipment on trucks and trac-
tots. The matching of the pistonengine- and the turbomachine characteristic does
not cause particular problems, as multispeed transmissions allow engine operation
in a narrow speed range. The high vehicle masses do not seem to demand rapid
load response. In passenger Diesel cars the engine has to work In a wider speed
range and rapid response to load change Is mandatory. This feature can be felt
most distinctly when, comparing two diesel cars, one Comprex- and the other
turbo-charged.
of The characteristic of the Comprex can be adapted to the particular requirement
of a high torque in the normal engine operating speed range of a naturally aspi-
rated engine. This can be realized with a particular stator porting design. In addi-
tion to the intake- and exhaust ports there are stator pockets with immediate
mass reinjection into the rotor. This allows the Cdorex to match the engine mass-
flow demand, when it is driven over a belt. At constant air-furl ratio the engine
intake manifold pressure and thus the torque stay about constand over a wide
engine speed range. The manifold pressure raises as fast as the exhaust temperature
lnccreases. As the air pressure Is generated by the compression wave the rotor
* speed does not first have to change.
As the Comprex supercharged car can be driven at lower engine speed the
will be an advantage in fuel consumption and noise. The Comprex can be built
with low flow capacity without a loss In performance due to detrimental Reynolds
number effects.
The wave rotor Is produced by casting with uneven partition spacing for lower-
ing the single frequency noise energy. With simple acoustic means in the intake-
and exhaust ducts the vehicle noise can be held down to acceptable levels. The
low rotor tip speeds will eventually permit the use of ceramic, which offers the
advantage of low, weight, low cost and almost no thermal expansion. Clearances
between rotor and stators, which affect losses, can be held smaller.
Brown Boveri Is selling units to go into the Opel Diesel car, the first to bene-
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History
The idea of interchange of energy by direct impingement of gases dates back
to the time at the beginning of this century when BUchi proposed exhaust
gas driven turbosupercharging of Diesel engines. A patent of Burghard des-
cribes the cell rotor admitting gases through segmented stator ports. The
idea forgotten came up again in the late thirties when the principle wasused as a heatpump with air as the working fluid. Brown Boveri who was
building the device for a customer realized that design modifications were
needed to account for nonsteady flow phenomena. The patent by C. Seippel
describes the operation and the timing requirements. Later, the pressure
wave energy exchanger named Comprex to indicate its capability of compres-
sor-expander was used as the upper stage of a gasturbine engine. Whereas
good efficiencies were obtained, rotors could not be built to stay together.
In the early fifties, the potential of the Comprex as a Diesel engine
supercharger was recognized. After the first units were constructed and
tested on vehicular Diesel engines in the USA, Brown Boveri in Switzer-
land initiated a concentrated effort to develop the Comprex to meet the re-
quirements of its practical realization.
The Principle of Operation
The schematic arrangement of the Comprex as exhaust gas driven Diesel en-
gine supercharger is shown in Fig. 1. The rotor B has straight axial chan-
nels of constant cross section, also called cells. The stators on both
sides of the rotor have segmented openings registering with the rotor pas-
sages. The ducting F for air entering the rotor and for the discharge of
)6. compressed air E are connected to the cold stator. The duct for compressed
hot gas D and the duct for hot gas discharge G are connected to the hot
stator. The rotor assumes essentially a valving function. The belt drive C
is needed to overcome bearing-, windage- and friction-losses. The energy
exchange comes from direct interaction of the gas to be expanded, passed
on to the air to be compressed.
The mode of operation can best be explained considering the axial rotor
channels to be unwrapped into the projection plane Fig. 2. The ports in the
cold stator on the left side and the ports in the hot stator on the right
side are stationary. The duct E for the compressed air connects to the en-
gine intake manifold E. The duct 0 for the exhaust gas collected in the ex-
haust manifold A leads into the rotor. The turning of the rotor is represen-
ted by the rotor cells moving from the top on down. The ports thus open and
close according to the schedule determined by the geometrical location of
the ports and the downward speed of the rotor. The requirements for the
timing of the compression- and expansion-waves are best understood by the
description of the cycle.
The explanation begins on top of Fig. 2 where the rotor is filled with
air at rest below ambient pressure. The cell opening to the exhaust gas port
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allows the gas to enter the rotor due to the large pressure difference. The
air at rest has to be pushed forward producing a compression wave. The wave
- front progressing faster than the speed of sound simultaneously compresses
and accelerates the air. As the wave reaches the cold stator, the discharge
port is opened and allows the compressed air to enter the stationary duct E
leading to the engine intake manifold E. The kinetic energy is partly con-
verted into pressure. The speed of the gas and the speed of the compressed
air are about equal. This also is the speed of the interface. As Fig. 2 in-
dicates, this speed is far below the speed of the compression wave. It is
this physical phenomenon which makes the efficient transfer of energy by
direct interaction possible.
The compressed air discharge port closes prior to the arrival of the inter-
face preventing exhaust gas to be recirculated into the engine. Some of the
air which has been contaminated due to mixing at the interface remains in
the rotor cell. As the exhaust gas intake port is closed a rarefaction or
expansion wave is generated. The deceleration of the gas to standstill at
the wave front occurs with the simultaneous expansion. Now the rotor is
filled with exhaust gas and some air, both at rest. The pressure is still
considerably above ambient. This remaining pressure furnishes the energy to
scavenge the cell, namely to replace the exhaust gas by air. The opening of
, the exhaust gas discharge port induces the second rarefaction or expansion
, wave, thus generating the outflow into the exhaust duct G. First the gas and
then the air in contact is being traversed by the expansion wave. The full
content of the rotor cell is set in motion. At this time the air intake
opens and the inertia of the gas column draws in the air. As the cell has
been scavenged the exhaust discharge port is being closed. Prior to this
time the air intake has also been cl, d, thus producing another, however
rather weak expansion wave decelerating the air to standstill. The pressure
of the air at rest is subambient. The cell is now ready for the next cycle.
The pressure of the air obtained in the intake manifold E is determined by
the strength of the compression wave which again is a function of the en-
gine exhaust discharge pressure. This again depends on the exhaust gas tem-
perature leaving the engine. As the mass-flows to and from the engine are
essentially equal, the power to be gained by the expansion of the hot ex-
haust gas is sufficient to obtain a somewhat higher pressure of the cold
air to be compressed. Part of the surplus power cowers the leufficiencles.
There are losses due to the finite clearance between rotor and stators.
Furthermore, there are losses due to incomplete recovery of kinetic energy
of the compressed air in the duct E and of the exhaust gases leaving the
rotor through duct G. Losses are caused also during opening and closing
of the cells passing the radial edges of the stator ports. The effect (f
heat exchange superimposed to the compression and expansion energy ex-
change makes the processes non-adiabatic. This is a distinct difference
h' from the adiabatic compression and expansion in turbomachines. Work dissipa-
tion due to flow friction on the cell walls brings a further deviation from
the Isentropic changes of state. The losses due to irreversibilities in




the total of all losses reveals overall combined energy efficiencies of
l 74 %. This makes the Comprex competitive with turbosuperchargers.
Matching the Comprex to Engine Demands
A practical supercharger has to function over a wide operating range. Vehi-
cular engines in particular are rather challenging in this respect.
The rotor as shown above has to be driven by the engine. V belts are well
accepted on vehicular engines for generator-and-fan drives. This, however,
makes the Comprex speed range as wide as the engine speed range, namely up
to 1:4. At low Comprex speed. the main compression wave arrives far too
early at the cold stator with the result that the compression wave is being
reflected at the closed end of the rotor cell creating a high pressure of
no use. This wave returning to the exhaust gas intake disrupts the timing
with the effect of flow reversal and with a complete breakdown of performance.
A number of simple means have been found which help to overcome the disadvan-
tage of wave mistiming. The wide speed operation has been realized by the
use of additional stator ports which, however, are not connected to any duct.
The ports allow the air in the rotor to flow out and to enter the rotor into
the adjacent cell. In the case of the early arrival of the comprsssion wave,
only partial reflexion occurs. The reflected wave arrives at the hot sta-
tor at the time the inflow of exhaust gas into the rotor has started. The
wave prevents the inflow over a segment of the port. The flow of exhaust gas
is reduced which matches the lower flow at reduced engine speed. This appears
to the engine to have the same effect as variable geometry of a turbocharger.
A similar pocket is supplied with exhaust gas. The secondary wave generated
by this pocket enters into a corresponding pocket in the cold stator. The
effect of these pockets sustains scavenging of the rotor cells at low rotor
speeds. In Fig. 3 the essential components of a Comprex unit are shown.
The main ports and the axiliary ports (as pockets) are visible. The letters
indicating the ports agree with the duct designation of Fig. 1. The letters
HIK refer to the pockets. The stators, contrary to Fig. I and 2, are built
to produce two complete cycles per revolution of the rotor. This has the
advantage of symmetry in the stator design. At equal rotor speed the rotor
length is half which makes the unit lighter and more compact.
The Comprex having a porting configuration to give a wide speed range for-
tunately meets the massflow demand of the engine. This results in a nearly
constant engine intake manifold pressure for constant exhaust gas tempera-
ture in a reasonably wide speed range of the engine.
The requirements for passenger car- and truck-engines as well as the capabi-
lity of rapid load changes are being discussed in the second part of the
paper.
In the supercharger version the peak efficiency has to be sacrificed in
favour of the wide speed range capacity. Yet the efficiencies are competi-
tive with turbosuperchargers which need bypass blowoff valves causing a con-
siderable loss in efficiency at high engine speed.
.0 S
The Comprex can be analysed theoretically using the method of characteristics.
The assumption of onedimensional flow can be refined to take care of partial
opening losses, leakage losses, as well as heattransfer- and friction-losses.
* Integration of the theoretical intake- and exhaust velocity profiles gives
remarkably precise duplication of measured performance. The cycle calcula-
tion using the graphical method of characteristics is rather a demanding
and time consuming process. Whereas it-is possible to computerize the cal-
culations, it is still difficult to introduce complicated boundary condi-
tions such as pockets since massbalances will have to be fulfilled for the
main ports as well as for the pockets. The graphical method of analysis can
be made with grossly simplified assumptions. It is most instructive since it
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.. ,Fig 3 . Components of the Comprex.
' Ports D,G,E,F are connected to Ducts 0,G,E,F Fig.l.
,-i Exhaust gas from engine
G Exhaust gas discharge
F Air inflow from ambient
E Compressed air flow to engine
Pockets H,I,K are energized at low rotor speed
and provide energy for scavenging the cells.
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SUPERCHARGING WITH COMPREX. APPLICATION AND EXPERIENCE
Prof. Max Berchtold, ETH, ZUrich; Andreas Mayer, Brown Boveri, Baden
Introduction
Today almost all Diesel engines of power output higher than 400 kW are tur-
bosupercharged. Brown Boveri has contributed significantly in raising the
level of supercharging technology. A triplication of the power output com-
pared to the naturally aspirated engine of equal displacement has become an
accepted standard.
Supercharging is broadly applied to Diesel engines for trucks, buses, farm
machinery and earth moving equipment. Here the operational requirements are
more demanding due to the frequent load changes and the wide engine speed
range. The reason for the wide use of the Diesel engine is the high fuel
economy and the long durability. The passenger car Diesel which has become
more widely considered has to meet the challenge of high fuel economy. The
requirements for the wider engine speed range and the instantaneous load re-
spone are well recognized. Noise levels, acceptable for trucks, have to be
reduced substantially. The emission levels reached in spark ignited engines
only with sophisticated exhaust gas after treatment, are met by the Diesel
engine with respect to carbon dioxyd and hydrocarbons. Nitric oxyd and par-
ticulates, however, as well as the unpleasant odour are of primary concern.
The low Diesel engine power output compared to gasoline engines of equal
weight makes supercharging mandatory. The Comprex pressure-wave supercharger
has proven its capability to meet these requirements of the passenger car
Diesel engine.
Tests of supercharging Diesel engines with the Comprex go back over 20 years.
The first prototype units have been tested and evaluated in a vehicular ap-
plication in 1969 on a heavy duty truck, built by the Saurer Company in
Switzerland. The performance e:-pectations have been met. A number of prob-
lems, however, had to be solved to make this new device suitable for practi-
cal use and to become competitive in price with the conventional exhaust gas
driven turbocompressor.
Manufacturing Technology
In order to meet durability at low cost, a rotor casting process had to be
developed. A tremendous effort led to a sophisticated technique, capable of
producing rotors which have numerous advantages over the older rotor con-
struction, using sheet metal blades brazed into slots in the hub and the
shroud. The casting technique allows to form the blade joints at the hub
atd the tip without local stress concentration. The intermediate shroud
permits the stresses due to different temperatures between the hub and
the shroud to be relieved. Previously this has been obtained by curved
blades in radial direction. The alloy for the rotors is of a low coeffi-
cient of thermal expansion. Furthermore, it has a high oxydation resis-
tance. Operating gas temperatures up to 8500 C can readily be handled. The
casting facility is shown in Fig. 1.
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Precision casting techniques also are being applied to the stator casting&.
The porting geometry meets the tolerance requirements without expensive
* °machining operations.
The Comprex rpm being between 8000 and 25000 depending on the airflow capa-
city, presents no problem to bearing design. The bearings are supplied by
the engine oil pump. Rubbing seals are used to prevent oil from entering the
air passages or dirt to get into the oil return line. The partially segmen-
ted Comprex, Fig. 2, shows the shaft and bearing arrangement.
Refinements in the stator design have resulted in a substantial weight re-
duction. The unit is supported by the exhaust gas collector, an arrangement
well proven by the mounting of turbo superchargers.
Noise emission
The previous sheet metal rotor produced a narrow frequencyband noise of a
rather penetrating character. The effective dampening to a permissible level
turned out to be difficult. Cells of uneven width in random pattern gave a
significant reduction in noise. The cast rotor with the intermediate shroud
in variable cell width and shifted cell partitions also for reasons of
stress relief gave an even greater noise reduction of 10 db. The additional
means for treatment of the remaining noise can thus be less effective. The
noise emission spectra for the two different rotors is shown in Fig. 3.
Exhaust Gas Recirculation
Diesel enitt~s operating at low bmep produce NO even though the mean tempe-
rature is far below the stoechiometric combustfon end temperature. The
burning, however, always takes place at the zone of stoechiometric mixture.
The local burning temperature therefore is as high as at full load. A re-
duction of the reaction heat thus calls for a reduction of oxygen concentra-
tion. This is obtained by exhaust gas recirculation, reducing the stoechio-
metric peak cycle temperature determining the NOx equilibrium. A simple val-
ving- and control system is used to have some exhaust gas bypassed into the
engine at part load. At full load, the recirculation which causes a reduc-
tion of power output is undesired. Fortunately, the Comprex by its principle
of operation has a sufficient amount of internal exhaust gas recirculation
in the particular desired engine operating regime. Fig. 4 indicates the
amounts of recirculation for different operating conditions. The NOx reduc-
tion comes to 20 % at low load.
Potential Power Output Gain by Supercharging
The requirements for the supercharging of Diesel engines depend on the ap-
plication. Passenger car engines are the most demanding. The high torque at
low engine speed, combined with the request of rapid load response is typi-
cal. Whereas the turbosupercharger, combined with a turbine bypass valve,
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is capable of building up a sufficient manifold pressure at low speed, it
is not giving the response. At high engine speed, the limited turbine flow
capacity calls for opening the bypass in order to prevent the manifold pres-
sure from exeeding permissible limits. The compressor stability, however,
remains to be a problem.
In the case of a more narrow speed range, such as in traction engines with
multiple speed gearboxes, the waste gate hookup can be used to a pressure
ratio level of 3. About the same limitations exist for the Comprex as far
as speed range and pressure ratio. Fig. 5 shows the ranges for passenger
car and truck engines.
As special engine applications call for higher levels of supercharging, two
stage supercharging appears to be the best solution to meet the vehicular
requirements. It has been found that the combination of the Comprex as the
low pressure stage and a turbocharger as the high stage offers significant
advantages both with respect to high speed range and high response. A peak
bmep level of 27 bar ata at a manifold pressure ratio up to 6 has been de-
monstrated. The tests have confirmed the performance expectations. A six
cylinder Caterpillar engine has been used which has been equipped with a
fuel pump of higher capacity and with shorter pistons reducing the compres-
sion ratio to 12. Furthermore, it became necessary to install a device for
adjustment of the injection timing.
Cooling of the charge air lowers the peak cycle pressure in all cases and
thus the thermal loading of the critical engine components.
Comprex Superchargers for Wide Range of Engine Capacity
At the first stage of development, a series of Comprex units has been de-
signed to meet the range of power output from 80 to 450 kW (Fig. 6 and 7).
The units are of geometrical similar design. They have been extensively
tested for endurance both in teststand- as well as in vehicular use. Life
expectancy of 8 to 10000 hours is well within reach. The only wear has been
found in the shaft rubbing seals. During engine overhawl, these parts can
easily be replaced. The V belt for the rotor drive matchesthebelt life
of the generator- and fan belt drives. Trucks have been operated over two
million kilometers at satisfactory reliability (Fig. 8).
Comprex supercharging of passenger car engines has been started relatively
recent. 1978, an Opel 2,1 liter Diesel engine has first been tested with
the Comprex. Excellent response at low speed engine up to a high torque
were the convincing features of this first test. In the further development,
the Comprex was adapted to meet the higher engine speed range. The somewhat
lower supercharging levels, sufficient for passenger car engines, allowed
to increase the flaw capacity for a given rotor size. Thus, a smaller
Comprex matches the demands of the same engine.
As light weight passenger cars need less power (engines of the 1 liter
class), smaller units have been added to the existing series. The power
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range has thus been extended down to 30 kW. This Comprex is equivalent in
weight to the turbochargers of equal capacity (Fig. 9 and 10).
* ,A comparison of efficiencies can be seen at Fig. 11. It should be pointed
out that there is no efficiency deterioration with down-sizing. The effi-
ciencies given refer to a representative average engine operating point.
The compression efficiency based on an isentropic temperature rises as high
2 as 90 %. The combined efficiency reaches 56 % at the best point. One should
realize that the wide speed range calls for a sacrifice in peak performance.
In the case of optimized performance for narrow range or single point opera-
tion, the combined efficiency reaches 74 % which amounts to component ef-
ficencies in the middle eighties.
The Comprex for Vehicular Diesel Engines
Present capabilities of the Comprex:
- Engine RPM range for full torque 1: 5
- Engine RPM range between idling 1:10
and max. power
- Exhaust temperatures up to 8500 C
- No low volume limitation (no Surge)
- Automatic altitude correction
- Instantaneous response under all operating conditions
The Comprex can meet the requirements of the passenger car Diesel engine.
The Comprex offers the greatest advantage in cases where frequent and in-
stant load changes are of significance, combined with a wide engine speed
range operation.
Fig. 12 shows the torque curves for different levels of supercharging. In
single stage supercharging peak mean, effective pressures up to 20 bars are
possible, whereas two stage (combined Comprex turbosupercharger) super-
charging yields up to 28 bars.
The largest Comprex units are designed to be used in earth moving equipment.
In this application, the capability of producing a high torque, a low en-
L gine speed without delay in torque rise is of primary concern. The frontend
loader is shown in Fig. 13. Fig. 14 refers to a typical work cycle of load-
ing, transporting and unloading. The best judgment can be made by comparing
the performance of the same piece of equipment using the same Diesel en-
gine, the same power shift transmission in one case with the Comprex and in
the other with a turbosupercharger. The maximal fuel input for both injec-
tion pump is the same. The performance advantage of the Comprex over the
turbocharger becomes apparent. The gain in transportation volume was estab-
lished to be between 9 and 16 %. The difference was due to the ability of
the driver. In cases of a more demanding mission, the advantage of the
Comprex was even more pronounced. If one considers the cost (equipment amor-
tisation, wages and fuel), the cost difference of the Comprex vs the turbo-
charger is totaly insignificant. The drivers expressed their favorable opin-
ion regarding the advantages due to the higher load capability.
.. .
Ploughing Tractor
Again the specific power requirement of this type of equipment is well suit-
ed for a Comprex supercharged Diesel engine. The Finish Company Valmet has
been the first engine and tractor builder to install the Comprex as standard
equipment. The production advantage is particularly significant since the
thrust force to push the plough varies as much as 50 %, depending on the
compactness of the earth. The ability to continue the operation through a
segment of increased resistance is of primary importance. The capability of
a substanti-a torque rise with decreasing engine speed represents the essen-'
I tial feature. In case of a stall with turbocharge' engines, the tractor has
to start up again loosing time and thus production. As :fluctuations occur
at short intervalls, stalls can become very frequ6t Operating at part load
at a lower gear ensures the availability of extr-thrust to pull through a
higher drag section. This means lower utilization of the equipment. More
time is needed for ploughing the same area. A power shift gear can overcome
some of the disadvantages. However, the added Comprex cost offsets the
price of the power shift gear. The Valmet tractor is shown in Fig. 15.
A Steyr Daimler Puch Tractor has been tested with a Comprex utilizing com-
pressed air intercooling. In this case, the torque rise was as much as 38 %.
This allowed the tractor to operate at lower engine speed at the normal
ploughing speed with a considerable fuel serving. The high torque at low'
speed engine proved to start up the tractor without excessive clutch abuse.
The Comprex in the Truck Engine
Modern direct injection engines are known for their high efficiency. A fur-
ther improvement, thus, can only be realized by lowering the engine speed
at equal power which means a torque increase by rising the manifold pressure.
This again is the domain of the Comprex, capable to lower fuel consumption
without additional control means such as a waste gate. Lowering the speed
also lowers noise emission. The advantage of fewer gear shiftings and the
use of a gear box with fewer stages should be considered in evaluating the
economy of the Comprex supercharger.
The Comprex in the Passenger Car
The introduction of Diesel engines in passenger cars has primarely been ini-
tiated by the attractive fuel economy. The fact that this engine realizes a
stratified charge concept makes it also more favorable with respect to emis-
sions without the need for expensive devices for exhaust gas after treatment.
The lower power output at equal displacement and equal weight calls for su-
percharging. The torque shape and response should be as good as with the
standard gasoline engine. The Comprex meets this requirement. The passenger
car engine has its most frequent use in the middle range of rpm at about
one third of its peak torque. At this regime, the thermal efficiency of the
gasoline engine is about two thirds of the peak efficiency. The Comprex su-
percharged Diesel engine, both with indirect and direct injection at equiva-
lent part load, has a thermal efficiency equal or better than the gasoline
engine at peak torque.
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The fuel savings with Diesel powered passenger cars are therefore substan-
tial. The mixture enrichment in the gasoline engine warmup period makes up
for a 20 % fuel consumption increase in the first 5 km. The Diesel engine
does not need such modifications.
In 1978, the first Comprex supercharger fitted to a passenger car engine hac
the Comet combustion chamber. The torque curve 1, Fig. 16 shows the
moderate gain reached at that time which agreed with the torque curve of the
turbocharged engine. In driving the car, the response made the car seem con-
siderably more powerful.
Based on the experience with Comprex supercharged truck engines, the bmep
compared to naturally aspirated engines was still quite moderate. Due to
the larger engine speed range of passenger cars, compared to the relatively
narrow speed range of truck engines, made the torque at low engine speed
fall off below acceptable levels. High torques at one quarter of the max.
engine speed are taken for granted in gasoline engines.In this range addi-
tional development efforts were concentrated. It was found that strong pres-
sure pulsations occurred in the engine exhaust gas collector which disturbec
the Comprex performance. A modification of the stator geometry has been
established to correct this disadvantage. Curve 2 in Fig. 16 indicates
the substantial gain. At the same time, the flow capacity has been increase(
thus allowing to reduce the rotor diameter from a diameter of 112 mm to 93 a
A Comprex weight reduction to about 60 % of the previous weight, needless tc
say, brings several advantages.
The intake manifold pressure ratio in the low speed range is now between
.2 1.4 and 1.5. If a charge air cooler is incorporated, a density ratio of
about 1.4 means a bmep of 10 bar at .25 of peak engine speed. In the mean
engine speed range a bmep of nearly the double of its naturally aspired
counterpart was obtained. At max. engine speed, the bmep gain is falling
to ebout 30 to 40 *. Here the cycle peak pressure represents the limiting
factor. One should be aware that engine size and gear box ratios should be
selected carefully. In doing this, the criterion of available excess power
at a car speed of 40 km/h to produce an acceleration of 0,7 n/sec2 should
be considered. This would permit a reduction of the engine displacement in
the Opel engire to 1,64 liter or to increase the vehicle mass proportionall)
The fuel consumption has been measured on the vehicle dynamometer with a
2 liter engine assuming the heavy vehicle. The expected fuel consumption
for the Opel with the 1,64 displacement engine has then been established by
calculation. The results are presented in Fig. 17 as a comparison.
In order to fully benefit from the potential fuel saving with no sacrifice
in car performance, the following requirements will have to be met:
- A high degree of supercharging in the entire engine
operating speed range.
- Availability of full torque within 0.5 sec.
- High thermal efficiency in the medium engine speed range at a
bmep level of 4 bar to be within 10 % to the peak efficiency of




High torque at low engine speed allows engine utilization with very much
lower noise emissions.
The Comprex has received much attntion lately for its potential use in pas-
senger car Diesel engines. The 3 liter 6 cylinder engine in the Daimler-Benz
as well as the 1.2 liter 3 cylinder engine in the VW represents the extremes
of the wide range of application evaluation. Both engines with indirect and
direct injection, with and without charge air cooling are being tested.
There are cars with manual gear shift and with automatic transmission. En-
gines have to be designed sufficiently rugged to be supercharged to a mani-
fold pressure ratio of 2.Air cleaner and exhaust mufflers have to be laid
out for low pressure drop at the larger air and exhaust gas flows.
An application of a small Diesel engine supercharged by the Comprex is being
tested in the Steyr-Daimler-Puch jeep. This vehicle, shown in Fig. 18,
demonstrates the specific advantages of the new system having a high torque
in the full range of engine speed.
Fig. 19 represents a typical Comprex installation on a vehicular Diesel en-
gine. In order to simplify the beltdrive, the Comprex is placed in such a
way that the belt pulley is in the plane of the V beltdrive for the electric
generator. The Comprex is bolted to the exhaust gas collector. This elimi-
nates the need for flexible expansion joints. As the drive power is quite
small, the belt force driving the Comprex rotor is insignificant. An idler
pulley is used to adjust the belt tension. The piping of the compressed
air is flexibly mounted with rubber sleeves. For starting the engine, a
simple small alternate air intake valve is provided in the compressed air
duct. The spring loaded valve opens automatically by the vacuum when the en-
gine is turned over by the electric starter. The over all installation is
simple since there is no need for a hot bypass valve with controls. Also
no control means are necessary to limit the fuel input during transients.
The Comprex represents a new principle suitable to supercharge vehicular
Diesel engines with requirements for a wide speed range operation and for
rapid response to load changes. The device operating at low speed is simple
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Fig.8. Saurer Truck with Comprex Supercharger.
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Fig.9. Small capacity Comprex for Passenger Cars Diesel Engine.
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inertia weight 3000 lb
Fuel ecoramiy 2.3 1 1.6 1
Ur.,n Test 30.0 36.8 nfg
Highway Test 38,8 44 mpg
CFE 33.4 39.7 mpg
Emissions
HC 0.26 0,31 gm
NOa 0.64 0.79 9Pi
cc I'S 1.01 gom
Particulates 0.32 0.48 9PS
Drive-by Noise
(150 362) 74 49A
Fig.17. Opel Record Passenger Car Performance and
US Emission Test Comparison for equal Car
weigt and different engine sizes.
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~Fig.18. Steyr - Daimler' - Puch
4-wheel - Drive Experimental Car.
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Gas Dynamics of Pressure-Wave Supercharging
Dr.L.Matthews, BBC Brown Boveri, EBaden,Switzerland
The aim of this project is to achieve a further improvement in
the design of pressure-wave (PW) machines through a detailed
investigation of the aerodynamics. Such an optimisation is only
possible by applying sophisticated measurement techniques and
advanced computational methods.
PW machines can be utilised wherever an exchange of energy is
necessary, possibly accompanyed by heat transfer and/or mass
transfer. The supercharging of automobile engines is an application
where considerable energy economy can be realised by direct
transfer of energy from the exhaust gases to the inlet air. The BBC
Brown Boveri COMREX " supercharger is such a F'W machine and the
theme of this study.
The intensive Comprex development activity ranges from testing
road vehicles, experiments in engine test cells and combustion rigs
to basic research of the F4 process in the *Mes-Cofnprwx" test rig.
The MtessComprex: is an idealized PW machine which permits an
individual investigation of the gas dynamics phenomena. In a first
Lep the study is confined to the driver-gas arid the driven-gas end
is st--iled off.
The e-perimental research of the PW process is split into
three activities based on the mea-urement technique employed:
0 GIobal measurements and measurements of the boundary
conditions in the inlet and outlet ports. The flow parameters were
obt.,ined by traversing a 3-hole probe with integral tr-ermnu-element.
0 Laser-velocim etry: non-intrusive investigation of the
unStt-ady +1cw in the rotatirng cell passages. The velocity arid
tur bUlence vectors at several axial, circumfrential and radial
positiciis we-re me.asured at differont rotational speeds and pressure
ratios inside a specially constructed glass rotor.
a Transient pV&ssure measurements in the rotor cell passages
using miniature piezo-resistive transducers. The periodic pressures
at 5 a:4ial positions revealed the xritricacys of the F'W process.
7he above measur-ments provide empirical inputs to the
computational model and serve the calibration of the computer
program. The program calculates the one-dimensional, unsteady,
laihinar, compressible flow using the Lax -Wendrof f scheme with flux
correction of the PW fronts. The basic PW process is well simulated
by such a computational procedure. The details of the superimposed
di sturbarces originating from the cell-filling process, flow
recircUlations , boundary layers, secondary flow and high
turbul.Vnce levels cannot however be fully simulated. It is proposed
to study these with a two-dimensional finite-volume algorithm such
as suIgested by McCormack.
rhe detailed experimental investigation of the idealized PW
process yielded an uri que and valuable pool of data. The newly
ga: ned insight should hielp the imminent commerci cl break through of
the CClPREI "I pressure-wave supercharger. This rk-search was funded by
NEFF (Swiss National Energy Research Fund) and SBC Brown Boveri.
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The following is a transcription from tape of Dr. Lebius Matthews' talk.
The figures could not be included.
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Lebius Matthewi
*Well gentlemen, I come from Switzerland and one of the first things I did in
this country was to sit down in front of the television set to look at the
academy award presentations; I thought I could take some tips from the way the
stars went about it. What I not V!-d is that they always thank everybody and
say that everything has only beer. possible because of the work of others and
this is very true in my case. I am here as the representative of a company,
and the work I will be showing has been done in large part by my colleagues.
I also want to say that it tconstitutes a great honor to be here in this
illustrious company and to be put in the same session with Professors
Kentfield, and Berchtold. That gives me a clue to tell you something about my
background. I have a doctorate from Imperial College, and during that period I
had the chance to work with Professor Kentfield and also Professor Spalding.
Later I worked in the research laboratories of General Electric Company, and
now for the past decade I have been with BBC Brown-Boveri in their research
laboratories in Baden, Switzerland. Because I have not had the chance to
coordinate my presentation with some of the things you have already heard,
there could be a certain amount of overlap, and I was distressed to find that
I even have some of the same pictures which Professor Berchtold showed, but
that means we nay get to lunch a bit quicker, because I can just flash those.
I will he showing some slides to begin with, and this part represents the work
that we as a company, as a whole have done. Then later on, I have a few
transparencies which are a sneak preview of the work which I have been doing
in the very recent past. May I have the first slide please? (A view of the
Comprex Rotor) This picture is already very familiar to you and Professor
Berchtold has already pointed out to you the reasons why this particular
construction has been adopted, he has also told you how this variable pitching
hlps to spread the noise over several frequencies. This kind of construction
is mechanically advantageous, and yet another reason for having this inbetween
shroud, as it has been called today, is that we are now aware that there are
radial fluctuations of pressure. By splitting up the radial height, you are
offectively cutting the amplitude of the sound. And so this is how a rotor
now looks. To give you an idea of Aize, the diameter of this can be less than
4 inches (98mm), to be precise, and the length is roughly the same as tie
diametor. A very wide spectrum of work Is being done at BBC. There is the
work which we are doing with vehicles on the road, and this picture shows it.
Here Is the truck driving along and there arp two of my col leagues making
noise measurements. Now, Professor Kentfield had said that noise was a
,* possible disadvantage of this machine, and I can proudly claim that we as a
conpany, have licked this problem and in fact we are able to ineot the most
rringent road regulations. By chance, they happen to be most stringent in
- Switzerland. We are meeting the noise regulations everywhere. There is no
unpleasantness at all in the sound these machines make. It certainly has a
distinctive note, but I think that gives it a touch of class, because anyone
driving such a vehicle can now be proud that he has this special tone. This is
tLhe Earth moving machine, or one like the one which Professor Berchtold
showed. And here you c;in see the engine side by side with the vehicle itself.
The Comprex itself is here and is belt driven.
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This is a vehicle engine, I believe it is one from Chrysler, but I am not
sure, I think it is about a 3 liter engine and the Comprex itself is installed
up there.
This is a slide of an engine test bed where the Comprex is being
tested, with the engineer sitting in the control room; the engine is behind
the glass walls, and is connected to a water brake, and with that I want to
come down to the next lower level of our testing. The first level is on the
road, vehicles which are actually running and being driven thousand miles a
day, in fact we have cars that are on the road, 24 hours of the day, driven in
three shifts. This is the second level where we have the Comprex running in
engine test cells.
This is a closer view of the engine which you saw on the previous slide with
the comprex mounted on it. Because it is instrumented for testing, there are a
lot of cables and pipes and signal carrying transmitters all over the place.
(A machine inside an actual car would not be so cumbersome).
We have got a little bit closer to it and you can see the ducting carrying the
gasses to and from the Comprex.
With this I would like to come to the third level of our research and
development activity, and that is that we not only test the Comprex on road
vehicle3,and in engine test cells, but also machines which are fitted to
combustion rigs. There is no engine there, but we burn fuel and push it
through the comprex and make very detailed tests, varying all the geometry and
parameters. This here is the comprex itself. This is one of the stators, this
is the other stator, this is the shiny casing around the shroud, and you can
see the pipes which are bringing the gases to, and carrying them awey from the
Comprex.
This is a picture which you have seen in another form from both the two
previous speakers, and they have done me a service by introducing you to some
of the conventions which we use, Namely that we present the diagram in the
form of the open duct rotor, a developed view. And this slide helps you to
see the process as it goes along. The convention that is used here is that
the red represents the hot gases, and the blue the fresh air, and if you look
at the intensity of the color, you can guess the intensity of the pressure of
this gas. Those are the exhaust gases coming from the engine, marked here as
gas high pressure. This is the inlet port on the gas side, and then the high
pressure which is about 2 bars begins to enter the cell. This line which you
see here is the compression wave which originates from this edge,and when it
is correctly laid out at the point at which this cofpression reaches the air
side, the fresh air side, that should be the point at which the air, which is
on this side and has been compressed by the compression wave, can now be
pushed out into the port carrying the charge back to the engine The
compression wave reflects from this edge as a secondary wave, causing a
further rise in pressure. It comes here to the gas side and is now reflected
as an expansion wave, the point where this expansion wave reaches this end, is
the point when this port should be closed. You see that when it is correctly
laid out the interface doesn't quite reach the air end before this end is
closed off. Now one goes itto this phase and here there are expansion waves.
At this point, the opening of the exhaust discharge occurs which sets off
tnother expansion wave. The gas which is inside the cell is now pushed out,
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and fresh air is now induced through this port. This exhaust port is made
sufficiently wide so that a fair amount of scavenging air is drawn through
which helps to completely refresh the contents of the cell. So at this point
the cell is full of clean fresh air, and the whole process starts again from
the top. Now, one of the subtle features of our machine are these pockets,
that is the compression pocket here, an expansion pocket, and the gas pocket,
and these geometrical construction features are what helps our machines to
maintain performance at off design speeds.
Here we are zooming in on the high pressure process as we call it, that is the
top part of the previous picture. These machines run at about 15,000 R.P.M at
design speed, which means that the rotor completes one revolution in four
milli-seconds. We have shown the cells drawn at different positions and these
positions are 15 microseconds apart. The time if you like, is running
downwards. This is a cell which is full of quiescent fresh air at a pressure
slightly below atmospheric. This cell is exposed to the gas inlet. The
compression wave races into this cell at about sonic speed, and behind the
compression wave the pressure rises. Naturally the compression wave runs at
speeds considerably higher than the speed at which the gas itself is flowing.
This means that pressure is transfered much faster than the mass. This is
good for us because that means we have a very rapid and sudden increase in
pressure. Here we can see in some detail the compression wave being
reflected, and at this point you see the stop signal which is released, and we
have actually drawn some fans here to show the expansion waves. This
expansion wave is the signal for the closing of the cell, so when the cell has
reached this point, and before the interface has reached the air end, it is
closed off and we are left with this air cushion. This air cushion has the
function of insulating the air side casing from the hot gases, which are kept
on this side. Here we want to draw attention to another feature. The cell
walls are heated by the exhaust gases which have been allowed to flow in
there. Later on the same cells are filled with cold air, which means the
cells are being warmed and cooled alternately, and very rapidly, und therefore
they assume a mean temperature, and therefore all the material problems are
much simplier than they are for example, in the Lurbines.
This is a zoom view of the low pressure side (it continues from where we left
off before). Reading from top to bottom, there is the air cushion, and the
quiescent decompressed gas, which has been decompressed by the expansion
waves running in it. At this point this edge sets off an expansion fan. What
we have not shown are the further reflections of this fan, they go on very
weakly and are still present. What is important for us, is that fresh air is
sucked in, and the exhaust gases are allowed to flow out, after having been
expanded. Here you see the scavenging process taking place. The expansion fan
is being set off from this inlet edge, which gives the signal here for the gas
outlet port to be closed.
With that I want to come to the fourth and most basic level of our research
and development activity; a laboratory piece of equipment which is a model
machine, referred to internally as the Me~comprex. 'MeP' comes from the
German word to measure, and not from the english word messy. In fact, it is a
very clean and idealized machine and you can already notice some of the
idealizations which we have. We have only a single deck of cells. The cells
are equally spaced, and you see the aspect ratio is nearly one to one. These
aLe the various geometric idealizatLons which we have made. Another
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idealization is that we work only with air and not with hot gases. In the
first phase we have shut off one end of this so that we only look at part of
the process. Now the question is, what do we hope to achieve by this? And
the answer is, we want to look at the most idealized process because only if
you have understood this, and only if you are able to compute this idealized
gas dynamic process, do you have any hope of understanding the more complex
processes which take place in the real machine. We find it convenient to work
with air because we know the thermodynamic properties of air perfectly. What
advantages do we have in such a machine? We can instrument it and it is a
very highly intstrumented machine. For example we have rotating pressure
transducers fitted into it, and we get signals out so we know what the
transient pressures are inside of the rotor. Another feature is, this
particular one has a glass shroud. It is not our intention to sell any
machine with a glass shroud, it's only to help us look into it literally to
find out what is going on. We use laser anemometry to measure the
instantaneous velocities inside the cells.
This is the Me comprex (MeO being German for 'to measure') or the model
comprex test rig, and as I said it is a laboratory piece of equipment, and far
removed from the road machines. The rotor itself is here, we have shrouded it
up quite carefully because we once had a nasty experience of the glass shroud
bursting, We have an electric motor to drive it, on which we have a speed
control. One side of it is temporarily blocked off. On this table here, we
place our laser (I will show some slides on that), and we bring air in and
takii it away through flexible pipes. Here we have manometer columns, and a
co':pressor there to provide high pressure air, which is the simulation of the
ext.aust gases; we have coolers, bypasses, mufflers, and a whole bank of
thermal elements which are being fed into the thermal register block.
Here we see the machine in more detail. The actual rotor is inside there. And
this shows how the gases, or the air, in our case, is fed into it. One of the
features we have in our laboratory machine is that the complete stator can be
rotated. The reason we need to rotate the stator (the stator is not rotating
but can be rotated during an experiment), is so you do not have to move around
it with a laser in order to look at the velocities at different positions. To
avoid doing that, we just swivel the entire machine, stator and all, while the
rotor is rotating, and that is why we have a fairly complex arrangement here.
Here are some of the instruments that we are using. The scale here is in
centimeters, from there to there it is one inch or 2.5cm. These are miniature
instruments which we have here, this is the pressure transducer, it's a
piezo-resistive transducer with built in temperature compensation, and we have
5 of these which are fitted into the rotor, and the signals are taken out
using mercury slip rings. This one is a very small 3 hole pitot tube that has
3 holes in there, they are all made with half a millimeter diameter hypodermic
tubing and there is also a minute thermoelement in it. We use this to traverse
the stator ports to measure the air velocities in the ports.
This is the rotor laid bare. Here is the laser beam pointed into the cells
into the rotor. After our previous unfortunate experiences, we bandaged up the
glass rotor and let just that bit open there where we wanted to look into it,
we used to take this bandaging apart and move it to different places. Now we
have it all padded up with foam and so on, so it can get the bits of glass if
it breaks.
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A slightly closer view shows the laser beam, and if you look very
carefully you will see that there are two spots, and that is significant
because, what we are using is the so called laser 2 focus technique. The
principle is very simple, one has two spots of light, very close
together actually, and what one is measuring is the time of light. The air is
seeded with particles as I told you, and one starts a clock when a particle
moves through a start beam, and then one stops a clock when one has moved
through the stop beam. You can imagine that this is no simple process,
this timing is done in the nanosecond range.
This shows the laser gun with this lens, and here we have an arrangement with
which we generate the tracer particles. These have to have a controlled
diameter smaller than 1/2 a micrometer, in order that they are small enough to
reasonably follow the flow which they are representing.
These are the electronics which we need in order to make these kind of
instantaneous velocity measurements. I think I told you that the eat4:re rotor
turns around in six milliseconds and the cell passing frequency is about 20
microseconds. In that short period of time, we have further broken down each
cell into about ten different windows into which we look to obtain the
velocities. We are investigating an event which is in the microsecond range,
we are making time of light measurements in the nanosecond range, and in order
to obtain any kind of meaningful measurements, we have to do it statistically
because there is the chance that the stop beams could be activated by a
particle which had not previously passed through the start beam, or that the
particle that does pass through the start beam does not pass through the stop
beam, so in order to cope with all of these eventualities, we had to do 2
things. One is to rotate the stop beam around the start beam, so that we can,
in an initial pass determine the most likely direction of the flow. The
second thing is we have to go about it statistically, in that we wait for
2,000 events and we represent these 2,000 events on a histogram which you can
see faintly on this video screen here, and have a histogram like this, we can
read off the most probable velocity at that point. So in here we have all the
timing, electronics, processing, and the digital PDP-11 computer which we then
use later on to store and process the data which we previously had collected.
This shows the histograms in more detail each one was collected for a
different flow direction. The only purpose for showing it is to show that it
is sufficiently peaky that we believe our velocity readings with it with a
great amount of confidence.
I also told you that we were making measurements of the transient pressures
inside the rotor. While the rotor is turning we are able to tell what the
pressures are instantaneously inside that rotor. And this is the transient
data logger that we are using for this purpose. This is a broad overview of
some aspects of the development activity which we are carrying on, with some
particular emphasis on the model comprex, because that is the model I am most
closely associated. Now if I have whetted your appetite sufficiently I could
show you some of the results that we have collected, or a small sample of
them. This shows dramatically the kind of measurements that we are making.
This is our rotor, and in the first phase of our study we have closed off one
end of the rotor, studying only the process by which high pressure gas enters
the rotor cells, expands and leaves. We use a laser to measure the velocities
inside the rotating cell. We use these transducers that are built into the
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wall to measure the pressures inside this rotating cell. We also use a three
hole pitot probe to find out what the velocities are inside the ports leading
to and from the rotor. These are the measurements we have made in the stator,
this is the stator outlet port where the expanded gases leave for one
particular combination of pressure and speed. We have drawn the vectors and to
give you an idea, that much is lOOm/s, so the air which is leaving the rotor,
creates a region of separated flow in the stator. Perhaps we haven't designed
the stator perfectly. The vectors show that there is not only an axial
component in the velocity, but also a tangential component in the velocity. We
found that because we are only studying a part of the process, there were
regions in the stator where reversed flow was taking place. This was where the
expansion waves had reflected, and come back, and were creating a reverse flow
into the rotor, and then again going out into the stator. Here we have plotted
the axial velocities, that is the dependent variable, and this is the
independent variable which is the position of the probe inside the stator, and
this is the region where we found that under certain circumstances back flow
into the rotor was taking place. This of course will not take place in the
real machine because in the lab machine one side is closed off.
We also measured the temperatures. The temperature profile in the stator is
shown here. And once again, the vertical axis is the independent variable,
that is the probe position, and this horizontal axis is the temperature, and
due to the expansion shortly after the air rushes out into the stator in our
cold machine, we have temperatures which have fallen to about -200, and I
think Professor Kentfield has touched on this; among all the other
applications, one could use the comprex as a refrigerator, as well, by simply
splitting the cold and the hot streams. This is the density profile which we
have calculated from the temperature and pressure measurements.
We have also measured the tangential velocities in the stator. There are some
unfortunate negative tangential velocities under certain conditions. This is
being caused by a separation bubble which we found present in our stator.
This is the pressure profile and it looks quite constant and very neat. That
is the static pressure after it has been expanded, just slightly below
atmospheric due to the back pressures.
Here we have plotted the static enthalpy, and here the entropy,and this I find
very interesting, in spite of all the temperature and velocity profiles, it
has a very constant entropy profile, which means that we are simply switching
energy between temperature and pressure.
This is the situation when we have a higher inlet pressure than in the frames
I showed previously, which were for 1.5 bar; this one is for 1.9 bar, and here
we come up with a small suprise, which once we think about it, is not so
strange, and that is that we have supersonic flow in the stators. This is
caused by the fact that the cells are not opened up instantaneously, opened or
closed, even though it is all occuring at high speed; nevertheless the cell is
open gradually and due to this gradual opening there is a burst of supersonic
flow which comes shooting out into the stator until the cell is fully open and
then it goes back to subsonic flow. Here I am talking about the actual
velocities and not the pressure waves. It is obvious that the pressure waves
move at more than sonic speeds, but we also found that under certain
conditions we could have localized patches of supersonic flow in the stators.
One can see here that the velocities are on the order of about 400m/s, that is
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about Mach 1.2 or Mach 1.3.
This is the schematic of our basic two focus technique. We start with two
laser beams which have first been split, then reflected twice, and then
focused in this measurement plane to 2 focal points. Behind the plane where
the measurement is taking place, there are reflections coming off the rotor
wall; we have had problems with those but have also discovered how to
electronically sort them out. A particle passing through here triggers a
signal when it passes through this beam, and when it passes through the next
focal point, it sends off another signal. The signals collected go through a
screen here which cuts off everything except the signals coming from the two
focal points, then enter a photo detector and into the rest of the
electronics.
These are the kinds of measurements we have been making. Once again, the
vertical axis is the independent variable, and if you like, you can think of
this as a cell, these are the cell walls, this broken line shows the edge of
the cell wall, that is from here to here is the pitch of the cell and we plot
here, on this frame, the axial velocities, and then on this frame the relative
tangential velocities. What I mean by the relative tangential velocities is
that from the measured absolute tangential velocity, we subtract the
tangential velocity at which the rotor itself is running, so that we know the
relative tangential velocity inside one particular cell.
Mr. Y
How close to the cell wall are you measuring?
The cell width is about 10mm. So here, about 2mm from the cell wall. It is
dificult to get very close to the cell wall because of the reflections which
start coming off the cell wall. By the way the electronics is sophisticated
enough to chop the measurement, so what we do is, as the cell wall comes by we
shut off the laser, and turn it on again as soon as we are into the cell wall.
This is done with a Bragg cell, and needless ta say it takes place at
extremely high speed, but anyway we are continuously chopping it and opening
it, and with this kind of technique we have been able to measure a velocity
profile. Mind you this is an instantaneous velocity profile. Inside a cell,
that picture shows an axial velocity profile, and the bottom picture shows a
tangential velocity profile. Now in order for the one-dimensioaal
calculations to be any good, this tangential velocity profile should be 0 and
constant, and in this situation it is just at the point where the air is
beginning to flow into the cells, and this is the proof.
We are not only in a position to measure the axial and tangential velocities
In the cell, but we are also in a position to measure the turbulence level
inside the cells. In this particular measurement they are acceptably small,
4% for the stream wise turbulence and 5% for the cross-wise turbulence. Those
arrows are the statistical measure of the uncertainty with which we are making
these measurements. One of the beauties of this statistical two focus
technique is that we know how good our measurements are. We know within what
band and with what confidence we have our values. The value which is written
down is the value which prevails at the middle of the cell.
This is the situation which prevails when the cell has rotated through 5° , or
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the cell is half open now. These measurements have been made at an axial
position about one inch downstream of the stator, and here the axial velocity
profile looks like this, it's considerably higher than before; previously it
was 35m/s, now it is 56m/s, because the flow is picking up speed there. We no
longer have 0 tangential velocity. It is true that in the center of the cell
it is only 5m/s but at certain points it is only about 20m/s. This shows us
that the assumptions about one-dimensional flow do have their limitations.
This is the situation after the rotor has turned 100 from the first position,
which means the cell is completely exposed to the flow. We now see fairly
significant relative tangential velocities, and the axial velocity has piced
up further.
And this is a composite of some of the measurements we have made. You can
almost see, if you imagine, the wave has run from here to here, this is our
closed end, then it has reflected back here, so the velocities pick up and
then the reflecting wave comes back and now they are pointing the other way.
And you will observe that there are significant tangential components.
Hera we have plotted just the axial velocities, once again this is the inlet
which now faces 340, and that is the outlet. Until now we have not made a lot
of measurements because we have spent a lot of time developing the
experimental techniques which we have applied and which we believe are unique.
Here is a comparison which has been made between the axial velocities which
we have measured, and those which our computer programs tell us, and it looks
very good, much to my surprise.
And now going on to our transient pressure measurements. We have an
instrumented rotor, with five pressure transducers spread along the axial
length; this shows the position of 0° on the rotor and is where the flow
enters the cells; at 340 it is closed off, at 1400 it is opened and at 2500 it
is closed again. As I said, from here, to here it is 6 milliseconds, so we
have transducers with a useable frequency of 100KHz. In order not to confuse
the picture too much, I have only plotted 3 of these. The green one is nearest
to the stator, about one inch away from the stator. This one which is not
colored at all is about 3 inches from the stator, and the orange one is about
5 inches from the stator. Here we can see what happens to the pressure waves,
the cells are exposed to the inlet and the pressure shoots up at once, almost
as good as those drawings Prof. Kentfield showed you, where one saw a step
rise in the pressure. They actually do have a terrific step rise in pressure,
and then there is a period where the first transducer just maintains the
pressure, because the pressure wave is now traveling from left to right
towards the closed end. But then the reflected compression wave comes back,
and then we get the next boost in pressure; so in the first stage we boost
from I to 2 bars and then in the next stage we boost from 2 to 3 bars. Now if
you look at the orange line, and that is the transducer that is furthest away
from the inlet, it has taken a while for the pressure wave to move from this
position to this position. That is why this rise occurs much later. But, here
you don't see that step anymore because being closer to the closed end, the
reflected wave slams it almost immediately after the primary wave has hit it,
and so we see this enormous and continuous increase in pressure. Between here
and here, both ends are closed, and the pressure waves are running back and
forth insido the cell. You see a general fall off in the pressure level; this
is caused by the unfortunate leakage which we try our best to keep as small as
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possible, but it is nevertheless there. At this point the cell is open, and
the green transducer which is in the position nearest the port, indicates a
pressure drop straight away. It is very interesting how steeply and quickly it
can fall, and after a suitable interval the pressure of the transducer at the
mid position falls off, and lastly the pressure falls off at the position
furthest away from the inlet. Then here you can see a flow region where the
pressure has fallen considerably below atmospheric, if these measurements are
to be believed, to a pressure of 1/2 a bar; this is the region for which this
idealized machine caused the reverse flow in the stators. And then there are
all of these further wiggles and the cyclo starts again.
Now here I have sketched a situation which could occur when the rotor is
running at less than design speed. When the rotor is running at 60% of design
speed, then the reflected wave comes back relatively quicker, and this is
because the waves are running back and forth at the same speed. No matter what
speed the rotor is turning, but because the rotor is turning that much more
slowly, the reflected wave has prematurely come back to the inlet end and this
could then of course cause loss of pressure and reverse flow into the inlet.
These are the transient signals which we have measured under such a
situation at 60% of rated speed. Here one sees the same phenomenon as before,
if you just look at the green line here you start at one bar, the primary
compression wave boosts the pressure to 2 bars, the reflected pressure wave
boosts to 3 bar (tape ends).
Here are some comparisons between the experiment and the computation, and
these show where we stand at the moment. Naturally with all the computations,
with all the numerical smearing which takes place, we can't hope to catch all
the expansion fans, and the secondary features of the flow, so we lose all of
this detail, which actually exists in the experiment. But we are very pleased
that we got this step and this level in general right,
This one is for another operating condition with slightly lower pressures.
Again we are able to compute the broad features of the flow extremely well; we
haven't got our leakage model absolutely right yet, at least not up to this
point. Meanwhile we have used the empirical information we have collected, in
order to improve our leakage model and to make sure we can match it.
This is for another operating condition, and the remarks I made before hold
true for this one also; however we are also working on more advanced
techniques in computation. We are in the process of programming a full method
of characteristics code, which we hope will give us many more details than we
would otherwise have. We are also programming a 2-D McCormack type code to
give us the details of the flow which occurs through cells which are only
partly opened or partly closed. That was just a broad overview of some of the
things we do, and a dctailed view of some of the things I have done, and to go
back to what I said earlier, I have to thank all my colleagues who made it
possible.
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Measurnments and numrical modeling of energy, or pressure, exchanger
flow and performance were carried out to characterize controlling processes
and to maximize the efficiency of a small test device. The laboratory energy
exchanger was developed and tested under steady external flow conditions to
study sensitivity to a nmber of flow and configuration parameters. This
machine operated at a pressure ratio of approxi ately 2.5 and transferred
approximately 100 kW of power between two ispedance-sitched streams.
Measurements were made of both overall flow and performance parameters and of
flow details. These measurmnts included dynamic wmaure -nts of pressure
within the rotor throughout nmerous rotation cy '"s, end well pressure
measurments, temperature distributions in the in.at and outlet ports, gas
sampling in the exit ports where contact surfaces left the rotor, and overall
average mos flow, temperature, and recovery pressures in all inlet and outlet
ports. These data were used to evaluate the work transfer efficiency, 71,
which is related to a compressor and turbine efficiency product, and
equivalent turbine and compressor efficiencies. Tests demonstrated a maxim
work transfer efficiency of 74 percent, equivalent to ompressor and turbine
efficiencies of 75 and 9? percent, respectively. These tests also showed the
sensitivity of these efficiencies to the controlled pa#ters.
A one-dimensional, unsteady flow odel was devsloped for the energy
exchanger. Equations for mas, momentm, and energy conservation in both the
unsteady internal flow region and steady external ports were solved using
numerical techniques. Appropriate boundary conditions were applied at the
blank end walls and the rotor/port boundaries. losses due to inflow and
outflow effects, leakage, friction, and heat transfer were included in this
model. The SHMA algorithm was used in this numerical analysis. Cospris"n
of comuted parameters with detailed pressure measuremints and ovrall
performanc have largely verified this model of energy echanger flow.
T"other, the computer projections and test data provide a claer understanding
of the dominant flow processes and controlling parmters. Projections us g
the unsteady flow code indicate that transfer efficiencies of 60 to 05 percent
can be expected from future energy exchangrm.
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An experimental and analytical investigation of energy, or pressure,
exchanger flow processes was conducted to quantify controlling mechanisms and
to maximize the efficiency of these devices. Energy exchangers are rotating,
axial flow machines that utilize unsteady gasdynamic processes to directly
transfer work between two gas streams. These machines simultaneously perform
functions analogous to a gas turbine and a compressor. A single-stage test
device was developed and used to conduct steady flow tests at compression and
expansion pressure ratios of approximately 2.5. The test energy exchanger
transferred approximately 100 kW of power and demonstrated overall transfer
efficiencies an high as 74 percent. An unsteady one-dimensional flow code was
developed and used to calculate test device performance and to project
large-scale energy exchanger operating characteristics. The computer model
agreed well with measured overall performance and detailed flow daa.
Projections using this code indicate that efficiencies to 00 percent are
feasible for the test energy exchanger and to OS percent for large-scale
devices.
The term "energy exchanger" originated with *ertberg (  in his early
(1)
work to apply unsteady, gaadynamic processes to power generation. The energy
exchanger is a gasdynamic wave machine similar to the Couprex, invented and
patented by Seippel in 1946. The energy exchanger performs the function of a
mechanically coupled gas compressor and turbine, transferring work to compress
A " one gas stream while ext:acting work from another expanding gas stream.
However, the transfer of work between these stream is fluid-dyna ic, and
shaft work is not a required transfer mechanism between the streams. Since
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this device transfers the potential for doing work from one gas stream to
another, it could equally well be called a "work exchanger" or "pressure
exchanger."
Many applications of wave machines have been proposed since their
inception. These have included applications to internal combustion engine
supercharging, wind tunnel test facilities, chemical processing, high
temperature compressions, and other transfer processes between gas streams.
The development and application of wave machines has been extensively reviewed
by Rose.(2) Several new applications of the energy exchanger to power
generation cycles have been studied by Spectra Technology, Inc. (STI),
formerly Mathematical Sciences Northwest. Inc. (3) These applications included
its use as a high pressure, high temperature top stage for a gas turbine
,* topping-steam bottoming cycle using coal-derived fuels; use an a high
temperature air compressor for a coal-burning No power plant; and use as a
"dirty" gas expander/air compressor for pressurized, fluidized bed (PPS) fired
coal-burning power plants. The applications in MW) and combined cycle plants
appear to be quite competitive with other advanced approaches to these powr
generation cycles. The energy exchanger offers distinct advantages in ters
of overall plant efficiency, simplicity, and durability relative to gas
turbines in PFB cycles using conventional compressorm, turbines, and gas
clean-up techniques.(3) These studies show that operation of the energy
exchanger at work transfer efficiencies (related to the product of compressor
and turbine adiabatic efficiencies) of 75 percent or higher is required for
4 effective application of this technology in power generation
applications. As discussed below, results of testing and computer
projections indicate that the enegy exchanger will operate at efficiencies of
75 to 95 percent when this technology is further developed and toplemnted in
large-scale devices.
The energy exchanger employs unsteady flow processes to transfer power
from one gas stream to another. Energy exchangers can be configured with one
empansion/compression cycle per revolution on the rotor, as was the test
machine described in Section III, or with two or more cycles, as depicted in
Figure 1. A number of long narrow gas passages, which behave very much like













flow steadily into the rotor through ports in the stationary endwalls,
transfer power by means of the steady port flows and a pressure wave system
that is repetitively established in each tube, and then flow steadily into the
outlet ports. Motion of the tubes past the stationary inlet and outlet ports
and regions of closed endwall is used to establish the unsteady flow processes
within the rotating tubes of wave machines. The initially low pressure gas,
called the "driven" stream after shock tube nomenclature, enters the rotor
through a large port, is compressed by pressure waves within the rotor tubes,
and leaves the rotor at high pressure through the smaller driven stream outlet
port in Figure 1. A continuous stream of high pressure gas, called the
"driver" stream, enters the rotor through a small inlet port, transfers its
power to the driven stream through unsteady flow processes on the rotor, and
exhausts from the rotor through a low pressure port. In most applications,
the high pressure driven gas stream will pass through a combustor, heat
exchanger, or other heat source and return to the energy exchanger as the
driver stream. The operation of the energy exchanger and other wave machines
is discussed in considerable detail in References 3 and 4. Through the use of
proper rotor, port, and endwall configurations and operating conditions, work
transfer between the driver and driven streams can be made very efficient.
Both the experiments and code projections discussed below indicate that energy
exchangers can have high efficiencies and other favorable operating
characteristics that will make these machines very useful in power generation
and propulsion applications.
This paper summarises the test and computational results of the earlier
program.(3) The test energy exchanger was configured as described in
Section I, And tests were conducted for a wide range of conditions. The
clearances between the rotor and stationary inlet and outlet ports were
iutnimized to limit leakage. Wave management ports were used to cancel
undesired reflections of compression and expansion waves, improve inlet and
outlet flow uniformity, and reduce associated losses. In addition, effects of
port widths, rotor speed, and flow conditions have been studied to identify
configurations and conditiond of highest efficiency and to determine
sensitivities to flow parameter variations. Instrumentation, including
pressure transducers mounted on the rotor, was used to identify flow problems
and mechanirms which govern the energy exchanger work transfer efficiency.
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The best configuration and operating parameters tested produced a transfer
efficiency of 74 percent.
The energy exchanger unsteady flow code, which was described in an
earlier paper ( 4 ) and in Reference 3, has been used to calculate internal flow
conditions and overall performance for a range of configurations and operating
conditions of the test energy exchanger. As discussed in Section IV, computed
energy exchanger flows agree very well with overall performance measurements
and with detailed measurements of flow property variations during each tube
rotation. This agreement has verified that the dominant mechanisms have been
* adequately modeled and has provided confidence in the accuracy of the code for
projecting energy exchanger performance in other operating and machine-size
regimes. Computations indicate that energy exchangers with throughput and
operating conditions comparable to the test device could operate at transfer
efficiencies of 80 percent if relatively minor changes were made in the basic
wave system and configuration. As discussed in Section V, additional
calculations indicate that large-scale energy exchangers could operate with
efficiencies to approximately 05 percent at conditions similar to those
tested.
N UI. ZOWK VmIR IN UNS 'ZAY FIOW CO
The project).ons of energy exchanger performance discussed below were
made using a compter program that was developed to model energy exchanger
flows. The overall wave system represented the six-port energy exchanger
configuration shown in Figure 2. Note that this figure also contains
instrument locations, which will be described in Section 111. Energy
exchanger performance and flow details could be computed with only the primary
flow ports operating, i.e., the high pressure driver gas inlet D1 , the low
pressure driver outlet D2 , the low pressure driven gas inlet d1 , and the high
pressure driven gas outlet port d2 . Either of the wave management, or tuning,
ports D3 and 04 could be operated at prescribed conditions or eliminated from
the computation, as desired. The amount of "dead space", i.e., the blank
stator walls that were not needed for wave formation and control, could be
arbitrarily set. The large dead regions shown in Figure 2 for the test
apparatus wave diagram were the largest actually used in computing energy
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exchanger performance. This large dead region was incorporated into the test
apparatus to allow for an additional set of inlet and outlet ports, which were
never installed. The dead regions were generally reduced to that actually
required for a closed wave system during computations of maximum energy
exchanger performance. The energy exchanger flow code is described in detail
in References 3 and 4. Its major features are summarized in this section.
The flow within tubes on the energy exchanger rotor was modeled using
the standard, one-dimensional unsteady flow equations. Terms were included to
calculate wall friction and heat transfer processes using correlations for
steady, turbulent pipe flows. The one-dimensional unsteady tube flow
equations were solved numerically using the flux correlated transport
technique. (  ) his technique is accurate and stable in regions of high
property gradients, such as shock waves and interfaces between different
games, and allows calculations to be carried out over many cycles. Thus,
operational transients and approach to steady-state operation of the energy
exchanger can be accurately calculated. The accuracy of the unsteady flow
algorithm was verified by comparisons of code calculations with analytical
solutions of the shock tube problem and wave reflections from blank walls and
open ended tubes, as discussed on Reference 3.
The internal, unsteady tube flow equations were coupled at the rotor
boundaries to steady flow equations governing the external manifolds. The
effects of the finite rate of tube opening to the ports, inflow and outflow
loss mechanisms, and *ndwall leakage flows, as indicated in Figure 3(a), were
included at the rotor boundaries. This aspect of the flow modeling was
probably the most critical in developing an accurate fluid dynamic
representation of the dominant unsteady flow processes and the principal
losses, many of which are two- or three-d imnsional in nature. The finite
rate of tube opening and closing generally spread compression and espansion
waves over an axial distance of several tube widths, instead of the
infinitesimal thickness shown in Figure 2. This also delayed wave arrival at
the opposite rotor endplane significantly relative to early method of
characteristica calculations based on the at&rt of tube opening. Losses which
occurred during tube opening and closing, such as throttling due to pressure
93)
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imbalances, significantly reduced efficiencies at high pressure ratio
operation.
The models which incorporated the boundary conditions for both endplanes
were "quasi-steady" in nature in that the steady flow equations were used at
each time step to relate some of the flow properties at the boundary point
just inside the rotor to specified external flow parameters. The time
dependent equations were simultaneously used to relate the remaining unknown
flow properties at these boundary points to those in the "region of influence!
of the previous time step and the adjacent grid points at the current time
step. Separate sets of simultaneous equations were derived for the inlet and
for the outlet ends of the rotor for normal flow conditions, i.e., inflow in
an inlet port and outflow in an outlet port. Additional equations,
corresponding subroutines, and logic for distinguishing types of flow
conditions were developed to compute rotor boun4ary conditions for nonstandard
conditions, such as reversed flow from the rotor back into an inlet port and
from an outlet port back onto the rotor. These conditions occurred when
pressure waves impinged on the ports during off-debign operation and when
undesired waves were present due to improper port locations, when wave
management ports were not used, and when port flow conditions produced
excessively strong or weak waves which were not cancelled as planned.
All of the inlet port flows external to the rotor were treated an
nonuniform, steady flow regions which originated at a uniform stagnation
condition, P0 and T an unspecified distance from the rotor. The velocity,
static temperature, and static pressure at the rotor boundary were computed at
each time step by using, in part, the steady, ocoressible flow equations for
a streamtube originating at the specified uniform, external, total pressure
and temperature. osses due to leakage through the rotor-stator ctlearance
gap, incorrect matching of gas and rotor tamgential velocity, and throttling
associated with the pressure imbalance across the reduced inflow ar during
tube opening and closing were incorporated into the ste dy flow equations at
the rotor boundary. Losses due to transient pressure imbalances between
adjacent external and internal regions were evaluated using this quasi-steady
flow formulation and the amuption of no recovery of excess dynamic head.
only losses due to leakage and excessive tangential gas velocity were applied
when the tubes were fully open to the inlet ports and reversed flow was
absent. Stagnation pressure losses in the inlet ports due to velocity
differences between adjacent streamtubes were assumed negligible in this
initial formulation, although computed results for off-design conditions
showd that this was probably not a reasonable assumption at times.
The boundary condition at the rotor exit plane differed considerably
from that at the inlet end, but the loss mechanisms were identical. The
outlet ports were treated as regions of uniform, specified static pressure,
with the other flow variables computed via the unsteady flow internal to the
rotor. It was assumed that there was no recovery of velocity head in the
outlet diffusers and ducts due to the generally nonuniform flow at the rotor
exit plane. Sets of simultaneous equations were solved, at each time step, to
match the internal unsteady flow to the quasi-steady external port flow, as at
the rotor inlet plane. The boundary condition equations were treated
independently as required in each port and blank endwall region and in
transition regions between ports and between ports and endwall regions.
Energy exchanger performance computations were carried out by following
a single rotor tube through several revolutions of the rotor. Steady state
operation, i*e., port inflow and outflow rates and wave strengths repeatable
from cycle to cycle, was approached after approximately three revolutions.
The total moo and enthalpy flow into and out of each port was determined by
integrating the ppropriate velocity, density, specific enthal product over
the port area. The efficiency with which the energy exchanger extracts work
from the driver stream and transfers it to the driven stream is represented by
the work transfer efficiency 1En. This efficiency was defined as the ratio
of the increase in expansion work ideally extractable from the driven strem
as it is processed by the energy exchanger to the expansion work ideally
extractable from the incoming driver stream. For the test energy exchanger,
this can be expressed as
id2 idl 1
iDI iD3
where Wits) is the work rate that could be generated by expanion through an
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ideal turbine from the state of interest to a reference pressure (ambient
pressure for all tests and computations). The subscripts dl, d2, Dl, and D2
refer to the driven inlet and outlet streams and the driver inlet and outlet
streams, respectively. The subscripts D3 and D4 refer to the inlet and outlet
streams for the wave management ports, respectively. For ideal gazes with
constant specific heats, the ideal expansion work terms can be written as
i m %cpTn 1 - - [21
S n
~in ~ncpn n [P. 1on2
where iin cpn T, n , and Po are, respectively, the mass flow rate,
specific heat, temperature, specific heat ratio, and stagnation pressure of
the stream of interest, and P is the reference pressure. The work anda
efficiency terms were evaluated in the code by suitably integrating computed
flow properties across the inlet and outlet ports. Leakage to atmosphere
through the clearance regions between the rotor and endwalls was treated using
the steady flow equations governing compressible gas flow with friction at
each time step. Total leaka9e was determined by integrating the leakage
throughout a complete revolution. The complete unsteady flow code was
verified to the extent possible by comparisons with measurement* vade during
*-the test program dscribed below. This energy exchanger flow code is believed
to model the dominant flow processes with sufficient accuracy that projections
of performance and evaluations of configuration wd operating paramete
dependence can be dependably uade. Tls will be appaent in oomparisnw with
test results, as discussed in section IV.
EMM IID!U394X T2IW A'A5M
Tests were conducted using an energy exchanger and test facility which
were developed to demonstrate high efficiency, to provide data for code
verification, and to provide a better understanding of energy exchanger flow.
The test ipnergy exchanger, flow facility, and mwasurawnt techniques are shown
schematically in Fiqure 4 and described btiefly below. noro detailed











The test energy exchanger shown in Figure 5 transferred approximately
100 kW between the driver stream and the driven stream. These two streams had
matched acoustic irpedances, analogous to contact surface tailoring in shock
tubes, to simplify the wave system by which power was transferred. The
expanding driver stream entered the rotor at a pressure of 25.3 kPa
(36.9 psia) and temperature of 525 K and left the rotor at approximately
ambient pressure. The work done by this stream was largely used to compress
the driven stream from approximately ambient conditions through a pressure
ratio of approximately 2.5. Mass flow rates of the driver and driven streams
were in the range of 0.0-1.1 kg/sec. In addition, two small port flows were
used during some tests to cancel pressure waves at critical rotor locations
and, thus, to provide more uniform port flows and higher transfer efficiency.
These wave management, or tuning, ports were located near the driven gas inlet
and outlet ports, as shown in Figure 2, and required approximately 25 and
80 gm/sec of flow, respectively, to cancel the principal expansion waves. It
should be noted that the port widths and locations were designed on the basis
of an ideal method-of-characteristics analysis that was done before the
unsteady flow code described in Section 11 was operational. The locations of
the inflow and outflow ports, rotor siwe, tube site, and other configuration
parameters are given in Table 1. The clearance between the rotor and the
stationary flow ports initially 0.033 cm (0.013 inch) but wa reduced to
0.010-0.013 cm (0.004-0.005 inch) for most of the tests reported here. The
design rotor speed was 1960 rpm, and tests we conducted for a speed range to
10 percent above and below this value.
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All tests were carried out at oteady-state operating conditions. The
test facility that was developed for this program operated for six seconds
during each test. GaseS and thermal energy for each test were stored in
pressure vessels and storage heaters, respectively. Steady flow conditions
were established during the first second of each toot by using an
appropriatoly designed valving and flow system. hese conditions were
maintained during the remainder of each test by the programmed opening of
control valves. Prior to each test, the rotor and all inlet and outlet ports
and piping were heated to constant temperatures corresponding to steady-state
conditions. This eliminated the thermal starting transient and ensured that
test conditions did not change during each test. This facility *Ade possible
Table 1
PRIMRY TEST DEVICE DINSIONS
Rotor length 40 cm
Rotor diameter 45 cm
Gas Waage outer diameter 40.75 cm
Gas passage inner diameter 32.75 cm
Number of tubes 100
Blade width 0.15 cm
Rotor/endwall clearnce 0.033 cm, 0.012 cm
Driver outlet port location 0-83"
Driven inlet port location 17*-97*
* Driver inlet port location 121.9'-144*
Driven outlet port location 134*-157.2'
Inlet Wave *mAnagMnt Pot location 12.3*-17,0".







relatively low cost, repeatable testing of the energy exchanger at
steady-state conditions.
Flow meters, thermocouple probes, and pressure transducers were used to
monitor inlet and outlet mass flow rates, pressures, and temperatures at low
velocity regions upstream of the inlet manifolds and downstream of the outlet
diffuners, as shown in Figure 4. The energy exchanger work transfer
efficiency VEE' equivalent compressor efficiency V,, and turbine efficiency
7TE were evaluated from these data using equations given in References 3
and 4. The work transfer efficiency was defined as the increase in ideal
expansion work of the driven stream divided by the total ideal expansion work
*of the driver stream and other input streams used to accomplish the work
transfer. Leakage was calculated as the difference between the measured total
inlet and outlet mass flow rates. Twenty-four pressure transducers, indicated
by P in Figure 2, located on the inlet and outlet endwalls were used to
measure steady pressures at various fixed angular locations of the tube
rotation. In addition, three pressure transducers were installed in one rotor
tube at locations near the inlet, at the centerplane, and near the outlet.
*They were used to measure the time varying pressure throughout the tube
rotation. Signals from these high frequency response Kulite transducers were
transferred from the rotor to stationary external amplifiers and data
recording equipment through a low-noise slip ring assembly. Gas samples were
taken at locations marked by X in Figure 2 from the outlQt port regions where
the interfaces between driver and driven gases left the rotor and were
analyzed using a gas chromatograph. These data were used to monitor interface
locations and to determine the degree of mixing between stream.
The entire test control, data acquisition, and data reduction sequence
was carried out using a PDP-11 minicomputer system. The steady-state flow
data were measured, digitized, and stored in computer memory every 1/30 second
throughout each test. The high frequency data from the pressure transducers
mounted on the rotor and a timing/position signal were measured, digitized,
and stored at 25 Asec intervals for 0.2 second periods during each test.
Four channels of a transient digitizer were used to acquir and store this
data for transfer to and reduction by the minicomputer after each test. All
data from each test were permanently stored on floppy disks after each test.
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Computations to determine efficiency, mass flow rates and leakage, pressure
distributions, and histories were carried out shortly after each test.
IV. TEST RULTS AND COWARISOKS WITH COOE CaILWIC0IS
Testing of the energy exchanger was conducted for several configurations
and over a range of operating conditions. Configuration changes included
variation of the clearance between rotor and endwalls, incorporation of wave
management ports near the driven gas inlet and outlet ports, and increasing
the area of the main driven stream outlet port. Operating parameters that
were varied during the test program included driver and driven gas inlet
pressures, driven gas outlet pressure, rotor speed, and flow rates through the
wave management ports. The energy exchanger flow code was used to compute
detailed flow parameters and the overall performance of a number of test
conditions. The data are discussed and compared with computations in this
section.
Overall Performance Data and Coputations
The major configuration changes had significant effects on the work
transfer efficiency and flow through the energy exchanger. Decreasing the
clearance between the rotor and stationary port faces reduced the leakage from
approximately 12 percent of the total input flow rate to 3-4 percent as
predicted by the leakage model, and provided a substantial efficiency
improvement. This may be seen by comparing the lower two curves of Figure 6,
where the dependence of the energy exchanger work transfer efficiency 1EE on
the driven stream outlet pressure PD2 is shown. The low leakage tests, for
which data is shown in Figure 6, were conducted at a driver inlet total
pressure of 2.71 atm, a driven stream inlet stagnation pressure of l.0 atm,
and a driver outlet pressure of 1.00 atm. The rotor speed of 1790 rpm gave a
higher efficiency than the design speed of 1960 rpm. Both inlet and outlet
wave management ports were closed for these tests. The maximum efficiency was
approximately 70 percent for driven outlet pressures in the range of 2.2 to
2.4 atm for the low clearance configuration, approximately 11 efficiency
A points higher than the high leakage case. The mass flow rate into the driven
outlet manifold decreased continuously as its back pressure was raised for
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both configurations, and caused a decrease in efficiency as the pressure ratio
was increased. It should be pointed out that the test energy exchanger had no
mechanical or thermal problems operating at the low rotor-manifold clearance,
once the device had been properly aligned. No contact occurred during the
rapid pressurization and flow transients of the tests, although some motion of
the manifolds could be detected.
A port configuration change was suggested by exercising the unsteady
flow code on the test energy exchanger and closely related geometries. Since
decreased driven stream outflow rates were observed experimentally at high
back pressurcs (see Figure 6), the possibility of increasing this flow rate by
extending the high pressure outflow port was evaluated. An 11 percent
increase in mass flow rate and efficiency was predicted to result from a
15 percent increase in this manifold width. Unfortunately, resources were not
available to disassemble the test device, to fabricate a new high pressure
outflow manifold, diffuser, and ducting, and to reassemble and realign the
test device. To examine the effectiveness of increased manifold width, the
outlet wave management port, D4 in Figure 2, ducted into the main high
pressure port, D2, to provide matched recovery flow vonditions in the low
velocity duct downstream of the device. This increased the outflow area by
approximately 22 percent, substantially more than that predicted as optimal by
. the code. For this condition, an 0 percent improvement in efficiency was
predicted. The measured high pressure outflow rate increased by approximately
10 percent and provided an efficiency rise to 7 EE 7 4 percent, an shown in
the uppermost curve in Figure 6. Tests were conducted at only one condition
for this configuration due to the difficulty in matching flows and to the
lateness in the test program of this test series. However, higher
efficiencies could be expected if tests were conducted to optimize performance
with respect to back pressure and speed.
A comparison of measured and computed energy exchanger efficiency is
made in Figure 7 for the range of pressure ratios of the driven and driver
streams used in the low leakage tests of Figure 6. Here PRc is the
compression pressure ratio, i.e., the ratio of the driven outlet stagnation
pressure POf to the driven inlet stagnation pressure Pod1. PRy is the
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pressure PoD1 to the driver outlet static pressure PD2' which was nearly
ambient. variation in this ratio of compression-to-expansion pressure ratios
was accomplished experimentally by varying the back pressure of the driven
outlet stream, Pod2' while maintaining all other parameters at approximately
constant conditions. The experiments showed that efficiency was relatively
constant at pressure ratios less than approximately 0.8. At higher pressure
ratios, the efficiency dropped quite rapidly due to a decrease in mass flow
rate into the constant width, high pressure outlet manifold. The relative
magnitude of the computed work transfer efficiency is in quite good agreement.
with the experimental data, although the code predicted a drop in efficiency
at lower pressure ratios that was not observed in experiments. The difference
between predicted and measured efficiencies is believed to be due to variable
pressure and reversed flow conditions that occurred in portions of the ports
under certain operating conditions. These nonuniform flow conditions became
greater at the lower pressure ratios. Fortunately, the actual device
performance seemed to be less sensitive to these nonuniformities than was
predicted. Since constant stagnation or static pressures were assumed to
exist across the inlet and outlet ports, respectively, in the computer model,
discrepancies between experiments and the code are not surprising at
conditions which produced nonuniform external flows and pressure
distributions. Upgrading of the code to include a two-dimensional
manifold/port flow model would be very desirable to better model actual flow
conditions. However, the general agreement between the predicted and measured
efficiencies gives enough credibility to the code that predictions can
reasonably be made to determine the effects of device configuration and
operating parameter changes.
Detailed Flow Measurements and C utat ions
Very good agreement also was seen between measured and computed
pressures within the rotor tubes as they rotated through repetitive cycles.
Ioe* comparisons are made for tests at conditions both without (Figure 8) and
with (Figure 9) flow through the wave management ports. Pressures were
measured on the rotor using high frequency response pressure transducers
located in one tube at positions 3 cm from the inlet manifolds, at the rotor














the rotor at the inlet end of the rotor are shown as a function of tube
angular position, 0, through one rotation (solid curve). The zero angle
location was designated to be at the start of the low pressure, driver gas
exhaust port. Pressures measured at fixed locations on the inlet manifold
plane also are shown as discrete data points on these figures. Pressures
measured continuously on the rotor and at the adjacent endplane are in very
good agreement, although some high frequency noise is evident for the on-rotor
data. The computed pressures at the pressure transducer location are shown as
dashed curves in these figures. Agreement between computed and measured
pressure histories is quite good in the active portion of the cycle (i.e.,
S < 1600). Coparison of Figures 8 and 9 demonstrates the effectiveness of
the wave management ports in canceling pressure disturbances.
The pressure data from endwall and on-rotor transducers and the computed
flow properties led to a greatly increased understanding of the operation of
real energy exchangers and the dominant wave mechanisms. Principal waves and
loss mochanimn have been identified and are discussed in detail in
Reference 3. Computed pressure, velocity, and overall performance
characteristics of the test energy exchanger, such as those cases described
above, agreed well with test data and led to a detailed understanding of
energy exchanger operation and sensitivity to many operating parameters. In
the later portion of the test program when the code was operational and its
accuracy established, similar predictions guided changes in device operation
to optimize performance. Additional calculations were used to predict
performance improvements that would be e3pected to derive from changes in the
tost device configuration and scale, as discussed in the following section.
Gas samples taken from probes located in the outlet ports imndiately
adjacent to the downstream face of the rotor, as shown in Figure 2, provided a
description of the location and thickness of the contact surfaces between the
driver and driven gases. Typical data are shown in Figure 10, where the mole
fraction of driven gas in driver gas has been plotted as a function of
location in the outlet port. The location has been nondimensionalized by
dividing by a rotor tube width, w. These data indicate that the mixing layer
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Tesat conditions were usually specified so that the high pressure contact
surfavz~i did not leave the rotor at locations within the driven gas outlet
port, 4 . This procedure was followed to eliminate the erroneously high2
transfer efficiencies that would result from injecting significant quantities
of hot driver gas into the driven gas stream. The locations of the contact
surface in the high pressure outlet region varied as the inlet and outlet
pressures and the rotor speed varied. In general, their locations were
reasonably predicted by the unsteady flow code, as verified by gas sampling
masurements. All performance test data reported above (Figures 6-9) came
from tests in which the high pressure contact surface was not located in the
high pressure outlet port, d2 .
V. P-NW Z PR fTMOS
The energy exchanger flow code was used to predict performance changes
which would be associated with configuration changes to the test device and
for scale changes to potential power system components. Projections indicate
that a 100 kW energy exchanger of the scale of the test device could operate
with a work transfer efficiency of greater than so percent. Large-scale
devices operating at similar flow conditions could transfer power between gas
streams with an efficiency approaching es percent.
A major improvement in efficiency of the test energy exchanger was
projected if the driven gas outlet manifold were increwted somewhat in width.
This can be sen in Figure 11. Here the p&ojected efficiency is plotted as a
function of the area ratio, % 2/ D, where %d2 is the driven gas outlet area
.and %,l is the driver gas inlet area. Since the rotor tubes, inlet, and
outlet ports have constant and equal height, this area ratio is identical to
the angular width ratio of the ports. In thee computations, the variation in
outlet port area was accomplished by extending or contracting the angular
extent of the port sym trically about the port centerline. These
calculations were done for a driven-to-driver pressure ratio, PRV/PRy0 of 0.9S
and a rotor speed identical to that of Pigure 7. Note that at this pressure
ratio, the projected and neasured efficiencies were substantially below the
maximim seen in Figure 7 for the test device area ratio of 0.59 and a pressure
ratio of 0.o4. The inlet wave managemnt port was used in the calculations of
.12
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Figure 11. Predicted Variation of Transfer Efficiency With Driven
stream Port Width.
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Figure 11, resulting in an improvement ir efficiency of 4 percentage points
with respect to the equivalent pressure ratio and test device area ratio in
Pigure 7. For reference, an area ratio of 0.935 would be specified for an
ideal wave system. The transfer efficiency was projected to increase by
approximately 6 percentage points to 76 percent if the high pressure outlet
port area were increased from the test ratio of 0.89 to approximately 1.05,
where performance is projected to optimize at this operating condition.
Several other configuration changes were projected to further increase
the efficiency, Reducing the regions of blank endwall from that used in the
test device to the minimum required for operation would reduce leakage to leas
than I percent of the total flow and improve the. efficiency by 3 to
4 efficiency points. Changing the low pressure .port widths and locations
slightly to optimize real energy exchanger operation would improve efficiency
by almost one efficiency point. Moving the high pressure ports relative to
one another is projected to have a similar effect. The energy exchanger code
indicates that the combined effect of all of these changes wo4ld provide a
transfer efficiency of s0 percent for an optimized. 100 kv size elerg.
exchanger.
Additional calculations have been made to evaluate the potential
efficiency of Jarge energy exchangers. The devices considered. wre similar to
the optimized small energy exchanger and operated at simklar conditions, but
were scaled up to handle 100 to 1000 times more flow. Projections idicate
that work transfer efficiencies as high as O5 percent may' be feasible for such
large-scale devices.
The work described in this paper was cponsored by the U.S. Departmnt of
tnergy Basic Energy Sciences Division wder Contract DC-&C06-7?-E004.
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A GAS WAVE-TURBINE ENGINE WHICH DEVElOPED 35 H.P.
AND PERFORMED OVER A 6:1 SPEED RANGE.
R.D. Pearson, University of Bath, U.K.
March 1985.
Summary
An engine of 9 inch rotor diameter and 3 inch length was operated for
about 300 hours developing a gas energy output of 24 horse power when
used in the mode of pure pressure exchange and 35 horse power in its
design mode as a shaft power machine.
The engine used pressure wave processes for compression and expansion
during its single cycle per revolution in the known manner of pressure
exchange but power was developed from the difference in whirl momentum
of gases entering and leaving the rotor in the manner of a turbine.
Special design features were incorporated which enabled a wide
operating speed range to be accommodated without recourse to adjustable
4 siaLor porting. Prior to this development such machirea were
considered operable only over very narrow ranges of speed or needed
slideable stator ports and these would have involved excessive cost and
mechanical complication together with increased maintenance and
.eduction in reliability.
The engine started at the first attempt accelerating unassisted from
3,000 RPM to its maximtu safe speed of 18,000 RPM. It ran with
extremely stable speed and was very controllable. A thermal efficiency
of only ten percent was recorded but the engine was naturally aspirated
and had no assistance from scavenge fans. Low pressure scavenge fell
short of requirements and provides a main explanation for failure to
achieve design power. Also the machine contained no heat resisting
metals except for the combustor liner. Even so, pressure ratios of up
to 4.5:1 were attained.
In view of the limitations considerable potential for development could
be inferred and it ins tragic that the source of funding was severed just
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INTRODUCTION
A Personal Ilistory of Pressure Exchan(je.
The firsL person will be used for Lhs section since It is the most
appropriate. This historical record has not been given before buL it
seems the best way of answering many questions which my readers axe
likely Lo be asking such as "Why was this prograne not pursued
following early successful demonstration?" or "Why did no publication of
the work appear at the Lime?" Also there are many lessons to be drawn
from the errors made. I have decided to start right at the beginning
and then I was 13 years oldl
Ear ly Experiments
My Lather was a science schoolteacher with a very strong engineering
bent. lie had a fully equipped modelling workshop and spent his spare
time making model petrol engines complete with magnetos or coils. so I
had an early advantage, lie showed me how to make small steam turbines
Lrm tin cans. They had thin flexible shafts and shook violently as
they passed through their critical speeds. Later, much to his
subsequent dismay, he demonstrated how a can could be exploded by using
a gas/air mixture.
My response was to try driving a turbine by successive explosions using
a Ldn to scavenge the combustion space. The arrangement is shown in
Fi.l. The explosions were too weak and it proved far more difficult to
achieve an adequate repetition rate than I ever imagined. I thoW.jht it
a good idea to try first to improve explosive power. Perhaps if one tin
can exp)loded into a second, thereby compressing a combustible mixture,
the desired Improvement would arise. The result exceeded my wildest
expectations. The stillness of the summer evening was shattered by the
report and the primary stage - a two pound treacle tin - vanished. It
was then observed apparently motionless but tumbling at a high altitude
probably two to three hundred feet in the air. Explosion of a simple
can will only lift the lid about four feet. All excited I gave dad a
demonstration and felL aquashed to see the enthusiasm not shared.
Indeed he went qxey and uterrn and Lorbade any Lurther cumbusLion trials
wiLh the available town's ts. So Lrom that t.sin on all work had to be
carried out in secret whilut dad was out flying his model aeroplanes.
*tIdeas Lor doble chamber exploders for driving turbines were followed by
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SLrings and t.hen the ends were joined to form a circle. The idea was
Lot each chamber or "cell" to explode into the next and there were to be
about twenty cells in the hope that by the time the explosion had
travelled round the circle a gas air mixture would have refilled them so
the explosion would become continuous. After that the ring would be
mounted on a shaft so that with a tangential outlet from each cell the
whole device would spin like a Catharine wheel (Fig. 2).
I thought non-return valves would be needed to prevent the explosion
going backwards. Others would prevent discharge to the inlet. But
these requirements would involve an excessive number of moving parts.
Perhaps "centrifugal force" could be utilised - we had just learned
about it at school. A thing I called a "vortex valve" was made in
tinplate arid tested by hanging plates on cotton threads from a high
shelf. one plate was close to the inlet, the other opposite the outlet
of a combustion cell. This is shown in Fig. 3. IL proved very
effective, the "inlet" plate hardly moving whilst the outlet plate hit
the shelf. I never finished the ring cell model, losing confidence
that it would work because I had no idea how fast air or the explosion
would travel. I knuw now that the vortex valves would not be needed
and atill think the general idea feasible, but have never tried it out.
Indeed problems of mixture strength control could be easier since flow
would be steady at the centre where air and fuel wuld be admitted.
The device could be easily mass produced needing no fine clearances or
acCUrate manufacture. It might oti day Lind application in gas
turbines as toppprs or in combined steam cycle plant using gasified
coal, since no dilution air would be tequized. It is the need tot
dilution which prevents combined gas - steam cycles achieving mote than
about 3 percentage points improvement in thermal #Lticiency despite
considerable extra complication. I went back to single chambers.
I knew turbines worked best with steady tlow go the next step involved a
receiver titled with non-return valve. Explosions puiped gas into the
receiver (Fig. 4).
flj Fitt Pressure EXchanger.
Then I had an inspiration. I could solve the difficulty of
intermittent combustion by using the receiver as a steady flow c08ibustor
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AL I us ed a rotary valve Lo dump spent gas from the explosion chamber,
now conve&Led to a compiL-ssion cell, and carried ouL compression by
openinq this to the receiver.
Two scavenging stages were now needed. One at atmospheric pressure to
purqe the cell of combustion products and replace these with a fresh air
charge, the other aL max.iu cycle pressure to transfer the compressed
air to the combustor and replace it with high pressure hot combustion
products. Fans were to be used for each to effecL transfer but the
cells were to be made long and narrow so that gas inertia could assist.
I did not trust this to be effecLive on its own as I had no knowledge
for estimating its magnitude.
Vie cycle is illustrated schematically in Fig. 5 and pressure-volume
diagrams are included to illustrate the processes of compression by
pressure equalisaLion and expansion by cell isolation followed by the
opening of one end.
Energy was clearly released by each of these processes and if turbines
were incorporated power could be extracted. Two important facts
however were evident. Mirst even if all this &x*w-r were wasted the
device could still provide a positive outlput by bleeding air Cram tiia
combustor. Second, if this power was tapped it provided nearly twice
the output of a purely constant volume explosion device working between
the same pressure limits.
The perfect gas law could be applied to the cell states at the points of
co mpetion of low and high pressure scavenge in order to esLimte the
combustion pressure which oughL.L be attained i
PI V1  
0a1 R T1 refers to end of LP scavenge, and
P2 V2 - m2 R T2 refers to end or lip scavenge, but
R is the gas constant so by division i-
P2 2 Ta
The cycle pressure ratio was therefore independent of the cyclo
zepeL lLLion taLe. It would InCtease with combustion Lomelratute and
oduce as M2 reducid by bold'nq air Ltrm the CmbsLor.
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Im m n n n n
hi''hj was my first Pressure exchanger and had only one stationary cell.
I never finished making at because a multiple cell version evolved.
Then 1 turned it inside out. The stationary ring ot cells becwne a
rtor, the rotary valve the stator. Arid then I added transfer passages
connecting expansion to cumpression processes to improve compression
efficiency. A shrouded rotor was used and with slots in the shroud for
.intera tion with these transfer passages. The latter were tuned to the
S _. same frequency to further improve efticiency so 1 called it a "resonic
...cascade compressor".
All .this was made very.. difficult by the. attitude of nmy father whom I
geaLly respected. But he was totally opposed to my experimentation
-- i urce t was "cranky and ridiculous and could never work because if any
(if these ideas were any good they would have been worked on already".
flow right he ws. By the time the model was finished and ready for
t.est I was an undergraduate about to take a London External degree by
3Ludy in evening sJchx.)l at the local Chesterfield Technical College. I
hd by this time some six years workshop experience as a works
apprentice at a coil-ery engineering factory. I felt a sudden urge to
visiLt the local reference library, nomething I had not done for over a
yeal. The f1rst book I noticed was a new periodiWcl "The Oil Engine
dtid Gas Turbine". It fell opien at a page entitled "Pressure Exchanger"
arid I reiember thinking what a good name this wotild have been for my
achine. I was cresttallen dftei readin, the 4zticle au I ecugnised it
as d jreatly advanced version of my own scheme. It was my first
introduction to the idea of utilisiny wave processes in the rotor cells.
I had ignored wave action in the these yet had carefully designed waves
into the stator transfer passages I lhe article described a Brown
roverie machine for fittinq to a gas turbine railway engine. The
concept is illustzated in Fig. G. Ilie upper figure is a rotor
developxnent showing cells moving ir' left to right. Owing to this
titiorn waves in the cells have an inclined absolute dizection, the
inclination increasing with rotor speed. Since port edges are tmed to
nmatch waves as shown, the speed is fixed for a given design of porting.
Cells containing combustion products above air inlet piessure arrive at
port 3 opening one end to exhaust k and czeating a rareLaction wave from
J to 4 where the air inlet i0 Limed to oivn.
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Since gas velocities are much lower than those of wave fronts a so
clled "contact surface" between incoanq air and exhaust qas 14
pruoects into the cells to furm low piessure scavenging, whereby they
are refilled. The gas velocity is generated by decompression as toe
wave passes.
Similarly high pressure scavenging is initiated by opening to 'the outlet
Lrom the ccobustor, port G. compression wave 1 to 2 is generated by
opening cells to edge 1 and contact surface 11 is foxed between
ircoming high pressure hot gas and outgoing compressed air. Other waves
I to 8 and 5 to 6 arise as port edges close and stop the flow. such
rotor developments are now known as "Wave Position Diagrains".
I managed to obtain about five pounds per square inch pressure and at
least the flame was supported in the combustor but I had lost interest,
knowing my design to be obsolete.
After graduation I 3oined N(OE to learn about real gaq tuibine engines
but not much interest could be raised there regarding pressure exchange.
I rented a workshop in Leicester and used the old z /i inch rotor for
some experiments, using it to try and obtain power by explosive
coumbustion in the rotor cells. These had their outletu swept back at
45 degzees so could act as zeaction blading for explosively induced
piesure rise. A stator pocket was provided to induue corpression and
ignition. Gas/air mixture was introduced at the intske. No power
was generated thkouqh spectacular displayu of flame emeaged from the
exhaust.
M First "Gas Wave Turbine" or IPressomr Exchang2e Engine".
but by this time I had developed a method of wave plotting after reading
an IkechE paper by Bannister and Mucklow. This led me to realise the
brown Boveri machine had limitations which could be ksettered. in
particular, transients caused by Ue interaction of finite cell width
and port edges needed careful analysis. I also evolved a wave plan
which would permit operation over a wide speed range without adjustable
porting. Energy would Le wasted unless the rotor ran at high speed as
then unavoiddble high speed transient lets could be converted to rotor
work. Hence what I now call a "uds Wave Turbine" or U.W.T. was born.
Also for a give number of cvlls per scyle, friction of gases flowing
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through the rotor would reduce as design speed 'ncreased. This was
because rotor length must vary inversely wi.h RPM. Hence rotors ought
to run as fast as possible. Analysis then showed it difficult to
obtain pressure exchange without shaft work when designed for wide speed
range. An optimum arrangement had no gas bleed from the combustor.
Then a most useful paper by A. Kantrowitz (2) appeared. It compared a
theoretical graphical method somewhat similar to my own with
experimental data obtained from a cell rotor operated with compressed
air. Only half the rotor cycle was utilised to allow die-away of
residual waves before the next cycle started. This answered my main
question in the affirmative. I now knew I could make a running engine
because the theoretical method would adequately predict real working.
I left to go it alone. My father had now changed his attitude and
encouraged this. I would devote six months to making a small running
demonstration engine and with this would have little trouble attracting
the funding needed for a full scale commercial venture.
Or so I thought I In the event it took 9 months just to develop the
combustor to achieve satisfactory performance. It was three years
before even short demonstration runs were achieved. I had decided the
application to choose was an alternative propulsion unit for small
pleasure boats. Here novelty would be important and existing single
cylinder outboard motors were often hard to start and caused unpleasant
vxbration. Starting of my turbines would be no trouble and they would
be vibrationless. Poor fuel consumption expected in the early stages
would be a minor considerati A.
But now for the major error'of )udgementt To cut corners and save time
I decided to build the new engine around the old 2L/, inch pressure
exuhanger rotor. This had taken much tnme to construct, it needed only
a new running shroud, and I wished to avoid the expenditure of as much
time as possible. Had I not "compromised thus I think I would have
achieved success in about a year with a much better engine to show at
the end.
Never compromise by trying to make do with old rotors l Start again
from scratch.
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This rotor had only 16 cells which was far Loo few a number as I knew
T .perfectly well. Cell opening and closing losses would be excessive so
I decided to start by investigating these. I constructed a wooden cell
model for use in a water channel. This was conveniently provided by
damning up the stream at the bottom of my parents' garden. The model
is illustrated in Fig. 7 together with the test results. A sliding
wedge represented a stator port and deflection of the fluid leaving the
cell outlet was measured for two cases, one representing a high angle
nozzle of 709, the other representing a cell having an outlet angle of
420.
Deflection is caused by partial opening and causes severe loss of power.
The results were used also for determining boundary conditions at
partial port opening for predicting pressure wave development in the
Cells. For this purpose the results are transformed to the chart shown
in Fig. 8.
Subsequent wave plotting appeared to indicate that a workable design
could be achieved. The engine was it, the rotor being dynamically
balanced on a crudely constructed purpose made machine. It took a long
time and many modifications before sell: sustained accelerations were
dchieved.
A photograph of the finished engine is shown in Plate I and Plate 2
shows it dismantled.
Low pressure scavenge was totally inadequate and had to be boosted by
Lour injectors bleeding compressed air fron the comnbustor. Also some
variable geometry had to be fitted. These were two position vanes to
provide a low and a high speed range. In the end acceleration could b.
achieved unassisted from 5000 RPM to 24,000 RPM but this was the low
speed range. Design speed was 45,000 RPM but this was never reached
owing to poor features of mechanical design which resulted in seizures
and bearing failures caused by heat soak on shutdown.
High pressure scavenging appeared to be adequate once the low pressure
scavenge was assisted by the injectors. Combustion was intermittent
and erratic until this was done. Also a low pressure pte-scavenge duct
had been addad and also made considerable improvemenL. This can be
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seen in Plate 1 near the bottom. The combustor is at the top, The
engine had a transfer duct between UP scavenge and LP pre-scavenge which
effected partial expansion by abstracting residual air foT
re-introduction at cell outlets via high angle nozzles. These provided
a drive by making use of most of the energy available from the pressure
equalisation process prior to high pressure scavenge. Simultaneously
this air fed in with opposite cell ends closed, generated most of the
required pressure rise.
No fan assistance was ever given to either of the scavenging stages
despite the IS' shaped cells. These were angled forward at inlet to
give minimum incidence during scavenge, were axial for the most part and
bent back at 420 at the rear, so providing substantial reaction with
consequent impedance to scavenging flow. It is not surpr.,sing that
difficulties of development were experienced.
PRIOR
A businessman and owner of several companies, Mr.G.E. Hooton, was
interested in promoting the project. He organised the formation of a
development company in conjunction with Ruston and Hfornsby Ltd. of
Lincoln and Dr. G.B.R. Fielden, FR, then their technical director, gave
this his enthusiastic support. The new company was called "Rotary
Power Ltd." and I was Technical Director. All funding was provided by
Ruston's. They first made a very thorough patents search and provided a
atack of documents more than three inches thick. It made very
depressing reading. About 00% of all the adeas I had worked on were
described. It was like reading a history of my own thinking. The
utory began in 14906 with two patents by Knauff (3'(4) which anticipated
first a shaft power machine and second a so called Lebre type static
pressure exchanger (very similar to my "resonic cascade compressor").
It was, however, not until 1929 that the essentiza wave nature of the
unsteady processes were designed in by Hans Burghird (5) and this
anticipated the work of Seippel (6) whose "cmprex" 1wtent of 1941 is
well known and was part of the Brown Boverie attempt to develop the
railway loco engine mentioned earlier.
It is usual in research to first review all existing literature relating
to the field to avoid duplication of effort. My experience leads me to
think that this should be delayed several months at least so that tm
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tnewciwner can start with a completely open mind. lie may fi d an
important alternative approach to which his mind could be blocked if
exposed too soon to prior art.
A 9 inch Rotor Size Experimental Gas Wave Turbine
The design principles used in the 24/, inch model were refined and a new
engine designed with careful attention to detail. This would have to
woik straight away without the mechanical limitations experienced
earlier. A kinetic design was decided upon so that the bearings would
be supported on a cool frame and this would also carry the hot stators.
It was hoped that thermal distortions could be controlled this way and
make it unnecessary to have more than one thermodynamic cycle per
revolution - another way of balancing thermal effects. The latter Is
undesirable because it doubles the number of cells needed and so halves
the cell wall thickness. Since pressure exchange involves cyclic
pressure variation the cell walls are subjected to alternating stresses
making a perfect fatigue machine. Fatigue stresses increase with the
square of the number of thermodynamic cycles per revolution, if wall
thickness/pitch ratio is fixed, and so a single cycle is safest.
The mechanical design is illustrated in Plate 3 giving an exploded view
whilst the assembled version is given in Plate 4. The 4 inch bore
metering nozzle shown in the foregound enabled the airflow induced
,,,. w, iujw pressure scavenge to be measured. 31it, analler downward
facing inlet provided cooling air to the rotor shaft in order to limtt
thermal expansion. The rotor, shown in Plates 6 and 7 had thin walled
obtuse cones connecting with the shaft for limiting heat soak and this
also minimised axial expansion. The entire rotor was made from
"FortiweId", a material only slightly more heat re-aistant than mild
steel. Jessops H46, a ferritic turbine disc material, had been
selected but could not be obtained in reasonable time. The more exotic
nimonics or other turbine blade metals were avoided because one aim was
to demostrate that cheaper non strategic materials were acceptable.
A stator ring (third item from left Plate 3) connected stators with the
cool frame and was cast in light alloy, but apart from the combustor
liner and bronze bearings all other parts were made in mild steel.
The combustor was a scaled down Ruston TA design and was developed
separately by a Ruston team. It is interesting that this "elbow
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Vl' |chamber" evolved an antichamber at the rear just as the one I developed
tor the smaller model. It was found essential for operatLion over a
wide fuel/air ratio range.
The stators were complex as shown indetail In Plates 9 and 10. Ports
were subdivided more than would have been the case for a prototype, the
idea being to assess flow details by separate measurement in each
sub-duct. This turned out to be a mistake because it made the engine
look very ugly. Later this appeared to be a primary reason for
rejection by Rolls Royce. Some of their top men witnessed what Iconsidered to be a convincing demonstration run, but they were clearly
unimpressed and it was obvious that they considered the machine bizarre.
It would have been better to have designed a cheaper, simpler and moreII elegant machine for demonstration without bothering too much about data
aquisition. This should have been allocated to the next machine built.
The ports shown in Plate 10 can be identified from the development shown
in Plate 9 since the cc inlet 12 (to combustor) is at 3 o'clock for the
rear stator (Left Plate 10) and the c.c. outlet 12A at 9 o'clock
(right). Rotor movement is clockwise referred to the rear stator. The
high angle driving nozzles are at 12 o'clock and these are followed by a
high pressure prescavenge outlet arranged to give good high pressure
scavenge over a wide speed range. For the same reason a low pressure
prescavenge duct at 4 o'clock on the front stator (LPPS) is fitted. The
very small holes are static tappings for pressure measurement.
As in the 2t/. inch machine no scavenge fans wer- used. In consequence a
rapid slowing of cell gas occurs during low pressure scavenge resulting
in high speed discharge to the first ports 5 and 6 followed by lower
speed flow to 8 and 9. This is why the exhaust ducts are spit and h.ve
different angles as measured from the axial direction. High pressure
scavenge is not affected in this way due to the density of air
rdischarged being greater than that of hot gas admitted.
A. In Fig.9 a wave position diagram shows the port development more
clearly. Most waves have been omitted for clarity but the main wave
fronts are shown with F marking the foot and it the head so F marks the
start and H the end of pressure and gas speed change over a wave front.
- marks the "half wave" point and two M lines have a plateau of constant
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state linking them showing that a wave has been deliberately arranged to
develop in two stages with tolerance to speed variation in mind.
Solid lines indicate compression waves, when two merge a shock 5 such as
at 4 is generated, dashed lines are rarefactions and chain dashed are
contact surfaces between air and hot combustion products. it used to
require eight to twelve weeks at 6 days/week 10 hours/day to plot a
single design diagram in the detail required. All waves refer to the
leading cell wall as datum and it needs to be borne in mind that the
same state exists over one pitch of the cell as it carries through the
cycle. The wave foot F arises as soon as a cell leading wall opens
past a port edge, e.g. wave (22) caused by opening to first exhaust Lol,
but wave head H arises one pitch later at the point of full opening.
The position of :niLiation of intermediate points is found using Fig.
OB.
The full pressure amplitude (tF-tlH) is first determined and (lTF-l)/ffH
found. This might be .09 for example. Then the wave starting points
ior the /4, I/Z, 3/. and '/e fractions of full wave amplitude can be
read off. In this case the y/6 values would be .15, .33, .56 and .82
respectively and so tend to crowd toward the opening point giving a
concave shape to a "-time pressure profile. A similar chart for
compression wave generation can be plotted and yields the opposite - a
convex f-time profile.
identification of Ports and Stages (Fig. 9)
3uffix i is the inlet stator o the outlet.
Lil to Lol Is high speed low pressure scavenge
Li2 to L02 is low speed low pressure scavenge
NR produces a transient depression to reflect as F(6)N for providing
insensitivity to rotor speed.
Rt - compression pocket with driving nozzles.
P11" high pressure prescavenge inlet
Ro " outlet.
* This combination gives insensitivity to rotor speed variation for high
pressure scavenge.
The compression pocket Ri is fed [roa both RO and from R. The latter
collects remaining air mixed with some hot proucts from cells
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undergoing expansion after leaving the high pressure scavenging stage.
11 is the compressed air outlet connecting w~th tb: i.eady flow g~s
turbine type combustor.
P111 is a high angle nozzle fed with air drawn from outside the comb4stpr
liner.
III is the main hot gas outlet from the combustor providing high pressure
relatively free from unwanted carry over waves. This also occurs over a
wide range of rotor speed.
Power Measurement
I had intended constructing a matching dynamometer for power measurement
but was strongly advised by the board of directors to purchase a
proprietary machine which would be fully developed. I should not waste
my time developing ancillary equipment. Although I could not fault
this logic I had a very strong feeling of apprehension regarding this
policy. As will be described this "hunch" should have been heeded and
from other similar experiences it is my strong recottiuendation that such
strong hunches should not be dismissed lightly.
In the event a Heenan and Froude DPX 190 hydraulic dynamometer was sold
to us rated for use up to 20,000 RPM.
First Tria]s
Plate 4 shown the engine alone ready for the first trial. A small
compressed air pipe can be seen far right. This ended in a small
starting air jet which impinged on the rotor blades and was sufficient
to spin it to 3,000 RPM. The combustor was ignited by opening a valve
on the calor gas cylinder and firing a spark plug. Gas oil was then
admitted and the calor gas shut off.
The engine immediately responded accelerating to full design speed of
16,100 RPM at the very first attempt. Everyone was very excited at
such a promising beginning arnd the dynamometer was hurriedly fitted.
Next day the first power measurements were made and Dr. Fielden brought
in Sir Frank Whittle, inventor of the first British 3et engine, to
witness this. And the following day saw a demonstration to the entire
Ruston Board some twenty strong.
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Then disaster struckl After some few minutes the machine screeched to a
sudden stop from 18,000 RPM giving off a red shower of spazks.
But it was not the engine, this remained intact and undamaged. It was
leenan and Froude's "fully developed". proprietary dynamometer which had
seizedl It turned out to have a bearing life of three to five hours.
We had been sold a low speed machine and all .he firm had done was fit
high speed bearings. They had no knowledge or experience of high
speeds nor had they any high speed test facility. They had simply
relied on us to find out how well it worked. So much for a fully
developed article. This was instrumental in the ultimate winding up of
the project.
ENDURANCE TESTING IN PRESSURE EXCHANGE MODE
%lie boad, alarmed at evidence of unreliability, required the engine to
be put on endurance tests. To satisfy this as well as I was able the
sight glass of the combustor was replaced with a 3/4 inch orifice and
the engine run as a pure pressure exchanger with gas bleed. This was
equivalent to 24 horse power at a pressure ratio of 2.4 Any further
increase would have caused overspeed since this condition provided the
maximum of 18,000 RPM. However this subjected the rotor to adequate
thermal transient stresses with the inlet temperature exceeding 10000C.
Some 300 hours of running with frequent starts and stopu were achieved
without Sign of distress.
FINAL TESTS
During this time an air brake was designed and constructed as a crash
programme working overtime and through the night. Eventually brake load
could be re-applied and research continued. This new brake performed
well and needed no developatent. It was direct coupled and used a spare
supercharger impeller of 1OL/z inch tip diameter. A swung casing
enabled accurate measurements to be made by torque reaction.
Unfortunately the technician in charge of endurance testing had become
tired of the frequent starts and stops needed for refuelling. lie
fitted a bypass system to enable change to a second fuel tank to be made
without stopping. As soon as he tried it a design fault caused full
fuel flow to be suddenly injected to the combustor, causing a violent
overspeed which wrecked the rotor. The damage is shown in Plate S and
5n
Lhe failure mode is of Interest.
The shroud ring had been steel brazed with SPM2 alloy powder to the
rotor tips. These were made with 3/4" wide platforms for increase of
brazed joint area. Orly one joint failed as seen at 8 o'clocc.
Remaining failures were through solid blade material with tears starting
at the roots. clearly a safe failure mode wAs achieved as compared to
the catastrophic kind which would have resulted from drum failure.
TEST RESULTS
As a consequence only preliminary performance results were obtained but
analysis of these was informative and encouraging.
Scavenging effectiveness is shown in Pigs.10 and 11 plotted against
speed of rotation. In both cases effectiveness is defined as the
actual flow volume achieved divided by the flow which would Just admit
or remove an air mass given by the product of ambient air density and
cell volume passing rate. The high pressure scavenge effectiveness
shown in Fig.lO had to be inferred from measurements of fuel flow and
combustion temperature rise but the low pressure scavenge effectiveness
was metered with no allowance for mixing effects which caused souw air
to be lost in the exhaust. The results show that the design aim was
almost achieved and that very satisfactory operation over a wide Apeed
range of 6t1 obtained. Te design point marked 4. is ohown
corresponding with a pressure ratio of 5.43 but the maximum achieved was
limited to 4.2 owing to excessive leakage and poor low pressure
scavenge. This would reduce high pressure scavenging effectiveness as
a secondary effect. It will be observed that these parameteis both
increase as pressure ratio increases so that it can be inferred by
extrapolation that the values would be close to design aims if the two
defects could have been remedied.
The excessive leakage resulted from unexpectedly large axial rotor
displacements during thermal transients which forced increased axial
clearances to be allowed. Some 7 to 15% of total flow is estimated to
have been lost as leakage. The mass loss and incomplete scavenge then
combined together to cause the gas inlet teaperature to increase
prematurely to a limiting value of 10506C at a pressure ratio of 4.2.
A The maximum rotor teqperature was then 4504C as measured by Othermindex
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paints" and was the limit for the "fortiweld" rotor material. These
values can be compared with design figures of gas inlet temperature
747oC arid pressure ratio 5.43 with rotor temperature 380 0C.
OVERALL PERFORMANCE
The coribined effect of excessive leakage and consequential underscavenge
resulted in failure to reach design performance -nd thermal efficiency.
It Fig. 12 shaft horsepower is plotted against speed of rotation from
the experimental results. A maximum output of 35 HP was achieved at
16,100 RPM as compared with the 55 HP expected and is sufficiently close
to be regarded as encouraging in view of the mismatching caused by the
excessive gas temperatures resulting from underscavenging and leakage.
Tle wide speed range is again evident and it must be stressed that this
was achieved using no variable porting of any kind. The rising torque
characteristic would only be suitable for alternator, propeller, fan or
compressor drives but wave machines have the advantage over gas turbines
of not being limited to slow accelerations by surge.
Fig. 13 shows a thermal efficiency of nearly 10% (on GCV) which is low
but could be improved by development. Part load values show much lower
fall off than for an equivalent gas turbine. Thermal efficiency is
plotted against power outpuL for one gas inlet tempetature and speed
varied to give best results. A curve taken at a constant speed of
17,000 RPM is also given showing a steeper fall off at past load. It
should be noted that the efficiency curves relate to a maximum
temperature of only 10706K (8006C, or 14700F). The results were taken
a long tame ago and some appear to not have been retairted. Values at
the highest tenmrature of 12506K must have given higher efficiencies. I
am sure 3lightly over 40 HP was achieved and extrapolation of the powr
curve of Fig. 12 to 16,000 RPM shows this ought to have been possible.
Also from memory I recall a maximum pissure zatio of 4.5 being recurded.
Some exhaust traversing was carried out to determine the temperature
profile at various radJi. This indicated much gceatex mixing of air and
exhaust gas during scavenge tha.a had been expected, since although
muasurements were indicating failure of the theoretical "contact
surface" between air and exhaust gas to reach cell ends, a rapid fall in
temperatuxe started to occur at about 60% echaust port opening. This
indicates the need for increasing design overacavenge.
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Average exhaust tempezatures were, however, consistently about 5OOC
above maximum rotor values. Ihis is an important advdntdge sipce this
type of engine will be used in practice as a high pressure high
temperature stage and the exhaust needs to be as hot as possible. For
uncooled gas turbines, of course, the exhaust temperatuxe is necessarily
much less than the maximum rotor value and so the wave machine has been
demonstrated to possess an important advantage.'
Winding Up of the Project
It is most unfortunate that Rustons ran into financial difficulties 3ust
as demonstration of feasibility was achieved. They had to cut back and
long term research and development is always the first to be shed. I
was no longer permitted access to their ptemises and the equipment was
c-rated and despatched to me at Chesterfield. I found it quite
impossible to attract further funding since nobody was even remotely
interested. I had the entire crate scrapped without even looking
inside, which was a terrible waste.
I wrote a paler "An Experimental Pressure Exchange Engine and its Future
Possibilities" for the Iech.E. This was delivezed xt the Rolls Royce
Weltare Hall, Derby and won the graduate's prize for Jhat year.
1owever, it was never published being rejected tltai ately by the
assessors on grounds of "AIndequate e*primental zesulLs".
1 spent a year trying to restart the pro3ect also partly constructing a
very small machine intended as a model Jet proulslon engine of 12 oz.
design thrust and building a valveliess pulse combustor of I/ pound
thrust running at 330 is. The pulse combustor was intended to ultimately
provide a pressure gain to replace steady flow chambers. This would
permit greater deflection in the cells and su imptove WI performance.
But these eitotts were useless for fugthering my career prospects. r
decided to abandun pressure exchange.
*: The traumatic effect of failure caused a depression lasting many years.
Later I carried out more wotk on valveless pulse cotabustors with some
success. A postgraduate, Ross Harley, carried out a computer study
under my direction to apply the mthud of characteristics to this field.
Useful wave maps could be computer drafted and this was publiSled in
1971 at "The Parst International Symposill on Pulaing Combustion" at
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Sheftield. Later a single orifice pulse combustion burner was also
simulated. On test this was developed to high performance. It
tegularly achieved a twelve percentage pressure gain measured as steady
flow after its smoothing system and in one test seventeen percent was
recorded. Peak pressures were 3 atmospheres absolute at 12% pressure
gain. Frequency was 200 Hz which proved too high for easy starting.
It had always been intended to build up to a test of a rotary multiple
cell ring or "Rotary mode pulse combustor" but to date this has never
been attempted.
FUTURE APPLICATIONS
Gas Wave Turbines could ultimately find application as toppers for both
gas and steam turbines. Combined cycle proposals to date involve
conventional gas turbines which have limited exhaust temperatures. In
consequence they are applied with most of the energy path in parallel
with the steam cycle making it impossible to achieve much improvement in
fuel economy. It is only expected for example that the current 38%
efficiency of an all steam station such as Dax 8 would be raised to 41%
for combined cycles. With a gas wave topper true series operation of
energy path would arise and is potentially capable of raising thermal
eticiency thereLore to 55% according to recent evaluations.
2 Smilarly as toppers for gas turbines efficiencies could be raised to an
eutimated 45%.
An advanctd (Or should in fu.ure achieve a pressure stiO of 12 so that
Ltoted to 4 atmosphereo by Lurbuchaiginy, cowbustitin pressuru uof 48
AT or even above should be possible. Such easily attainable high
1 I)esuures make applicatiun to coal gasification attractive. Other
appircations such as military and )et propulsion unite for aircraft and
missiles also seem attractive. Details of such evatiution are to be
presented in a separate do.ument.
Although design targets Lot an experimental Gas Wave Turbine were not
reached, results obtained were on the whole mat encouraging. It was
conclusively proved that wave machines could operate over a wide speed
zangje and deliver useful pt*Mec without assistance and without any form
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of vd;iable porting whatever. This was achieved aluu without any fan
LK-xsLjng of eithez of the two scdvenging stages. Failuze tu achieve
design point appears to be partly due to inadequate control of
clearances and to poor low pressure scavenging. It is confidently
believed that these problems could be adequately solved by development.
The project showed also that the method of characteristics used with
care and taking proper account of the effects of cell width results in
an accurate matching of exit duct angles to gas velocities. Diffuser
recovery efficiencies of 60% had been assumed for design and results
shuw that these are approximately correct.
Further development is 3ustified but the next engine should have
assistance in the low pressure scavenging stage.
A personal history of development of the project has been presented by
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of variable porting whatever. This was achieved also without any fan
bxosting of exthet of the two scavengtnq sta(jes. Failure to achieve
design point appears to be partly due to inadequate control of
clearances and to poor low pressure scavenging. It is confidently
believed that these problems could be adequately solved by development.
The project showed also that the method of characteristics used with
care and taking proper account of the effects of cell width results in
an accurate matching of exit duct angles to gas velocities. Diffuser
recovery efficiencies of 60% had been assumed for design and results
show that these are approximately correct.
Further development is justified but the next engine should have
assistance in the low pressure scavenging stage.
A personal history of development of the project has been presented by
which it is hoped to usefully transmit some of the experience gained.
R.D. Pearson
Match 1985
The auLhor was fIdubLted to Dr. G,,S.R. Faildon CUE, FRS for
his suppiart. lie was thun Technical Director at Aus;ton and
flortisby Ltd. The assistance of others on the slaff at that
Otlpitty ii, ails a pprecviated. The fiarincial support of
tt. (I.E1. lt~ t i was an tuipi'tailt ftctor which wihllv.d t h1'
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DEFINITIOIIS
(1) -TURBINE-
A "Turbine" is a wheel having curved vanes at the rim as shown in
FIG.l. A jet of gas, steam or liquid is directed at the vanes
which deflect the fluid stream so producing a force which causes
rotation. The energy of motion of the fluid (Kinetic energy) is
by this means converted to another form 6f energy called work"
which is delivered by the rotating shaft for driving some other
machine. The work per second is the "shaft power". (A windmill is a
form of turbine and is now called a "windturbine.)
(2) PRESSURE-VOWKE (P-V) DIAGRAMS
So called "perfect gases* like air can be represented by the
perfect gas equation:-
P.V - m.R.T (a)
so P - a.R.T/V (b)
Where t
P is the absolute pressure N/a (I atw101325 N/m )
V is volume cubic metres - a
a is mass of the gas - kg
R is the gas constanti for air R-297.1 J/kg/deg.K
T is the absolute temperature in dog. K
i.e. T - t deg. C + 273.1
Uence, assuming for the time being that temperature remains
constant, when the volume increases, the pressure falls.If a closed
vessel had a moveable end, such as a piston in a cylinder, the
pressure P acting on that piston of area A would produce a force F
wheret
F - P.A
it the piston moves a small distance, say a, then there will be an
average force P acting over that distance x and mechanical work is
done of amountt
W - .x
i.e. work - force X distance moved
But this is a form of energy and is extracted from the gas which is
pushing the piston, so energy is transferred from the gas so
causing its temperature to fall.
But A.x is a volume increase.
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So as V increases, T reduces and equation (b) shows the result of
these combined effects to be an even greater fall in pressure.
,f pressure is plotted against volume as in Pig.4 an expanding gas
-.- shows a falling pressure curve and sincet
£ F.x P.A.x
& A.x V2 - VI (the change in volume)
'. so W P.(V2 - Vl)
i.e. work - average pressure X change in volume.
& this average pressure is absolute i.e.measured from vacuum state.
So the work done is equal to the area under the graph of P against
V.
If in Fig.4 for the leak nozzle a piston in a cylinder converted
the work starting from pressure P2. instead of letting the gas pass
a nozzle, then first the piston will move out and have work done on
it, but after the pressure has fallen to the atmospheric value PI
it will have to return to its starting point before another
working cycle- can be executed. An exhaust valve will have to be
arranged to open so that exhaust gas can be pushed out against the
pressure of the atmosphere, so doing work on it. The net work
gained from such a cycle is therefore the cross hatched nearly
triangular area Wp2.
A turbine driven by the leak as the explosion cell pressure falls
to atmospheric will theoretically provide the same amount of work
as would the the piston in cylinder but uses a different mechanism.
First the available energy is converted to the kinetic form as a
high speed jet in passing through the leak nozzle, then the
turbine blading converts this to shaft work.
Much more work is developed from a given mass of gas discharged
from the receiver, as also shown in FIG.4, by the increased area
under the P-V diagram shown shaded. This is because of the extra
rectangles. At pressure P2 a volume V2 is discharged from the
receiver, doing work P2.V2 but extra work P1.V2 is done against the
atmosphere so that the net extra work available is (P2-PI).V2.
Hence when a turbine is used to convert the work available from the
expansion of a gas, the jet velocity would be much higher for
discharge from the receiver, as compared with the average velocity
of discharge for the leak jet. The jet from the receiver would also
be steady, whilst that from the leak jet would start from the same
speed and then fall steadily, finally to zero speed at the point
where the pressure fell to that of the atmosphere.(Ignoring gas
inertia). Gas friction heats the gas as well as heat transfer and
so areas under the P-V diagram are modified. Output work now
becomes this modified area multiplied by a "polytropic efficiency."
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A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE G.E. WAVE ENGINE PROGRAM
(1958-1961)
Early work done at NACA on pressure rise combustors provided
part of the motivation that led to the General Electric Wave
Engine program. The wave engine concept pe se was initially
proposed as a means of approaching constant volume
combustion in a component that could be used with
turbomachinery. The specific design requirements were to
have controlled inflow and outflow processes, which were
essentially time-steady in nature and circumferentially
uniform. The combination of a wave rotor and a combustor
then constituted a combustor across which, instead of a
pressure loss,a net gain in pressure was effected.
During the period 1956-1959, thI simplified analysis
methods used at NACA were improved upon and applied at
General Electric. The field method of calculating and
plotting characteristics was adopted and a number of viable
wave diagrams constructed. During the same time period,
fabrication and installation of the test rig was carried
out. Rotors with axial passages and different solidities
were built and first tests were initiated in late 1959.
From 1959 to 1961, over a period of about one and a half
years, extensive testing of the r3search vehicle was carried
out and documented, along with application studies and
analysis of results in an effort to improve the performance.
Initial testing and analysis had indicated that rubbing
type seals were not suitable for this application and that
air-gap seals were more practical. Since air-gap seals were
required, it was felt that speeds approaching those of
turbomachines could and should be utilized for further
useful output. This led to the analysis and testing of a
rotor with skewed or staggered passages along with more
application studies of units with wave rotors capable of
producing shaft power.
Fig.1 shows equivalent constant volume and constant
pressure combustion processes on a temperature-entropy (T-S)
diagram. Point 2 on this figure is the flow at inlet to the
rotor, and the time unsteady induction and subsequent
stagnation of the flow raises its pressure to point 3. On
mixing with residual gases in the rotor at point 4, state 5
is attained and internal combustion raises the temperature
and pressure level to state 6. The exhaust process leads to
the gases expanding out to a final stagnation condition at
point 7. Closure of the exhaust port brings the pressure of
the residual gases back to point 4 and the cycle is
repeated. Since the charging process is independent of the
actual heat addition process, the same thing can be
accomplished by means of external combustion also as shown
by the process 2-3-8-9-7.
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Figures 2 and 3 show the internal and external combustion
processes pictorially. Note that the device has only two
ports in the internal combustion mode. External combustion
was chosen for the test program since it eliminated problems
peculiar to internal combustion, but this was done at the
expense of a more complicated mechanical arrangement as well
as a timing problem. It is noted however that G.E. still
intended to pursue the internal combustion alternative at a
later date.
Figures 4, 5, and 6 show the essential features of the
experimental setup. Note in Fig.4 that provision had been
made for a starting air supply, but that this was found to
be unnecessary.
Fig.5 shows the brazed construction of the axial passage
rotor. A dovetail construction was envisioned originally but
was abandoned due to cost of machining and rotor stability
concerns. The rotor was designed to operate continuously at
a temperature of 1500 degrees Fahrenheit. Fig.6 shows a
photograph of the test rig, and although no details can be
discerned, some idea of the essential layout can be
obtained.
As mentioned earlier, a number of wave diagrams were
calculated, one of them configured for the so-called 'A'
type valve or port plates shown in Fig.7. Almost all the
testing was based for essentially the same 'family' of wave
diagrams, i.e. a counter scavenging mode where the two gas
streams are brought onto and taken off the rotor from the
same side by means of the inlet and transfer ports, and the
delivery and exhaust ports.
Figs. 8, 9, and 10 show the computed performance for the
wave engine in terms of the overall temperature ratio and
the overall pressure ratio across the machine. Fig.8 shows
the computed ideal performance for different exhaust
pressure ratios. It was established early on that the
highest overall pressure gain could be achieved with a sonic
discharge through the exhaust port. For unsteady flow, sonic
discharge corresponds to an exhaust pressure ratio of
approximately 0.3 (for a specific heat ratio of 1.3).
Taking some losses into account, a set of reduced
performance curves for the wave engine was computed for four
or five different valve plates (i.e. different wave
diagrams); three of these performance curves are shown in
Fig.9.
Some actual data points are shown in Fig.10 with the
estimated performance of 'B' type valve plates superimposed.
Towards the end of 1960, fairly respectable overall pressure
gains or pressure ratios of 1.2 to 1.3 could be achieved
consistently, and this performance was then used to carry
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out application studies with the wave rotor. Figures 11
through 15 show the outcome of these studies.
Performance of shaft engines with the wave rotor
incorporated into low-cost turbomachinery is compared in
Fig.11 with that of a simple shaft engine . cycle (i.e. one
without the wave rotor component). For a given turbine inlet
temperature, a marked improvement is achieved by using the
combined configuration. In the case of very small shaft
engines, performance is further compromised. Fig.12 shows
the estimated performance for the combined unit with
specific fuel consumption (sfc) ranging from 0.75 to 2.1 as
opposed to the figures for the simple cycle, (see Fig.13),
of 1.3 and 3.4 respectively.
A weight and cost comparison was carried out for a
production T-58 GE-06 engine with and without the wave rotor
incorporated into it. Table I gives a detailed breakdown for
the estimates made in this study. The -89 was the current
production engine and the -204 was a projected production
engine with upgraded performance.
A summary of the key features highlighted by this
application study is given in Fig.14, showing the
significant simplification achieved in the hardware by
incorporating the wave rotor into the T-58. Apart from the
cost reduction, a significant improvement in the sfc was
also realized. The mechanical design support group involved
with the program drew up the conceptual layout for the T-58
engine with the wave rotor component as shown in Fig.15.
The G.E. wave engine operated in a counterflow scavenging
mode, effecting a 180 degrees reversal in the flow direction
for each of the two gas streams. Consequently, staggered or
canted passages (i.e.those inclined at a certain angle to
the axis of the rotor) showed promise in bringing about a
net angular momentum change through this flow direction
reversal, making shaft power extraction from the rotor
possible. This concept was also tested in further work done
at G.E. from 1961 to 1963. Application studies were carried
out wherein such a rotor could be used to drive a
supercharging compressor. A conceptual layout for such a
configuration is shown in Fig.16, which shows the wave rotor
coupled to a supercharging centrifugal compressor. During
this time also, extensive water table tests were conducted
to gain further insight into inflow and outflow losses, the
effect of port and cell wall edge geometry and mixing of the
two streams inside the rotor.
The wave engine program was stopped around the end of
1963 due, in part, to General Electric's commitment to
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SHOCK-EXPANSION WAVE ENGINES - NEW DIRECTIONS FOR POWER PRODUCTION
BY H. E. WEBER
Professor of Mechanical Engineering, San Diego State University
and Consultant, Science Applications International Corporations
For decades prodigious amounts of money and effort have been spent on
conventional turbomachinery development. Initially, improvements in performance
machines has slowed considerably. Compressor efficiencies have been near their
present limits of 885 to 92% for many years. High pressure ratios required of
high performance engines are not efficiently produced in the conventional
turbomachines. High cycle pressure ratios for high cycle efficiency require many
stages of conventional compression. Compressors, especially in small
turbomachines, decrease in efficiency as the number of stages increase due to the
large amounts of surface area and relatively large leakage passages in the higher
pressure stages.
The requirement for many stages of conventional compression also results in
heavy machines. If high compressor pressure cannot be attained the turbine
exhaust gas temperature may be considerably above the compressor discharge
temperature; a regenerator or recuperator is then required for acceptable cycle
efficiency. This results in considerably complication and high engine weight.
Maximum turbine inlet temperatures in conventional machines have also been
near their limit for many years. High temperatures and high pressures required
for light weight, high efficiency machines are inconsistent with the requirements
for high strength materials, To increase permissable turbine inlet temperatures
compressor discharge air has been used for blade cooling. Use of this air soon
reaches its limit because the high pressure cooling air is then not available for
power production. Engine power and cycle efficiency begins to decrease and a
limit on turbine inlet temperature results.
Consequently, new concepts in power and thrust production are required. One
class of machines which may alleviate many of the above described problems are
the wave rotors or engines. These operate with time dependent flow in the moving
rotor blade passages and steady flow in the stator parts. This paper deals with
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Abstract
For decades prooigious amounts ot money and effort have been spent on
conventional turbomachinery development. Initially improvements in per-
-. forrance were rapid. However, in the last two decades better preformance
of these machines has slowed considerably. Compressor efficiencies have
been near their present limits of 88t to 92% for many years. High pressure
ratios required of high perfora.nce engines are not efficiently produced in
the conventional turbomachines. High cycle pressure ratios for high cycle
efficiency require many stages of conventional compression. Compressors,
- especially in small turbomechines, decrease in efficiency as the num.ber of
sta ;es increase due to the large amounts of surface area and relatively large
leakage passages in the higher pressure stages.
The requirement for many stages of conventional compression also results
in heavy machines. If high compressor pressure cannot be attained the turbine
exhaust gas temperature may be considerably above the compressor discharge
temperature; a regenerator or recuperator is then required for acceptable
cycle efficiency. This results in considerable complication and high engine
weight.
Maximum turbine inlet temperatures in conventional machines have also
been near their limit for many years. High temperatures and high pressures
required for light weight, higi efficiency machines are inconsistent with
the requirements for high strength materials.
To increase p .rmissable turbine inlet temperatures compressor discharge
air has been used for blade cooling. Use of this air soon reaches its
limit because the high pressure cooling air is then not available for power
production. Engine power and cycle efficiency begins to decrease and a limit
Pon turbine inlet temperature results.
Reciprocating engines are cooled by both cooling jacket flow and cyclic
intake of cool working air. However, these machines are heavy and suffer from
friction and heat loss. They are, therefore, of limited use in high speed,
light weight vehicles, or anywhere space saving and light weigh! are required.
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Ccnsequently, new concepts in power and thrust production are required.
One class of machines which may alleviate many of the above described problems
are the wave rotors or engines (I thru 15). These operate with time dependent
flow ir the moving rotor blade passages and steady flow in the stator parts.
Introduction
Principles of shock compression in time dependent flow have been known
for over half a century. However, in the 1940's when Brown Boveri was
developing a workable pressure exchaner, the Comprex*, high strength
materials forkrelatively high temperature applications were being developed
rapidly. Because of this development, steady flow turbomachines received
the attention of researchers in that field. Unsteady flow machines took a
back seat even though shock compression is very efficient; e.g., single shock
pressure ratios up to 2.5 are over 90% efficient compared to isentropic compression.
For the past two decades new materials development has slowed and it is
time tc reexamine the shock and expansion wave turbomachines. These devices
are naturally cooled by the cocl air ingested by the rotor; blades on the
rotor pass through these regions of cool flow in each revolution resulting
in moving blade temperatures about the iverage of the hot combustion gases
and cool intake air.
Additionally these wave engines have the capability of developing pressure
ratios in excess of 25. With these pressure ratios and combustion inlet tem-
peratures of 30000 F, extremely high cycle efficiencies or low specific fuel
consumption may be attained. Fig. 1 shows cycle efficiency reaching 5O:
and SFC less than 0.29 (for diesel fuel operation) with compression and expansion
efficiencies of 0.85 and 0.9, respectively, which are attainable in wave
engines. The wave engine appears like a Brayton cycle when viewed from the
stator - it has adiabatic (nearly isentropic) compression; constant pressure
combustion and nearly isentropic expansion.
Possibly an even greater advantage of the wave machines over steady flow
turboniachinery is the considerably lighter weight of the former. This light
*Comprex is the trademark used by the Brown-Boveri company for their wave
pressure exchanger, which is currently being used as a shaft driven super-
charger for internal combustion engines.
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weicht is due to two factors:
1. Shock compression occurs in much smaller distances than does conventional
T steady flow compression.
2. Compression across a single shock is much greater than in a steady flow
diffuser (both in stator and rotor diffusers). This much larger pressure
" ratio is for the same change in subsonic Mach numbers or velocities*
in both shock wave and steady flow diffusion.
Still another advantage of present day wave machines over early versions
is that high speed rotation results in short axial length rotors and more
'compact machines. These short rotors permit close control over total axial
expansion and leakage between rotor and stator side walls. Also. with the small
surface area, frictional effects are less important and these machines retain
the-'r high efficiency as size is reduced.
Due to all of the above factors one can expect to design wave engines or
wave engine, gas generators up to ten or more horsepower per pound of engine
weight. These figures are a factor of 5 to 1OC better than conventional
turtomachines or internal combustion engines. In general wave machines have
simple blade shapes and only one or two rotors for both compression and
expansion.
g Seippel's original patent (1) was developed by Brown-Boveri into a
successful supercharger. Its response is so rapid (12), due to shock co.-
pression, that some truck transmissions removed the lower two speeds.
Mathematical Sciences Northwest (10) has done diagnostic work on the result of
nixing between hot and cold gas at the interfaces by probing the flow emerging
from a wave rotor. They have also measured shock patter:is and shown that they
compare well with calculations. Pearson (14) has done considerable research
on a wave rotor designed as an engine to drive itself and produce power. In
the 1950's Pearson's device produced cycle efficiencies up to 22%. Klapproth
at the General Electric Co., Berchtold at ITE Circuit Breaker, Kantrowitz and
co-workers at the Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute, Jenney (16) and many others
have contributed to some of the earlier work in wave rotor development.
*A confT,on misconception is that the flow on either or both sides of a shock is
supersonic. This is not the case; the shock wave itself travels with suoer-
sonic speed relative to the flow into which it propagates. This flow, however,
is aenerallv subsnnir.
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Recently considerable progress in the development of wave machines has
been made by General Power Corporation (GPC) (8,9), Mathematical Sciences
Northwest (10, 11), Pearson (14) and Brown-Boveri (15).
General Power Corporation has developed and patented a very efficient
wave engine which requires almost no pressure diffusion of kinetic energy
outside the rotor. All pressure rise is'accomplished with a three direct
and reflected shock system. This is accomplished by bending the blades near
the rotor exit to form nozzles as shown in Figure 4. These create a reflected
shock which increases the pressure of the flow before it leaves the rotor.
Thus the flow in the compressed air port stator has essentially no tangential
* velocity component which requires conventional diffusion to higher pressure.
Thus the reflected shock which is over 951 efficient'serves as a much better
diffuser than a steady flow diffuser in the stator with low pressure recovery.
-ave Engines and T'ieir Operation
The wave rotor or wave engine utilizes shock compression while both cool
air and hot gas flow in the blade passages of the rotor. Thus the blades
operate at relatively low temperature as jhey pass both hot and cold gas ports.
Operation of the GPC wave rotor is described in Appendix A. Pressure ratios
across a single shock are much greater than in a 100% efficient diffuser for
the same change in subsonic Iach number, as shown in Figure 2. Diffuser
efficiency will generally he no greater than 90%; so shock compression is even
better. Additionally conventional axial flow compressors are limited approxi-
mately to the deHaller velocity ratio of 0.7 across each set of rotor or stator
blades. Therefore, the number of conventional compressor stages will be very
large compared to the space required on a wave rotor to achieve the same pressure
ratio. Additionally shocks of pressure ratio 2.5 or less are over 90%
efficient relative to an isentropic compression process as shown in Figure 3.
Therefore, shock compression results in extremely light weight machinery when
compared with either conventional turbomachinery or reciprocating IC engines.
High speed operation permits shortening of the rotor blade passages since
* flow into the rotor only occurs effectively while shocks initiated by opening
Gr closing of a port travel down the blade passages and return. High speed
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operation increases the maximum permissible port opening before the wave
travels the length of the passage and returns to the upstream end. Conversely,
at high speed the blade passage or rotor axial length may be shortened while
the port width remains the same. Shortened blade passages result in shortened
or lighter machinery as well as reduced total axial thermal expansion of the
blades for temperature changes associate, with varying operating conditions.
This, in turn, permits reduced clearances between rotor blades and stator
sidewalls, which keep leakage low.
Features of the Wave Engine with Rotor Nozzles
Researchers in unsteady wave flow have been concerned with problems of
interface mixing (between hot and cold driver or driven gas), compression wave
coalescense into a into a shock and leakage losses. Only the last is of real
significance. This effect is shown qualitatively in Figure 5. As is seen the
decrease in stagnation pressure in the high pressure air-combustion gas loop
due to leakage is large. GPC (9) has shown that by careful control of
clearances between rotor and stator side walls the predicted pressure ratio
can be obtained.
The steady flow diffuser was thought to be a limlitation on wave machine
development for two reasons -
1. The normal diffuser is relatively inefficient for large dynamic pressure
recovery and,
2. The high pressure could not be utilized in the high pressure air-
combustor-hot gas loop of the wave machine.
The first concern is remedied by the reflected shock on the rotor described
above. The second concern is due to a lack of understanding of the effect of
boundary conditions placed on the rotor flow. If the flow from the high pressure
air port is all returned through the combustor to the hot gas port, the shock
system will adjust itself to produce an internally (in rotor blade passages)
reflected shock or expansion wave (depending upon the nozzle to blade passage
area ratio), which propagates upstream due to the back pressure imposed by




At any given rotor speed and combustion temperature there is a mdxlmum cycle
pressure as the design value of A /A varies. At the top of Fig. 8 the blade passages!c
are straight from inlet to exit (no nozzle at exltof the blade passage, A e/Accl).
As the nozzle at the exit of the blade passages decreases in area (A eIA ci-),
Maximm C~ce Effce nc
it becomes an increasing constriction, strengthening the reflected shock which
propaqates back up the blade passages. This shock slows the hot gas-cold air
interface, requiring the port width at 6 to increase in order for all of the cold
air to flow off the rotor into port 6. This process moves the expansion wave from
closing of the hot gas port upstream nearer port 6, as shown in the second drawing
from the top of Figure 8. Both shocks shown increase in strength and the stagnation
pressure level in ports 5 and 6 increases (hot gas-high pressure air loop). The
maximum stagnation pressure in this loop occurs when the hot gas interface and
expansion wave from closing of the rotor passage by the hot gas port arrive simul-
taneously at the downstream edge of the high pressure air port, 6. This condition
occurs at some nozzle to chamber area ratio (A e/A c). Decreasing Ae/Ac farther,
causes decreasing air flow in the hot gas-high pressure air loop and decreasing
velocity in port 5. Shock strengths begtn decreasing as does the stagnation
pressure in ports 5 and 6. Since this engine behaves as the Brayton Cycle when
viewed from the stator, decreasing peak cycle pressure, P C5  decreases cycle
efficiency. Thus the maximum cycle pressure ratio occurs at maximum P05  as
described above.
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Summary Coparison of Developnent Opportunities in Conventional and Wave Turbo-
machinery.
Conventional Turbomachinery Wave Rotor Turbomachinery
1. High temperature operation being 1. Naturally cooled blades which pass
limited by: through hot and cold gas in each
a. Slow progress in materials revolution. Results in light weignt
development. machines. Any material advances will
b. Limitation on use of comipressor further benefit the wave engine.
air for turbine blade cooling.
2. Many stages of compression required 2. Shock pressure rise very rapid and
because of limitations on pressure much higher than in steady flow 'iffusi
rise or on velocity ratio in each stage for the sane ciane in subsonic flow
of diffusion. Results in heavy velocity for both.
turbo,,nachinery.
3. Axial flow machines are long with nu'erous 3. Resulting single rotor or two
or heavy bearings, and ma pass through at separate rotor r;.achine is stiff and
least one critical speed in operating requires lighter bearings. General-
ra.,ge. ly no critical speeds in operating
range.
4. High pressure ratio at high efficiency 4. High pressure ratios at high
difficult to attain, efficiency attainable.
5. Leakage losses unimportant in large, or 5. Leakage losses must be contolled.
moderate pressure ratio machines, but Can be done sinply with control of
serious in small high pressure ratio side and shroud clearances - especiall.
machines. with short axial length rotors.
6. Large surface area to volume ratios 6. Small surface area to volume ratios
result in frictional losses. Resulting make frictional losses relatively
low Reynolds Numbers, especially in unimportant. Scaling to small
high pressure stages of small machines, engines easily accomplished.
results in low compressor efficiency.
Conclusions
The very desireable features of a wave enoine are suinarized below.
1. iigher combustion temperatures; thus high specific power and light
weight machines. (Rotor blades naturally cooled.)
2. lfigher pressure ratios; thus high cycle efficiencies.
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3. Higher pressure ratios result in expansion exhaust temperatures below
compression discharge temperature; thus no regenerator or recuperator
required.
4. Higher component efficiencies, especially in suall engines; thus higher
cycle efficiencies.
5. Smaller size due to small volume required for shock compression.
6. Stable operation, i.e., no stall as may occur in conventional
turbocompressors, because shock processes are rapid, stable, and
isolated from each other.
Advantages of GPC-SAIC wave rotor and engine compared to previous designs:
1. More efficient compression processes ,no external (to the rotor)
diffusers required.
2. Wave rotor drives entire compression process, including pre-compression,
3. Short axial length resulting in better control of side wall clearances
and thus leakage. Leakage seriously affects performance.
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APPENDIX A
Description of Wave Rotor Operation
One way to visualize the shock compression process occurring in the
passages between blades is to imagine "sitting" on the rotor blades as they
rotate past the various stator ports shown in Figure 4. Begin at the end of
the hot gas expansion process. On the blade one sees new air from an external
blcwer or compressor flowing into a blade passage pushing the spent hot exhaust
gas out of the passage. When this is complete and only new air is flowing
through the passage It rotates past the downstream edge of the exhaust port
and the flow is shut off by the end or side wall. The sudden stopping of the
flow causes a shock to propagate back upstream through the passage bringing
the flow to rest relative to the blade passage. As the shock brings each
portion of the flow to rest the pressure in the air increases by the pressure
ratio across the shock. When the shock has reached the inlet end of the
passage it rotates past the trailing edge of the inlet air port. That side wall
no has traped all of the air whose pressure has been increased on the rotor.
All the blade passages go through this process and each in turn has the air
in the passage compressed.
Next in the process a blade passage rotates past the leading edge of the
hot gas port. A shock now is initiated which propagates down the passage
bringing all the air that it passes to a still higher pressure. The hot gas
moves down the passage behind the cool air forming an interface between them.
The shock moves faster than the interface which moves at the subsonic gas
velocity. When the shock arrives at the nozzle end of the passage it rotates
past the leading edge of the high pressure air port. The nozzle behaves here
as a constriction suddenly causing the flow to slow, which in turn causes a
.i reflected shock to propagate upstream through the passage. The air that this
shock passes through is further increased in pressure. This high pressure air
flows through the nozzle into the high pressure air port. Each blade passage
discharges its high pressure air into this port until the air-hot gas interface
arrives at the nozzle end of the passage. At this point the passage rotates
past the downstream edge of the high pressure air port preventing the hot gas
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from eptering the port. Meanwhile the reflected shock "c" has passed through
the air-hot gas interface and reached the upstream or inlet end of the passage.
At this time the blade passage rotates past the downstream edge of the hot gas
port preventing possible back flow into the hot gas port.
The compression process is now complete. The hot gas trapped on the rotor
exits through the nozzle driving the rotor and the entire compression process
by its tangential momentum flow there and in a single reentry shown in Figure 4.
Summary of Special Features of GPC Wave Rotor-Gas Generator
The nozzles at the downstream end of the rotor blade passages serve two
purposes:
1. At the exit to the high pressure air port the'nozzles serve as a
restriction to the flow causing a reflected shock to propagate upstream.
This shock further increases the pressure before the flow enters the
rotor nozzles and exits into the high pressure air port. Thus, at
the cool high pressure air port the nozzles serve as an efficient internal
(on the rotor) diffuser. Internal pressure rise due to the reflected
shock is more efficient and produces a higher pressure rise than an
external steady flow diffuser. See Figure 2 which illustrates the
considerably larger pressure rise across a shock as compared with the
steady flow diffuser, for the same change in subsonic velocities or
Mach Numbers. In fact, the absolute velocity leaving the nozzles has
almost no tangential component and hence no external diffusion is required,
2. At the hot gas exhaust in the flow expansion portion of the rotor the
nozzles produce a reaction force to drive the rotor and entire compression
process. The compressor charging air on to the rotor is also driven
in this process. After leaving the rotor the hot exhaust gas is at
lower pressure and temperature but available for power production in
the free or separate power turbine.
Early investigations into the shock compression process occurring on a
wave rotor and the associated flow did not completely understand the effect of
the back pressure on the rotor at the high pressure air port. It was believed
that the total pressure available at rotor exit could not be effectively
utilized. Thus an efficient diffuser was not required. In fact, the early
investigations concluded that the total air port flow at too high a pressure
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*could not be used in the return through the combustor to the hot gas inlet port.
Consequently some of the flow from the combustor was diverted to a high pressure
turbine. However, it has been found that if all of the flow is returned
through the combustor to the wave rotor inlet that the direct and reflected
shock system will adjust to produce a higher pressure in the high pressure-











FIGURE 1 SUPERPOSITION OF WAVE FRONTS (LETTERED LINES) ON THE TUBE ROWS
OF A TWO-CYCLE WAVE ROTOR (SHOCKS a. b, c AS SHOWN IN FIGURE 5).
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DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF WAVE ROTOR CYCLES
A show of renewed interest in wave devices prompted the
initiation of a research effort at the Turbopropulsion
laboratory of the Naval Postgraduate School, with the
objective of developing an understanding of the basic flow
processes and potential applications of pressure
exchangers/wave engines, primarily in propulsion systems.
The effort was directed towards i) numerical studies and
an unsteady flow code development, ii) basic research level
(laboratory scale) experimental work, and iii) study of past
and on-going efforts in this field of technology.
In the area of computational. analysis, an unsteady flow
code is being developed which ::sho"uld serve as a preliminary
design tool. The code canhandle the. unique features that
characterize typical internal processea in'Vave rotors, viz.
multiple discontinuities and wave interactions in the flow.
A further step, would then be to incorporate 'this code into
an engine performance code (both- shaft and thrust power
producing), to assess the potential payoffs of the combined
mode operation.
The choice of the numerical technique is based on the
following criteria, which need to be met as far as possible:
1. Higher order discontinuities such as shock fronts should
be computed stably, i.e. without oscillations and with the
proper entropy jumps.
2. The next lower order of discontinuities such as contact
surfaces and gradient discontinuities should also be
modelled without smearing and should be transported at the
correct speeds.
3. the smooth and uniform regions of the flow should be
modelled consistently.
It is often mentioned in the literature that gradient
discontinuities (expansion fans, compression waves), being
the lowest in the 'discontinuity heirarchy', are usually
unworthy of special treatment. However, the importance of
these waves in wave devices cannot be emphasized enough and
any numerical code for such a flow should treat them
accordingly.
Over and above the desire that these criteria be met, it
was felt that for the code to be generally applicable and
user-friendly, it should not require an inordinate amount of
computer time, nor should it require implementation of
numerical 'tricks' which render many codes quite useless
except in the hands of those who developed them.
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A one-dimensional method which best seems to meet the
above criteria is the Random Choice Method, based on an
existence proof given by Glimm (Ref l), and developed into a
numerical form by Chorin (Ref.2). The code is based on the
solution of local Riemann problems. Fig.l shows a schematic
of the Riemann problem for the special case of shock-tube
flow. The problem consists of the prescription of two states
of a gas which are separated by a diaphragm at time t=O; the
solution consists of charting the flow field at t=O+, i.e.
after the diaphragm is ruptured. Each solution is an exact
analytical solution obtained through shock and/or expansion
transition functions (Ref.3). The method thus solves the
governing Euler equations in one-dimension by solving a
sequence of adjacent Riemann problems, specified as the
initial conditions for each succeeding time step. The
solution to each Riemann problem is then discretely
represented by sampling it in a quasi-random fashion.
Thesampling procedure is due to Van der Corput (Ref.4),
which generates equidistributed sequences of numbers
belonging to a (0,1) interval.
Fig.2 shows the results for a test-case. for this method
(due to Sod, Ref.5). Four parameters are plotted in the
figure, the pressure, density, velocity and entropy. The
squares on the density plot represent the magnitude and the
physical location of the head wave, the tail wave, the
contact surface and the shock wave (from left to right)
generated by an exact solution for the tesc case. Note the
'infinite' resolution of the strong discontinuities as well
the perfect realization of the constant states. The
rarefaction wave propagating to the left is modelled well
too.
The program is run in an interactive mode, and for any
particular wave diagram that is being studied, all four
parameters are plotted simultaneously along with an x-t plot
(representing the wave diagram), the latter generated by
means of a suitable tracking scheme (Ref.6).
Using the Random Choice Method, a simple wave diagram was
computed for the proposed wave turbine experiment at TPL.
All the discontinuities are generated and tracked very well
as shown in Fig.3. The propagation of the shock front in
time is shown in Fig.4. Although this is an ideal
representation of the waves, it still helps in visualizing
the basic internal flow structure and in providing base
numbers for a preliminary design. Except for the
implementation of proper boundary conditions, the code
requires no other input or 'tweaking', a feature that is
characteristic of the Riemann problem solver type numerical
codes. Even in a non-optimized form and with interactive
graphics, the example shown above required about 1 minute on
an IBM 370-3033AP.
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A more complex diagram, which describes the low pressure
side induction process of a counterflow scavenge cycle is
shown in Fig.5. This is the case for a gas generator
application of the wave rotor, the usefulness of the
configuration being measured by the net pressure gain across
the machine. This particular case can be solved in
approximately 2.5 minutes of CPU time. To keep the picture
in perspective, what is being solved for in this case is
equivalent to the exhaust and induction processes of the
internal combustion case described in Ref.7, presented
elsewhere in these proceedings. The performance curves thus
obtained are shown in Fig.6, which can be used in the engine
performance code to get preliminary estimates of the
performance of the combined unit.
Before describing the experimental effort, I would like
to make note of the fact that it was encouraging to hear
some of..the papers presented earlier during this workshop,
-especially those of Dr. Kentfield and Dr. Matthews. The
former British company, Power Jets Ltd., and Brown Boveri
Corporation of Switzerland both recognized the need for
simple tests to better understand the fundamental processes
in wave rotors, something that the experiment currently
being run at TPL is trying to model.
The wave turbine mode operation is essentially the cell
filling and cell emptying unit processes described by
Dr.Kentfield, and some of the objectives of this program are
shown in Fig.7. The experiments will basically serve to
validate the accuracy of the computations carried out and
indicate the areas of significant deviations. A schematic of
the rotor with the inflow and outflow ports is shown in
Fig.8, along with a simplified representation of the
corresponding wave structure. The rotor has oassages which
are canted at 60 degrees to the axis, and is comprised of
six wafers bolted together, a feature which enables the
rotor passage length to be changed should the need arise.
The installation setup is shown in Fig.9.
Preliminary tests have recently been initiated and the
current status of the experimentation is shown in Fig.10.
Consistent self-acceleration of the rotor is achieved at
approximately 5000 to 6000 RPM, indicative of shaft power
production. The next step in the process is to attach an
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FIG. 5 LOW PRESSURE INDUCTION PROCESS
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LOW-COST PRELIMINARY RESEARCH TEST RIG TO PROVIDE
TIlE UNDERSTANDING NECESSARY TO PROPOSE A PRACTICAL
ENGINE. 'WAVE TURBINE' F'OIE OPERATION SELECTED.
OBJECUVES:
- DEMONSTRATE MECHANICAL RELIABILITY OF
TEST VEHICLE
- COMPARE OBSERVED WEIGHT FLOW TO COMPUTED
VALUE TO GAUGE INFLOW LOSSES
- COMPARE EXHAUST PROCESS WITH TIlE IDEAL
1-DIMENSIONAL TRANSIENT FLOW SOLUTION
OBTAINED NUMERICALLY
- INTRODUCE FINITE TIME EFFECTS INTO
COMPUTATION AND EVALUATE SIGNIFICANCE
FOR EXHAUST "PROCESSES
- (POSSIBLY) TEST EFFECT OF EDGE GEOMETRY





















Gradual Opening of Rectangular Axial and Skewed Wave Rotor Passages
by S. Eidelman
Science Applications International, McLean Virginia
ABSTRACT
It was shown in the present study, on the basis of numerical modeling,
that the dynamics of the passage opening significantly effects the flow
pattern in the passages of wave rotor devices. For retangular axial pas-
sages, even when the velocity of the passage opening is 500 H/sec, a one
dimensional flow pattern forms only in passages with length to width ratio
larger than 3. In the region preceding the formation of the one dimension-
al flow pattern, the flow is rotational and in some instances contains
shock and pressure waves which repetitively reflect from the upper and low-
er walls of the passage. In practice this would lead to significant mixing
between the driver gas (e.g., exhaust gas) and the driven gas (e.g. fresh
air) and reduce the efficiency of the engine cycle. With a reduction in
the velocity of the passage opening, the volume of the mixing region in-
creases as a result of the rotational flow which develops from the slow
opening of the passage. With an increase in shock wave strength, the vol-
ume of the mixing region increases as a result of the rotational flow which
develops from mulitple reflections of the shock and pressure waves from the
passage walls.
At the same time our modeling of the gradual opening of the skewed
passage shows the way to minimize mixing losses at the inlet, Opening the
skewed passages with the optimal velocity reported in this study will allow
to reduce the losses and design the wave rotors with shorter passages. Our
simulation shows that even is the conditions for the optimal opening are
not satisfied exactly, reduction of the rotational mixing could be signifi-
cant if the opening velocity is ± 152 of the optimal value.
Numerical modeling of the process of gradual passage opening at the
inlet port of the driven gas revealed that the interface between the gases
will move all the way through the passage with a frozen pattern of distor-
tion or obliqueness to the passage walls. The interface obliqueness in-
creases when the velocity of the passage opening decreases.
In all, it can be concluded that taking into account the gradual pas-
sage opening is essential for the wave machine design, not only for proper
timing and wave arrangement but also because of the losses which will occur
due to mixing and wave reflectins. The gap between projected and achieved
efficiences of wave machines, could be partially due to neglect of the ef-
fects of the gradual passage opening which are studied in this paper.
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The Problem of Gradual Opening in Wave Rotor Passages
by S. Eidelman
Introduction
Wave rotors are devices which use wave propagation through the fluid in
a rotor passage to transfer energy from one fluid to another (Ref 1) or to
transfer energy from one fluid to rotor shaft and another fluid (Ref 2).
"Wave rotors") "wave engines," "wave pressure exchangers," "wave equalizers,"
"Comprex" - are all.based on the same idea of energy exchange in the unsteady
waves, and the topic of the present study would be relevant to all these
devices.
The principles of operation of wave rotor devices and their commerical
applications can be found in References 1, 2, and 3. For completeness, the
general scheme of a wave pressure exchanger will be described. Such a device
is illustrated in Figure 1. One gas (driver) at high pressure is used to com-
press a second gas (driven). The process is arranged to occur in tube-like
passages with trapezoidal cross-section located on the periphery of a rotating
drum or rotor. The compression is achieved successively in each rotor passage
*by means of compression waves or shock waves generated by the entering driver
gas. The compressed driven gas is drawn off from the end of the passage when
it aligns with an outlet port. The driver gas then undergoes a series of
expansions to a lower pressure and is scavenged out by freshly inducted driven
gas at approximately the same pressure level. This fresh 'charge' is then
compressed by the high pressure driver gas and the cycle repeats itself.
Steady rotation of the drum sequences the ends of the passages past stationary
inlet ports, outlet ports and endwalls. This establishes unsteady but periodic
flow processes within the rotating passages and essentially steady flow in the
inlet and outlet ports. The passages may be oriented axially as in Figure 1 or
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* at a 'stagger' angle. In general, wave machines used as pure pressure exchange
(e.g., the "Comprex" Ref 1) have axially oriented passages, while-those with
staggered passages may drive a shaft, since shaft work extraction is possible
with this latter configuration.
It is very desirable, in the design of the wave rotor, to determine the
optimal ratio between the width and length of the single passage of the rotor.
Usually only two parameters are evaluated to determine this ratio: skin
friction losses and by-pass losses. The number of passages on the rotor should
be minimal in order to minimize skin friction losses. On the other hand the
passage should be narrow compared to the port widths in order to reduce flow
by-pass between inlet or outlet ports. The transient process of the passage
opening or closing (as the passage end moves across a port or moves from a
port to be closed by the endwall respectively) usually is not considered in
the design. It is generally assumed that the passage opening or closure occurs
instantaneously.
Pearson [21 tried to take into account the gradual opening of the passage
assuming that the air in the passage is compressed in a series (usually three)
of discrete compression waves which converged and ultimately merged to form a
shock wave. This allowed him to design a complicated wave machine cycle for
a rotor using relatively short passages. However, since the technique, was
one dimensional it could not reveal the peculiarities of this essentially
two dimensional flow and would be valid only for very weak waves.
* In the present study, by means of numerical modeling, we will examine in
real-time how the gradual opening influences the wave formation in the wave
rotor passages and how that should affect the rotor design.
Model
Here the assumptions involved in the numerical simulations are described.
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The flow in each passage of the wave rotor is unsteady and periodic.
At the same time, the flow through the ports is (ideally) steady [Ref 1 & 2].
The peripheral width of the port is usually equal to several widths of a
single passage, and in this study it is assumed that the flow in the inlet or
outlet port remains stationary when the passage-end encounters the port. For
this reason the region of the port is not included in the computational domain
shown in Figure 2.
The time dependent process of the passage-end translating across the
region of the inlet or outlet port will be referred as the gradual opening of
the passage. The passage opening process will be referred as instantaneous,
when the assumption is made that the passage instantaneously-opens to the port
area and is subjected immediately to the steady flow conditions at the port.
It is assumed that the flow is inviscid, and can be modeled by the Euler
equations.
The unsteady two-dimensional Euler equations can be written in conser-
vation law form as:
U aF aG
3F + x +aY
where
)Pu 2V
(e (e + p)u <e + p)v/
Here, o is the density, u and v are the velocity components in the X
and Y coordinate directions, p is the pressure and y is the ratio of
specific heats. The energy per unit of volume, e, is defined by:
2 2
2
where C -(y-l)p is the internal energy. We look for the solution of the
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system of equations represented by Equation (1) in the computational domain
shown in Figure 2 in time t, with the following conditions at the domain
boundaries:
a) Solid wall along segments 1-3 and 2-4
b) Outflow along segment 3-4
c) Inlet along segment 1-2
It is assumed that initially at time t 0, the passage of the wave
rotor is filled with stationary gas at ambient conditions. When instan-
taneous opening of the wave rotor passage was simulated, it was assumed
that at time t = 0, the flow at the inlet 1-2 was equal to the steady flow
in the port. When gradual opening of the passage was simulated, at time
t = 0, the inlet was closed and solid wall boundary conditions were imposed
at the inlet 1-2. Then, this boundary condition was gradually replaced by the
flow condition at the inlet port. The length uncovered to the inlet port
region, where the solid wall boundary conditions were replaced by the inlet
port conditions, was determined using the elapsed time and the velocity of
the passage relative to the inlet port.
The Godunov method was used to obtain a numerical solution of Equation (1)
with the described boundary and initial conditions. Details of the implemen-
tation of the method and boundary conditions are given in Reference 4.
The flow field was modeled for the rectagular passage with O.P2m-width
and 0.12m-length. The grid covering the computational domain of the passage
is shown in Figure 2.
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Results and Discussion
The following initial conditions were assumed for the air initially
in the passage:
Po = 1 atm ; Po a 1.2kg/M ; Uo 0  Vo 
= 0
The driver gas entering through-the port at the left hand end was assumed
to have the following properties:,
Pd 1.8 atm ;p d  1.81 kg/M 3 ;Ud 150 M/sec; Vd 0
These conditions correspond to a practidal situatin. in a wave rotor when,
a passage filled with a quiescent fresh charge of air at ambient conditions
encounters an inlet port supplyinghot, high pressure driver gas.
If the assumption is made that the passage instantaneously opens and is
subjected to the conditions of the inlet flow at the left boundary 1-2 (see
Fig. 2), then a perfectly one dimensional flow pattern should develop in the
passage. The result of the modeling of these conditions are presented in
the form of pressure contours at progressively larger time steps in Figure 3.
Time t a 0, corresponds to the moment when the passage opens. Instantaneous
opening of the passage is seen in Figure 3 to lead to an immediate formation
of a shock wave and subsequent propagation in the passage from the left to
the right. The flow conditions at the inlet port are matched to the para-
meters of the rarefaction wave which presumably would move towards the left
end of the passage. For this reason the flow in the passage has no additional
discontinuity. This situation is typical for a wave rotor, where fl'w con-
ditions at the ports are chosen in such a way that waves do not propagate
from the passages into inlet or outlet ports. The flow in the ports will
therefore remain steady. In the case shown in Figure 3. the shock wave was
found to propagate with a velocity, Vsh - 446 M/sec, the interface with a
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Svelocity Vn - 150 M/sec and all the parameters examined were confirmed
accurately using one dimensional gas dynamics relationships.
Most of the approaches used in wave rotor design are based on the assump-
W.. tion that the waves are one dimensional in nature. When the gas is compressed
by a weak shock wave for instance, assumptions are made that: the process
is isoentropic; the hot and cold gases are strictly separated by a planar
interface; and, the flow is everywhere irrotational. This leads to the very
high efficiences projected for the compression. If the passage is wide enough,
so that viscous effects can be neglected, this model of the compression in
the wave rotor passage is realistic, but only for instantaneous passage opening
or for a very long passage. Results presented below illustrate how the gradual
passage opening effects the compression process.
In Figure 4, the pressure and Mach number contours in the passage are
shown at a sequence of times for the case of a gradual opening to the inlet
port with the velocity of 100 M/sec. Parameters for the gas in the passage,
-1 before opening begins, and in the inlet port are the same as for the case of
instantaneous opening. The dynamics of the flow development seen in Figure 4a
is very different from that shown in Figure 3. First, curved pressure waves
radiate from the initial small opening appearing at the lower corner of the
inlet on the left side of the passage (t - 0.044 Msec in Fig. 4). Subsequently,
these waves reflect from the upper wall of the passage and at the time
t 0.125 Msec, have formed a row of compression waves which have approximately
straight fronts normal to the wall of the passage. Initially, compression
waves of this kind occupy a small part of the region with disturbed gas. In
the region well behind the front of this quasi one dimensional propagation,
A 1compression waves are curved and are the result of the interaction between the
waves reflecting back and forth between lower and upper walls of the passage
and the new waves created by the progressive opening of the port to the passage.
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As it is possible to see in Figures 4a and 4b for the times t - 0.084 Msec
and t - o.166 Msec respectively, the flow behind the quasi one dimensional
region is highly rotational and is relatively constant pressure in the "X"
direction. The passage became fully opened only at t = 0.2 Msec. At this
time compression waves are propagating along the length of the passage and
the pressure rises gradually from 1 atm at the right end to 1.8 atm at the
left end. The front of converging compression waves will eventually become
a shock wave, but this will occur at some later time and outside the computa-
tional domain.
It was concluded from the case presented in Figures 4a and 4b, that a
length to width ratio of the passage of 6 will lead to very high mixing losses,
non-uniform and inefficient compression.
In Figures 5a and 5b, pressure and velocity contours are shown for the
case of gradual opening of the passage with velocity 200 M/sec. Full opening
of the passage in this case occured at t w 0.1 msec. A curved shock wave is
formed at t - 0.044 msec. This shock wave (see Fig. 5a) partially reflects
from the upper wall of the passage and then, gradually converging with its
main front, forms an almost planar shock front at the time t - 0.252 msec.
However, even then the flow is highly rotational behind the shock front, and
the region of rotational flow occupies one third of the passage volume. In
this region the gas velocity increases from M a 0.3 at the upper wall to
M - 0.52 at the lower wall.
When the velocity of the passage opening is increased to 500 M/sec (see
Figs. 6a and 6b) the passage becomes fully open at T - 0.04 Msec. Because of
the fast opening of the passage the shock wave at the time T - 0.044 Hsec.
is less curved and only a small fraction of the shock front reflects from the
upper wall. This reflected part of the shock front converges with the main
front at t a 0.172 msec. From that time on, the flow pattern in the passage
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is mostly one dimensional with a small and weakening region of rotational
flow behind the main front. Nevertheless, even for this case, with passage
length/passage width = 3, there will be very high mixing losses, with a large
part of the passage volume subjected to rotational flow.
In order to study how the strength of the shock wave influences the
flow pattern developing in the passage, an additional case was simulated
where the parameters of the driver gas at the inlet port area were increased;
namely, to -
3
P = 2.85 atm; Ud 283 M/sec p 4 kg/M
As in the previous case the parameters of the driver gas were chosen in such
a way that waves do not propagate back into the port when the passage opens.
Results of this simulation, are shown in Figure 7a and 7b. The velocity of
the passage opening was V = 250 1/sec. It was concluded from the results
presented in Figure 7a and 7b that an increase in the initial shock strength
leads to stronger reflections and to substantial increases in the flow rotation.
This in turn will lead to increased losses because of mixing of the driver and
driven gases. The pattern of multiple reflections of the shock wave from the
upper and lower walls of the passage can be seen in Figure 7a. At time
T - 0.073 Msec the shock wave reflected from the upper wall is propagating
towards the lower wall. Part of the reflected shock-wave front converges
with the main shock wave, and part begins to reflect from the lower wall.
(time 0.109 Msec) The multiple reflection weakens the reflected shock, but
the reflection between the walls of the passage continues and can be followed
for t - 0.211 Msec and * 0.245 ,sec. It is clear that for these conditions
even passagus with length to width ratio of 6 will have very substantial mixing
losses because of the rotational flow.
A different situation is found for the passage opening to the inlet port
of the driven gas. At this port, the pressure and velocity of the (driver)
-.
gas in the passage should be matched with the pressure and velocity of the
(driven) gas at the inlet. If the passage opens instantaneously, the flow
field in the passage will have only one discontinuity - the interface between
the fresh air and exhaust gas entering and leaving the passage respectively.
To model this condition for the gradual passage opening, it was assumed that
in the passage, Po 1 atm, po 0.5 kg/m 3 , Ud - 150 M/sec and V°  0
in the port, Pd I atm, pd U 1.4 kg/M 3 , Ud - 150 M/sec and Vd W 0
The velocity of the passage opening was V - 200 M/sec.
Results for this simulation are presented in Figures 8a and 8b. It can
been seen that, since at the first moment most of the inlet cross-section is
blocked by the wall, a rarefaction wave reflects from the inlet wall. The
passage full opening occurs at t - 0.1 Msec. From this time on the pressure
deviation in the flow field weakens and at t - 0.22 Msec the pressure is
almost completely uniform and equal to the static pressure in both the undis-
turbed driven air and in the exhaust gas. Figure 8b shows that the interface
will carry the imprint of the gradual passage opening a long time after the
passage becomes fully open. There is no dissipative mechanism included in
the mathematical model used in this study to force the interface to become
normal to the passage walls. Therefore the interface will "remember" the





It was shown in the present study, on the basis of numerical modeling,
that the dynamics of the passage opening significantly effects the flow pattern
in the passages of wave rotor devices. For rectangular axial passages, even
when the velocity of the passage opening is 500 M/sec, a one dimensional flow
pattern forms only in passages with length to width ratio larger than 3. In
the region preceding the formation of the one dimensional flow pattern, the
flow is rotational and in some instances contains shock and pressure waves
which repetitively reflect from the upper and lower walls of the passage.
In practice this would lead to significant mixing between the driver gas (e.g.,
exhaust gas) and the driven gas (e.g., fresh air) and reduce the efficiency of
the engine cycle. With a reduction in the velocity of the passage opening,
the volume of the mixing region increases as a result of the rotational flow
I . which develops from the slow opening of the passage. With an increase in
shock wave strength, the volume of the mixing region increases as a result
of the rotational flow which develops from multiple reflections of the shock
and pressure waves from the passage walls.
Numerical modeling of -the process of gradual passage opening at the
-inlet port of the driven gas revealed that the interface between the gases
will move all the way through the passage with a frozen pattern of distortion
or obliquity to the passage walls. The interface obliquity increases when
the velocity of the passage opening decreases.
In all, it can be concluded that taking ii'o account the gradual passage
opening is essential for the wave machine design, not only for proper timing
and wave arrangement but also because of the losses which will occur due to
mixing and wave reflections. The gap between projected and achieved off iclen-
cies of wave machines (2, 6, 7), could be partially due to neglect of the
effects of the gradual passage opening which are studied in this paper.
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WAVE ROTORS AS SUBSTITUTES FOR GAS-TUR3INE
.... IFFURR-C..,U STOR -SYTMS . ..
David Gordon Wilson
Massachusetts Institute of Technology; 3-455
Cainbridge, MA 02139
*phone S17 253 5121
SUMMARY
Wave-rotor devices have been proposed several times in the past as
the high-pressure "spools" of gas-turbine engines. A variation of these
proposals is brought forward for consideration here.
The potential gains in engine performance of reducing diffuser and
combustor total-pressure losses and of possibly achieving a gain in total
pressure during conbustion are described. Past proposals are reviewed.
The potential for future developent in some limited areas is discussed.
INTROOUCT IO
The application of wave-rotor technology to be considered here is
strictly limited. Whereas most proposals have concerned the harnessing
of pressure waves in compressible fluids to transfer, as reversibly as
possible, pressure energy between different streams of fluids, here we
examine the interaction between a single stream of fluid and a rotor.
'We have two purposes. One is to accomplish a greater degree of
diffusion than is possible with conventional subsonic diffusers. Tne
second is to approach constant-volume combustion for gas-turbine engines.
The performance of conventional diffusers
2S0
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Tne principal performance measure of diffusers is the pressure-rise
coefficient Cp, defined as the rise in static pressure as a proportion of
the mean inlet dynamic pressure. A typical value of Cp for a "good"
diffuser is 0.7. The maximum value of Cp is limited by several factors.
The first is area ratio: if a sufficient area ratio is not provided,
there is no possibility of the flow being slowed to the degree necessary
to allow conversion of a high proportion of the dynamic pressure to
static pressure. However, a large area ratio is no.guarantee of
efficient pressure recovery. Any factor that could precipitate stalling
of the boundary layers along the diffuser talls, such as wall roughness,
thick and sluggish inlet boundary layers, high wall curvature, flow
incidence or swirling at inlet, secondary flow, or secondary vorticity,
may reduce pressure recovery to a low value.
In a gas-turbine engine, the diffuser having the most impact on
cycle performance is that at compressor exit. Typically the velocity at
the exit of an axial compressor is 200 m/s; downstream of the radial
diffuser of a centrifugal compressor the velocity is usually somewhat
higher. In the axial-compressor case, a short diffuser having a velocity
ratio of about 2:1 can be fitted; little additional diffusion can be
incorporated downst earn of a radial diffuser.
Therefore there is a considerable loss of total pressure in the form
of dynaiaic pressure, and a smaller pressure loss due to wall friction, in
the compressor-outlet diffuser in a gas-turbine engine. This loss may
constitute one-third or more of the total losses in compression - eg five
points in fifteen in a compressor of 8S-percent efficiency.
The performance of conventional combustion systems
If combustion could be stabilized in an air stream moving at 200 M/s
there would be no need for a diffuser after the compressor. However, the
maximun speed of turbulent flames is less than 15 m/s. This maximun
occurs at close to the stoichiouetric mixture. In a standard form of
combustion chamber, therefore, a "primary zone" is designed to produce
near-stoichiometric mixtures at all operating conditions. The
very-high-temperature gases from the primary zone must then be diluted
with "secondary* air from the compressor delivery in such a way thata
reasonably uniform-temperature stream is delivered to the turbine. To
achieve such a flow. the diluent cooling air must be injected into the
hot stream so that full penetration of the stream is achieved.
The dynamic pressure required for these dilution jets is produced
from the just-slowed compressor-delivery air. The overall combustor
pressure drop in gas-turbine engines that is required is generally in the
range of 3-6 percent of the conpressor-delivery pressure. This brings
about a fall of similar percentage in the cycle thermal efficiency.
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The combined effect of diffuser and combustor losses
If in a typical gas-turbine engine we'could eliminate diffuser
losses, so bringing about a three-percent gain in compressor efficiency,
and if we could eliminate a four-percent combustor total-pressure loss,
we would increase the specitvc power output and the'thermal efficiency by
around five percent. This is a very considerable gain, given the large
sums spent in design and development to achieve fractions of a percent
improvement. If it were possible to produce an actual pressure rise in
combustion, as is theoretically possible for constant-volume heat
addition, the gains would be even greater.
BRIEF HISTORICAL REVIEW
The constant-volume-combustion cycle was developed actively by
Holzwarth, working partly with the Brown Boveri Company, for over thirty
years from 1906. It was, in fact. one of the first gas turbines to
achieve successful independent operation, giving about 150 kW in 1910
(Ostarhild, 193), but doing so at a low efficiency. A good account of
the development and difficulties durin3 the whole period, culminating in
the almost-accidental switch to the development of the first fully
successful industrial constant-pressure gas-turbine engine, is given by
Seippel, 19d0.
Tne Holzwarth cycle is shown in figure 1. The compressor discharges
to an air receiver, acting as a capacitor. The several combustors are
valved, with a rather low-frequency fillin; and firing cycle, and they
discharge to a second capacitor, an exhaust-gas receiver. The purpose of
the capacitors was to produce near-steady flow in the compressor and
turbine. Although quite remarkable en;ineerin; advances were achieved
during the history of the Holzwarth explosion gas turbine, it was doomed
by the large throttling losses in the valves and ducting, and by the
heat-transfer losses in the ducting and exhaust-gas receiver between the
combustion system and the turbine, coupled with losses associated with
the need for scavenging in the combustion system to bring In the new
charge.
Vandermeulen, 1982, reviewed the Holzwarth cycle and what would seem
to be an improvement of it due to Karavodine in which the exhaust valves
and exhaust-gas receiver are eliminated, figure 2. Combustion is
therefore not strictly constant volume, and the turbine handles unsteady
flow. He also examined a rather strange combination of the $olzwarth and
Karavodine cycles in which the turbine exhausts to a receiver which In
turn exhausts through a throttle. He tested the Karavodine cycle against
the constant-pressure Brayton cycle in a test rig and concluded that the
losses in throttling. "dead space, and slow and incomplete combustion
made the Karavodine and the Holzwarth cycles unattractive In practice.
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Reynst (1955) attempted to achieve some of the theoretical benefits
of constant-volume combustion without the complications and losses that
accompany valves and receivers by adding fuel periodically to a toroidal
vortex oscillating at a natural frequency in an appropriately shaped
combustion chamber. Stability, range of operation and high heat-transfer
rates to the walls were severe problems; I do no know what was the
ultimate reason for the abandonment of this program.
DIFFUSION AND CO0I3USTION IN PORT-ROTOR SYSTEMS
Diffusion is defined as the conversion of dynamic pressure to static
pressure. In subsonic flow it is normally considered to occur in a
passage of increasing cross-sectional area. Momentary diffusion also
occurs when a stagnation tube is inserted into a flowing stream. The
flow is brought to rest almost isentropically within the tube if the
downstream end is closed. If such a tuoe were capped and removed from
the flow it would contain fluid at the stagnation pressure. A rotor
containing many such stagnation tubes that can be exposed to the flow
through ports can form a type of diffuser. If the higher-pressure fluid
does not escape through leakage, the tubes cold be opened through
another port to a higher-pressure region, and at least some of the
trapped flow could be delivered.
Tne inertia and compressibility of the fluid forms a distributed
sprang-mass system, and the wave action can produce a greater degree of
both filling and emptying than would be calculated from a quasi-steady
Imodel.
8ecause the fluid is momentarily trapped in a capped tube it offers
the theoretical possibility of permitting constant-volume heat addition.
This type of diffuser-combustor combination was proposed by Gustav
Eichelberg and presented by :3ax Berchtold of the ENi in 1948 (figure 3).
In his proposed arrangement, there is a stationary annulus of
diffusion-combustion tubes which are opened to compressor delivery and to
the turbine nozzles at appropriate times by connected rotating disks
acting as ports. The wave diagrav is shown in figure 4.
A simple modification of this proposal is shown in figure 5. Zn
this arrangement the diffusion-combustion channels rotate, and the
compressor-delivery flow is therefore steady in space and reasonably
steady In time. Fuel Injection is from the upstream end, and would be
aimed at proaucing a nea.-stoichiometric mixture at the upstream end of
tne channel. Ignition would be initiated either through a spark or by a
crossover channel comunicatin; with the c(abustion zone of the preceding
channel. The combustion pressure rise wouid blow flAme through such a
channel into the fuel-air mixture of the approaching channel. After
ignition. a combustion pressure wave would travel down tne cnannel
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through the compressed air, arriving at the downstream end as the port
opens, reflecting a rarefaction wave that would arrive back at the inlet
end of the channel as the inlet port opened.
DISCUSSION
The rotor under discussion is neither a pressure exchanger nor an
engine, because the processes involve just one stream of fluid, and there
-is no work exchange between the fluid and the rotor. The more usual
proposals, such as that by Seippel (1945, 1949), figure 6, with which the
proposals of Taussig, 19d4, are related, employ a dynamic pressure
exchanger partly as a means of carrying out combustion at a considerably
higher pressure than that of compressor delivery. The combustion chamber
can therefore be much smaller, and may possibly have a smaller pressure
drop.
So far as is known, no hardware for either type of
gas-turbine-engine combustion system has been ,iade and tested.
Combustion within the rotor would obviously be difficult. The apparent
gains are, however, large. Perhaps a test following the example of Von
Ohain would be desirable. He won Heinkel's approval for the development
of his first jet engine by demonstrating a cruae gas-generator fueled by
hydrogen. He was then able to solve the difficult problems of
liquid-fuel combustion in relatively easier conditions.
4.,: Pressure leakage Is a major problem in all wave-rotor systems. The
two-port single-fluid systems have the possibility of using closed-ended
tubes,.so that fluid is brought isentropically to rest, heated and
compressed by combustion, and then ported out of the upstream end. Some
* trapped gas would presumably remain, acting merely as a spring. Leakage
would be halved, and the mechanical design of the rotor bearing system
might be simplified. The turbine ducting would, however, be more
complex.
In either arrangement the turbine flow would emerge striated in a
hot-cold sequence. If such a pattern persisted through the turbine the
blading would experience the mean temperature because neither the nozzle
nor the rotor blades could respond to the high-frequency changes imposed.
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ABSTRACT
APPLICATION OF WAVE ENERGY EXCHANGER
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Home: (312) 635-8667
This presentation is based on some ideas and results developed by
the author in 1968-1975 during his work in the USSR.
The development of heaters capable of preheating the oxidizer to
temperatures of 2000K or higher is being vigorously pursued. This
presentation reflects the study of direct energy exchange between
working fluids to achieve high temperatures with existing heater materials.
An analytical and experimental (single tube) investigation of wave
energy exchanger has been performed to determine gas-dynamics charac-
teristics of this device and to optimize the internal efficiency of
direct energy transformation for high-temperature air preheating/
compression in power generation (MDO-cycle) and steel production
industries.
The flow within the tubes of the energy exchanger was modeled usihg
the one-dimensional unsteady flow equations which were solved numerically.
The internal efficiency of the device and the outlet temperature of the
preheated air were calculated for a wide range of boundary conditions and
compared with experimental results.
The new power cycles of 14lD-power plants have been developed utilizing"gas-air" and "air-air" wave energy exchangers for high-temperature
air preheating. Predicted thermal efficiency of these cycles approaches
52-53 percent. It has been established that the energy exchanger
could operate with an energy transfer efficiency of 80-86 percent and
outlet temperatures over 2000 K.
New arrangements of energy exchanger application have been also developed
and analyzed economically for industrial energy systems such as steel
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COMPARISON OF THE WAVE-ROTOR-AUGMENTED TO THE
DETONATION-WAVE-AUGMENTED GAS TURBINE
BY W. ROSTAFINSKI
NASA LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER, CLEVELAND. OHIO
Among the numerous methods proposed to improve the SFC of small gas turbine
engines, the use of burner-by-passing topping stages compares very favorably
with the use of regenerators and ceramic components.
Actually one could think about these methods supplementing each other to com-
pound the benefits. To compound ths difficulty as well-unfortunately.
Two augmented gas turbine cycles are compared and discussed in this paper.
One uses a was rotor, the other a detonation wave tube. Both allow use of
much higher cycle temperatures than otherwise possible, which improves effi-
ciency. Also, both reduce compressor work, further enhancing fuel economy.
The two cycles also share uncertainties connected with hardware development.
In both cases the analytical models are well understood and in the case of the
wave rotor, a working prototype is available. However, in both cases, the
feasilibity and performance of the proposed harware must be demonstrated by
high-pressure, high-temperature, long-duration tests.
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COMPARISON OF THE WAVE-ROTOR-AUGMENTED TO THE
DETONATION-WAVE-AUGNENTED GAS TURBINE
W. ROSTAFINSKI, NASA LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
Considerable effort, both analytical and in hardware development, is
devoted to improving gas turbine cycle performance and small gas turbine
engines in particular. To decrease engine SFC several approaches have been
proposed. The majority of them rely on increased cycle maximum temperature;
others depend on better utilization of burned gas enthalpy, and finally, some
other solutions use power boosting devices and thrust augmentation.
These various methods can be applied one by one or combined to compound
the benefits. Unfortunately, practically all of these methods are still in
the R&D stage; combining them may lead to undesirable situations: during
tests poor performance of one of the new methods may also ruin predicted
improvement by the other element; consequently, little would be learned from
it all. A step by step approach would be more useful.
In most of the cases considered, the improvement is obtained using methods
which, by the Carnot principle, must increase thermal efficiency of a cycle:
that is, using higher maximum cycle temperatures or lowering the exit tempera-
tures. On the other hand, in Brayton cycles, efficiency increases with
increasing pressure ratios but small blades impose limits to PR.
To thermal cycle improvements belong: the proposed use of ceramic tur-
bine blades, ceramic engine components (uncooled or cooled), use of a heat
exchanger, and cycle modifications in which a part-flow topping stage is used.
As mentioned before, use of each of these methods theoretically leads to the
decrease of SFC; but in practice it all depends on efficiencies of the various
components and their mass and size. Any of these may have a counter-
productive effect.
The use of ceramic high temperature resisting materials in gas turbines is
still in its infancy. Currently tests are limited to automotive gas turbine
applications only. The methallurgical and ceramic industries, together with
cooled blade designers, have a tough job on their hands. Progress in those
areas is rather slow.
Because of sizeable difficulties in application of exotic materials, an
easier solution seems to be to improve the gas turbine cycles using heat
exchangers--to adopt cycles with regenerators. Gas turbines so equipped exist
now in automotive applications. In aircraft engine application they might
penalize aircraft performance by their prohibitive size and weight.
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Now, novel and promising ways to reduce SFC consist in the use of direct
energy transfer between burned gas and combustion air. This is obtained using
intermittent operation devices. They allow:
- an increased maximum cycle temperature without the need to probe into
the difficult field of ceramic materials."
- reduce the need for compressor work which is particularly Important in
the case of small gas turbines. High compressor pressure ratios are
out of the question in such applications because of rapidly decreasing
blade height with increasing pressure.
Two intermittent-operation part-flow topping cycles will be compared here-
after for their merits. Calculations have been done on two such cycles
(highly idealized for ease of calculation), and in the process several general
assumptiGns have beon adopted in both cases.
The adopted conditions are: a 1000 lb. thrust, ongine operating at N ,
0.75. and an ambient pressure of 3.5 psia.
Besides this, the inlet diffusers and exit nozzles have no losses; the gas
temperature at HP turbine inlet Is 2500°R; the turbine efficiencies are 0.85;
and compressor efficiencies are 0.8.
Given these conditions calculations procede along standard thermodynamic
lines. The first cycle, thus, evaluated involves a-wave rotor pressure
exchanger. This cycle is well-known. Other papers gave its thorough descrip-
tion. The analysis is based on data and calculations given in an MSNW (Nathe-
matical Sciences Northwest, Inc.) report entitled *Investigation of Wave Rotor
Turbofans for Cruise Nissile Engines,m prepared in 1983 for DARPA (R. Taussig,
principal investigator).
The second cycle relies on:
- intermittent detonations to obtain very high gas temperatures and
pressures of part of flow deviated from the combustor
- an expansion chamber to reduce pressure to levels of the combustor
flow
- a mixing chamber in which very high velocity flow from the detona-
tion tube must be mixed with the combustor flow.
A wave rotor pressure exchanger prototype exists (a low pressure, low
temperature model), and in the past such a rotor has been built and was suc-
cessfully tested in England. In the case of a detonation augmented cycle, no
detonation device nor mixing stage have been ever built. The detonation wave
augmented gas turbine requires some description. This will be based on a
paper entitled 'Detonation Wave Augmentation of Gas Turbines' by A. Wortmmn,
technical director of ISTAR, Inc. of Santa Nonica, California presented at the
Twentieth Joint Propulsion Conference in June 1984 in Cincinnati, Ohio.
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In the system using a detonation wave device, the flow from the compressor
is split with a part of it going through a combustor as in conventional gas
turbines while the other part goes through an array of detonation ducts where
it is processed by transverse detonation waves. The two flows are mixed,
passed through a turbine and expanded through a nozzle. In terms of the basic
mode of operation the system acts as a pure turbojet, but extensions to turbo-
fans of arbitrary bypass ratios are obvious. Applications of the proposed
system are seen primarily in the field of relatively inexpensive small gas
turbines using simple centrifugal compressors. The high thrust coefficients
exhibited in the model performance studies suggest applications to relatively
small unmanned vehicles.
A detonation wave represents an essentially constant volume heat release
and has been considered as a possible means of compression and heat release in
gas turbines.
The model for the system considered here is the air standard Humphrey
cycle. The significance of the benefits associated with the use of constant
volume heat addition may be gauged by observing that for a pressure ratio of 4
and y , 1.4 the efficiency of the Brayton cycle is 0.327 while that of the
Humphrey cycle with T3/T2 = 2 is 0.544. An alternative way of viewing the two
cycles is to note that for T3/T2 = 2 and t - 1.4 the Brayton cycle requires
four times the compression ratio of the Humphrey cycle to match its efficiency.
Comparison of the two cycles based on the adopted conditions yields the
following approximate results:
Wave rotor augmented cycle
Bypass ratio 3.9 4.8 5.9
SFC 0.63 0.64 0.66
Detonation augmented cycle
Combustor flow fraction 0.2 0.3 0.4
SFC 0.61 0.65 0.76
These data differ from values given in the above mentioned reports because
there was no optimization and because overly optimistic efficiencies were
adopted. They are generally lower then would be estimated by more precise
analysis.
This being said, it should suffice to notice that differences in SFC
between the two cycles are small and that even an approximate evaluation
yields very comparable results. We may, therefore, conclude that both gas
turbine augmentation systems promise significant improvements. At the same
time both systems need the following serious hardware R&D:
a wave rotor able to stand very high temperature and pressures, oscil-
lating, periodical loads: above all, it must not admit serious leakage
along the periphery of the rotating tubes and at inlet parts.
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a detonation chamber to be developed and proof obtained that sequenced
detonation is feasible. Also an efficient mixing chamber must be
designed.
As far as aerospace applications are concerned, the two systems are high
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THE COMPREX AS A TOPPING SPOOL
IN A GAS TURBINE ENGINE
FOR CRUISE MISSILE PROPULSION
Summary
In the original concept Brown Boveri Company (BBC) built and tested the Com-
prex wave rotor principle as a gasturbine topping cycle 45 years ago. The power-
output of the wave rotor with helical blades was a surplus of compressed heated
gas, which expanded in a separate turbine to the pressure level of the Comprex
exhaust. The high compression- and expansion efficiencies obtained almost instantly,
encouraged BBC to deslngn and construct a complete gasturbine engine with the
Comprex topping cycle. While the expected performance could be demonstrated,
innumerable problems arose both in the gasturbIne, as well as in the Comprex.
BBC decided to concentrate their effort fist to the gasturbine. Improvements
in component efficiencies and the availability of metals with better hightempe.ature
strength diminished the effort to the development of the Comprex. Only later.
when work at the ITE Company in Philadelphia demonstrated the feasibility of
the Comprex as a Diesel engine supercharger, BBC as a manufacturer of superchar-
gers continued the ITE project. The advantages of the high torque in the full
engine operatiug speed-range together with the instant response citpabillty made
the Comprex the ideal vehicular Diesel engine supercharger. This justified tile
effort BBC has put into this development.
In the mid sixties BBC was approached by Rolls-Royce for cooperation in the
development of a topping wave rotor for a helicopter gasturbine engine. BBC
delegated their cooperation in this joint effort to my laboratory. We proposed
to RR a different cycle than BBC used In their GT topping cycle. We believed
a cycle derived from the supercharger would allow a more practcal art ngement
and would bring almost the same performance gain. It was decided that RR would
build a fully intrumented testrig to verify our performence prediction, which had
been based on previous calibration tests. We supplied RR with an existing rotor
and gave them the porting geometry for our cycle. The RR tests met our predic-
tion quite closely. The design department in the meantime came up with a proposal
for the practical realization. The project then was terminated as RR got into
financial difficulles with the large jet engine program.
The potential of this engine has been looked again at the initiative of DARPA
a few years ago, when the various engine concepts for more efficient cruise missile
propulsion was evaluated. The results of the BBC-RR project have been reassessed
in the light of the specific requirements. A preliminary study showed the potential
to have some promise.
The cycle will briefly be explained and expected petformance of a propsed
engine arrangement will be dIsc. used at the worhlshop.
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The detailed cycle evaluation of the BBC-RR cycle performed by the method
of characteristics is shown on Fig. 1. The analysis contains the effects of
heat transfer, partial opening as well as leakage. The design parameters are
pressure ratio (comparison discharge to intake) 2.6
temperature ratio (combustion discharge to intake) 2.8
isentropic compression efficiency 0.78
isentropic expansion efficiency 0.78
pressure ratio of combustion throttling 0.92
pressure ratio (exhaust static to intake total) 1.10
pressure ratio (exhaust total to intake total) 1.18
These performance figures have been met by theRolls Royce test. The velocity
profile at the exhaust-gas exhaust port is assumed to be evened out to an
average velocity based on conservation of momentum. This assumption leads to
the total pressure ratio of 1.18.
Assuming the Rolls Royce Cycle as the topping cycle of the Allison Model
250 Series II gas turbine engine the ehermal efficiency improves from 21%
(sfc.65 lb/H.P.hr) to 26% (sfc .525) the power output goes up from 420 HP to
550HP. The reversed flow turbine arrangement of the Allison engine lends
itself favorably to the Comprex wave rotor topping cycle. On a cruise missile
engine a propeller would be used.
Studies have been made to use the RR wave rotor topping cycle in
conjunction with a less sophisticated gas turbine engine. Aducted fan engine
using a 4:1 pressure ration radial flow compressor at a cruise Mach number of
0.7 with a bypass ratio of 5:1 will give an sfc of .95 lb/lb hr at a thrust of
3001b (a thrust figure specified by DARPA). This sfc is not too far off to
the sfc of the P & W JT 8D-17 of .87 lb/lb hr, which is a more complicated
design, the thermal overall thrust power efficiency would be 19%.
Thermodynamic cycle discussion:
The original BBC wave rotor topping cycle is presented in Fig, 2 is the
schematic component hookup, whereas Fig. 2b is the temperature entropy plot.
The power output of the topping cycle is produced by the high pressure turbine
B in Fig. 2a. This power is used to drive the turbocompressor A. The total
flow then expands in the power turbine E, This power represents the shaft
power abailable to drive the propeller or the fan respectively. The
disadvantage of this cycle is the relativelysmall volume
flow, which does not allow a high turbine efficiency. Furthermore it is not
possible to use the full temperature potential. The turbine inlet temperature
has been assumed 1000K versus 1700K at the Comprex inlet. A proposed engine
arrangement of the components is shown in Fig. 3. As the wave rotor is of the
through flow arrangement, it can be operated at higher gas inlet temperatures
as the passages are exposed at both ends at equal time intervals to hot and
cold gases.
The BBC-RR wave rotor topping cycle in contradistinction has no high
pressure flow bypass. The power output is represented by a higher Comprev
exhaust pressure over the Comprex intakt air pressure. To the base gasturbine
cycle
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cycle this appears as a combustor with a pressure increase. Even though the
pressure ratio gain in intake-exhaust pressure is only 1.18 versus the
pressure ratio loss of .05 in a normal combustor the power output increases
substantially. Fig. 4 shows the BBC-RR cycle, where Fig 4a is the schematic
component hook up and Fig. 4b is the temperature entropy plot. The proposed
component arrangement in the high bypass ducted fan engine is shown in Fig. 5.
As it becomes necessary to reduce the gasturbine shaft r.p.m. to the propeller
r.p.m. a friction planetary roller system is being applied. Preliminary tests
with such systems are encouraging. A speed reducer for a small output gas
turbine engine would be inexpensive and highly reliable. A similar drive is
visualized to control the speed of the wave rotor. As the BBC-RR cycle is the
reversed flow type, the gas intake side of the rotor will assume a higher
temperature than the gas exhaust side.. As the rotor stress level is
relatively low BBC has had encouraging results with ceramic rotors. They will
allow the assumed wave rotor inlet temperatures of 1600R. The low coefficient
of thermal expansion will permit operation at low rotor-stator clearances.
It should be kept in mind that the results presented are in many ways
very preliminary. Cycle optimization with todays use of computorized wave
rotor cycle analysis has not been introduced so far. Reliable calibration of
test results and cycles analyzed by the characteristics method indicate a
realistic the potential of the BBC-RR wave rotore topping principle.
I hope this presentation has generated the interest to further pressure a
development effort in this direction.
'2
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WAVE ROTOR TMREOFAN ENGINES FOR AIRCRAFT
Robert T. Taussig
Mathematical Sciences Northwest, Inc.
2755 Nocthup Way
Bellevue, Washington 98004
This paper describes the results of an investigation
of an alvanced, small turbine engine concept which
uses a pressure exchancer wave rotor as the high
pressure, high temerature couPressor and expaner
stages. This work shows that thrust-specific fuel
consuoption in the range of 0.68 to 0.75 can be
epect*d from engines in -the 600 to 1000 lb thrust
category. The low operating teierature. associated
with the use of this technology will obviate the, need
for high temrature w terials development. concepts
for integrating the wave rotor into a small gas
turbine, engine, computer stdies of wave rotor
configuration and performance optimization, and
overall engine performance studies and projections at
i
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A growing market for business jiets. heliOopterA,
and various types of drones ha~s stimulated a strong-I
interest in snmall turbofan Pkgines. Cmetition Lb
driving this market toward higher performance angines.
%Mullen and Othlinq () reenl Ii- tesatso
small aircraft engines. Figure 1-1, taken fro&. their
Lrticle, compares the performance for existing mm'l ...
turbofans to the p.erformance anticipated from three,
separate modes of engine issprovenent. These include z C. E s: 6:: 1:: 1 ::
improvements of existing engints, the development of 7x=1a
new engines, and revolutionary engine concepts that
require more research and develomnt. !mprovsents of Figure 1-1 Thrust-Specific Fuel Consumption (TSFC)
existing engines focus on higher temperature operation Improwrnents Available Through New. andAdvanced Engine Developm"ent. (Reference 1)
at higher engine rpm,. this is the least costly and also
the most limited path for increasing *nginw
efficiency. New engines might involve the us* of now,
state-of-the-art materials, such *A ceramics and 1.2 AUD%1SM ZWM CYCAC
-7 carbon-ccmpoites. plus techniques for engine cooling
better suited to small envinev sizes. Figure 1-1 shows The compound cycle turbofan uses a Diesel engine
that the potential for improvement via this path is to generate gas and to dive an uftrean 00mwre55or
approximately a '5 to 20% decrease in thrust-specific which wiporcharges tUe Intake air . T9he core Diesel
fuel consumpt ion (TSP'C). engine opwrates at high pressurev a" is very oosact.
The walls Of the pistons are cooled by the intake air
The revolutionary class of engines, as Shown In ard by a cooling jacket. ZhSaust games exp.,d through
Figure 1-1,* my achierve as sucb as a 25% decrease In a Power turbine that drives the fan. C;&vinq it the
?SPC. Four advanced cycle, have been considered In outward appearance of a conventional turbofan engine.
this context I the comoud cycle turbofan, the The CYCle efficiency of the Diesel engine core is quite
e-ce-entric turbofan, the recuperative turbofan, and the high so that the overall engine efficiency is
.aVE rotor turbofan, shown mchemtically in Limproved. To achieve th~e best efficiencies from this'
Figure 1-2. While each of these engines is bas"d on approach, the Diesel cycle peak temperatures and
tho turbofan concept, the ore engines are quite pressuresv must be very high, requiring rdvanced
different. The overall performance will benefit, materials.
primarily through core engine improvmnts.
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1. * 2 m mY ISYiA O
pigure 1-3 portrays a conceptual dosign of a wave
rotor turbofan with the high prssurv 
wave rotor stage
located co-Silly with the other rotating omponents.
"w wave rotor Coonsirs of many ompression tubes
j C surrounding the pariphary of a rotating drum. Ifach of
theae tubs is periodically filled with gas, which is
ECCNTrIC compressed by unsteady wves Over 
prt of the rotor
cycle and then releamed at higher pressure to drive a
high pressure tur'jine sad to supply ocebuotion Lr.
Fiyure -1-4 Is a close-up view of the wave rotor
component with the positions of the compression and
expansion waves in each tube shown : t; dark dizgonal
.- - lines isposeod on the tube rows. is. 4 . aves propagate
RC,-,,from one end of the tube to the oti;. an the tube is
-d-L ~ rotated through one complete cVc. Viewo in the
laboratory frame, these waves appear eM stationary,
standing waves through which the 9a flows a it is
compressed or expanded. Its this cycle, a.i from the
compressor enters th. wave rotor where it rises to the
.T .' peak cycle pressure. Part of this resulting 
high
pressure air stream is heated to the peak cycle
temperature in the ocebustor "nd re-enters the wave
rotor to carry out the work of ompressing the inlet
air. The remaine-#r of the high pressure air stream is
.... heated to a l r tewperature 
(lSC-2000) where it
- -enters the per take-off turbine.
WAVE ROTOP Ct.SO
* = I-- Aevancei '%rbofan Concepts Compared -o a 
RADIAL COMPRESSOR
Conventional Turbofa'. (bottor, f .giTe), BYPASS DUCT-
The occentzi- turbof&n utilizes a third 'high 
.'
presuure spool or*.ented at right angles 
to the engine
3a s, )  x ormally. as the cycle pressure ratio
increoses for a given mass flow, tht sPool diameter is T L:!
reduce2. By mounting this spool independently, its INTEFIOP 
DUCT P7OTpS
shafL is not constrain.d to be above a cartatin diameter Y AIAL COMPESSOPS
as it would be for an in-lIne coaxial SAtt FRONT FANS
configurition. Consequently. th.is aWroach Acbi*v§ a"
high comwponent oft.cienc 
1,y keeping a reasonably 1-9 Figurt 1-3 Artist's Concertion of a Wave. Fctor
blade lingtM despite its high pressure operating 
Turbofan Engine
regime. The high prevsure sporl Still tPeratea at
elevated temperatures so that thiO approach will
require vaterials development. With many tubes opening at 
each instant orto a
given manifold, the batch p.ocesses occurring in
"e recuperated turbofan is more efficient than individual tubes are converted into 
continuous flows
an unreruptrated cycle operating at the SAM peak within the manifold. The principal constraint 
for
* temperature.
( 4 ) The recuperated cycli e li5s this steady average flow in the stationary manifolds 
is wave
" increase in perforskanc* at a low.r pressure ratio, system periodicity, that Jr. the 
wave processes est
' implying that the blade h*49itR of the highest pressure repeat themselves after some integral 
fraction of a
stages will be longer and, therefore, have a higher revolution. Wave rotors with steady external flow can
component efficiency. A tradeoff clearly exiBts be mated with conventional steady flow machinery 
an
bet-een added surface axes for heat trans'sr are relatively easy to analyze 'in the fixed frame 
of
effectiveieSt and the eccoeoanying pressure drop a the manifold coordinates. S 
consideration has been
increased engine weight "too.iateod with the added given to matching aperiodic wave rotor 
flow systms to
.rea. This technique still requires a high temerature unsteady external flow systems which arw tuned to an
turbine stage and s0" materials 6eveoj;ent in this optimel operating condition, but 
no j'ractical











COm.'ST 0F; rigure 1-5 Two Main Classes 
of Wave Rotors
E X C A U S T : =,, . G k S r S " . . .
Th. pressure exChanger Coremm ion and expansion
Figure 1-4 Superposition of Wave Fronts processes do not depend on the aerodynamic turning of
(lettere! lines) on the Tube Rows flow found in turbines and compressors. Therefore, the
of a Tw'-Cycle Wave Rotor. wave rotor rotational speed oe not have to match the
ga velocity aN It leaves the rotor, in contrast to a
turbine. Since the gas exit elocity depends on Its
temperature, the rotor speed can be uncoupled from the
he two main classes of wave rotors are peak temperature of the cycle and can be relatively
.low. This fact plus cooler wall temperatures relieves
1. Pressure fxchangers, which transfer the need for materials development to achieve a hIger
work from one gas stream to another cycle efficiency.
via unsteady waves, and
Wave rotor/turbines extract shaft power from
2. Wave Rotor/Turbines. which extract gases expanding from the rotor in addition to
shaft po er from the eanding gas performing the supercharging function of the pressure
stream. exchanger. Shaft power in obtaind by changing the
direction of the flow in the same way that a turbine
Each of these is illustrated schematically in does. That is, the wave rotor/turbine flow tubes are
Figure 1-5. Pressure exchangers have undergone the bent or helical so that the direction o the exiting
greatest developent and were amongst the earliest flow is different than the entering flow. Because a
concepts patented. By using unsteady waves to transfer turbine mast spin at a speed comnsurate with the
work, the compression or expansion pIroesses are velocity of the flow leaving the turbine in order to
accomplished at the speed of sound or slightly faster, attain a good expansion efficiency, as the gs
even though the mechanical parts of the device are temperature of the expending flow increases, the flow
moving much slwer than the sound speed. No change in velocity increases and so does the turbine speed. This
solid body inertia is required for it to respond sow requirement applies to the wave rotor/turbie.
quickly to .-. d changes. also, since the gases are Nence, soms of the high temperature advantages
being cycled in and out each" tube during each wave associated with the pressure exchanger do not apply to
cycle, cold inlet games am well as hot combustion gases this type of wave rotor. That is, In order for this
" contact the tube wails, maintaining them at an device to operate efficiently, it alo must operate at
intermediate temperature. Consequently, the rotor high tip speeds, in contrast to the pressure exchanger
temperature will be substantially less than the peak where a1 of the work transfer is accomplished
temperature of any combustion gases used to drive the internally at the local gas sound speed. This would
rotor. This feature distinguishes the pressure imply that the wave rotor/turbine is restricted to
exchanger in a very useful way from turbines, which are lower peak cycle temperatures than the pressure
lijited to lower peak cycle tmperatures because the exchanger, but possibly still higher than conventional
turbine walls axe continuously exosed to the turbines. The wave rotor/turbine does have the
ccmbustion inlet temperatures. distinction of producing shaft poer, wheoreJ the
pressure exchanger must rely on an additional turbine
Since there is no analog to turbine blade tip oponent to extract shaft powr. A more complete
leakage in the pressure exchanger, the component 6escription of engines based on theme two concepts is
efficiency of this device is comparatively high for presented in Sections S and 7.
swall engines. For the same reason, the wave rotor
need not have a small shaft diameter. Therefore, It
can be munted either coaxially with the lower pressure
spools, or in an eccentric configuration (see
Figure l-b).
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Lastly, because the rotor wall tem.v ratuxre In 1 5 OU7TWOM TDNgG I BM=~ zach cast lieu sowhere near the mean of the
combustion gas temperature and the Cooler Intake air In the past. "vral obetaclea have ip4 h
temperature, the wall will transfer beat f.o the progrvasr of vs.,p rotor technology. Those obstacles
hotter expanding games to the cooler Comressing Included the problem of computing unsteady tic.*games. In this sod. it automatically operates like a Phenomena 3,n the wave rotor, the Amoact of unsteady
recuperator. If recuperation occurs too early :in the flow effects on the efficiency of the device, and the
compression procaes. It will result in an extra amount uncertainties surrounding the selection of the best
of work required to -- rese the gas. However. with wave rotor device Configuration for a particujlar
soe relatively simple additions to the flow application. The advent of miodern omutational
*coafiguretion. it can be made to operate nearly as a cirpb4lities In unsteady fluid dynamics, Including fast
simple recuperator, giving it som Of the &fvantage. Of wuters and accurate toot data on the flow behavior
the recuperated turbofan engine. s.( the wave rotor, have made it possible to understand
such P~henomena and to determine the best device for
1.*4 VkVE NOCK DMIMLEMF specific applicat ions.
*A variety of wave rotor devices have been The key Ismies today focus more on the
developed. such as the Ccmprex, which is a engineering asets of wave rotor technology and
*comwrcially available supercharger for Diesel engines, include problem areas such am the most effective way to
and research rotors, such as the One*q exchanger () seal the wave rotor against excessive leakage; the best
and the wave/turliine engine. (~7) 2'oaTI has reviewel support mechanisms for the rotor bearings and manifolds
several of the earliest propulsion applications, under conditions of high heat transforl the i"pct Of
starting in the 1940, which were associated with the tube design on cyclic fatigue limits; and the reduction
use of the Comprex and other wave rotor concepts. of aeradynamic losses.
initially, the fluid dynamics of the COMPrex wax not
well understood and it was relatively inefficient- iach clearer design choices are available now for
Since that time, this concept has beon developed a each particular wave rotor application. Vent data
great deal by the Brown-Boveri company for application still are required for small, high efficiency wave
in ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ 9 th rsrDee egn are.'otors operating at high temperature and pressures
before a full-fldged engine develomnt can be
Wave rotors also were den'1gned tn supercharge undertaken. However, the basic seals and engine design
*aircraft engines in order to allow them to fly at problems appear to be within the limits of the state of
higher altitudes. The wave rotor technology copted the art. There are no evident obstacles th&c would
head-on in the 1950. with turbocompressor technology, prevent this engine from achieving its lightweight,
Jendrsssik developed one of the first concepts for wave high efficiency goals.
rotor application to aircraft engines. (3)His work was
f ollowed by several attempts to mrry the pressure
exchaner technologry with gas turbines 1112 ThesCe
concepts utilised the wave rotor as a high pressure bec ion 2
topping stage in the early turbine shaft powr ~ VE F4710" FOR AXKAL% ROMMS
devicesi.
A completely different approach was taken by 2.1YCW
Ronald Pearson, who developed one of the first versions
of te wve oto/tubin, adevice which formed a The preceding section introduced the Concept of acomplete angine by Itself to produce saftPwr wave rotor turbofan. othviiitofticnep
General Electric, the ITE circuit Breaker Comany, must b esalhdasanatrciewy oimov
and the General Powr corporation(24 ) also tried to aLircraft engine performance. Such motivation provides
develop related technologies. Pearson's was the most a 3trong incentive for an engine develomnt program
successful of these efforts since he achievad overall which, by its very nature, could be an expensive
thermal cycle efficiencies of 16% to 22% for his engine undrtaking unless the intormeiate steps to A
in the sid-1950s. This device produced up to near-term, working engine are recogn ized at the
35 horsepower and ran ovet A wide range of operating Outset.
conditions.
The foll.owing paragraphs address the basic
As a result of these efforts rind because Of reasons why a ways rotor turbofan can improve the
recent research carried out under the auspices of the afficiency and range of small aircraft operation and(15) (16)U.S. Department Of Energy and DARPA, the wave can provide an increase in their smeuverability.
* ~ thas advanced to the point Where it can Theme argu.ments are quite general, relying on
improve the thrunt-opecific fuel consu~mption (irSPC) of fundamental features of the thersodynamic cycles
small aircraft engines a~nd sake them more responsive to . nly used by turbine engines. These sam arquwents
~ .?the throttle, lead logically to scaling relations that show what
29 5
advan ages this approach m ight have for larger aircraft where R Is the distance traveled (con'tant flight
engines. A straightforward estimate Is mde of the velocity u is asstmed), the Initial mss of the
percentage increase In engine mass which would aircraft is Ni , and the final mass is f after the fuel
accompany the Increase in efficiency a"d performance has been expended. The thrust specific fuel
achieved with the wave rotor approach. The results oonsumtion (TSM) mist be mall in order for the rarqe
show that the gain in range under normal flying to be large, similarly, the Initial-to-final Sas ratio
conditions is much greater than the negative Impact of mist be large for long-range flight. Together, these
the added weight of such an engine. 2hat is, the two requiremntm argue for high energy fuel per pound,
decrease in fuel mass for a given range ise mich larger high efficiency engines (low WSMC), and lightveight
than the increase in engine wa-s, for all but the Very engines.
shortest excurJiot 5.M
The engine ms oontributes approximately 30% of
The greatest uncertainties lie in the lifetime the residual mm represented by Kl. by taking the
and reliabillIty of the wave rotor o nent. Surer logarltlhtic derivative of R, we can express the impat
knowledge of these characteristics must C from of relative charges in both TSC and engine mas,
actual engine test data, emphasizing the need for early asm.-.q all other variables am flixed. The resulting
experimental evaluation& of this device from that equation is
""*, standpoint. Wave rotor technology is poised for
application in this area. At need ony2o-ae2he) 3
decision of an engine manufacturer to gather the R TSPC i n I eng (2-2)
Ifcritical, available technology together and start the
process of component and engine design and evaluation..- This equation can be evaluated for sall aircraft bye
subetituting typical values for the mans ratio and the
2.2 ZFXCLWT 'XN3WM JPC. For example, consider Ni/! f - 1.45. Ttn the
aprel atve effect of an increase in engine mass of 27% is
The basic advantages of the wave rotor approach to decrease the range by 4k and the relativ effect of
are to increase the efficiency of the turbofan engine a decrease in TZFV of 30% is to increase the range by
by allowing it to operate at higher peak temperatures 3 Te r eain va ue chs o r th e ange s- 30%o. The relative vLues chosen for these T P changes
and pressures. igher pressures necessarily Imply correspond to calculationg in Section 7 for mall wave
higher temperatures, since the gas mist be heated by rotor turbofan engines in the 00 to 1000 lb. thrust
combustion after being compressed and the act of class.
compressing the gas already raises its temperature.
The ideal efficiency of the Brayton cycle, Which iN thebasLic thermidynaaxc engine cycle of the turbofan, An approlmte value for the increase in engine
basi thruaynaic ngie cyle f te trboan, mass can be obtained by assuming that the peak cycledepends only on the ratio of peak-to-inlet pressures. pssure is on that thees. This
When real components are introduced into this pressure is on the order of SO atin-oeres. this
calculation, their mechanical effiCtencIes affect the pressure mist bet eontaned l thin tOf concentric
overall cycle efficiency; the addition of shells he outermst shell stands off a pr ure'-*. ~ erll y l eficenc€; he k~ i  fea 'h ew differnc-e of 25-1 - 24 atmophres an the inne  ons a
c oonent successively detracts from the ideal i25 - atpher ad th eoe
efficiency. Therefore, the addition of the wave rotor difference of 35-25 - 10 atmosper. Both shells
component mist supply enough of an increase in the together cover 6 Inches of active rotor length,
ideal efficiency of this cycle to overcome the impacts yielding an active mess of 10 Tbe. This value mst be
of its finite component efficiency. The effect Of the multiplied by a factor of 2 to 3 to cover the bearings,
wave rotor efficiency is not simply a miltiplicative dmnifolds, and high pressure conbustor shell requiredfactors tis the cycle efficiency, becntause the cycle for this cycle, giving a combined increase in enginefatr"ie h cceefcec, eas h yl m of 3o lbs Asu~lming an initial total enqine =,ass
can still make use of the work available in the exaust of 30ite. 13i an initiv otl regie mess" of approximately 130 The., the relative increase will
stream from the we rotor. in this sense, the ave be 30/130 - 23%. oing this result in equation Showsrotor Component enjoys the privileged position of a
topping cycle and can be somewhat less efficient than that the perentage de.-rease in the range will be
the lower pressure components while still augmenting roughly 27%.
the Overall cycle efficiency. Theme argments are
quantified in Section 7.3 where we see that the wave an if the engin a mans inc ftase estimate is low
r. rotor efficiency must be above *60% for It to by a factor of 2. the imlications of this result are
contribute strongly to the overall cycle efficiency, still positive. Of Course, a more precise calculation
needs to be carried out once a careful wave rotor
" 2.3 ( iSOe turbofan engine design haM been developed.2.3 Nevertheless, we can proceed with confid*ence that the
The range equation for aircraft can be stated engine mss increase will be quite manageable for the
S17 ) mall engine applications.
TSPC ID N H
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24 %MdVXANMLM rductions in TSC without a largo increase in engine
a ss. Ter esult, for a variety of aircraft engines,
The prnci avntag* of the wave rotor for Is an increase in range, maneuverability, am
transient engine operation is to increase the speed of reliability.
stable response to changes in the engine flow
conditions. Normally, when an aircraft accelerates too As engine size incrTease, the imindiat.
quickly, the compressor operating points move toward advantages of the wave rotor are not so drmatic,
and acrosm the surge line, creating ompressor stall. Conventional turbine and oop.sor efficiencies ar
This Phen non Is well known and ultimately limits the quite good and turbine oooling is already a highly
performance of the aircraft. Compresor stall s due developed r t in the Lare ain l. Tce reepone time
primarily to the fact that the combustor response time advantage of the wave rotor still remains, and its!Lto the throttle is short compared to the spirn-up cmoetofeec loIcesswt is ti
I,,response time of the comressor. lb combstor true that the wave rotor will always be able to operate
pressure rises abruptly under such circ-Mstncs, while at higher peak cycle temperatures theAd the turbine, but
the tressor continues to supply air at a lower this advantage reaches a point of diminishing returns
pressure. A pressure wave propagates from the and is ultimately limited by fuel chemistry (i.e.. the
combustor into the compressor, stopping the flow of air flame temperature). A much mre careful evaluation of
to the tebustor and disrupting normal operation of the wave rotor application to large turbofan engines ned
F.'-, engine. When this process proceeds on a slower time to be carried out. As the earlier wave rotor
sc&le, the compressor rotational inertia can be applications to smaller engines develop, a sharper
overcome so that its speed can increase enough to identification of possible large engine design and
supply air at a pressure satchirg the c mustor inlet performance will emerge. It will be possible in this
conditions. development sequence to focus on interiediate
improvomnts of wave rotors that will make the large
The wave rotor response ii mediated entirely by engine applications both mre specific and more
pressure waves. Hence, its response time can be much attractive.
fuster than that of a conventional compressor. When
the combustor pressure increase is registered at the
exit of the wave rotor, it is simultaneously providing Section 3
higher pressure combustion gas at the wave rotor MRVE 117OR ANALYSIS
inlet. consequently, the re-entrant duct
characteristic of the combustor automatically provides
the higher pressure needed to compress the intake air 3.1 Il" TXO
up to the proper pressure level. Response timWes are
just the rotor tube length divided by the acoustic In this section, the component efficiencies of
speed of the gas. For the small engines to be several wave rotor designs are evaluated for on-design
considered here, these tiJes are typically on the order and off-design operation. The designs include pressure
of a millisecond or less, compared to several seconds exchanger wave rotors and wave rotor/turbines. Gas
or more for a ccmpressor. stream properties are computed for each of the inlet
and outlet ports; details of the unsteady on-rotor
As a consequence of this advantage, a wave rotor flows are used to illustrate the underlying phenomena
turbofan engine can operate much closer to the which produce the port flows. A range of key design
compressor stall line because the wave rotor reacts variables has been used to determine the sensitivity of
quickly and buffers the upstream compressor from the wave rotor performance to these variables.
combustor. This means that high performance engines
can be upgraded for bettez cruise conditions and Work transfer efficiencies in the range of 70 to
greater engine reliability against sudden throttle 75 percent appear feasible for miall wave rotors
changes to give increased maneuverability. designed for the 600 l f to 100O lbf thrust engine
cl.'ss. 0ff-design performance for single variable
2.5 BCALIM design parameter variations is very dependent on the
particular parameter being varied. Bowever, off-design
Due to the relative maturity of wave rotor performance, in which several parameters vary according
technology in relatively small sizes (e-g., the ConlPrex to actual off-design engine operation, appears to be
and other pressure exchangers), the most obvious very good. For examle, in-flight control can be
near-term application should be to Small engines. As exerted over rotor tip speed to accodate the wave
we have discusae, wave rotor efficiency scales well to rotor performance to the off-design changes occurring
"mall sizes where more conventional turbine-compressor in engine-supplied flow parameters (e.g., mass flow,
performance begins to deteriorate. With increased pressure, And temperature). Wave rotor wall
performance as a market driver for small turbofans, the temperatures also appear to be quite acceptable (i.e.,
-/ existing wave rotor technology could he applied in the range of 1700 to 1950*?) for combustion
directly to existing turbofans to achieve good temperatures in the range of 2500 to 3500F.
, ° ,-97
The chief tool for analyzing the wave rotor 3.2 TM PL FI
COMponant Is a one-dimensional. unsteady gasdya hauc
cxoputer code. called the rLow code, which Va The MW code uses the flux-corrected transport
4'.o,.. ~fca~ or oo , l~m(15 )
developed specifically fox wave rotor analysis. algorithm developed by Boris and okx
2 ° ) 
to inte0rate
U code calculations are presented in this section the following one-dimensional Zuler equations of
for wave rotors which are pure pressurv exchange wave unsteady, compressible gas flows
rotor,. Analytic estimates ar provided fc..r wave
Totor/twubines which produce sha ft power. The P (pu- A3-1]
requirements for steady inlet and outlet flows are
formulated and used to define realistic classes of wave
rotor designs. Specific exa le. are chumen for (pU ) 4 .- 5C3 n(u)pU2 (3-2]
evaluation, including wave rotor/tuibi ne such as the
Pearson rotor and the GPC wave rotor, pressure exchange -
wave rotors much as the Rolls-Royce wave rotor, and a - - f) -uP)4WCB  PluI [Fi-x'] a3 x1
modern pressure exchange wave rotor designed by 3SW
for high component efficiency. where E - p 4 pu2 -
The exa&olem chosen for analysis illustrate why As Equations (3-2j and (3-3] show, the heat transfer
s of the earlier efforts were unsuccessful (and and viscous drag terms are based on a developed pipe
still have problem) in obtaining good performance ad flow analysis where a friction factor f of
why other designs were more successful. The modern approximately 2 x 10"6 has ben used. These
pressure exchange wave rotor example is explored in lculsted unsteady tube flows are driven by the flow
depth to determine the sen3itivity of a high efficiency conditions prescribed at the Inlet and outlet
design to variations in design and operating manifolds. These port conditions are supplied as
pWxaveters. These variations correspond to either boundary values to the FZOW code for each successive
design or operating tolerances and to off-design engine time step. T flow pattern in a single tube is
operation, computed as a function of time for several successive
complete revolutions of the rotor until the solution
'Me flow code used for these calculations haa repeats each previous cycle to within a desired level
been validated by detailed experimental data from of accuracy. This periodic flow constraint isC(19 )
)ISW's wave rotor experiments. The code is typically achieved within three complete cycles at
described In more detail below, but it should be which point the flow conditions in each m&nifold are
pointed out here that the extension of this code to accumulated to give the total mass ant enthalpy flows
higher temperature and higher pressure oonditions still for each manifold and to determine averaged flow
requires additional validation by a hot wave rotor test propertles such as the pressure, temperature, denasty,
in order to certify its predictive capabilities for the and velocity. In cases where shaft power is being
cases examned In this report. produced, the rotor tube angles, flow velocity
direction, and manifold flow angles are used to compute
Results from the code calculations includc gas the tangential m ntum of the gas flowing onto and off
flow cnditions for all of the inlet and outlet ports of the rotor in each port: che sum of these terms
on the rotor, a discussion of the main wave phenomena multiplied by the rotor tip speed gives the net shaft
responsible for these flows, the wave rotor work work output from the rotor. The work transfer
transfer and shaft work efficiencies, depending on the efficiency, which measures the efficiency of pressure
type of rotor, and presentation of preliuinary siting exchange operation, is also computed from the ratio of
and operating data for rotors. The sensitivity of wave manifolA flow condi ions. These efficiencies are
rotor prformsnce to tip speed, port placement and defined in Section 3.4.
size, gas Inlet and outlet conditions, tube size,
number of tubes, leakage, and heat transfer has been ligure 3-1 cxmqxres the output of the FLOW code
analyzed for on-design conditions. Wave rotor response to the trace of a pressure transducer mounted near the
to off-design engine conditions for lower ^nd higher end of one of the tubes on the D6UW wave rotor. The
flight speeds also has been Investigated. The effects correspondence between the code and the experimental
- of heat transfer, viscosity, impedance mismatching, AM data is remarkably good for a wide variety of
gas leakage are included in all of the computations. experimental conditions (see Reference 19). The code
These results also are corroborated with analytic also predicts the measured work transfer efficiency
estimates to provide a sore intuitive interpietation of reasonably wll, as shown in Pigure 3-2. Subsequently,
the results. the code was used for a preliminary optimization of the
, 3 4W rotor design according to the variation in port
width shown in rigure 3-3. A a result of these code
calculations, some single port width modifications were
made in the test rotor which led to an improvement very
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cloe to that predicted by the codes. Tha t i.s. the
peak of 74 percent achieved by the experivont shown in V"
Figure )-4 was a direct result of the code prediction
of 75 percent shown at Ad?/L)l - 1.05 in Figure 3-3. ?1
The ease and speed of predicting design modifications
of this sort with the FLOW code ham established it as a
superior tool for wave rotor arnLlysis and 6osigit. "
• - 2IN( II
FC 3.09c. 9 30 30! I!
Uir - IC i
," i.., Figure 3-3. FLOW Code Optimization of
-" 3.1 .. Work Transfer Efficiency as
a Function of Port Width;
[Ref. 19]
F
32! 2^ Lr)JM 10:"I CU$,. )t
C7
n=W= Vr~z IC121. 1%)
r ='.e 3-1. Measured and Computed Pressure 62 SIGrUL=
Hstor' for One wave Rotor Cycle
with Wave Yanaoer-ent for > 14t*
4" : 14 2 i1 V&: -3 ! H
Figure 3-4. Experimental Data for Work Transfer
COML' 0 eX-n O A0C Efficiency Variation with Outlet Port
---are an Pressure. Dashed line indcates eperi-
ae amental verification of FLO codE ootrrza-
12" rX.'; tion [Ref. 19]
C 4 %t Har"le ftld -h
The~~~~ FLWcoealotras fi nite t.f rub width
opening ure closing transient ich create their own
clams of wave disturbances in the wave rotor. Pheo e
" traients say invol1ve sonic flow conditions when the
i [and of the tube is pa~rtially open. The Icases
amusociatod with partially open tubes are also
-Inrporated am pressure Dcovery loses in order to
9 9, prescribe 0Ae tube boundary o itionr F roperly. We
follow .n l linr treatment by Spaulding for theme
looses. 1 finite wall thicness of each tube also
Fr 'P,: A:' q el"R:1- plo W~,s: W. : oontribues to an area change in the Ptream tube
Tt. CXFL%:V& FV11r.'M PA... dimension; w asume that the aLrea chainge ii gradual
a@nouh due to tre alinng the es of each tube wtall
Figure 3-". Cor;tel and ME asured Wave so that the floi transitien is centropic. It 5
;:Rotor Efficie1ucy [Ref. 191 result in flow acceleration (deceleration) at the tb
ends for inflo (outflow) ond f cresonding change in
athe prssure boued ry vlaes t pute in the flow
.coe. Inoporeton of them char is estimated to
Scontribute to psu reh e a 14% change in the omputed
work transfer efficiancy, pendirg on the solidity of
.the wave fotor.
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The rFWW code also incorporates a finite stagger Iccated Oo spatial point in from the ends. Aangle for the tubes wh ch allows it to represent terative process in then required to moly  for' the
helical wave rotor tube arrays. An additional boundary mesh point conditions using a techniquemoiiainperatet the ruser to assign two stagger described by Spaulding for wave rotor calculations.
1 1
angles for each tube - one on the left and one on the
right - with a sharp turn in the tube angle located "is technique c an be applied to partially open
near the right hand end of the tube. This option was tubes as wel as fully open tubes and to tUbos with
], developed specilfcally to allow racton frces to be fnte ube wall hcknes. Flow In or ut of
modeled for wave rotor/turbines (e.g.0 the GC and partially open tubes can reach sonic conditions when
" Pearson rotors). anifold flow angles are included so the opening is. very mul. In those cames where the
that impulsive Ioading of the rotor can also be sonic condition is detected, the sonic flow equations
calculateds that is, the flow anqle of gas incident on rplace the subsonic equations In the calculations.
the rotor may result in tangential gas velocities which Finite tube wall widths are treated as Isentropic
are different than the rotor tip speed resulting in converging or diverging area changes in a quasi-steady
work transfer to or from the rotor. The 11ination of flow approximAtion which leads to slight increases or
impulsive and reactive (i.o., wismatchod tangential decreases in the flow velocities, and related flow
inflow and outflow) effects gives a Complete variables also Change.
characterization of the shaft power being produced by
such a rotor. As an em le. consider the flow equations for
fully open outflow. Pigure 3-5 shows a rotor tube on
Cases with and without heat transfer can be the left, with v-ral thickness 8 and interior width d.
computed in order to determine the magnitude of that Three flow stations sri distinguished: the position w
effect. Siilarly, the tube wall temperature can be inside the tube, the position th in the throat (i.e.,
prescribed so that the amount of heat transfee to at the very end of the tube), and the position e
the rctor from the hot games can be compared to the correaponding to the external manifold flow. As the
amount transferred from the rotor to the cold gases, figure shows, the flow area changes from A in the tube
___ w
equilibrium wall temperatures require these two to Ae" the equivalent cross-sectional area of the
quantities to be equal, which suggests a quick trial stream tube in the manifold, the ratio of these two
and error technique for azriving at the equilibrium quantities, 6. is
wall temperature. Clearances and shroud pressures are
also prescribed in order to control the amount of Ae (d#8)co.9
leakage associated with a given calculation. Tip A w d COx A
speed, number and cross-sectional area of tubes, and
angular tube width determine the basic rotor The equations governing the Clow from the tube to
dimensions. The angular rotor speed then amb-Aias the the mifold are
rotor radius once the tip speed is ;iven.. The stagger
angle(s) of the tubes are set equal to zero for the CWTIN ] y
pure pressure exchange applications.
PwAu - Peu Ao-4)
3.3 W WMAt r COMMIONS
'low properties at each of the wave rotor ports IMAL GAS AL
aure supplied to the FLOW cdode am boundary conditions to
P~WA 2 p~ A2the unsteady tube flow. ta o uere caonditiond PtWee Ptu a e
represend cmpresor outlet, combustor inlet, combustor st p
outletn and turbine inlet onditions for the engine
cycle. Port locations and widths or* derived from an
initial analytic calculaton irolvin the ideal wave axuw OvIs ATrO
pattern corepndng to the external flow onditions. -I 2 221
Generally, the tfgnaton pressure at t Mg oaturf ae 2 w
prescribed g t each inlet ort tn the static press ure
is given at the outlet ]ports. At each step in the
calculation, the code ftterwins wbothe r th RrEHR rVARTJNT
anticipated value of the pressure at the end of the2
tube is greater or loss thin the static pressure in the Q - 4 aw (3-7]
manifold. This comparison determines whether the flow
must go in or out of the tube. Conditions at the tube
mesh points corresponding to the ends of the tubes ar* 2 rT ic CmrTus
calculated iteratively by using the projection of the
forward or backward facing characteristic ori;inating -27) 2?
on the previous time stop from the tube sesh points a UP w 7 am IN - 7 (3-8]
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where Q. the Invariant, s known f rom the previous wher
time step. 7tweunknows ua ~ua~apt~e tep, xe u , us .  W,' *e Pw, Pat,
and pw. Tese seven equations my be reduo*. to the P gf
single equation for the variable Pw Din p TDin 1-_i l ,
ly -I_ -21! do t  -57"~ou [z~ douk t J
P.2 02 1 W m.Y-oY(-1t I, Pro al
"7 "din - d J
-I di pdin
This equation can be solved Iteratively in the form represent the available work in the inlet driver gas,
given with the Initial guess of Pw -Pa Implicit In the outlet driven gas, and the inlet driven gas,
this formulation is the ass otion that the respectively, and V is the shaft power output of the
transformation of coordinates from the rotor from to wave rotor, @ U (- )/. 2%e available work torms are
the laboratory frame does not aff6Ct the static given in term of a reference state pressurel that is,
pressure P a which has been assigned as the external these term represent the work that could be obtained
bounda/ry condition. by an isentroplc expansion to that pressure. The work
transfer efficiency represent, the change in the driven
gas available work omp-ard to the available work in
the driver inlet stream. The shaft work efficiency
? .represents the shaft work derived from the rotor
ompared to the same driver gas available work.
Therefore, each of these efficiencies is a omponent
M, -... . efficiency which equals one In an ideal systm but
which is modified in a real system by loss terus which
S , : irreversibly use up the available energy in the driver
gas inlet stream.
Losses which reduce the work transfer include
entropy production in shock waves, friction losses and
heat transfer at the walls of the tubes, and pressure
recovery losses. Pressure recovery losses occur for
partially open tube inflow where an abrupt area change
exists between the external manifold stream tube
dimrunions and the interior tube dimensions. It also
occurs, although to a lesser extent, for the reverse
situation of a partially open tube with an abrupt area
change and outflow conditions. The qreatest losses are
assumd to occur in all of the outflow manifolds where
zero pressure recovery is assimed. This assumption is
F urc 3-'j . Ful':" Oter, (Otflow Condition Showinv
Fotcr Tube Geometrv and Strear Tub- very cor-ative sIne it should be poible to degn
for F?.ow it. the xhaJst Manifold the manifolds with finite subsonic diffusers and
finite, but not perfect, pressure recovery. Thus, the
FLOW calculations presented in this docinmnt are
strictly conservative in this respect.
3.4 TEE7MICEU I M 3
The work transfer efficiency is related to the
Tw efficiencies are used to describe the uore conventional expansion (turbine) and compression
performance of a wave rotor. These are thA work (ocNpressor) adiabatic efficiencies used by engine
transfer efficiency ', and the shaft powar output designers. Figure 3-6 shows a diagram of a wave rotor
efficiency or shaft work efficiency, 11. These are and a turbine inside a dashed box. The
defined as enthalpy-entropy states corresponding to the inlet and
- outlet flows of the wave rotor and the turbine
1 VWd() (3-10] accompary this diagram. The net work output from the
W "VD(in)  dashed box divided by the available work of expansion
of the inlet gas stream to this box is equal to the
Wwork tra fer efficiency of the wave rotor when the
- (3-11] turbine inside the box has an efficiency equal to 1.
D( in) Following Mayer's derivation, (1) the general
expression for the box efficiency is given by
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WT the partIti".. of *ork between shaft power Wd internal
17 box " (3-12) work transfer without specifying the ratip T4 /T I . That
5. the fraction of the work available in the dr~ver
In terms of the thermodynamLic states s in ri gas i. s needed to omress the drivsp gas $e
3-4, this empresion can be rewritten as proportiotol to T4a718 a portion of the rest of tj.s
driver gas avaiable work produces shaft work outpt.
£4 fh4-h5J £4 4 - 5
" - - A,) 1T Dsing the definition of an equiaent aiabatic
turbine efficiency, we can write
Using the standard efinitions for adiabatic expansion
and o001resSion efficiencies A
V-2 's - £[-" -'nLAN (3-221
h-h 2(A.,-14] .
1 25 1
-T P hJ 
- (h h3 )h -h vice 41________
7C - %- (3-15) (hl-h2 SJ
we can write the combination of the$* equations am work transfer efficiency under these conditions, then
)4 and 17 are related by
44 h -h58
"8 h -3 1)• 7 _L T41(-3
45 3
if there is no leakage (I.e.. m3 -4). the pressure
ratios P / 4 - P3 /P4 , and the gases are perfect with Tor very hig driver gas te rature (i.e., T T),
costn 4pcii hea 4 ie. h , then 1o eyhg rvrgstmeaue ieT>4constant specific heat (i.e., h -Cp T thP 71 atends to 7T E , as one would expect.
T4




7)" w 71 CE 7 - [E3-7.91 r
for the case of a perfect turbine; that lim, VW
represents the component efficiency of the wave rotor ---
alone.
".- "'e shaft work efficiency 71) also can be written
-n terms of more conventional component efficiencies by /'. A
recognzing that the work extracted from the shaft is
supplied by turning the gas on the rotor In the same LV..
way that a turbine does. Detailed calculations of the
change in mentum of the gas as it enters and leaves
the rotor requires all of the rotor manifold flow
conditions (i.e., speed, direction, and amount of AL3
flow) to be known . The themodynaac expression of
this work is sixular to Equation (3-14] with a Shaft ** **,,
work term addedi
,- -- U 4 - -h -o Figure 3-6. (a) wave Rotor and Turbine combinatio.
I "" '3 3(b) Equivalent Thernodynamic States.
" Subscript s denotes isentropic
"n this case, internal work is also being transferred compression or expansion.
to compress the incoming air. Unfortunately, it is not
pqjss1.e to give a osletely independent measure of
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is ]30 1b./sec, with 6 P,/gMC Of this flow through the
Coreengne.The Wave rotor provides thq f tnal factorP M -5 UNZ u m us " PZ P0 M G qCZo f 2 .*S In p re ssfu r, rise from is &t ip a t the 0 " pw e p o routlet to its peak valu, of 27.5 t e ntering t)beQombustor. Sventyfive percent of the air flow4.2 frlythrough 
the wave rotor must be heated and reinjectedOnto the rotor In order to provide the factor of 2.5ocpression, the rest of the COMrO900' air 011 be
several wave rotor configurations for a presure bated up to a reasonabe turbine Inlet tawperturt
exchanger art Posible Including the traditional four (*eg- by reCUPettin heat frme the outside of thePort machines tried in the meid-fiftie, by Klapproth,Broirn-Moveri, and others as well as the nine port comustor can) ahd used in the high pressure turbine tomachine concept developed more recently at MNW emrc af on. le hnin trogearlier versions c.! the pressure exchanger suffered turbine, this flow Is then rec ined withi thefrom poor scavenge and very nonuniform flows inl th comktion *)dhaust gases from the we" rotor at themanifolds. The nine port design specifically resolves input to the low pressure turbine (rafer to F igure 1-2d
for Rn illustration of this cycle). The nine port wave
h e p r o b l em s o f n o n u n i f o r m p o r t f l o w s a n d p o o r p a t r , i s h w i n F g e 4 - u i g p e s r e c t o Ir
scavenging by requiring that there be no waves incident 
00tt,~ fssoni iue41uigpesr otuoh any port other than the relatively smll tuning li .Thrto tpspeis120 ' (50f/)port vhch YO ~edto uppesswav relecion in the rotor diamter In 14.9 cm, anid its length is 14.3the tubes. both four and nine port machines are w h eeec aedsinadoeaigvle rexaviined here, in order to illustrate their differences summay.zed in Table 4-1. Figure 4-1 illustrates theand to quantity the advantages embodied in the design re...ive port locations and size, contact surfaces, andof te nne ortmacine A nne ortrefrene ~ flow code contour plots for pressure. Closely spacedis used to evaluate the sensitivity of the pressure palelin.nFgue41creodto 
he atexchanger performance to variations in its design and ae y ~eso wv.~pnio ae ropertin peraetrs.represented by a fan of pressure contours radiatingIj opeatig paametrs.from the upper ports in Figure 4-I. A more detailed-4. 2 SM PORT 3K"XM discussion Of wave diagrams is presented in
Section 6.2.
The reference came nine port pressure exchangerdesign corresponds to the component which will serve as we reference care9 work transfer efficiency is 70the topping stage in a 600 lb f thrust turbofan engine percent. A variety of related designs (i.e., portflying at Mach 0.65 at sea level. With a bypass ratio widths, port positions, rotor diameter, rotor speed)of 5.0. the total moss flow of air through the engine and operating conditions (i.e., driver and driven gas
flow velocities, pressures, etc.) have been considered
RC34. LIKE RC33 WIT11CA 
IE C3W~ORIG. DRIVR PRES. 3 NOV 82ORIG. DRIVER PRES. 3 NOV 8
D r i v e r O u tD 
r v r T n q 2Driver Out Z)Driver Tuning 2 Driver outlet 
Driver Tun~ing 2
DriverT OutletOtptnn 
Driver Tuning 1 
uptTnn
Drive Tunng 1PortOutput TuningL.DrvnOt-
PortDr 
v n O tD 
i e In tDriven Out
Driver InIct
Driver Out ,. Driven Inlet
Driver Out Die ne
-S PRESSURE
Figure 4-1. FLOW Code Results for Nine PortPrsueEcagravRor: eeeneCe
showing contact surfaces (left) , port locations and relative sizes, and pressure
contours (right).
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in order to find ways of Improving the operation of
this case. t~ese alternative designs uould require a 1.
store detailed evaluation in order to a*sess A2l Of LV. s
their srits. but they do serve to point the way to -. I
beiter designs. reproveseento of 3 efficiency points to
73% appar easily obtainable t'ArOuh minorI
modifications of the reference conditions and .. . . . .
additional optimization should be poesible through
further design changes. such ctarngem should be #I Diet.I
distinguished from the more arbitrary design and-2seitvyofWe trwrkTafr
operating variations discussed below, which ar* used to Figure 4-2 estvt fWv oo okTase
quantify the sensitivity of the reference ca Efficiency V to:
performance to its constituent paeters. Driver Gas Inlet Pressure, P.3
Heat Transfer Coefficient, f heat
Table 4-1 Leakage (Clearance), 6ola
Desig andOpertingParaeter forShaded regions indicate unacceptably hig*.-lRefere.':e Nine Port Pressure E,:changer Wave Rotor sensitivity. (Reference case fror Table 4-2)
Vapa~ ~1406 The strongest effects occur when the pressure at
1.1t (C) 141. the inlet port for the comustion gas is artificially
Tut idh , depressed below the design vaue. Under these
Tube ,, 11lihtI) conditions, the driven gas in not removed comIPletlly
Tue ATUIC 18t.4(w frcn the rotor by the time a tube passes by the exit-\..0 the driver gas cannot expand fully in the time allotted
11.1660fnr it on the rotor, and less work is transferred to
Cles.anac. fw03 the driven gas than is desired. At the other extrmee
when the inlet driver gas pressure is higher than
awmzr= CCMM design, overscavenging occurs, which results In ogcess
driver gas escaping from the driven gas exit port.
Pose porats.re E102.0 220 is has the imdiate effect of raising the work
Pressure Rai 3., transfer efficiency somewhat atthe expense Of also
LA Iftiet House Flow (1/11:1b/11) 3400 (5.)). raising the temprature of the gas mixture no exitingjCv...toT Mans Flow tg/5 ib/s)) ISOC 44.0) from the driven gas port. The temprature of the gas
an..9 Os, Ile~1t n40prt"I4 )79Geeal paig h ost uniform pronvvo h
Driver Ga ne e0au.8V X 2 ae oo osivi at the rioferenC. mnifold
work ?T'.tato ffe, fr k) rsue rsihl higher (i.e., overscavenged
condtios), deignstrategy that is relatively easy
In atua enineoperation, independent driver
4.3 V0%POU" 8zIrrrgspesuevrain would not occur because the
drivr 9 -.~otflo islinked through the ombustor
Th divr as pressure, heat transfer
coffcin *d earganc toevridi rdrt the driven gas outlet port pressure and flow
determine the wave rotor perforsicet sensitivity to operation wil hereore, acdtual of f-dsin engie
these parmters in its operation and design. 2thee oeainwllios otr o f-einwv
vaiale ae re td o exrrotoctrrssr perrmmter vlethtvary inavery srcue
vaxiabloa ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ wa or-rltd oetra dc Vru* W C00ed to the single parameter design
variations, to beat transfer losses, AMto leasens-itivities being discussed here. In fact,
Each of these effects has been Judged to be critical by ofdsg niecniin euti f-einwv
earl ier researchers as well as in our own preliminary r dsg
estietesof wve r or erfomanc. Th inslts f rtor performance Which is mach closer to its on-dsg
oyixto of~ code caroltons eson nFgr performance, s will be shown in Section 4.5.
where the vertical axis masures tepercentage Mhange Variations in the work transfer efficiency also
in work transfer efficiency wand the horizontal axis ocrwe h ~ rnfrcefcetedtesa
indicates the fractional variation below Or sbove the ccu heeaha ransecotrerng 9 coicen and theg sea
reference value for each of thesa three variables. leWc otoln an laae ae cagd
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rigure 4-2 shows a maild effect due to enhanced heat This approach effects all of the waves it, the amm way
transfer. The reference value used for the heat and Is a useful Dolution If the entire wave system is
transfer coefficient corresponds to the Peynolds number not yet periodic.
for tlie mean flow velocities in the tube. Clearly, for
slower velocities the Feymoldo number will also be Anjother way of adjusting the demigi i.s to move
j. asaler. Implying a larger friction factors however, one port relative to the Othemrs to better interoept the
the total heat transfer tars also depends on the fl"w of a particular gas etrem. Duch adjusiints alsorvelocity to the first poer, so thiat the variations in affect all1 of the other waves In the system, but not In
friction factor are countered by this velocity factor. the sam way, hence, the results of such changes are
perhaps the most plausible way that the heat transfer much more diff-Icult to predict without first analyzing
mlight be much larger Mhan in the reference caue would the repaults of a few such chuanges. Fort widths can be
be if a residual turbulence exists :in the tube during changed for similar effects. It is possibe to adjust
parts of the cycle where the wean flow velocity is the air Inlet and driver gas outlet pressures (withoutI
zero. At heat transfer levels maler than the necessarily interfering with engine applications) to
rqference value, the heat transfer l.~sses are help spee" or ratard certain waves and thereby redirect
negligible compared to other losses related to leakage, the Vows throughout the rotor cycle. These techniques
pressure recovery, etc. represent gross adjusmnts.
Leakage, long recognized an a k"y problem for A finer scale of modi~ications relate to the
efficient wave rotor operation, has a slightly behavior of the tuning ports, the tube height, width,
nonlinear effect on the work transfer efficiency in the length, and number of tubes; and rotor radius. Tuning
virinity of the reference CABS. At the lowest leakage ports play an imaportant role in cancelling unwanted
levels shown in Figure 4-2.* the work transfer waves and in allowing a broad performance rang*- in
*efficiency increases by 6% and, at the highest leakage this sense, 
they are Important for maintaining
levels shown, the efficiency declines approximately performance during off-detsign engine operation, which
7's. Clearly, the lea)La7e mut be controlled. and the is discussed in more detail below. The number of tubes
next series of rotor designs and tests must address and tube site can be adjusted to control the aniunt of
this problem directly with a constructive solution. heat transfer by changing the wall surface area exposed
I to a given mass flow. The heat transfer also affects
the wave pattern and efficiency of the device, a
4.4 rrlaA1'!CUEStreated in Section 3. Lastly, the angular speed can be
Particular variations in the wave rotor design varied for a given tip speed by changing the rotor
paramieters can improve the reference case performance. radius; for a given number of tubes, this also varies
For examsple, mliscatches between wave and contact the tube wall area expos"_ for heat transfer as well as
surface arrival timer, and port locations in the the hydraulic disaster of the tubes.I reference case can be Used to suggest the direction of
design adjustments. The wave arrival times can be Without making an exhaustive appraisal of these
a djusted to so" degree by varying the rotor tip speed design modifications, 
a few cases are Illustrated in
since the wave speeds And rotor speeds depend on eaCh Figures +-3 through 4-6 to show some of the possible
other once the length of the rotor has been chosen.
RF,:. RF11 HIOE I 21 DEC 9- 1,1 2. StF11 II4LF I GJ 21 DEC b.
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Figure 4-3. Vine Port Pressure Exchanger Wave Rotor with Overscavenged Driven Gas Flow:
Contact surfaces (left) end pressure contours (right).
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Figure 4-4. Nine Port Pressure Lxch qer Wave Rotor vith Decreased Nub*r of Tubes:
ContctSrface.(lft and pressure contous (right).
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. 1.0 1.4 1.1
0a~1sM to Maa 0.6s)
% TFigure 4-6. Off-Desi n Performance f of a ve rotor cosresponding to off-&esign wavoe rotor
b turbofan egine operation at various flight wpeeds. the wove rotor tip apeeG vT
is varied as shown. relative to the reference value, to coPpcsate for higher Or
lower mass flows. The actual wve rotor mass flow cmpred to tT mss flow
* required by the off-dsigp eiae oporation it indicated by A/(&1)00
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benefits of these tochrtques. In some cases, such an variable port iae* by having movell port closure
Figure 4-3, the effect of the change .i to Increase the devices or by altering the flow through twilsq ports a-
ount of overscavenge relalve to the referenc- cae the leading And trailing edges of the man ports. the
and in that wa- improve ts work transfer efficiency. former technique ax nmerous eealing and mechanical
n FPgue 4-4, the effect of decreasin the fmk r of problems associated with it, but the latter approach
tubes and decreasing the heat transfer area is mnems more practical for the lower tmperatre flows
countered by a decrease in the collection efficiency, where simple valves are manogetble. For this
so that the net effect is only a snell incrmnt In discuasion. we have restricted the rptor adjuqtmwnts to
performance as measured by the work transfer just the first method (rotor tip speed).
e f ficiency,
Similar -off-design calculations were made In
The conclusion of this set of ?WV calculations which the Combutor temPeraturO is varied an" the Mch
is that se very direct techniques for rotor design namer is held constant. As the ombustion teperature
optimiation are available via the PLdw code. These is decreased from design oditions, the aooustic speed
can be systematized in order to obtain the greatest and, hone, the typical wave speeds on the rotor are
*design payoffs firot followed by the second order alno rediindO after the Inlet cosprtssion wave has
Improvempntg. once the first echelon have been put int2 traversed the tube. Thus, the rotor tip speed should
effect. Also, because several different approat- ec can be reduced accordingly to allow fnr the longer wave
have similar effects benfiting the rotor performance, transit tim in thc tube. Dovever, the driver gas
there )s considerable choice as to how this is dont. pressure has also been reduced at the same time, so
Therefore. other more pressing design considerations that less gas actually Passes through the driver gas
can be factored into the optimization to give s" port and less work of expansion is available in this
priority to the design w.dfications. gas for compressing the inlet air. This decrease in
available work most match the corresponding change in
Inlet air flow and decreased pressure rise requirements
4.5 O -DZSIGIC PEW~nORN of that flow. As A result of these coupled effects,
off-design rotor performance has. b c the change in rotor tip speed is not completely
effective in matching the resulting wave Pattern to the
froume thas MOW chage by chati the flht flow mnifold configuration for the on-design rotor; thenuxlr has be-*n Changed by ctMnq:Lng the fuel flow
amount of Inlet air LTA&W cn through the combustor is
conditions to the engine in such a way as to keep the varied in order to help 0OMPerusate for these effe ,t*
combustant temerature Constant. Changes in flight ard inorer the o e for the
speed are interpreted am percentages above or below the and o ncease the rotor pemanc h g a the*reference case Mach I!. hese changes are accompanied performance of the wave rotor remains high over a *50%
by inreases or decreases in the wave rotor port mas variation in combustor temperature when the oiakle wave
by icresesor o rast in he averotr prt ame rotor control strategy just described is applied.
flas, pressures, and terperatures with resulting
modifications in fuel consumption and output thrust of The off-design FLO code results illustrate an
the engine. We have considered off-design performance iortant feature of wave rotors; namely, that they can
ranging fron 50 to 1S0 percent of the reference flight be operated off-design with good performance and that
Mach namlbx. Mhe flow conditions required of the rotor this can be achieved via An active control system which
and the comustor have been derived from the cycle code is progruable in advance via a mechanical or
calculations discussed in Section 2. The roto' flow electronic system which senses flight speed and
conditions have been recalculated with the W Codea c muetor temperature and adjusts the rotor
using the off-deuign part temperatures and pressures Accordingly.
required by the cycle cods. The off-design FLOW
caiculations were made first with the sme design As A.lternative passive control approaches also exist
the reference wave rotor (i.e., same p.rt location] and
which include the plateau nozzle approach used by
sizes) end sasw tip speed. The resulting mobs flows Pasn i i ooj()teedwl Pces
were close to the off-design requirements but, with a utilized by arown-boveri in their 23
linear change in rotor tip speed proportional to the manteoned above. variable tuning po't flose. Each of
flight ach number, a much better match was obtained as th.ese approaches smrits a more careful evaluation
illustrated k-v the example shown in Figure 4-4. The
before deciding on the best design approach. The
results show high performance maintained (i.e.,
1) for the wave rotor over quite a wide purpose o e p lar calula that at leaet one
TI/IWrfdiscussed above was to establishthta les on
yange of flight conditions and never varying by more
tha ~frm herefrececae.attractive apoproach exists for operating the rotor
than 6% from the reference ( o4f-design and tht its performance Is calculable over
the whole range of desirable eperating conditions.
Changes in rotor t:ip aPeW and fraction of
rorressed air routed through the combustor are up to
the designer's discretion and, therefore, comp-i the
chief avenues for maintaining high performance at
off-4esign conditions. One might also con0ider
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manifolds is hown In rigure 4-5. In this ase, three
4.;6 19 . 0 Om W Y Cyce0 Of Waves were designed for one evolution of the
rotor and. hen~ce, the wave system As triply friod ics
A mment of consideration shows that a four port each part of this triplet is identicpL for the subgroup
pressure exchanger. with no *pockets" or other wave of four ports shown. This partioular es of flow
cancelling devices* autmtically involves nonuniform conditions resulted in * rather strooply underacAvenged
inlet a outlet flows with mimAng (i.e., pressure sit~ticn. A Shown by tOe locatiop qf tOe ontact
recovery) losses in the manifolds, that Is, waves surfacees n pigure 1-7. and a work tanqpfer efficiency
traverse the tubes and reach the ends of the tubes of approximately 40 percent. represnting onq of the
while the tube Is still In the mi.ddle of a port. 1he lower values of efficiency for this pLrticular design.
main reason for this in that the gas flows in a Othe rLOa ce Iouations corresponding to very mall
four-port design cannot be matched with iOle wave chmanges in outlet driver ga pressure resulted In large
regions to make the cycle periodic. Th existOnce of witions of the contact surface, clnging the scavenging
non-simple wave regions in the flow gualantees tVat but not improving the wave rotor efficiency very much
waves vill impinge on the port openings. (only a few percent). ixperimental date for this case
is rather seant, but it appears that a related version
Tho consequence of nonuniform manifold flows is a of this rotor achieved a measured product of
auxing loss in the kinetic energy available at the compression and expansion efficiencies of 61 peroent
outlet ports and, hence, a loss of stagnation for the flow teeratures am velocities used In
pressure. This is manifested as a drop in the work Figure 4-7.
transfer efficiency of this class of rotors relative to
the officiency of the nine port devices. A sample wave
pattern taken from a FwW code calculation for a
configuration similar to those tested by tolls-ROycn, is
shown In Figure 4-7. A sketch of the rotor p1,,-C.
Drivr Driven In 04 Driven In 04
Driver Out
Driven Out 03 Driven Out 03Dv". In 03Driver 
In 03
Driven In 03 Driven In 03
Vriver Out 02 Driver Out 02
Driver In 0: Driven Out 02DrvnOt0
Driver In 02Drvnct0
DieOu01Driven In 02 DieOu01Driven in 02
DrDrver Out 01
Drivcr In, DrveIt0 Driver In 01 Driven Out 01
Driven In 01 Driven In 01
PRESSUr
Figure 4-7. FLOW Code Contact Surfaces (left). Ports. and Pressure Contours for a
Three Cycle, Four Port/Cycle Pressure Exchanger Wave Rotor.
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In the simple configuration for the four port power output, with the notable exception of the Pearson
cycle shown in Figure +-0. it would appear that the rotor built and tooted for *Any hundreds of hours by
of (-design performArnce would not be very good mivfe the the 70uston-Sornaby Turbine Comany.0() Moth the Pearson
predictea on-design efficiency is Do low. the Use Of rotor anj the GPC fator are examined bore In Order to
the remedieo discussed for the off-design performance contrast the two approaches to wave rotor/turbines and
of the nine port machine could also ba applied here. to extract those design elements which contribute to
No detailed calculat ions have been mad& to confirm the succss of the "earson rotor.
their effectiveness for this wave rotor configuration,
and one would need to do that before drawing imore 5.2 PARCUMM orw 17T
diefinite conclusions for this case. The four port
cycles discussed here would not be appropriate for us. The wave rotor/turbine acts am a omined
as a topping cycle for the peak tempratures and compressor and turbine wbich produces net shaft poer
pressure ratios (i.e.. 2.5) being Considered in this Output. Cimression is accomlished by wave action am
study since the backwork ratio approaches 1 for a wave the high temperature, high pressure comustion gases
rotor coponent efficiency on the order of GOV Or expand down to the laoet pressure On the device. The%
lower. no*se initial code predictions are sufficiently oomustion gases also supply the onergy to produce
low that other wave rotor configurations offer a better shaft work. rn nowe designs, the shaft Work Is
long-term potential than the four port machine,. produced by reactive forces as the comustion games
leave the rotor. rn other cases, the compressed air
I-.. leaving the rotor may provide a similar reactive force
- .* ~'or the combustion gases ay be vectored impulsively
back onto the rotor. I n sore, comlex systems. am* of
- - the gases exit and are re-injected beck onto the rotor
reprocessing, the angle of Injection provides impulsive
/ .- thrust to the rotor.
LShaf work extraction from a wave rotor/turbine
-. ~ __ is meat effective if it is taken from low pressure
* ~ scavenge gas streams or high pressure gases flowing to
I or from the comustor. Since the low pressure scavenge
~: & ~ -is being driven by the compressor, it makes little
N _ sense to extract Shaft power from the gas taken of f ofK.. the rotor during this transition, that would only
- ~ ....-- 'increase the vork which must he provided to the
comp  ressor. As we discussed above, work cannot
-~ \,,,realistically he extracted from that fraction of the
i compressed sir leaving the rotor on the way to the
combustor or from the combustion gases as they enter
the rotor, the former stream ned all of the pressure
----------------- .~:~c!~ seeCyle ou . itcn1ete to flow through the ccmbustor, an the
rrs,.r ixz-.ancer Wave Pocr latter streams oust retain its available work to
compress the inlet air. Therefore, the most effective
way to produce shaft work relies on the fact that sore
compressed air is produced than is actually needed as
combustion games to drive the cmression processes.
Section 5 The artra compressed air can be re-irnjected onto the
~VRz VO 1U/Twaue POXMUM rotor to produce impulsive forces if the point of
re-injection occurs at a part of the wave cycle where
the tube pressures are lower than the cmressed air
5. I SWE pressure. This third process involves a re-entrant
., '~-.fflow a" is one of the principal reasons for the
wave rocor/turbines (those wave rotors which are success of the Pearson wave rotor/turbine design.
intended to produce shaft work.in addition to pressure
*,exchange) have been investigated previously by -SAch It also isa clear that wave rotors with
companies as General Electric. Rtueton-KornsbY, and the substantial changes In the tube stagger angle from one
General Power Corporation 7
1 4) This type Of wave side of the rotor to the other will produce large
rotor is generally characterized by helical tubes antd reactive forces. This implies that all of the exhaust
y Zrive shaft work from both reactive and impulsive flows from such a rotor suffer substantial stagnation
loading of the rotor tube walls, in very nuch the sam pressure losses just am that fraction of shaft work is
way as an ordinary turbine blade. most of these being extracted from the flow. Prolm the foregoing
devices have produced a disappointingly mall amount of discussion, this approach appears to be domd to
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failure since It causes as. increase in the oeps or ftatureg %hich improve the rotor's off-.esignwork required to complete the low pressure scavenge and performancl iplude the use of tuning ports mch like
depletes the stagnation pressure rise needed to force those used in the pressure exchanger (e.g. P%, in
the compreoaed air through the omutor and back onto 3PIgure 5-1 ), which ae p aed at the leadinq edge of an
the rotor. Therefore, the most efficient production of inlet port to help suppress the production of tube
shaft work on wave rotor/turbines appears to be from opening losses thich occur from tube exposure to a
impulsive loading. as described above. sudden increase of pressure. Pearson also has
Introduced injection nozzles acros the opening of
S.$ 3 ME P M 79"Mentrance mamnfolds (.g., MR in Figure 5-1) In order to
emctly cancel t~e comprassion wave which reflects back
Several features of the Poerson wave throuOh the tube to the entrano mnifold. Normally
rotor/turbine ar unique to the process of shaft work this wave can be designed to reach the end of the tube
production. Additional techniques also have been just as the tube reaches the trailing edge of the
developed to make this rotor perform well over a broad manifold and is closed off. But, during off-design
range of operating conditions. Then gas i0 exhaustod operation, the reflected wave my reach the manifold
from a cambered tube and reactive shaft work is before this time and cause a serious disruption of the
produced. the gas canot be re-Lntroducd onto the Incoming flow. Thls nozzle design eloys a'
rotor until the gas remaining in the tube has undergone 'half-wave plateau technique of pressurization where
sufficient additional expansion to reduce the tube the tube pressure is raised In two equal segments as a
pressure to the pressure in the re-entrant loop. Thus, result of the flow acceleration through the nozzles.
an extra exhaust expansion is needed, that is, the The final pressure rise just equals the stagnation
exhaust port is divided in two with the higher pressure preasure In the nozzle flow so that no wave is
portion -e-inj*eCtd after the lower pressure exhaust reflected at the tube-manifold Interface.
has brought the tube pressure dom to the appropriate
level. This explains the presence of ports P. and LO, Pockets along the end wall of the rotor also help
on the right side of Figure 5-2, where the flow from to suppress wave reflection for a variety of operating
P re-enters the rotor through port Pt. conditions for a single rotor design. The gas leaving
the and of a tube as It moves into confluence with one
of these pockets is accelerated by the shape of the
pocket and re-enters the tube at a higher velocity and
C= MALI= at a different angle as the tube reaches the trailing
' o'ede of the pocket. If a rarefaction wave also is
i ncident on the os end of the tube as it moves from
"N.the beginning to the end of the pocket, this wave will
I -QU not be reflected with full strength because of the
'as tip: sko= re-ontering flow from the pocket. Thus. the pockets
can manage waves over the full range of operating
--e conditions for which the wave is incident on the
LL: pocket.
, . , . he General Pomer Corporation ( ) wave rotor
turbine differs in several significant respects from
the Pearson rotor. (14) The GPC rotor employs a sharp
• 4, bond in the tube which constricts the flow area
*considerably and acts like a nozzle to accelerate the
'' J flow at a shaxp angle as It leaves the rotor. Zn their
"/ approach, all of the shaft power appears to be
'"_ extracted from reaction forces. Zn contrast, the
L. ' - pearson rotor uses only a mild boend in the tubes to
/.0, extract a small amount of reactive per; most of the
shaft poer Is extracted through Impulsive londing of
the rotor blades. Also, the GC rotor does not appear
to use any technique to cancel or control reflected
waves required to make the wave systam periodic in one
revolution of the rotor. As such, it also has no
controlA to maintain performance for off-desiga
operating oonitions.
Figure 5-1. Ideal Wave Diagram for a Wave Rotor/Turbine
Constructed from State, Pole, and Position
Diagrams (Ref. 7).
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.The wave diagram shown In Figure 5-2 Inoorporates
the main wave ph*nm found on the OPC rotor. The * wmmmim
rotor tubes have a stagger angle of approximately 45"
relative to the rotor axs. The sharp bend in the Analytical estimates as well as actul
rotor angle occurs on the right hand side in experimntal data on wave rotor/turbine perforanoe are
igure -21 t e bent portion of the tube is so short available. he analytic estimates can be carried out
that it is not shown in this figure. rnstead, the bend on the basis of Pearson's or GWc's wave diagram, and
manifests itself in the wave diagram by reflecting the empirical data rms fzm the tests carried out by
incident waves and by altering the angle and velocity bMston-Uornsby on the Pearson rotor in the 1950s.
of gas leaving the rotor on the right. Waves -
separating regions 1, 2, 3, 4, S. and 6 and denoted by It is p sible to consider the shaft work
double lines ar ompression waves. The waves *fficiancy of the wve rotor/turbine as if it were a
compress the incoming air and prepa&re it for ontering onventionel turbine and a conventional oomprlMsor
the obuation chamber at station 4. The omistion working in tandem. Thus, we may substitute adiabatic
gam entering at S completes the Compression but only turbine and oomprssor efficiencies for the values of
relases part of the available work in the high )TZ ad ICE in the expression for 17 taken from
pressure gas, the remarinder is extracted, in theory. Equation (3-22). %hat is,
from the "eries of expansions occurring from state 7 f?1 (Ti
through state 15. t GPC rotor re--injocts flow 113 - .92 - . . 1 T1 02 - 1.06
leaving from regions 0 and 10 onto the rotor at T4.5T
station 11 to complete the expansion procesz.
where the ratio TIT is a variable parameter and the
In trying to reconstruct a plausible wave diagram pressure ratio is 3.0. Thus, for values of T- 3000F
for the GC machine, several problems were (1922 K) and air inlet temperatures T. - 110007
encountered. Gas leaving the rotor at stations B and D (370 K), the shaft work efficiency may be as high as
to drive the re-entrant duct flow exits the rotor at 7s - 41%. The virtue of using data calculated from the
two different gas pressures. in the actual GC device, wave diagram is that better estimates of and
theme flows are not separated so that considerable are obtained. Por values corresponding to Pearson's
mixing losses are expected to occur as their pressures experiments, an overall cycle pressure ratio of 12.2 is
equilibrate. Paction work also is extracted so that appropriate to the peak temperature case of 1250 K and
further pressure drop occurs, making it difficult to the value projected for 7S Is 63%.
re-injact this flow unless the secondary expansion from
" S to 10 on the rotor is rather large. The o,bination The thermal cycle efficiency of Pearson's rotor
of these promesses is inefficient. A second problem is given in Figure 5-3 as a function of shaft
area concerns the presence of reflected waves in the horsepower output. Using the conventional definition
cycle which may prevent it from being truly periodic, of Brayton thermal cycle efficiency with the usual
The magnitude of the influence of the internally adiabatic definition of turbine efficiency 7;T' We can
1 *reflected waves needs to be determined numerically, write
.with the FLOW code for example. The absence of wave
control machanim in the GC design also may
cortribute to poor off-design behavior for this
r1* particular rotor.
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where P SHP ap AIM'L 523J TN fll AI I db
for a saxiass work cycle ad here the ompression work
Js a-ccfli•hed by internal work transfer. s
Substituting the temperature ratio 22S0 Y/1300 - 4.167 C0Z-7' o poe 10"
for th ratio TI/T in the above gpmeslo for the 0 7 4 G 0 10 1: 14 16 X
points corresponding to 35 shp and noting that the 1 a
thermal cycle eff iciency was 9.4% for that CA, wecnIa c"7 # **
solve for i I%. Carrying out the same steps at the I . -L,- c vu
;cek tmW ratur of 1070 X and 33 shp whet* the therMl S
cycle efficiency is 9.0% gives a seoond solution for 5
2T .19%. V I7J .OO.W I :r.
2 ZMIM' VNx
From this . x omprison, we can 0e that the ,
empirical value for 1T is substantially less than the 
EC It I:
theoretically predicted value of 63%. Pearson has '0 - s'
discussed several sources of lose in the TUton-BorDnsbexperiments, which suggest that leakage an heat Figure 5-3. Experimental Data from the 1Ruston-Hornsby
traneres, wo of uest an truto toakage ts pr Tests on the Pearson Wave Rotor/Turbine.
transfer are t o of the main contributors to his poor (SHP - shaft horse power, fl - therma- cycle
com ent efficiency. efficiency) [Ref. 7).
The data in Figure S-3 alSo illustrates that the ettIon 6
wave rotor/turbine operates successfully for conditions IRV1 ' SIGM
which are considerably off-design, considering that the
span of shaft horsepower was from 3 to 35 and the rotor
speed varied from 0,000 to 15,000 na over this range. G., -
This represents a surprising capability when one
understands that the wave rotor depends on the relative Zxisting wave flow p'ttorns 
have be.n used to
tiAing of waves relative to port opening and closing establish prelimi ary wave rotor designs 
appropriate to
events. Purther, the data supports the contention that a maill turbofan engine. 
A conceptual design has been
the shaft work efficiency of the device is maintained developed for a wave rotor corresponding 
to a turbofan
to a large degree over this range so that the n onent engine providing Go0 lb(f) thrust at Mach 0.65 and 
sea
performance is not seriously degraded. That leads to level flight conditions. This conceptual 
design
the conclusion that the rotor performance is not emhasizeas basic dimensions of the rotor 
(radius and
particularly sensitive to operating conditions once the length), number and shape of cospression 
tubes, rotor
proper design has been arrived at. tip speed, injection nozzle and exhaust 
manifold port
placement, and flow angles relative to the rotor face.
Relatively little is known at this point as to Such information if) sufficient for carrying out 
FLDW
the sensitivity of the wave rotor/turbine performance code calculations tf wave rotor performance. 
but a more
to desiqn features. Bowever, from historical evidence detailed design evaluation would 
be required.before any
it appears that it is very easy to design a poorly device of this sort is tested.
performing wave rotor turbine since the majority of
them have not produced net shaft power output. Once Analysis of the wave 
rotor design shows that the
the proper design principles are recognized as, for wjve rotor component Is small 
(on the order of 3 to 6
example. in the Pearson rotor, then it is no longer a I.nches in diameter and length) 
and lightweight.
hit-or-mis process to design a good wave C aed to the high pressure stages 
of conventional
rotor/turbine, axial flow compressors, the size 
of the wave rotor
tubes is relatively large. The losses in the wave
rotor ompression process are related, to unstesdy
gasdynatic wave processes and nonuniform flow in the
manifolds, as compared to axial flow copressor losses
which are primrily aerodynamic (i.e., related to
boundary layer separation and leakage at the blade
tips). Specifically, the losses for wave rotors do not
increase as rapidly am the losses for more conventional
-- turbo-copressor rystems as the rotor size decreases.
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Unlike a turbine or compressor where tip speed 6.2 RVZ DIJA S
mast be matched aerodynamically to the ga flow in
order to achieve good efficiencies, the wave rotor The fundamental flow pattern establshed vithiA
efficiency depends instead on the elation between the the wave rotor is called a wave diagram because the
rotor period of revolution and an acoustic wave transit essential compression, enxansion, and mcavnwqinq
time within the rotor. The transit time depends on the processe ae caused by the propagation of unsteady
lezqth of the rotor. The longer the rotor, the lowr gaodynamic waves along the length of each tube am the
the tip speed can be. Thus, the tip speed for a wave rotor spins peat each of the Inlet and exit ports of
rotor can be relatively slow and still achieve good the device. The construction of an idealized wove
officiency. Te conequence of thia feature is that diagram is the first step in the design of a wave rotor
the "c.i al Arep strength limlt. which apply to Moh mince the strength of each of th waves Is relatd
temperature turbines are much leS severe A" wave ditectly to the strength of the ox.re•mlon or
rotors. allwing them to operate at higher metal eqpwIion desired of the device and because the speed
temperatures. A more important concern for wave rotors of these waves helps to determine the location and
i thermal cycling fatigue due to the heating and azimuthal extent of each of the ports supplying the gas
cooling of the tube wals with each cycle, to the rotor. Figure 6-1 Shows a wave rotor with two
complete o ression and eipansion cycles per
Specific effects, such am heat tranafer and revolution. rt is poeible to represent the wave
leakage, are design dependent and will help to promesso occurring In the device, an shown
determine such things am the number of tubes and tube schematically at the loft in this figure. The daahed
s ite and Shape for a given set of flow condition. lines represent the location of vave fronts and the
hese effects are umeled analytically in this section interface between the cu stion gases and the intake
to provide a way of estimating the amount of leadage air.
and the equilibriu wall temperature of the rotor.
much of the design optimization can be carried out with A be ic precept for nave diagras is the foncept
these analytic models before invoking the ?LW code for of periodic flo. After one revolution, the flow in a
more detailed results. given tube mast return to its original state at each
* point in the tube. This does not wan that the flow in
Re-entrant ducts are also discussed from a design the tube is uniform at this point, but it does imply
point of view as a means for establishing the that the flow is steady am observed from the stationary
appropriate boundary conditions for the FWW code. frm of the outside observera in pearticular, the
manifold or port flows are steady for a periodic wave
system. A steady port flow device allows it to be
mated to other steady flow devices, such A axial flow
turbines or omnpressors, as an integrated component of
;\an engine.
*'.. Complete periodicity is difficult to guarantee
.7 for wave diagram in general since there my be a -large
number of internal reflected waves which are difficult
to account for with an analytic Scheme. The rLCI code
does this automatically. Thus, an analytic
approximation may be USe to start the LOW code
calculation, and the cods itself will compute a revised
wave pattern with all of the wave reflections
included.
There are certain classes of wave diagram that
guarantee periodic behavior within the context of the
analytic approximations to be discussed shortly. Theoe
wave diagrams make use of ocWletely uniform manifold
flows, no strong waves crossing any of the contact
surfaces as they traverse the tubes, and wave
.. ... "management ports to cancel wave .reflectiona at the ends
of the tubes. Tube opening and closing at the edges of
each manifold also produce weak waves which can be
r. ure 6-1. Superpositlon of Wave Diagram. on Two Cycle prtially controlled by tuning ports.
Pressure Exch.anger Wave Rotor Configuration.
•t is useful to examine one of these Manifestly
periodic wave diagrams as an exmple because it
represents probably one of the mast efficient forms of
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the wave rotor pressure exchanger, and It allow us to state, position, and pole diagrams. The Calculation
. give a Particularly simple description of the wor% includes the some Mimann Invariants ured 4n the
,tranafr efficiency of such a device. Figure 6-Z show pressure exchange calculation for the wove diagram
this type of wave diagram for a pressure ratio 2.s shown In Figure 6-2. kmoover, the technique can be
pressure exchanger wave rotor.* Note that the driven refined considerably to Include f~nite opening and
gas (air) is compressed by two shock waves of equal eloping of each tube, losses amociqted with angle of
strength and then exits from port 3 on the left, The attack of flow entering the tubes, end the details of
hot high pressure driver g&A (e.g., from the ombustor) wave-wave and wave-contact surface interaction within
enters at port D3 on the right. oompresaing the driven the tubes as weal as wave reflection at the tube ends.
ga already in the tube by sending the second shock Figure s-1 show an exlmple of a o , lox wave diagram
wave across the tube The gas interface or sontact constructed by Pearson using thie technique for a wave
surface between these two gases is Imdiately rotorfturbine which produces shaft power outJut. In
overtaken by the compression wave and travels at a this exaqple the manifold flows are not uniform.
slowr speed across the tube. A wae management port Doweer, the wave diagram Is periodic, and the gases
is located at the trailing edge of the driven gag exit are completely scavenged in one cycle.
port d3 in order to slow the exiting gases to a zero
vvlocity and to cancel the rarefaction wave (i.e., osr*
reflection) which accounts for this deceleration. The
driver gas is subsequently scavenged from the tube in
two separate ports, D5 and Dl. A careful consideration
of the Riemann 5 nvariants shows that two ports are
necessary if the fi.-al gas velocity in port Dl and
pressure there are to match the incoming driven gas DRIVER
conditions at port dl. OUTLET
(low P)
y. There are four wave management ports for this
particular wave diagram. Each of these involves 'J.:,
non-uniform flows, but generally the mass flow through
these ports is so small that the port losses do not DRMVP ''
significantly affect the wave rotor efficiency. Their OULnT
impact on suppression of reflected waves Is (high P)
considerable and represents their main contribution to
device efficiency. The main inlet and outlet manifold
flows aLre uniform since no waves from inside the device *
are incident on those ports. These equations do allow
the two gases represented here to have different DRIV EN\
specific heats and molecular weights. A modification OVTLET , I
of these equations also allows an analytic estimate of V' \ : DPF'.tF
the heat transfer (see Section 6.4). The solution
procedure to the wave diagram equations is
straightforward algebraic substitutions no iteration or A-
convergence is required. Thus, the results are exact a: DFVE?
in this approximation. *. *,,:
A related but more complicated procedure has been
I!. used in the past for constructing wave diagrams in
which internal wave reflections occur. This is an
iterative technique in which one cycle is completed and Figure 6-2. Ideal Wave Diagrar for a Nine Port Pressure
then the initial parasters are adjusted to approximate Ex:hanger Wave Rctor portraying the cycle
the end of the first cycles the next cycle is siLilarly time Tc't, identification of unifori, flow
., constructed, and so an until the beginning and and of rgos otadedaltms
successive cycles agree well enough. This technique
approximates the process followed with the FLOW oode
except that the FW code is ca sble of following all
of the waves whereas the analytic procedures simplify
the process by following only a finite nuer of waves In the four-part devis discus ed in
which represent the main gayna ic process in lecion 4.6, inolete scavenging occurs in one cycle
progres. The most useful format for this technique so that gas entrained on the rotor undergoes a
has been described by Pearson.
(
7
) Be uses three considerable amount of compression and expansion from
.... . A wCh. relate the physical states of the gases one cycle to the next. his led to an inefficient use
on either aide of a wave to the wave's position in the of the wve rotor with an equivalent high beck work
tube and to the characteristic velocities of the flow ratio since the entrained gases were not available at
and small disturbances In the flowt the so-called the end of each cycle to perform external work.
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Further. the losses associated with theme entrained
games must be kept to an absolute minlim in order to (y
extract any useful work from the system. 8 - in 1  [-
.3 NIM MATI3 where the manifold flow speed is known from the wave
diagram.
The design process for a pressure exchanger wave
rotor begins with an a emption of the kind of wave Zn s the u A" 71. r, d' d. V.
processes which will be used to expand or ooaqresa the n. h, and . ad the basic equations aret
working gases. For exale, Figure 6-2 illustrates the
wave processes chosen for a pressure exchange wave Tc X f7I(ports) 7I(end wells)] (6-a]
rotor having the maximum work trankfer efficiency. The
total cycle tim e 7 c an be obt i ne from this digr amV T
once the peak sound speed S3 (i.e., ombustion Inlet r 2 1 -7)
gs temperaturew) and rotor lenth have been d3
precrie . tha t, each of the e mnsionles tlion
fshown in Figur e of the srialed to dlnioral 1
values by the acoutic transit t m o L/ ld. The rotor d3 -6-
tip fpeed vT s huv related t. the rotor b i usy
ir - Vv (6-13
Td3
The next st p i to choose the effective collection
efficiency of one of the primr-y maifolds; for
example, the driven gs outlet manifold. The
collection efficiency 7)col is i s nyure of how coe 
d
the flow into a given manfold is to being continuous;
a n inf nite n uber P1 of tub ** openin g onto 0 fin te VT ( -
Panifold results in a perfect collection efficiency. J 211-r I-l
The actual relation is 7)col I (9-1IN. Thus, a
prescription of the collection efficiency gives the D3 [d3j
numaber of tubes in the driven gas outlet manifold Nh - - (6-12]
From this quantity, the width of individual tubes may "d3
be computed:
" c dJ
0 -in- ] (6-14)
Using the m flow into the driver gas port [Vi
and the accompanying flow velocity and density of that
gas, one can solve the relation where L, pi, ui, 71' "T' '7co1' and '.3 are
7 prescribed. For purposes of FLO code calculations
'3 P3uD )3' wer N -7d 3  (6-3) where a particular tube size (i.e., h and d) is
,D3 desired, several different values of L will normally be
lnvestigated, Larger values of L produce larger radii
for the height h of each tube. Each of the other port r for a given tip speed and, hence, larger values of d
mass flows can be derived from % 3 since the flow and mller values of h: the product of hd depends only
velocities and densities and manifold mices (e.g., in on the mss flow %D3' the wave diagram, and the
terms or the 71) are known from the wave diagram and collection efficiency. Bimilar variations ran be
are related to each other by obtained by varying VT instead of L.
7ijUhd~ (6-4] 6. -6 MW "M
Mi Pi Ui hM IT d3 [I-1 14
I'.. The mgnitude of heat tranofer in the wave rotor
The flow angles of each port can be obtained by has beer. estimated approximately using a perturbation
matching the tangential velocity of the rotor with the techniqut to deteraine its effect on the rotor
tangential flow speed in the mnfold ooordinat@ efficiency and design. "hese estimates are
system, assuming the rotor tubes are parallel to the corroborated D;, the fully nonlinear PLOW code results
ax"s of the rotor. Thus, if u is the flow speed in the that coare wave rotor cases with and -. hout heat
manitold coordinates and 0 is the angle of the transfer.
manifold flow relative to a vector normal to the rotor
face, then u sn8 - VT therefore, the flow angle is
315
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The analysis proceeds by assuming that boat
trarfer In each tube follows the behavior for fully Udl'dJ
dovoloped pipe flow with an entrauce flow oorrection0
appropriate for l#Lrgo Reynolds numbers. so heat
transfer Is asumed to occur where the awrage flow Td3
velocity i nominally vero. Thus. the heat transfer Tl T. - Til
e
equation is
2,) Thug, the tmperature of this gas slug at the driven'
4T 0.14 9g. exit manifold is
T- l J [[ ] - (6-20
.1*. the hral diamneter of the tube, lie - pud./l is
"the l~nls nmeand T is the tube waLl i he average value of the exit driven gus teneraure ia
V)' tepraue Th olution to th~isequation :iswh (6-16 d3 L Tw T-!
where 7, is the nalet flro theratue n , - 1(x) i -
the fl s uer , and T froh the tul-- j -le
entrance. Id)wi.
Severa chnesocucr. va v o e sytm hc r'-,] -L
wave, for exaple, the tevuperature ratio of the gas tempe e i
will be greater than I nd ti epqna on the sho-k edlJjore
strength (i.e., its pressure ratio). Using 6igure 6-2 L'h
as an example, we can write the heat transfer eolutions
for the driven gas in regions dl an d3 as follow: A simla.r expression exists for the driver gas
isx exept that exanson raves are present instead of
th l~ oprt-T1adstnc fro shohs tubse are TAlsol e as~t dirt wae4o
en t a [6-17] upoe of aalying the be t t-ansfer. Again, the
dl ideal tehnrature ratio ac:a s .w wave i usd to
relate the exir temerature o a gas slug aTproaching
the wve to the "ntrane" teperature of the same slug
srnof gas leaving the wsve. The averaging procss can
orT(x)- (J- Ta~e again bxe are ot, ni thtavt the entering driver
gos at Dth airtual eeives aladt m al in exit f t orti gs
ad Dl (ignorin the tuning ports in thai
N approxition), pnsch mwes the integrals is at r
o~lex but still tractable.
T Tj t_1 soc At Thise pont theo avderaed exisprete teaverature
, - 7 p o a6-IS] wlith heat transfer can b. ompared to the wave diagram
T d t emprature rauted without heat trafer to estimate
the agnitude of the effect. o y also calculating the
h waeount of heat trantfrred to each stream, one smay also
determine wether or not the chosen wall tTeerature c
or T(y) - T- Tibe aglo corresponda to an equlntbrium tll teterature for
that pactcullr slet of at l o o aitonex that is, at
f(or 0 C y C w here y, * L - x o. Using 
T
adl as equilibriu, the heat transferred to the rotor Iro the
,'. the Ideal tmerstur, ratio acros botjh abac wvs, w hot gas muat equal the heat tranferre fro the rotor
--- appoxrm.e the entrao) temperature T mb for any slug of to the cold gas.
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orTy T i¥e4 eemn Otoro o h hsn altmesueT
hile the heat transfer path is generally not rt is poesible to un the tf'lly cmprmed sir
known in 6etal, for the linearied (all stream through the wve rotor again for exTra ooling
perturbation) pproximiaton us" here, we can assume of the rotor befoTe Passing that ga on to th6
that the heat addition or extraction line in the T-a o0usttor. so pressure losses Inevitably •ocur with
space Is straight between the initial and final states, an extra scavenge of this sort, but the rotor vill actan shown n 1Pgure 6-3. Thus, for exa•ple, the eat aw a recuperator, educing the aount of fuel needed to
transferred out of the driver gas after a given reach the peak odbustion teprature and thereby
expansion, say from state 03 to state 05,. is given byr enhancing the efficiency of the disvice. A Pc4W^*
8Q~~ ~~ 6-2) larger ro';r dimter will be needed to encmass the
6 0 3 5 a [ S . 1 5 f T [ T -T S J ( -2 2 ] m m f r p o t - i n g p a r p f t h e c y c l e b u t , i f I t i s s t i l lwithi4 Vhe engine envelope, then this approach has
S- .- large payoff in terms of reducing the metalSS 5 temperatures still further.
The work transfer efficiency is affectsd by heattransfer, in this approximtion, by increasing the
available work In the driven euit gas stram. If no
!In { 3n4s] other effects were present, this would r prent a net5 3 5  Mc L L T1 JJ 2 increase in the work transfer efficiency. Nowever, in
actuality and in the FLOW code results, the ability of
the hot gas to do work on the cold gas is reduced by
heat transfer, and the work required to compress the
cold gas as it heats up is also increased. As long as
the overall pressure ratio of this process is fixed,
the difference between these oMeting effects will be
accmsdated by changes in the mss flows of the driver
P.P' awd driven gases. That Is, a smller flow of driven
gas per unit flow of driver gas can be oopremsed when
heat transfer via the rotor wall occurs. This is A
ji_ greater effect than the increase in the available work
.- r, rater Sof the driven gas, so that the net effect is to•,r •decrease 
the work transfer efficiency.
I SI
I
£S &l Several different types of leakage can occur in a
wave rotor, with differing effect@ on its performance.
*; 0,,** There are inner and outer radial ga at each face of
the rotor, between the rotor and the manifolds, where
most of the leakage may occur. If the wanifold is
r .-z  6-3. Peat Transfer fror an rx;andinc Gas to connected to a shroud enclosing the rotr, then the
the Wave Rotor Walls. radial leakage can be reduced by prasurizing the
shroud to se interdiate level which is les than
the peak manifold pressure but greater than the minimum
manifold pressure. An equilibrium, intermediate level
of pressure may be attained quite raturally, which
ese estimates have been made for a variety of depends on the balance of leakage from the highrotor confgtrat ionh ebn flow for vtione. of ressure manifolds to the plenum and from the plenum to
interesting effect emerges from the results which have the lower pressure manifolds; or It can be sustained at
been tabulated in Table 6-1. Compaing cases 2, 3. n noneqilibrit pressure from a outside source, such
4. w see that the relative sue of a tua (i.e., d, h, b leed air from a compressor. Other sources of• ea  h "l leakage include azimuthal flows from highpmurand L) has no noticeable effect on the equilibrium walli-'-" Lnifoldm to adjacent low p~ressure maifolds.temperature of the wave rotor, even though the
quantities of heat transferred may vary a lot with tube
sie. A1so, it is clear that the equilibrium wall eakage has been idtntified as a problem area
temperature in several interesting ases (e.g., 1 affecting perfoomance in severl key experiments in the
through 6), which correspond to combustion temperatur3 pat a has been meure indirectly in seal
of 3 i00?. Is rather high for the basic wave diagram. ing ha r
s:hown in Figure 6-2. The rotor wall temperature ranges leakage aid work transfer efficiency (se Figure 3-4).






AS A FuNCTiON Or RoTIOR DESIGN VARIABLES
~ (I' v)qu.ib • (m) b (M) Z,(m) '(m) %(ms) (('m)c)
S 1400X .92 1.11 9.6 3.9 3.203 00 1
2 13500K .4 1.24 .6 3.0 15.240 4.@0O11
3 1350*x .66 .77 9.6 , 7.6 -2.392 6.6 10
4 31509K .32 .55 12. 7.6 1213,2 6.610
1 1
6 24001K .92 1.11 9.0 3.9 14,299 3.Su101
6 2350*X .73 .S7 7.6 8.0 16,240 =0I 1
7 12S0* .90 2.63 13.0 7.5 15,240 3x10
1
3
0 11000K .92 3.11 9.6 4.0 35.240 =01 
1
, 14001 .39 .22 3.6 2.7 16.240 6.N3K01 1
30 115Ox .53 1.19 •. 4.2 1b.240 b. 3xJ0
1
,1 2375X .34 3.30 9.6 8.6 36.240 7.Z10
1 1
Each of theme cast# to for a 100 lbt thrust engine-flying at so-0.65. 0ea level
uonditione with A Pressure ratic of 2.54. a peak VYe9sure Of 30.S atm. an Inlet
air temperature of 757*o, and,. with one eOeeption (Cas S 0 1 lb/sec). the inlet
air flow to 2.5 lb/sec. 1 is used as a guide, with 24 tubes. I wEve cycle
per revolution, and a combustion gas Inlet temperature of 220001 (3500P).
2 has 47 tubes. CU 2 has 47 tubes and a ower tip speed, Ch 4 Ma 47
tubes. 2 wave cycles per revolution, and lowr tip spoed. ChM has higher tip
seed. CA= 6 has lowr mass flow (1 lb/sac). CX 7 has. a lowr oasbustrn
gas inlet temprature of 19220K (3000 ), 46 tubes. an 14 lbl/ec. M 0 has a
lower combstion gas inlet temperature of 16*4K (2500F). CRf 9 has higher
peak pressure (51 eta), air Inlet temperature (0111°). C 10 has lor
pressure ratio (2.24). P .P 6. ata, inlet air flow a 2.4 lb/sac. CUE 11 has
higher prespure ratio (2a ), P1 -33.6 at, Inlet air flow - 2.6 lb/sec.
71 - c - 0.'3t-1375 (6-24] N Is obtained from the relation
where w ha sume that the loss In efficiency P0 
1 24 l-I
depends lineLrly on leakage. An additional adjustment , -
hs to be made to incorporate the fact that the 
NSS o
*experiment utilized only 40 percent of the periphery of we*I h rsuertoarIoategp
U11 Wave rotori the remaining 0 percent nacie where Po/ P is the pessure ratio acros th gap.
but still contriute to the leakage. The corrected Under these circumstances, the leakage flow re
eaio can bwieadepends directly on the acoustic speed (7CRPT) .
ui c bw thus, the change in gas species and temperature are
0 C e6S (625 contained 
ithe values of Y, R, and T.
I Por example, consider the peak temperature to be
in order to apply this equation to situations 3)000 (1322 X) 
and the gas Is air. Using the same gap
where air is the working fluid and where the peak a In the IWIW experiment for the low clearance case
reres (".e. t mils - 0.013 cm) and a rotor diameter of 15
dpeues an them* pareer e t be Ies To Calm, we can exPect the leakage to be five ti as that
dehpence on these eramtera mdast be amdeled. I experlenced on the NW device or 20 percent of the
this end w ass'-  that the radial leakae flow is in 4let air f~low to the rotor, yielding a work transfer
choked since the gap height-to-lenth 
ratio in the Inle ow
clearance is very small and the gap length Wwdd th efficiency of
critical value j - 0.35 - 0.55(.20) - 0.725 (6-27]
2 acc(74l 1 -ording to Equation (6-2S).
crit * *(+lHg (6-26]
:;i o,, I,~-. i -., ,. ,l ,
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Detailed rL0W soda calculations were presanted in An imalance between the tangential flow opids
Section 3 to support these Initial estimateas. he use for games entering the wave rotor and the tip speed of
, - of higher shroud pressures can be used to reduce the the rotor may also occur, which cAn lead to either
leakage oonaiderably. bxperimnt, at theme elevated higher or lower stagnation pressures of Lne ompressed
temperatures and pressures are clearly required to air exiting the rotor. These may be used Intentionally
verity both these estimates A well as the nor* to increase the Compressed air flow stagnation pressure
complete performance projections ase with the pLOW to an acceptable level. The work for raising the
code. stagnation pressure of that stream can be taken from
combustion gam flow leaving the rotor by vectoring that
*6.6 E-MI Me VO" flow to give sow reactive force to the rotor or by
supplying a smll mount of shaft per input to the
wave rotors may use outflow fr one port am the rotor (e.g., from an external drive mtor).
inflow to another port. Every case of interest in this
study involves a re-entrant duct corresponding to the From this discussion one can See that pressure
combustor. In addition, wave rotors producing shaft recovery Is critical to proper operation of the
work output may also require a second set of re-entrant combustor re-entrant loop. Detailed msurements are
ducts to complete the gas expansion and derive the strongly needed in order to confirm flow loop operation
final amounts of shaft work from the device. for a given level of combustor pressure loss.
Duct pressure losses are associated with wall The 7L1M code calculations proceed on the basis
friction ad bends in the duct which can cause areas of that a particular wave pattern results in flow speed
flow separation, Similarly, abrupt changes in the duct for the opresded air outlet which can be converted at
cross section as well am bifurcaticn of the flow and 75 percent to stagnation pressure. That stagnation
reoining the flow may lead to pressure-recovery pressure is then reduced by the cobustor losses to
losses. Te combastor also adds heat to the flow, and give the boundary condition for the cuustor inlet gas
other parts of the duct may extract heat from the flow pressure to the wave rotor. A surplus of flow
because of lower wall temperatures. We shall amsume a Nerally exists at the compressed air outlet so that
fixed relative pressure loss of 6 percent for the there is ho difficulty in balancing the mams in and out
combustor re-entrant duct came based on accepted values of the rotor at each end of this duct.
in the literature (see Reference 24).
The conditions applying to the second clams of
To promote flow through the Combustor, at least re-entrant ducts, namely those providing the second
some level of pressure recovery in the ccmpressed air stage of expansion to a wave rotor/turbine, are not so
exit manifold of the wave rotor is required. fhe wimple to satisfy since there is no excess of mama flow
static pressure of the combustion gas entering the wave and subtantial stagnation pressure losses may occur
rotor is equal to the static pressure of the exiting when the rotor, develops shaft work from the flow
compressed sir by virtue of their intimate contact exiting the rotor and entering the duct. In fact, an
within the wave rotor. Without pressure recovery, the additional expansion is generally required on the rotor
(omprese air stagnation pressure would equal its so that the gas fill pressure in the rotor tubes is
static pressure an would therefore be less than the sufficiently below the gas pressure of che re-entrant
stagnation pressure of the Combustion gazes; no flow duct flow. Then it will be possible for the duct flow
through the Combustor would result. The stagnation to scavenge the fill gas before performing work on the
pressure of the compressed air exiting the wave rotor rotor. The treatment of this case by the PoW code
can ideally be larger than the combustor exit ga also proceeds in a imi-Llar manner to the preceding
stagnation pressure according to the relation cAse. The initial wave diagram is designed with
certain external duct losses in mind so that the fill
gas is at a lower pressure than the duct flow entering
p 2+ (7-2)m41~ the rotor after accounting for these losses.go a >1 (6-26]
Pco j2 4 -)HJ6.7 7 1I2GWI
where the important effect Is due to the difference in AA an example, consider the case of a 1000 Lbf
temperatures of the two gases, each having the same thrust. 12 Inch Intake diameter, bypass ratio of 2.2
velocity on the rotor (i.e.. Mcombustor < N air). For flying at sea level at Mach 0.65. Total intake air
conditions of interest, the ratio of stagnatAon will be 32 lb/sec, and the core engine will ingest
pressures may be as Jarge as .1"7. With a 7S peroent 34 lb/sec air. for the wave diagram shown in Figure
recovery of the dynamic head in the exit flow manifold, 6-2 and for a wave rotor FO reseiOn ratio of 2.5,
this would yield a stagnation pressure ratio of 1.11. following a oompressor pressure ratio of 11 and a
-. o, rehustor pressure losses are limited to less diffuser compression of 1.33. the peak pressure in the
thaLn 6 percent (i.e., a stagnation pressure ratio of engine is 37 atm. If we consider a peak (Cobustor)
94% in the combustor or better), then net flow through tempertue of 3000-p (1922 X), then the sound speed of
the ccenbustor will occur. aD will be 2870 ft/sec (87590 coe/sc). Assigning the
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values of L -9.6 CIA. v - 500 ft/**c (ltStio cm/eec). 1.,,p~ 50Pglwe obsintmeaue
7?.. 01.00, and w)D3' the wave diagrame yields the port (cas& *)I higher peak pexessurem (i.e., Cabs, I=flow values of u I. pi, Ti. ote. sumairized in Table P(Peex)- 50 Otr), larger nhumber of tuber (i.e. * case.4-2. The rotor design values for this came are 2-4 At P-47 tubes), higher tip ape"d (i.e.. came y at
Vt22.960 COVD)i lower And higher wavet rotor pressureL - 1 cat T 15.240 cu.'slc ratios (7.2 and ".a. respectively, for cases l0 ".d
r - 7.5 cm n2 it19i rp 1l)j and shorter rotor lengthis. Theseo canes are simply
h - 2.5 cm P 44 tubes points In a continuum of deuign porsibilities. Vhe
d - .90 cml most Imressive feature Is their oworall similarity.
There are very slight dimensional dianeges'semngmt these,
A 600 lbf thrust engine with the msms engine Inlet comes. Thet gretatext differences arm In the equilibrium
.9 diameter (e.g..* 12 Inches) will have a similar wave waltmrtue ug teeae eg.Csej-
diagram. The main design differences will be a malier and 9) where, the Inlet combtion teuVerature. are
core enginc mans throughput (e.g., 5.8 lbWs*) An, different compared to the reference Case 7.
therefore, a seallor wave rotor or at least smalier
tubes. The port locations And intrinsic gas flow Xn mummery. the designer can cange the ilp
properties will be the sae as In Table 6-21 absolute speed, rotor length and radius, and tube height and
stas. flows for each port will be reduced in the saine width to acoeatat* a variety of flow and cobusetion.
proportion as the core engine mum flow. rn this conditions. the rotor wall temperature is within
case the only wave rotor parameter which needs to present day materials capabilities, except possibly at
change is the tube height (e.g.. from 2.6 to 1.1 ca) the highest combustor teaperaturiie considered (i.e.,
Tcsb- )500*r). At the upper limit of Telnean extra
cooling flow of the cmpresseed air can be used to keep4.5 (231(2 3S~ISXVM1 the rotor wall temperature within boundse, The cooling
flow also allows the rotor to act A a recuperator to
Several wave rotor preliminary designs related to help Increase the cycle efficiency.
I... the reference case described above have been developed
to illustrate possible changes in the basic design
parameters which cover the range of parameters
considered in the 71,0W code analysis of wave rotor
performiance. Table 6-1 includes the other illustrative,
design exaxples developed using the design equations
prilsented in Section 6.? above, such Ias cases I through
6, which correspond to higher c bustion temperatures
Table 6-2
EXAMIPLE OF IDEAL WAVE DIAGRAY FLOW PARAM~ETERS
FOR PRESSURE EXCHANGER WAVE ROTOR
(See Figure 3-1 for Nolienclature)
893.... Goo M.3..4 11199 171 3.' TV. 3 *1 1.3 P.9 live
owl.". %01.4 I.I. 313 1.7 19 11 M9 to.7 19 .14 *.91t it
*1~fl 893... Yw..q .3. oil 919 741 I.93 PIA to19 19 0.09 239 1
10,11W. Coo Clotlet. tip 0"91 9 3.11 3111 . A064 11.9 0.1146 one1 n
r.9. 9.1. .191 9. 9.93) 39*3 1.3 ?a "A t 164 6.99 4.1 1
ft39.. Goo 0.93.2. In 1.99 9% 164 .93 9 t. 11 4."0 0.44 999
3Ike." YT 0. 93.3~r. 01. 3,471 1991 231. 111 to 11 4.97 0.91 IS 1
L ~ ~ ~ ~93 Ike", 13*9 C4tt 01 9 1011 *411
9~  ~ ~~~To C* l vim )9 .91w 3t.9 13 9.23
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temperatures so that the turbine inlet temperatures can
%eRle YAM? Tbe kept below 19000F for an intererting class of wve
otor turbofan engines.
7.2 W~flz C71V1S7.1 T1 iC4 c~kL DAC2KX. I
The two primary engine configurations are shown
Two basic wave rotor engine cycles have been in Figures 7-1 and 7-2. which illustrate the location
considered, those which utilize the wave rotor to of the wave rotor component relative to the rest of the
produce shaft work (wave votor/turbines) and thoue engine, display the thermal cycle, and show engineering
which use the wave rotor to produce a high prese e hot sketches of the engines. The pressure exchanger move
gas (pressure exchange wave otors). oth on an rotor engine vprsion illustrates the main flow paths
off-desion thermal cycle analyses have been c ied ot for this type of engine. Partiall oompressed air
to determine the peak engine performance capabilities enter the wve rotor at Statio 3 fr the compresor
in terms of thrust-specific fuel consmption nd the here it is Oresoed a factor of 2 to 3 more. The
sensitivity of that performance to design and operating ocupressed air leaves the wave rotor at Station 3' and
parameters, particularly to those parameters ausociatel enters the omustor. Sinc only part of the fully
with the wave rotor component. This evaluation has heated air flow is neded to carry out compression wrlt
focused on the performance of engines in the 600 to on the wave rotor, the rest of the air flow can be
1000 lb class for a range of pressure ratios from 20 diverted at 41 to a turbine for work extraction. The
to 50 and peak te.eratures fr 2500*F to . diverted air flow should only be heated to the maxism
ore specific constraints on engine core =e feaible turbine inlet tesa trature the peak cycle
bypass ra;io are cited below. Typically, the engine temperature c be mch higher than turbine inlet
inlets are 12 to 18 inches in diameter vth a oore temperature because the wave rotor is more robust than
the turbine and is an actively cooled component. The
flow stream at peak cycle temperature re-enters the
wave ro..r at 4 where it compressee the incoming cold
A relutively simple thermal cycle code tam been
air by expanding against it before exaurting at 5 to
used f-r thi evluaion n oderto eep~.- the lower pressure turbine. The diverted flowstreamn
dependence of the results on wave rotor parmters 
as
passes through the high pressure turbine and expands to
a pressure at 5' equal to the uomstion gas pressure
strear properties at each station in the engine, t ) where they ar reccmbined (Station 6) before
including pressure, temperature, and nas flow. 
eal (at
gas effects include variations of the specific 
heat
turbine inlet temperature. Some mixing losses occur at
ratio -f with teuprAture and pressure and molecula~r this stage in which the higher temperature gases lose
weght at each flow station. A fuel having the heating soeof their available work.
value (i.e., 13.400 VU/lbj an3 C/H mole fractions of
J7P4 are used throughout unless otherwise noted. In the pressure exchange wave rotor engines, the
wave rotor shaft is driven independently from the otherTh e cyclie calculAtions suc.geet tht a . e;
components so that the shaft can be co-axial and indesign -,:ve rotor turbofa~n using a pressure exrzhi~e line with the other rotating components or it can be
wave rt -or may operate with a thrust-spe;:i4fic uel mo unted tranvrse (i.e.. a" right angles to the
consumption (TSTC) in the range of 0.65 to 0.75 for turbine). The precise orientaticn does not influence
reasonar,.e bypass ratios (I.*.. 5 to 8) and peak the cycle calculations for the model used here. In an
CcmubultOr (wave rotor inlet) tepratures of 2500 to
actual engine, the rotor placement will influence the-- , 35oo0?. The wave rotor efficiency, discuseed in more
i in duct lengths and the amount of duct turning and will'. detail i  Section 4, hasl been varied from 0.60 to 0.30
tc bracket the values obta~ned by detatled FLOt Coe have an effect on the cycle performance, which ust be
tc, racet he alue oba~ied y deaild FOW ode inclueted in a more detailed evaluation.
calculations. Over this range of omponent
efficiencies, the engine ?SC varies by $ percent he second primary engine configuration, shown in
(e.g., from 0.75 to 0.79 lbm-bf hr for 2F007 p Figure 7-2, incorporates a wave rotor/turbine. The
wave rotor/turbine engine differs in several important
e-aaorespects from the pressure exchange wave rotor engine.,'.Th e chi f advantages of using a wvive rotorar
t increased cycle efficiency afforded by F~e irst, shaft work is extracted so that the wave rotor
is integrally connected to the compressor. Therefore,
automatic oiling of the wave rotor, and its high
component efficiency in a small diameter. high 
pressure
cx~mpressor speed. A~lso, the exhaust gam~es from the
application. In particular, rotor wall temperatures do ombustor may be expanded through the wave rotor in
=m--, not excee I*lo" for combustion temperatures reaching
no~ xced 1007forcve.usiontemeraure rechig sveral passes, requiring ducts to re-route pertielly
30OOor. 1dditional cooling way be employed in a hybrid eped gas beckiont th to r futher
rotor/recuperator version of this engine, which
"w.l drop the rotor temperature to 1600? or less. he expansion. The cycle calculation also differs sinc-
exhaust from the rotor is also constrained to low the principal output from 
the wave rotor is shaft work
instead of available work of gas expansion.
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* I4 ~ Sd....IICe ft Use Cycle The cyc1 analysis proceeds in the saw manner as
a conventional turbine engine cycle calculation. the
pressure exchanger wave rotor can be considered a a
...-- reser-turbine combination with compression (
. and eiq ion (17 ) efficiencies for each process.
Sine the work perfond by the emrnin ombustion
games equals the work done to C oss the Incoming
air. we can write that enthalp balance as
ENTROPYS 03 [h .) - h( 3 )] %[h(4) - he,) 7
h . bt ere b - c T. % 4 f a m U4 - . 4 3.
and 1s the fuel flow. A detailed oonoidration
shos that' the' wave rotor work transfer efficiency
[c) -;:1..,,trf s c!, q. C"' * 'T3*./ 3* (e.g., see Section 3.4).
MUM Calculations proceed a follows. Inputs include
the flight Mach number and altitude, peak combustion
tollerature, and maxigtum inlet temperature to the highpressure turbine-... Pdlytropic efficiencies are selected
for the :Oomprtsdjr, fan, and turbine components. A
i .-- burner *ffic iehiy in also selected, and the values of
) and C i r chosen to be in the range Of values
computed--. from~ the flcw code (as discussed In
Section 4). A total engine thrust (e.g., 600 lb) and
engine diameter (e.g., 12 inches) are selected in order
in., * im - ~to compute the required enigine-specific thrust (i.e..
..... ST in lb./lbo hr] of air). These values are then used
to ompute the optium bypass ratio and fan pressure
r7-*. F ssure Exz'harger Wave Rotor Turbofan. ratio that give the Rinimm ?SPC. Alternatively, these
parameters may be specified and the calculations
provide the corresponding TSPC. The remainder of the
cycle calculations provide the temperctures, pressures.
(*I th Ihe~¢) ftermal Cycle and flow rates at eacth station.
--- .Results of on-design cycle calculations are shown
in Figures 7-3 to 7-5 Figure -3 lilustrates TSPC for
7---2several combustion temperatures as a function of the
overall prosure ratio. The optimum bytass ratio and
i the inlet temerature to the Io- pressure turbine are
" cwT: shown am pairs of numbers at points along each curve.
- U., :i,,.w:, The low pressure turbine inlet temperature may be
higher than high pressure turbine inlet temperature:
I -:;bt realistic solutions would normally be constrained to
the same temperature or lower. Figure 7-4 show the
e' 9qiKnR; r$ fU Ze sensitivity of the TSPC to wave rotor efficiency ii for
- the engine pressure ratio 37.5 and peak temperature of
2500"r. The TSC varies approximately 5 percent over
- the range of 1 values considered. The lack of TSFC
.... sensitivity to 1 suggests that the wave rotor it a
relatively low-risk aroach to advanced turbofan
engine deveopent since its comonent efficiency is
S- not very critical to the Overall engine performance in
... .this configuration.
Finally, we preent in Figure 7-5 a combination
of fan variables (bypass ratio and pressure ratio)
%hien Indicate the minimm locus of WT as function
of specific thrust. The specific thrust is identified
iFigur 7-2. Wave potor/Zurbine Turbofan for several different engine diasters at 600 lb and
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1000 lb thrust. A substantial gain in ray I No .$1 at sa" la0ul cmmerosa or -i
available if the eniediametr 0 ncan increase from r~a w %zbAM Inlet 141.41, =WFIC tma5~a.=q,, ,* .
12" to 24"s further i.provarmnt ispossible if th)e Peak Te.erot~a 10*0 comotsea 0.09.
engin* Is 16" in diameter, but at this mite the bypass. 6 3b rk see/L.a F$AA6 Tt&wue 0.015%
ratio Is quite 2arge. one %teFuld have to cc' 118cr a fill CiA La10t. Got11J bypass motto 4.1
geared fan or a deraterd fan effIciency If an enine ofNoouer ifs Lss
this size and bypass ratio I* contmlated for 600 3b f
thrust. leigure 7-5 also my be used for any engine
* dimeter or thrust by scaling the horizontal
coordinates from 12TF
ID- Dan 1~ 4 699 (7-2)
eng .69lb./h r
3pecific Thus - 4.73 x ~Thrust b ). 73 lb f 0.4 [
D n (In) 0610 CA 0.70 0.75 0.11:
WAVE ROTOR ADlIABATIC COMPOSE2' EFFICIENCY, nj
where D is the Coro engine Inlet diameter assaing; a
2:3 hub-to-tip ratio and N - 0.65 at sea level. Th Figure 7-4. Effect of Wave Rotor Efficiency rT. on Thrustp minimum TSIPC Indicated by the dashed line in Figure 7-5 Specific Fuel Consumnption. (Tsrc) at a parti-
is achieved for essentially constant (e.g.. 5- dilameter cular peak pressure and temperature.
for 600 lbf thrust) core engine size at D Og- 12",
24-, and 19-. "hat Is, the bypass ratio correspondingrto minimum TSFC increases Just e'nough with engine size
to ealijainate, any changes in the ore engine diameter.
am RZ$ .TrWRIN
1U~LM~2.2"
jj~0"ft 0.7As R ATIO .2
7.', 0.,
2.7. sfa#
it2 22s& 2(C 31
P. V_%I_57 Utf/ kae/se:
74 791:*LPO toter toees'r ff2.
Ukr. .0 Fmgesz reur ai
se" s . Figure v 7-5. r VC0nimw .r TrsttSeio ul osmt
t ~ ~ '7-3 .aito Fiur Thrus Minim-in Tuhrusz~tin(SIC s Specific hut (SI or vaious
(TSFC) with Pressure R~atio for Several Peak bypass ratios (BPYZ) and farn pressure ratios
Cycle Temperatures 74- (7~f) for small wave rotor turbofan encines-
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Simla ain(TSP'C) envelopes are platted In "et (Wout) _ fVCTS)-(7.']
Figure 7-6 for two values of the wave rotor work T
transfer efficiency. The dashed line in Figure 7-6 WIr
indicates the potential advantages of also using the
rotor an a Vecuperator. More detailed calculations forr21
the recupe rated case need to be carried out to evaluate 4 [ a.f(1-*)' *s,7ja)
the effects of pressure loss during the second pass of
ompressed air through the rotor. The estimate$ shown whr 4T.0- PO3a6,Na
in this figure or* positive enough to warrant further ~ 1P) a
study of this apacla. Thus, the effect of 
finite comonent efficiencies So to
limit the amount of useful work that -a be extrsacted
from the topping stage gas gftreams. Fligure 7-7 graphs
the not work available from the Outlet gas Stroeam
divided by the Work ava~illAble in the Inlet oombstion
e3- %Mases&" as a function of various work transfer
ef ficiencies and the pressure ratio. As an exaul*.
for I - 2.64 and 1,- 0.65 (e.g.. for a smal -ve
rotor engine), the wave rotor pressure ratio, P4 /P 3 '
0.- o ast be 2.5 or les2 In order for the topping stage to
m~in (TFSC) haV* a strong positive, effect (e.g., Not
,RECUPERATED Wu > .2 I the Overall engine cycle. 'This
lbf.h CYL lyurltosip defineS the minimm acceptabl, Work
oe tr'sxfor efficiency for any given engine cycle and sets
0. the stage for establishing wave rotor test
4, requirmntl.
- 2.1 Snoine Inlet Dieffete:
SPCFCTHUT bf/lbo/se: =-
Becup'eratior. ona the envelor'e of minimumi Tsrc -
values for the wave rotor turbofa. conditions ci- =
shown in Fiouire 7-5.- 
.2 -
-r -P.n -7-
of the. autmoiv 9- tubie (25 -al aa'g
athefr sll inoratin isbgneao avail.able.3 .4 1
dabtctrieefceceonteodr on the9 :.M rig c, 7-7 Ne uptWr-vial rmPesr
cadionetc ro efficiencies f 0-5 diaete f~eso an Exhne Wave Roo for.d seea cp-
turgoinuing ai Whane e~stite 1 as The8S mA inle teprtr 
rais( v.wv
eists or smdnal otin* uregtenaeruni tso~ .
onithe bnodrt ie thurinstll 5 d anir dta aso[:C'f131)
stdevloed. for space.i ac of-og thesee souromaes supotss
ad ybaica vlefficiee ok teaorder oficec 0.ndcte andtr~ teIltad ultfo
aofabtic waverotor rnefciencies o 0.35. (I*. requigreet f-o. he Outp e oto Avilable frWaPr s
5 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ xhne Waveesc waertrRot 5 frlrewv eurmet "ul Aipto fo several for th-
lare egies.Whav e tae Ipc fa as it w.ave A f-~ g ile to feloeratue ratios c) s.wv
noomia #.buti&copn eficencyofte 0.y ovlis ths~e t ofrmtew rotor essure nt ef3cr rce Used/
raiouse and nozzle ein i Stre Othaken equa toeunity ine order tocuaiosgi thee unistale thfuttspoifi
000 y~ic al vals for the wo r trar effe conutedI to determine the snvin ty nd Poutle -lo
oftewr ot or. rnefo -%frml(i.* reqirempertsfornet the wave rotor oc-onnts. Ths
5 b~)se) ae oor u o 5 fr agewve reureetsar sa s nptp a t3sfr4h
AA example of the results of off-design engine The fractional change in WC With flight speed
calculations re shon In Figure 7-. hese is essentially linear, improving at slower speeds and
Calculations allow one to exmine off-design operation deteriorating at higher speeds. Zn every eas, the
when the flight speed ed altitude are varied. he percent change in TaFC is less than the otropas ig
off-design m Idel relates the manner in %Mich permters percent changs In flight speed, implying that
such as the mass flow through the engine, a~tft t, Off-design performance Is relatively Insensitive to
and Internal pressures and temperatures viii change In flight speed. & more colete analysis of airfrae and
concert with each other to mLintain a self-conslstent Uission conditions Is requLred to Cary out off-design
set of values representing actual engine operation at engine calculations where flight speed ad peak
part load, The mdel predicts the changes in engine temperature vary together. we may coclude that the
thrust level, tuel conswtion rate, and flow we rotor oowpent preserves its advantages for good
properties at each station for the deired off-design overall enine performance in both on- and off-esign
conditions. operation.
u have examined off-design operation with flight . inl
Mach numberu ranging from 50% to 140% of the referene
value of 0.65 in Order to include dash csbili-o on the basis of the results presented above, ii
during a portion of the mission. Is possible to select reference design conditions for a
600 lb thrust wave rotor turbofa engine. This design
f
Is preliminary and involves just the first estimates of
flow conditions, diameters, and performances calculated
sI.7.20C, %-.61, enP),e. 74 from the cycle codes. Additional aalysis and design
.. . ....... would be needed to arrive at optimized performance.
aThe 600 lbf thrust engine has a YSPC - 0.* 776 for*1. fa 12" diameter engine; a 1000 lbf thrust engine3 .. ___ _ eAiblts a TYFC of 0.69 for the same engine diameter.
rs f I .I The design values for a 600 lb thrust engine are
-. 0ieumarised In Table 7-1. Clearly, we can expect
substantlal improvement by moving to larger engine
"=PC diamester (and correspondingly larger bypass ratieo@) as
-3:t ~Indicated In Fi~lgure 7-6. Further optimiation would,
U :1%.! therefore, also require a shaer defintion of
Particular odeeion requirements In order to d lineate
riguf 76. ff-esin CcleCalulaion fo a avesuch things as the maximum a11oe" engine diameter,
p-es rctage bypass ratio, etc.Rotor 71urbofar. Engine showing percentage
changes in TSr: for variations in combustor
te.verature T), variations in flight speed It is worthwhile noting from the reference design
Mc. Shade:! regions indicate high sensitivity that the omustor temperature (i.e., peak cycleof T-T: to cycle or flight parameters. temperature) is 2SO0* (1647 K at station 4), but the
turbine inlet temperatures are maintained at 20000?.
The wave rotor wall temeratures are also below 1500',
The horizontal axis of Figure 7-8 Shows the so that no nw umaterials develoent is required for
fraction greater or less than the reference value (1.0) this engine.
taken by the peak cycle temperature 7 X and flight
speed N . The vertical axis measu s the fractional As new high temperature materials do become
change in thrMst-specific fuel consumption (SWM) available, the wave rotor will always be able to
compared to (TSC) rIf positive values of this v"riable maintain a higher inlet temperature than turbines made
imply values of TSPC lower than the reference values, of the *s materials. Thus. the wave rotor will boost
cycle performance for a given turbine materials
For small variations (*lO ) about the reference technology and protect the turbines from excessive
flight speed and peak cycle temperature, the temperatures.
fractional cuge in TSC is loss. than *5%, Implying
local insensitivity to off-design performance. Figure 7-9 illustrates the stresses required to
produce It creep in 10,000 hours for a variety of
For 7 k much less than (T)) TrrC deteriorates candidate rotor materials. The tip speeds producing
rapidly. Nowever, very reasonable off-design these stresses are indicated on the right side of the
.. .; Z4rsists for 71 higher than (7 )sr figure. 1ve rotors generally involve much lower tip
suggesting that the wave rotor turbofan engine might be speeds (e.g.. 250 to S0 ft/ec) coared to gas
very well suited for missions i?,volving a high speed turbines, so the material stress limits are not reached
segment. until the rotor temperature rises to considerably
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."
able 7-I another Important aspect of tnenal 4saignS7Involvos the offocts of thermea-mochanical fatiquei. As
Preliminary Reference Design Values the rotor goes through Con omlo* oyle, both hot am
for 600 lbf Thrust Wave Rotor Turbofan Engines cold gamoe are eposed to the rotor tube walls, aind t
p tube weals also have been subjected to cyclic prspeure43at.9 I e • • mbalances due to the fact that the wwves In a4doinIngtubes are located in slightly different as[J- positions
at any given ti -s. Initial caloulatiena Indlc4te that
1 5M (19) 0.10 (3) 3.4 (32.9) the nickel alloy cyclic fatigue llats wqzr not
3 312 (1i)) .2 6.23) 10.4 (2.9) exceeded for several hours of oporation. EMiever.-34e 612) 6.33 (9.11) 10.4 (23.9)
S4 (392) 0.10 (1) 10.4 32.9) these constrints need to be re-smmed carefully for
extended operatlon under difforent flow conditions.
3 l 534 1 362) 0.33 43.62) 3.3 (3.3)
s*44 (140) 3.02 (19.6) 3. . 7.5 43.2)
(10)1) 1.44 (4.7) 7. (3.2)
• 67(390) 4.34 (43.33 3.4 (1.3)
l i1s (2011) 4.36 (46.3) 0.4 (1.0) Performance calculations for the wave rotor
l i1s (4350) 1,9 (19.) 0.4 (1.0) turbofan based on a pr9sure exetange wae rotor
G 1334 (343 1.9 1.) 3. 32)1 Is0  indicate low (0.69 to 0.7S) thrust-Specific fuel769 (14)9) 0.14 (1.40) 5.0 (6.3)
"'ON)(42) 0.10 (.0) c. .) onsumtion fro, on-design (e0-g.. full load
TZFC - .776) conditions to off-design (50% flight speed
see rgure I-1(b) ?3?C -0.;621) conditions. 7Ths results are not very
s ensitive to the wave rotor omponent efficiency forTprutc -0 -l 0.37 the range of values of Vve predicted by more detailed
e o r - 11 .7 flow code. calculations. he corresponding enine-o 1.s / Inche designs suggost that this performance may be achieved
Sypem at.o *4.3 for engines in the 600 Zb to 1000 lb thrust categorieP
|. 0.33 Ct 43e leI) (at O.6S M number, sea lee conditions) having
PoLrnporic cOM D3vcDclzss. entrance dimters of 12 inches to 14 Inche, and
10aau1e 4u11er bypas ratios of 4 up to 9j the core engine diameter
I A.. 07 0.o-- (i.e., ompressor inlet diameter) for these cases was
0.33 dr *noarly constant at 5 Inches (e.g. for the 600 XJ fec. o.oM.. 41t "0.00 engine) asuming a 3:1 tip-to-hub ratio for the
Doesor.
higher levels than a gas turbine can sustain. Typical Ma rotor wall teampaatures and turbine gasvalues oftthrrotortwall e peratured uted ware o
values of the rotor V0.11 toperaturea COePtd wzV On inlet temperaturee are maintained at or below 1950* sothe rde of! 00• o les. or the rec-uperated
the order of 0 F Or less. orththat no new materials develocwnt would be required for
versions of the wave rotor, the wall tsemprature wa s such engines. A pliinr referece design at 60
closer to 1700 F. Fiqure 7-9 shows that exliting lbs. thrust provides the Masi for a more etailed
nicel alloys can be used for thene rotor evaluation In widh specific design questions involving
(shaded rectangle). the integration of a wave rotor with the r9st of the
engine may be addressd.
V.. nosn..' m
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~OP ED ITIONS FOR (as MVZ MINES
INCLUDING PRRCTICAL CYCLES WITH WIDE SPEED PANG
R. D. Pearson
A design procedure is first described which starts with "quasi-static"
thrsodynmic analysis based on special pressure volume diagram. This
permits overall conditions to be assessed such ad total gas transfer
quantities, pressures and the combustion gas inlet temperatures
required. Losues are evaluated by specifying polytropic efficiencies
for each stage of the cycle. Leakage and heat transfer effects are also
allowd.
Design point wave diagrams follow using the data input from quasi static
analyuis and this introduce* the author* a'half wave plateau" mans for
poremittinq a speed range to be accodated. It also minimises cell
opening loss and this critical area is discussed in m detail. The
wave diagram starts in rudimntary form to assess overall conditions for
cycle closure, then detailed mps can be finalized. These in turn allow
beat transfer, leakage and friction effects to be aseed as well an
integrati" flows and net torque.
This calibrates the quasi-static model so permitting it to be used for
performance estimation over a wide range of conditions without need to
draw more wave maps. These are used an toppers for gas turbine cycles
since this is their real niche. Naturally aspirated WNl°s are shown to
be unattractive as they would be bulky and heavy without being very
energy economic. These disadvantages are shown to vanish with combined
am-Q system. Aplications ae shwn to bypass let engines for
missiles and aircraft and to industrial power gerration.
A very important new field is analysed for improvinq the utilisation of
coal. The raw pulverised coal is first volatilized at high pressures of
s-m 60 ATN using a G-OMm mbination to supply air at this pressure
for providing the required beat. Oxygen is usually eloyed but is a
much more exensive method. About 25% of the c 's energy content
will be extracted as gs together with m ft as tar. Th"e latter is
for hydrogenation to liquid fuels.
fesidual char with ash is discharged for atmospheric gasification
because for this stage residence timet of up to 20 minutes can be
required as compared with only 2 seconds for the highly reactive first
stage and so pressure vessels would be very large and expensive. The
gas is cooled extracting 21% of initial char energy for stem
superteating, Then it is cleaned of 30 2 and ash before rompressinq
for use in a ccnbined steam WM cycle.
Here the OWT is shown to score heavily over a pure Gl steam combined
cycle because of its capacity to provide very high e aust twsoratures
of up to 9009C. This enables the GWf-steam eer paths to be placed
in series so providing true topper economy.
Plain gas turbines have to be used largely in parallel with steam sets
and so do not rally operate as toppers offsg little energy economy
i.e. a raising of thermal efficiency from 30% to 41% is claimd but the




1.1 Heat Transfer and xixin
1.2 Thersodynanic Analysis based on Pressure Voluve Dgams
1.3 Wide speed range
2.0 Gas Wave Turbine Analysis (MathematLcal Section)
2.1 Quasi Static termoaxynmic Analysis based on the p-V
Diagram (gas transfer, pressure equalisation work. leakage
and enery input by fuel)
2.2 Allowance for vaxiable Specific Heat
$
3.0 akag Evaluation
Table 3,I Effect of CleaXance on output and
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1.0 Introduction
Gas wve turbinbs (GjM) are mchines which use pressure aves for
ompression and expansion of games within cell rotors in the known
manner of pressure exdwge but alsio provide shaft power from the change
-I -in whirl mmntumn as gases enter and leave the cells. Cycles involve a
low pressure scavenging stag in which cells are filled with cool air
and at mmimin cycle pressure a high pressure scavenging stage extracts
this air and refills cells with hot combustion gas. Between these axe
compression and gas expansion stages where the strongest pressure wave
effects aze utilised. An experimental engine of 9 inch rotor size has
already demonstrated feasibility (Pearson (1) & (2). At the time this
was called a *Pressure fEchange XnineO, a name still retained in a new
I.C. rnine publication (6) but a change to ;M seem necessary since
*the old name causes confusion with diesel engine superchargers. (It was
classified so at the 1903 CD Conference In Paris (1)).
Such engines have little to offer in naturally aspirated form except in
certain mll portable military electric generators and me heat and
power co-generation scheme needing low maintenance and long life.
oweer, as topping stages for gas turbines and in ccsine4 ycl
applications performance calculations show that much better fuel economy
and specific pwar should be achievable than when 9a turbines are used
alone. Also zecuperators or regenerators ae rendered unne sry.
The Off has an inlet port extending over only about &/a of the rotor
blade annulus and so is unable to swallow an airflow omaable with
that of an aWial ompessor. When supercharled this beo R1 an
advantage, hmw evr, since the high pressure blading of axial compressors
be. Inconveniently short. But the main advantage arues frm the
very high permissible gas inlet temprature made possible by the cooling
effect of fresh charge alternating vith admission of hot custion 9",
As a rough wozWt rule optim onditions axe realised whan the fully
nixed exhaust temperature from the GW topping stage is equal to the
mxima permissible t eratur* of the turbine used for providing boot
* and this will approximate the lead" *dge teprature of the cell rotor
- ormally the hottest pat.
A siple introduction giving the basic principles of pressur exchange
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and describing wo rking cycles in given in an acc"nying paper -A
Gas fave Turbine which developed 35 nors Power and performed over a Gi1
speed range* (2). It will be assued that the reader is familiar with
these principles an basic geometry. A start will noe be made by first
discussing methods of performance analysis ed this will be folod by
detailed mathimatical evaluation,
1.1 Meat Transfer Ad KIM
. , Heat transfer calculations clearly form an imqortant part of any
analysis involving WTs. eating of fresh charge and cooling of hot gas
reduce the effective cycle temerature ratio on which the GMT depends
and so have adverse thermodynac effects which are taken into account
in the following analysis. Also the balancing of total heating and
cooling effects determine the rotor temerature. During ga adsssion
turbulent forced heat transfer Is the dominant mode but ther ane
substantial phases within the cycle when rotor blades have no forced
coont but natural conveftion in the very high acceleration produced
by rotation is significant and needs Inclusion. Also radiation to the
cooler stators needs taking into account. ftintion heating dur in low
pressuro mcavenge also raises the effective minimm t"Veratur and has
a significant adveorse effect apart ftam the friCtin lss itself,
To minimise the effects of heat transfer and friction the CeIL
pitch/chord ratio should not be too sill. OnfortnUtely loss0 caUsed
by opening AM ClOMSO to statoT pOrts incroms In Proportion to
pitch/chotd ratio. So there is an optimun value which can only be
determind by rigoro W etaled calculation. QMatet -Fort e6
loss" arise an the cell outlet ends op*n to dwts at lower Prsr
since Initial VIVlcItieS are high and the port e6e cauOs defleCtion in
an adverse direction. Pig. I Illustrates this defLecti o using results
from weter cbannel tests. Nowever. a number of dints can be Used
to minmisie this effect and although much mans are not desribed in the
tet it IS assum am~ has bee I dpted.-
Another problem arises from eOaUmt gas left in the 0ell ends after low
pressure scavenge. N Hin effects betwen air and vAbust gas were
found to be much qrator than anticipated in the tes so that the
average effective temeratutr at the start of Ocmpsmlon ws exeesive.
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VMS was a Prty cause of messive gas .101t temerature ald ftalure
to achieve target Psrtoime.
<a' Seippel (3) described bow mixing Could be mialaised by usin~g belimI,
cells so that contt arfacus coldam throuOs the rotor in an a1
absolute di*A oao~go~lea clmjcwlhi h
I -I BU fmud" Saet. It Is lwmyer Smpraftical to use cell- of vQ,*
high stage aind 9o mixingM Will almos be a prablei. It ca be
alzsnised in imrimm %we but about a 2o% omeavenge seems to be
d~sMmntgsa"e extra -ca -g- losse amd Particularly the dilution Of
m.t~rta # 4k Wi autage Of the OW beinig its abIMtY to
pol.a hot wsmast. Cyclow an be designed V4~idh IMInIase the net
oversmnwe and yet wo~ trseping excessive emsaust gas.
Vmre is n* substitute fOr wave Plot"in either greOIsCAly or by
COMMU for fliet designn OGe and eatimting pfo e. These
Methods require oonsiderabl* tim and effort and for sore rapid
*"iuaktto over a wide range of amndtions a thndn mosthod am be
used * hi rega all Picesse as quai static and ignore w
sfaects, direcly. but loses assocated Withs tsm aid oter flow )oe
lnlW nmal* and cell qpmlm losses ane tajen ist* acwimt by a
polytrPIC fow efftricsy. Mhe latter mom one or soe wrAve plow. for
Its callkretion aind Ja genral a ftlue of about 40% Is fowid to be
zesseable. MReftee to the *pressure Volsm dIAPArm is sr
WeMIsgtIs than, the tomeratw atrapy state djapum in gesezal wo
~a' ifffetigator, ha"in a brm8 in corti ocal "ms
tubimdnevy, P"refe to VOPMesnt PCessure amlAngs or Wt? pmoseas
an a twrature-entopt diapse ad ignore ersweL .*. P--V)
anaVuIS. - wilst this In efcl Aftse IIA for 6019itft Ol to
end gans tate, the 099ON~f taus. to all"s ot suf ficient dotail aid
SSCOUNsISS lads to UIIM OCIeReAIdii aid ImarteCt interpretatime. For
exumple ist aur reter to -m ts~e Wftenmr fat the"
MaMtwSs and 401Y Use m criteria as for Waxil Or COnrtp
"A" v 6*00", Out the lattert are adlabatia safins ads it is
aIdssIble 1A Ambc amse to McAlIALato wfticioncy tum msaared presure.
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and tameratures. Pressure exchange is essentially non-adiabatic and
Inda heat transfer effects produce temierature incteams some five
tim those attributable to friction without represetin losses in
compression efficiency. There is therefore no direct relation between
compression efficiency and masred -- _eratures and pressures. ICde
it is virtually impossible to assign an" sening tW the term
-comression efficiency- for pressur anane
One instance of omlete misinterpretation becam evident win on"
researCIVer in the field recently stated that In the high Pressu=::.
scavenging stage the contact surface must not be allow" to puas tUuh
the calls as this would cause hot gas to be ichre with the
comrssed air, so increasing the man. 'tempientur. and therefore
reducing compression efficiency. P-V analysis Imiiately shows this
cnclusioii totally invalid. OveSCRVeIng in the high pressure stQge
* bas no effect on losses except for the small extra friction involved in
the increased meass transfer and so has virtually no effect on net power
(Xoutput. on the other hand air left in the cell ends is urxavailable for
combustion and so leads to a higher than theoretical anxin combustion
temperature as the fuael flow is fixed for a given pressure ratio. To
allow for sizing and stratification a degree of high pressure
overscavenge is in fact highly desirable. "his Showe how, Maetul on
needs to be in the understa.ng of pressure exchamngefw as
P-V analysis starts fromi'an initial trapped harge tom~raturo An
Pressure. evaluated frnn heat transfer and friction analysis, plum
allowance for same residuals.* The required hot gas inlt taspevature Is
then evaluated by I exMOdynumic analysis. Inded %Wv plotting cannot.
start until this has been fixed so is co-m t~ to P-V based
'~ ~,,thezoyamic analysis.
Leakage effects also need takin into accunt. "a aUtho Us of tbe
opinion that unshroued rotors will not be feaaskle far suprchrgd
GM~ Ovirv] tua the Severity of fatigim stresses indued by alternatig
static pressures on cell walls as they pas thro oym)s *f
preesurisation and decompression. Also tip le.)iaq is w~niw to be
excessive oving to the large radial clearances required. Umnf leakage
l0sses fall into two cateqriso. those associated with disect Os
3 36
through shou -r rmatec ad Inldn an wir momntum
iparted and the intercell loos arisivq by leakage over blade leadng
ard trailing odkjes. All these can be accommdated by -- othedninio
analyois.
it is a very simple matter to Include t omen tia tuzi
used for boostig the CM and so obtain a o~lete cycle analysis for
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by 1, ermdynmia Anals".
Data: (Dawnd an Wave diagme of rig. 11)
for rotor at 70
Scaen"e ratio to give 9000C (U73*K) e=iAUst -1.443
'1 inlet to pnteiir~e 50 * K
?wJfR (aft preSure ratio) 4.0
?rewhirler pressure ratio 3.466
Trweing mass ratio ,DRF/pa - 1.*21.4
'1 pet woft loss ires the scavenging bloamr Is taten as q*Aal
to the dif ference betwe b3o"Ic careSoum work aM iseropic
2< e~wwmnsiu to on.91ral pressure alroft the WMrg IS V**Ov4Wd AS
* work by the 0011 roto3r.
Net scavengin blowr Work *-1.0 WJ/9 tota air
affected by cl1arance variation I
IRA se n .002 .003 11004 .006 .00
pactor O OMI&
e~leoe.13" .1064 .2 .4133 .351
* Fuai svira " .034 .0324 .0$3 .03*6 .0359
Is. %tarO output wI rJ/IKV.fI 209.4 251.0 Z53.1 15.3 133.0
W-Oitput with abs"A
4z Wftft 297.6 29.3. 240.1 161.2 130.
01fThu m fico" 19.71. 18.56 17.30 L4.27 10.5
Sfto engin awnaos to be described asus */&tC W- .03 AM ia
that amired olsaeas need to be neLIatired At ORLY 20% Of roto
* aumdal 4ieaeiOf for "I*g law mulla-
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4.0 Ba MrMsfer and Prict
"e refereneo tepeatuwe TR based at cell rotor total eudsust Presuue
f s the average at the end of low pressure ,smvwmp including all heat
inutsby heat transfer, friction aM the trapping of residual ad0mast
gas.
4.1 Mt MraSfer
in Appendix Ii forced convactive cooling is considered with cell %aJl
beat transfer assind equal to that of imulse turbine blades.* An
evaluation baed on the prelminay wave design of Fig. 11 and asming
an ai entry twporatui TA of 360K and a rotor temperature of 1l1301K
(9O0c)
gave 'ATq - 47. 21C
:L.*. 6% of ? R-T the am differential
4.2 Friction
Air enters from the inlet guide vakes at absolute speed vL and the wave
design of Fig. 11 is arranged to givwe zaero incidence on the rotor. The
relative ceLl gas speed v causets friction but oan a&vera finally trappd
air only travels half the cell lenqth. If friction factor f is used as
in pipe flow (but Inamased three Usas for safety) it is then readily
shown that -
AT. S /A- + j
Ta ,(36)
t Ah r JA the temperature r1se caused by friction
it1, the st tu friation loss coefficient *.Oe
also 4h is hidratulic MW dWa. whe 8 - blade bei4ft:
- .(S7)
WV1 as the call lenth/flow width ratio given by
Ior ______ (36)
C1  Cll. J.FS. COS
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wihere FS - factor allowing for blob b1ock#Ag of the amnuu
and Ur - rotor axia length
f- cell staggere
For this design L/Cg - 6
giving T/4h-3 5





for Re- Lx 10 f .04(pipes) adf 3x .046 Is asud.
Ihe aver~qe 'aue of 4TC/ b c n .0119 yielding
-T 4.60C for ?j& 3WMK
out A~q 47.20C
Tvta AT $ 1. M
If a further go is all1wad for ticaping of residualp whien the m,~11 Is
*oVera4'enged (a. caenge ratio? xOf 1.*2 or ovev) then:
AT- CO
Oft a further 208C nftds adding to allow tat tk-*t transfer during
Cawreftion so that VWV* Plotting am 'then am isentopic proesses
withosat nwve error, ftict"On boatift a" omly acc0 for &bout
i0* ot the total urnwmtd t."rature gsjin ording to t0" *sVIWtIGA.
P. ort. Olouxe loses4 cap geneally be seAhe smal durng the oyantion
PhMas tast qpniv " @5 IM41am V.ry U-MiCti . due to ?ht initial Srped
On mk wfavourabl. deflection co5uMd b? the port ei.
In Fig. 2 deEfeoctt~n for two Cafts ax givesu aftaied hes Water
Channel tests and ttwe mks1. ar* UsM In a ia.p1eft amaysis to
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determine overall polytropic expansion efficiencis.
It*s results also enable rarefaction waves projected at different c ll
openings to be calculated and a convenient chart In given in Fig. 3.
.he full wave amplitude U - wp will be knmn f= fU opening,
occurring An the datum can wall is a distance y - S-to past the edge
where te is the trailing ade thidas. It is convenient to divide
this amplitude into '4, '+ and L/, values for plotting and then the
relative openings y/8 can be read off from Fig. 3 to specify the start
of each of these fractional wave elements.
A chart giving outlet port closure progressions for similar wave
fractiomn is given In Fig. 4. Clearly deflectionsWill be very small
ad in any case w . be fL-ourable and so am ignored. Since gas
speeds are also generally ow. outlet port clure losses Will usually
bo insignificant.
5.1 Cell inLet oeMin lo"sea
"aee are sot significant at start of high pressure preecavenge when
pressure diffeentia s are large leading to high stator nozle ext
speeds particularly at partial opening. Almo there in an unfavourable
deflection and this can again be estimated using the a - 700 case in the
exPerimontal xesults shosn in Fig. 2. No chart cormsponding vith
Pigs. 3 and 4 is included but the cell pzogressions y needed to yield
specified fractio l mv generation can be calculated by balancing the
Mw from the neale to the flow developing behind the oression wave
front q*rated. if the cell is asMad to Contain stagnant gas at
presure par mter W7 MaryeIlanding with the Wave foot then at cell
pressur the cell gas velocity UuiMavOl knWAI wave equation
(danuastr 5) Vill 1-erme I-
War - SA .L( ) - A-
UMilat the absolute outle exit veloirty #*I wil be
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This apprtions af the friction 10s of the cells to each 01l end
boundary but incidence at coll ie to i gnod. to is nossle
efficiency
Then equating flow fro part open nomale to gas speed In cell we hum ,-
c.y.Cd D.v t - a. re.Cosc." (42)
%hex* Od Lu a coefficient of diaharge a .9 caused by lot contraction as
it leaves converging Mlal.
if the noule angle at IL specifled this win apply at full opening and
by equatinI it can be shwm that for the we head alitude 1%
C+A)(
(4)
" A - ..o __ A"t+2LK.'4' ). "
2 ILLFb . .,s 4. OXI
WM*t 3A - en satb f tio, ceU contents (it is aasmd that 3A - 1)
i . ,S - e,. ntzy- P gas.
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Then for part openings the wieo frtion dw mds to be WWolIe# I.*.
ow - (W WP)A/ .. Wy) (a5)
tf nm variable Z in defined as a
- (W -tP)8/(IWa - Wra) (46)
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and is caLculated then f Z the vl~u of parameer
C4. s (47)
can be obtained frm
C4. C. c,. F. Cos /-2.. 1 Coss
since Cd M oaO ar both functions of a and Y/ the requird value of
Y18 can be determined.
The above pVxeaiomn w r derived iLnoring entropy and pressIue gain





7.0 Design Wave Plotting
In Fig. 10 only the wave position diagram for an engine very similar to the
one tested is given. & total of four diagramp are needed to synthesise a
complete design. A wave plot such as shown in Fig. 11 is produced by the
simultaneous generation of a state diagram (top left) in which pressure
parameter f is plotted to a base of non dimensional relative cell velocity
W/aa and position diagram (right) in which velocities of gaXes and wave
propagation are plotted to an absolute fram of reference. The latter
also represents one cycle of operation of each cell as it passes the fi~od
stator ports which are also shon. To transfer gas particle and wave
propagation speeds frou the state to the position diagram a pole diagraM
(centre) is needed. This is shown as for cells with axally oriented
walls. It has the sam w/aR an the state diagram but the ordinate is non
dimensional mean blade speed corrected for cell stagger angle 9, i* .
pole diagram ordinate YR -~ C s ~ (9
A more complete description is given in Ref. 6.
Waves travelling along cells with reterence speed aR will displace
vertically a distance YR as they ve from an inlet to outlet or from cell
outlet to inlet. Movement at other speeds C/as or w/ft give vertical
displacemnts on the position diagram in inver pzoportion. Such
vertical displaoment wll subsequently be called "progresion and is
3
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given in Cell pitches, L.*. Y/6. in the actual engine the stators require
an angular offset with respect to each other to Cemensate for cell
stagger.-
In later designs it w" found better to set up the pole diaqra with cell
walls at the true stagger angle in order to avoid this angular correction
and give a more accurate we interpretation. It should also be noted
that 9 in regarded as "pressure" not speed of sound. s authors use a
vertical scale for the state diagram as a/aR which is a big mistake because
unless the ordinate is visualized as "pressure" it will not be poestble to
create an appropriate mental inage of the flev processes taking place.
A fourth diagram (bottom left) is also shwn. Thi Is -a vector diagram
for cell inlet and outlet used for measuring the stator inlet angles needed
to give zero incidence on the rotor or, alternatively, for giving the
incidence when stator angles have been fixd. Als the outlet stator duct
inclinations for "ro incidence axe generated.
7.1 Effect of Desgn Mean Blade go" on Ceall Lkn!th
From the foregolig it can be deduced that a wave at reference speed alt
travelling from cell inlet to outlet an reflecting bck again to form a
wave-pair will require a period in which celU. progress a distance T in
tim t at man blade u given byt-
YeUa t us Q,2. Lr/(a. Cc*E (SO)
or (2.)
No rgardless of mean blade speed a oOple*te design point cycle must occur
in a given nuer of reference veve-pairs nR so except for adjustent of
port edge angles and some consequent alteration of cell end boundary state
conditions, a plot such as Fig. l1 can be used for Approximate Analysis
with other design blae speeds and in this cae ni * S.18.
If YT is total cell Progression for one cycle (YT/ 6 " 10.4 in Fig. 11)
then,-
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But the value of YT/& reins constant regardless of u for the wa plot to
reain unchanged and give the som proportion of cell opening periods.
5ace reangn s-
Lr Y 53T U t . fl 4
( "A
and the cell length/width ratio W c 9 by substituting frw equation (3&)
LCI
Note WLdh * 1.14/j from equation (37). Clearly as man blade speed
increases the cell length/width ratio and cosequently dh reduces and
ince frictaon and heat transfer during scavenging increase with Wdh. it
is advantageous to run at the highiest possible man blede speed in out *.
minialso both theme effects.
it needs to be stresse that the above azgmnt refers to demign carnitxons
only so that cell length U a varzable th ab illty of a given deelge to
operate over a speed range is a totally difftent atter.
6.0 Choce Qo f 2Wie stea s
Pfre Presture, EMcban Versus the ~
Pure pressure ecmngers provide no shaft per but give output as either a
hot gas bleed from the cbstor or as an elevated exhaust pressure. In
either case shaft poor is ultimately obtane by the use of conventional
turbines operating fro the amv sbility generated. in the special aaoe
of applcatUms to dial eqm sa erc-h !"im no output L obtained and it
is unlikely that the 00 owou4 be subStituted to adventae. wevr. 0for
'4. gav turbine tapping aWlicatIm ta r imrovment of fuel coesemption ad
specific powr without nd for beat exchange or rege t , a choice
needs t be made bet-ea the tw. In the following a coqmpez of factors
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*! is discussed for rationalizing this choice.
Firstly, pure pressure gain across a low pressure, scavenging stage is
difficult to achieve and cannot therefore be very large because of the
adverse 4ensity balance of exaust gas with respect to incnming air. Gs
bleed fro the combustor or friom an expansion stage bet~ee W and LP
scavenging stages seem ore promising alternatives but generally ned
either partial admission or side channel try whose efficiency is
depressed from the value of about 67% for full admission to about 65%.
* This is about the *me as can be achieved by the use of a GMT rotor as a
turbine and so dividing the functions of pressure exchange and output
turbines into separate specialixed c nents is unlikely to achieve sore
than marginal advantage. Also as explained in Section 2.0 such low
turbinin efficiencies are accptable in the aft.
secondly existing pressure exchanger* ruan at low wan blade speed and so a
large L/dh involved as explained in Section 7.1 yielding equation (54).
This means that cell friction and heat transfer effects must be seral
times larger making the use of uniflw scavenging Impractical. ftiflow
scavenging mans the sm direction of flow in both high and low pressure
stages and gives the most uniform rotor t rature. Contraflow
scavenging on the other hand keeps the cool air inlet and outlet at one end
with hot gas confined to the other. There will be a hot a&W cool end to
the rotor and the hot and will sh little adantae of natural cooling
over an uncooled gas turbine.
Zf high man blade speed Is adopted to elainate thefe disadvantages then
it makes sense to abstract poor fra the rotor shaft by change of whirl
from inlet to outlet and then the pressure exchanger will have been
converted to a GW. It wa.1 have a lower efficiency of turhine action
than a dedicated turbine but the cell friction losses causing this have to
be accepted in any case since scavenging ts wdamntal and also this
friction will have beee reduced by change to high speed.
Stator pockets can be employed to wifn the operating speed range of
pressure eXhangers and imnolv a release of kinetic energ. T can
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only be efficiently converted to abaft powr by the use of high speed
Votors.
The excessiv mixing Or stratification effect caused in high ce",ripetal
fields at contact surfaces between gases Of vXry different density can be
adequately ininisd by the use of csl anl stagger I of aboUt 37 Mgrs.
This can only be used with uniflaw scavenging of ouw.
Pure Pressure exchange involves an extra shaft which runs at relatively low
i speed and so increases mechanical co~lexity of the cplete engine. The
GUT on the ather hand can reduce mechanical Clexity. An advanced OW
could have a pressure ratio as high as 12:l but at oil would provide lUst
the right power to drive a SUpercharing cOressor of 4t1 pressure ratio.
The overall 4 x I or 3211 pressure ratin of the casplet*e engin ought to
91g the fuel eco of a diesel and analysis shoe very good part load
-ecowy even as low an 4% of full load. This is adieved with a very
esile geometry of the kind illustrated in Fig. 16, Type D. The outpt is
all taken from a conventional turbine operating over a 4tl pressure ratio -
equal to the compessor. If this has a separate shaft then the desirable
falling torque characteristic needed foe traction applications or for
helicapterse is readily providaed.
This awT.m* does not man that auailray part l adm tion or side
channel turbines shoul neer be used in conjunction with OW's. tn Smc
designs in order to uMcase WllIOWin caeacity the optmm arrangment
Involves such axillaries.
Pure pmrue exchange doe have several advntages Vm er. The rotors
am long and primtic. hy are *"*I* to iMko and could even be
extruded whilst GW rotors have twisted cplex blade shapes. LOW
centrifugal stresses moen thin shroud and drm which have miform therml
responue and maoe the use of cetrmfics We practica. This coalIA partly
offset the advantsge of the ool rotor of the OW which needs to be mio in
i ,mtal. pr m le a germic laited to 12aoc might pemit a gas Inlet
tr ratute of L3SOC for a contraflow pressure exchanger. Later it Will
be own that an advanced cycle GM with a rotor I nWttd to O00C would
pormt a gas inlet torerature of 16SOO to be used. So a 300C adntag
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still seems available to the GW.
dowover, thermal and mchanical stresses are lo for pressure exchangers
whilst the interaction of thermal and centrifugal stresses pooe a difficult
problem for the OW. For the engine tewted a conplete 3152 steel brazed
fortield rotor proved reliable in withstandig numrous hot starts and
stops during about 300 hours of endurance running. This involved speeds of
18,000 M on a rotor of 9 inch blade tip diameter (insle shrou with
coboution qas te ratures of 100,C). Bowever, mmztmm rotor
t"Veratures were only 4500C and with more e mtic materials at say 800S C it
4may be necessary to change to a seguented running shroud and let no extra
measurable leakage can be accepted.
8.1 The W3T and the Gas Turbine
Finally when Considering the (GT in relation to a convntional gas turbine
workn over the sm pressure ratio it ast be - .ered that monjesion
is achieved without need of shaft poer for the former only. Since about
2/3 of the turbine output needs transfer to the comressor for the latter
case it follows that the total wihirl chane required across the GM for the
now blade speed will be only about 1/3 of that needd for a gas turbine.
S.0 M W-3&VVV O2 2
Performnc Preict:ions_.
4These are pesented first since the a&MAt1ons ftll aPPea reasoAble
altboh the mxuLm metal tewratures of 670*C (1437r) ae very low by
present day standad. They wre never publishe owing to geaetion by




itwe ass"tion_ for theMdnpmic analysis of
the GW ae listed as under:-
Scavenge ratio NU - 1.
Temterature rim by friction + heat transfer
in LP scavenge 140C
Cowbustor pressure loss AoP( 0 c2
Leakage shroud and drum fru PR to PR -
based on a clearance each end of 0.022 inches
Rotor diameter (tip inside shroud) 12 inches
Rotor blade root diameter - 3 "
Polytropic efficiency np for VP3 - 65%
including transfer gas
Polytropic efficiency YP fot VP2  o 50%
(This low value was used because in the esperimental engine
L1P prescavange caused excessive incidence and there were other
losses. These effects could no be avoided by a new design
cycle )
Mechanical and shroud drag efficiency - 95%
Duct loss to output turbine - 2%
Rotor Cooling total loss (drum and shaft 5%
of delivery air cooled 3009C)
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TA=1 9. 11
AMms tion, for Gas TurRkine Coenentst
Turbine inlet temperature - 1OS0K (1430?)
Poitrapic efficiency 871k
'\haust pressure loss 1.4%
Caftustor pressure lose or duct from Gwr - 2.0%
Compressor inlet pressure loss (silencer and
filter) ft 1.0%
Compressor inlet temperature w 3000K (GOF)
N Polytropic efficiency " 66%
Znput power increase factor for cooling air
bleed flow and bearing losses/auxiliarles = 1.035
'4




In Fig, 12 the manner in which temperatures and pressures are affected by
_ the boosting comressor pressure ratio Rc are shown.
Curve 1 shows To the GMY inlet temperature rising with Re and so reducing
the cooling diferential (943 - TOso that the m aximm inlet temperature ?g
to the GQT curve (4) need to be progressively reduced. Both effects
co'ine to reduce the GWT temperature ratio TgmVT0 so that the permissible
pressure ratio PT/Po reduces.( Bere Po " PR the WT inlet and datum exhaust
pressure being equal. Pn curve (6) is 2% lower due to combustor loss and
release pressure i/Po is shown by curve (9). AJU these progressively
reduce. ,H owever the GM power risee. from 200 shp for zero boost to a
Maximum of 550 shp at a boost ratio of 7 ATM and the GW pressure ratio is
then only 2.4. A 120 tip diameter is assumed. (rve i
For high values of P oP, in ines. of 2. S an emqnsion stage is needed but
at less than about 2.2 can be dispensed with xedu izW the cycle total
progresion YT/ and so increasing, rotor length and sablowing capacity.
.erce at high boost, curve 13 rtepresents GUT power.
Mmimin pres=sue PH rise* up to PV - 11.5 curve (10) and the differential
between P and delivery pvessure PO (cume (11)) Is a&pied wAoss the G1.
Ths differential is wtly about I to 11 &ts=pkws.
in Pig. 13 design point perfozoune predictions are shown on the es base
of boost pressure ratio. Specific output is given in txe of horse power
per pound of air per second (right hand scale for dashed curves). %herml
efficiency and corresponding specific fuel consu p't on u shown on the
left and aWly to solid curves. The WI has been convorted to modern
units of KqM& for kerosen fuel.
.te simple gas turbine, of open cycle type with no heat change, is shown
by curve* (14) and (15). Peak efficiency is 24% at PI * 10 but maxims
output ocaure at 4€ - 6. To give Improved eo=cay a recuperator can be
fitted and if a thermal ratio of 0. for a ptmlty of 6% pressure drop is
allmed curves (16) and (17) give the new efficiency wd power output.
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Peak efficiency is increased to 2*% at R 5 - and checks well with
published data for the gas turbine driven oil tanker John 3ergeant shown as
point J.S.
Curve (13) and (19) apply to the Gfr alone but in the pzesUre boosted
Sstate showing a maium therml efficiency of only 111 at zero boost and
falling off rapidly with increased boost. When added to the gas turbine
section and without any reuperator the overall #fficuency and specific
output a shown by curves (20) and (21).
Fuel consumption is better than the recuperative set and the specific
output (21) is woh iproved. The optimai RC sem to be about 5.S giving
an efficiency of 30.2% ar4 a specific output of 123hp/lb/sc as oompared
with 70 representing an improvement of 76% and of coure absance *f the
large heat exchanger together with the ilied reduction of alrflov would
make the Wr-M set extrnemly light and compact in comgmwlon,
In addition the exhaust temperature of 4SOOC (77SP) in higher than the
300*C (508P) of the recuperative set making possible improved futher
utilisation of exhaust energy.
A 1yout to scale based on using the Ruston TA induvtrial turbine is sw
in Fig. 14 arranged to operate at this optila conditon. The Oft ow only
4 drive a second stage compressor, a first stage of 3.2 pressure ratio
needing to be driven by a turbine. A rather c1my plant is the result.
A simler and neater solution can be found by matching coqires*or
requirrnnts to the GPr alone. Curve (25) shows the cart0ssor dead and
(19) the GM output. They c-oss at PC - 2.9 but the p6nalty Is a themal
efficiency reduced to 27% though the CM pressure ratio is 4. 1, within
existxng experience and equal to the design value for wich the plot of
Fig. U was dra.
The main coponents of an engine of this type are drawn to scale in Fig. IS
showing a neat and comact layout. A separate owr turbine would provide
the falling torlue characteristic demanded for traction purposes. Part
load calculations showed the t to operate vith almost unchanged pressure
3S3
-~~~~a op.~. 4 *.. !to 4004 - .
ratio as the coressor ratio chatqed from 2.7 to 1.46s thermal
efficiency only fel to 17% at 1/10 of fUll i .
~owevet, fuel ecOnomy would need to be improved over the whole range to
meet present day -,Cwtition and the more advanced design to be considered
later is therefore required.
But there is further potential for 1dprovement even with the low mtal
temperatures asmed. Neat emange either of reenerative or
recperative type cannot usefully be inteqtd , with OWf plant but
intercooled copressors can be used.
Intercooling will allow hihwr boost prsures without increasing air or
m custor inlet tfetratur9s so that rotor temperatures are not increased.
te greater turbine mxpnsion ratio praftced will however laer the final
4iauft temerature anid so give iuproved output.
cur"* (22) and (I3) refer to such an intercooled plant. Optsmum boost
ratio in rw about 0.5 with the G t operating at PIPo - : .57 so that the
overall psure , * 30.s and yields a predicted themal efficiency of
34.St. This is not fax short of dieoel 4Oo q and seific (pjt Mae
been raised to 152 D/Ib/ which is 2.17 times that of the original
recuperative gas tusbin.
S.3
In Fig. 16 four diame core the various ptogressive developments which
ve&e envisaged in 196O starting with the raturally aspirated 1ype A of 17%
thermal efficiency for cogeneration application to Type 8 of 27% for
r2wtion purposee with Z.7,1 boost, then to more omplex Tpe C of 5.5
boost ratio giv 30% and fially the O.5 boost ratio untercooled set
aiid at 34,5% thermal efficiency. All these it should be noted as
the rather high amblent of 270C ($OF) and low rotor tasoteratuze of 943S
(1231p) Aith other conservative asonwtions.
"W early eue had a Atr of features preventing high polytropi
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turbining efficiencies frM being realied inng which were very high
incidence* of up to 90 degrees due to ezessive prescavenglng inlet
velocities. A new advanced cycle has bendevised which eliminates this
problem and also ainimisee cell opening losses. It has other Important
advantages also.
The basic change depends on replacing the effective transfer gas turbining
action represented by T in Fig. I by a GM stage. xansion cell pressures
drop from Pon to PO by extraction of transfer gas as before but the gas is
endunq d for intrerdlate pressure colressed air before being returned to
the main cycl e to raise the pressure fros Ps to 1 . The fluid labelled
"Transfer gas" in Fig. 1 now becms extra air available for combation and
so the final equalisation-coppression takes place fro a highly boosted
state so increasing ctput and optimm pressure ratio. Indeed a Gif
pressure ratio of .12i is achievable even without fan assistance in low
pressure savenge and the engins is no siore lex don one in which two
cycles per revolution are arranged.
ther e are two or sore low pressur* scavenging stages, at least oe
, intermdiate scavenging stag*e bt still only one 14.gh pressure atag with
single associated , uxtor. When carried out with a single rotor the
result is a greatly reduced cell length to rotor diamter ratio so reducing
rotor weight and improving acceleration.
Furthermore relative tUn m8et at high tmperature and pressure is greatly
reduced and cooling effects of other stege4 ncreased. so leading to
considerably reduced rtAor teeperature or oonversely, for a given metal
Limit * a greatly increased p sbl. Astor outlet teperature. The





Asmtions for nwruderod-c Anaysis of Mvanced ft
Scavenge Fan pressu ratio full peed 1.4
Avrage L.P ba .wae trapping 1ijrfPR 1.696
Clearance ratio 9l/Lr (single lada ) .003
motor OD (inside MMWA) loom
Blade Blockage factor P3 0.0
Blade Stagger 1 370
Polyto pic Efficiencies (all) 75%
Numez of boost Stages 2
Main cycle Parefaction effe t Po/P 0.65
Boo cycl " P*e/P 0.6
BooMt fan nolytzWpic efficiency 00%
net loss from boet fan is alloed for in pantout.
.Ama S.v
Came of Zero SuMMcMaQe SMated Charaeristic
* Msults of caputer printout for net oodition to fan
1 £514 (1 01325 3AU) 2oC (23.* SOK or GOO) teoeppric exhaust
! (1) (2) ) () M4 s (6)
PUft~ Pe/PA Tm&X#gK ?jccK "OK J/
5 2.674 723.9 410.5 311.0 62.9
6 .092 819.6 S21.3 312.7 122.6
I 3.32S "1.2 $70.9 315.4 250.5
10 3.746 U26.7 607.4 317.6 41s.3
12 4.12 120 "1.6 3199 St72.0
(1) (7) (a) (9) (1o) (11) (12)
PVP1A U Mus ft nuvc K W1I
* 5 12.40 0.011 O.oSO7 0.0221 0.63S 0.731
6 11060 0.0647 0.0704 0.0322 1.727 0.537
1 2,220 0.122 0.1014 0.0527 S.2"6 0.400
10 3312)0 0.134 0.120 0.072S 10.764 0.344
V 12 39,000 0.179 0.149 0.010 17.40 0.317
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(1) PH1  - Main cYCle mhz:lMm pressure
(2) o - .cost cyc:. delivery pessre and equal to man booet
pressure f*f mai cycle
(3) 1uaR - Delivery temperature from Combutor
(4) TI - Inlet temseratue to Combustor
(5) TR - roferenwt - mean temperature after L.P.Scav.
(6) W - work per unit cell volum
(7) K - speed for 100 m tip diameter
(S)(9)(10) N - sams fl(1 KVa, total, trapped and ombustion nlet
(l) v - power wo
(12) Svc - Specific fuel consumtion







The design point aMters shw in Figures 17 and If all asnme a MV
pressure ratio of 12, the onxlimm which can be handled when the uain cycle
e21ension is limited to two outlet transfer duets. Al .te perature ratios
for the on ao hold constant and are equal to thoe with mat ceglw4c
Mhaust*. In this case as show in Fig. 17 all temperatures inclusiv of
rotor temperature T increase rapidly as the boot pressure ratio V
provided by a centrifugal compressor is increased.
*The temerature at turbine inlet TM1 is almot equal to the GN rotor
temerature and if 0he0e Ar limited to 5000C (14700r) then %Q in shmm to
be limited to 3.6 and so cierall combustor pressure will be 43 atmoshere.
Tuzbianchinery Assmptions
Co my OsOr PoIYroic efficiency 30M
Curbine polytrapic efficiency e7%
Nechanical efficiency So%
Fig. 10 show the calculated design point power and 3C vith a
orresponding scale for thermal efficiency shm"ing that the cou plant
ought to be capeble of acheving a therml efficiency of MM%. It sho~ud be
noed how fast output increases with boost, the 10m dim OW? giving 17 kW
at xerm boost beoms a topper for a plant giving 140 kW at 3 - 3.6. Poe
mst alptcations the ompressor needs to be driven entirely by the Wr but
analysis sham the GOW to be developing far too each power to give a matIch.
3am needs thenfoe to be supplied a ga power 10 e10sMU StOgeS or
the GW pressure ratio zeduced.
10.0 WMPLtArTo10 r 3'ffRSS IM
calculations giving the predicted perfonmance of two cases for bypeas
2' engines utillain O39 tool"ingsag"s are, summused in 1119.19. They both
satisfy a military specificatioin for a sual egie able to provide 400
pwtunds of thrust. at sea lvel and a fi yet h nu*er of 0."5. The tan
was specified as having a pressure ratio of i.e.
T* cases were studied, one for the low an pressure ti It , and
the other tt the advanced cycle of 7 - 12 both being Limited to the
W- --- 8
Ssao aXIM rotor t*W~rature of 9000C (1650-r).
Results show increased bypass ratio for the advanced design but the Overall
SYV of 0409 lb /I.hr is little better than the 0-731 lb /T.hr for the
lower pressure and the advantage Is certainly not worth the increase in
maxima pressure t. from 21.5 M1€ to 59.5 A=S which is involved. te
froudIjet propulsion efficiency :-
%p - 2.u/(v + u)
is only 63% to 64% duo to the high fan pressure ratio and by droping this
the bypass ratio would increase and increase njp. This would greatly





& sethoi of Oesign involving the interaction of pressure-volm" based
thermodynamic analysis and wmv plotting by the Field nthod of
Characteristics for one dumnsional flow has boon described. It was used
for the perfommnCe prediction of ga wave turbims ( N). The analysis
included the effects of gas friction, beat transfer and leakage. lhe
latter included Intercll leakage over blade ends as well as the total
losses from circumferential clearance gaps at hub and running shroud.
Data was presented for enabling wave developnt to be accurately plotted
for finite cell width and for evaluating cell opening losses such one
dinsional treatmnt can lead to workable designs as already demonstrated
by the first fairly successful erperi ental engin, but it would be valuabl*
to give a final check usinq the slow but sophisticated thre dinensional
code devloped by Professor Spalding.
Wave system, Particularly the author's "Stif wave plateau* type for
dealinq with the triple problem of finite cell width, wave cycle closure
without carry over effects and obtaining adequate speed range without
adlustable Ports, have been descred and illustrated.
Te comlex of factos needing to be considered for choosing between pure
pressure ecange, operating at low ma blade speed, and the high speed
OWIu alternative for use as topping stages was stAdied. he W Was
consequently chosen for further study a. on balaws it 0404 to oh the
greater prooise.
AppLication as toppe for an othervise conventional 9a tuzbine was Shom
to be attrtiVe. So far unpublished predicti s for such oWPOmd plant
mae 22 years ago were first presented since the as inon stin appear
valld though tserature limitations now seem overonervative. ven so
termal efficietcles of 3Mo without heat ex~w* or Uinteooling & 34%
with intercooli alone and greatly Ignowed specific power w*eL predicted.
Then a new advauved OW binary cycle caeble of developliq pressure ratios
of up to 12* & in a single rotor was introdce. It had Onhanced natural
Cooling so permitting the use of exmeptionally high comustor outlet
teqeratsute and the cycle is capable of solving the limitations of the
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earlier engine. Thermal efficiencies of 26% with atmospheric 43diaust and
40% %Men boostedl to 3.6 atsOPberee using a centrfugal SIngle stage
compresoor and axial turbine wre predicted. A GPr of only 100 m blade
tip 4iaster could be the core of a comond plant developin a POWe
output of 130 W and the final turbine eoumkst Would still be quite high at
ZO*K (lOO6) so that further Ipranowt by the use of an intercooler tol
increase of boost pressure without raising rotor teperature beyond 800C
(14709P) is feasible.
£pplication to small bypass let engines has been studied soing the
advanced cycle to offer only marginal improvmnt in SC as coared with a
low pressure ratio GIf. the value of .709 lb fuel/hr/lb thrust at combustor
pressure of 59.5 atmspheres cc ariM with figures of .731 at 21.S
atmospheres.
Finally application to coal gasification and to cmbin: d cycle electricity
power generating satemms was described and sh mn to offer attractive
economies in both fuel consuption and capital charges. Further effort to
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F - wave foot (zero wave amplitude)
M - mid wave (amplitude)
H - wave head (full wave amplitude)
R - reference (state)
i - inlet (of cells)
0 - outlet (from cells)
r - reflected
* t - transmitted
SSymbols
.4 . a - speed of sound AR is at reference temperature TR measured
N at PR
b - (k-l)/2
C - wave propagation speed
i - +1 or -1 a direction marker for wave propagation
k - ratio of specific heats
L - cell length
P - Pressure k-l
S - entropy function i.e. S' (T/TR)/(P/PR)
S' - is also the volume increase ratio produced by
combustion (very nearly)
t - time
T - temperature absolute °k
U - mean cell rotor blade speed
w - gas particle speed relative to cell walls
W w/aR the non dimensional gas particle speed
x - distance along a cell
y rotor progression froo start of L.P. scavenge measured
at inle.
Y y/6 non dimensional progression
-Z wave amplitude = n - V
H F6 cell pitch k-l
I pressure paxameter (p/pR) 2k
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Pnw 1-302, ,vrxuc -w .s
A s~mm casu cRas
-65I 21.5-* *
900C hu SSI F Ch9002
V ~C/F 10.37k/ 21 . I 21.42 /
"Zp6 2.40kgs ( 47l/u .225 /
a=1.72 kg/s (3.7$ IWO) X."4 kg/s
muT M Uo ((.F-Lp3)/usLI) 3.15 3.03
in (MML Jay am2 tw.) 547 K 521 K
V1 (let, relative Y1T.) 3/.s 477 456
'bp- 2.0/(Vj + Ui) (IU~x) 0.633 0.644
specup . cousawYKOlsii SC kg(VM)/b/kqf(!15T) 0.731 0.709
FIG.19 600 lb. THRUST BYPASS ENGINE WITH OWT.
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IV. DISCUSSION SESSION
(i) Discussion Following Prof. Pearson's Talk.
Dr. Anthony Laganelli (Science Applications):
My first question is directed at the Rolls Royce (RR) project and perhaps even
somewhat to this last figure that was put up here. On the basis of what I
have heard so far in the last few days, it seems that the GPC engine could be
very easily constructed into a topping engine... (garbled) I was wondering if
either of you people would like to comment on that? The 2nd question is why
do you always plot the dimensions; whatever happened to non-dimensional
parameters?
Prof. Ronald Pearson (University of Bath):
ai I have always plotted non-dimensional parameters whenever relevant; all the
wave parameters are non-dimensional.
Dr. Laganelli:
Yes, but when we get out the final product of thrust and specific fuel
consumption I recognize they mean something, but when we are trying to compare
different systems, different engines, would we be better going back to
what...(garbled) taught us a long time ago? Meaning plotting dimensionless
parameters, comparing different systems, why don't we do it?
Prof. Pearson:
Well, I thought we had. I mean SFC (specific fuel consumption) is
non-dimensional. The thermal efficiency is, as well as the SFC because we
want to look at either of them.
Dr. Laganelli:
I recognize that efficiency is non dimensional. It is conventional to give
jet engine performance in specific thrust and specific fuel consumption in
terms of the amount of fuel you use per hour and the amount of thrust you
produce. Would you care to comment on my first question.
Prof. Pearson:
About the GPC machine?
Dr. Laganelli:
Well you suggested that the pressure ratio (could be) easily up to about 30 in
the present mode just by using it as a topping cycle, as I saw that RR engine
described today with the Comprex. Rather than having a Comprex you could use
what you call a modified Pearson or a GPC (General Power Corp.) wave rotor on
there.
Prof. Pearson:
My opinion about the GPC machine is that they haven't designed the expansion
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stage properly. I don't consider the expansion stage has been properly
designed.
Dr. Laganelli:
Are you talking about the simulation model or the outlet of the engine?
Prof. Pearson:
The actual machine. In my view the expansion side of the machine has not been
properly designed, and until it's put right it won't run properly.
Dr. Laganelli:
Would you care to comment on that Hal (Weber)?
Dr. Hal Weber (San Diego State University and SAIC):
Well.... (garbled) it's true we haven't finished the design yet at this time.
We had originally built a five re-entry device for the entire power to be
taken off the one rotor. Now we plan to go to a separate power turbine. It
looks just like a topping unit, it has got a compressor and a turbine and in
between you put the wave rotor.
Prof. Pearson:
I think the concept is all right, the general concept is all right it's just




Prof. John Kontfield (University of Calgary):
May I just make a comment, I noticed in your last slide you seemed to imply
that you have an unsteady flow combustor in the loop as well.
Prof. Pearson:
Yes I did in fact try and do this on that particular m"chine. In order to put
curvature on the blading and to make the efficiency of che rotor higher,
but this meant the higher pressure scavenging stage was impaired. This could
* be put right by a pressure gain across the combustor. And I did in fact work
on pulsing combustion and we finally got a pressure gain of 12% and in one
particular test we got 172 which was quite enormous but that particular test
was never repeated. We did get 12%, we could repeat 122 everytime. That was
a valveless type pulse combustor. Running at 200HZ, the trouble was it was
too big for this kind of application, far too long, and it was difficult to
start. 200 cycles a second is too high to start easily.
Prof. Max Berchtold (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology):
Suppose that you were given that the efficiency was around 20%. How
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confidently would you feel that you could realize this? Is this based on your
analysis or do you have indicationg that the tests were very realistic?
Prof. Pearson:
The tests have showed a much lowt= polytropic effLciency of conversion along
work areas than I have assumed in those calculations but that was mainly due
to the fact that there was a lot of mismatching of the gases in the low
pressure pre-scavenge. Just to show... (goes to overhead projector with slide
r and discusses it).
Prof. Berchtold:
Are you going to build one of these?
Prof. Pearson:
I am very tempted to, yes, but this isn't the right design. Yes I would like
to. Starting with 8 to I and going to 12 later on.
Mr. X (unidentified):
At the forty percent efficiency didn't you also...(garbled) 50 to 1
compression ratio and a thousand to two thousand degrees centigrade
temperatures if I am not mistaken, 50 to I compression ratio means that you
have a combustor of lU00psi pressure. I just feel that on a small engine that
certainly is an advantage in technology.
Prof. Pearson:
Not quite 20000 but not far off, There is a sort of cooling on the rotor with
kind of temperature on the rotor.
Mr. Richard Joy (Williams International):
My name is Dick Joy, I am from Williams International and I would like to
comment on the turbofan which you have chosen to focus on. As a matter of fact
it has been my priviledge to have laid down the preliminary design and do the
performance analysis of most of the early aerodynamic design in 1964 and the
engine was first drawn in 1967. This is my first introduction to wave rotors
and I think I have learned two things; first thing is that they may have some
application to turbines, the second thing that I have learned is that the
processes that go on inside of it are so incredibly complicated as to be
beyond any reasonable analysis. We people in the turbine business, what we
really need is to focus less on what goes on in the turbine and more on the
definition of the overall characteristics, as we would define a compressor. I
have seen the pressure ratio and the temperature ratio relationships defined,
but obviously in the sense of the Comprex. Here we have a simple device in
which are bound up relationships such as pressure ratio, temperature ratio,
flow (through-flow) and corrected speed. Now we need those characteristics to
*put Lnto our programs to find out defined performance, and to find out if it
has any general merit. Now obviously there are some things that may come up,
and if it comes to pass that we need to incorporate blow-off valves or waste
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gates, what intrinsic merit there is in the wave rotor is going to be
decreased, so I would like to make a plea to you people who do understand wave
rotors to give us people who would like to apply the overall characteristics,
the complete characteristics of pressure ratio, temperature ratio, flow and
speeds. I think that can be done.
Prof. Pearson:
If we look at the arrangement I showed earlier on, which I call a simple flow
where we have a cell rotor driving a centrifugal compressor, it is a 4 to I
pressure ratio cell rotor which is within the existing experience. The net
combination would give you 26% thermal efficiency only. Not a very high value,
the compressor pressure ratio is only 2.4 which is not a very high overall
pressure ratio. But, when the thing is turned down, the speed drops and the
pressure ratio across the cell rotor remains almost constant. Only the
pressure across the boost compressor tends to vary. And then this tends to
keep the efficiency from falling off as fast as it would in the compressor
turbine combination. When you get the engine running at full power, getting
26% efficiency, and you drop down to 10% power, the efficiency is still around
15%.
Mr. Richard Joy:
* i Efficiency per se is one thing, but what we really need are these defined
- *' characteristics of pressure ratio , temperature ratio, and flow so we can
calculate what fuel needs to go into it. But until you give us those
characteristics we can't do anything with the wave rotor in a turbine. Just
simply can't do it! I mean you take the turbocharger, you put it in a car,
match it up and it works beautifully at the low end but at high speed, what do
you do, you waste-gate-it and throw away all the hot gas. Now if it comes to





Moreover, the old requirements that it has to accept, it has to accept flow
characteristics from the compressor which has singular characteristics of flow
parameters and pressure ratio:
a) to avoid surge
b) to stay in the region of maximum efficiency.
Will the wave rotor accept those characteristics?
I am from Missouri really and having done an awful lot of part-load analysis,
I all too often have found that simple design point analyses lead to a great
1.% deal of trouble and very often cause you to overlook some really fundamental
problems.
Prof. Pearson:
I have looked into the off-design performance and I do have some figures.
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Dr. Shreeve (Director, Turbopropulsion Laboratory, Naval Postgraduate School):
If I could just put in a word here. When we first got into this, the thing
that struck me immediately was there was no simplified way of doing the study
of the general performance of a class of wave rotors. That is, it appeared to
me we would have to construct a feasible wave diagram before we could come up
with that kind of study. I would say myself that that doesn't exchde the use
of the wave rotor, that just means we don't have the easy tool that we had in
the past.
Mr. Y (unidentified):
I don't think we are talking the same language. All he is asking for is a
compressor map.
Prof. Pearson:
Here are the test results.
Dr. Shreeve:
You (xily get a compressor map by modeling.
Mr. Richard Joy:
I think that you think that what you do with the computer generates test
results; it generates a lot of numbers that are totally unsubstantiated. We
need somehow or other these characteristics and basically we need them to
be defined by tests.
Prof. Kentfield:
We've got those characteristics.
Mr. Richard Joy:
I have not seen them anywhere here. All I can say is, that is what is really
needed.
Dr. William Thayer (Spectra Technology):
I think everybody here would understand that those of us that have worked in
the area would say yes, great, we would really like to do it and go talk to
tile people who we would like to fund it. You know 3 years ago nobody in the
gas turbine community was very interested in the technology at all.
Mr. Richard Joy:
Dr. Berchtold must have, he mist have matched diesel engines, he mist know
b- very precisely what tile pressure, miss flow and speed characteristics of
these machines are . Give us something. I know you did the matching to the
diesel engine and matching for a diesel is very different than matching to a
turbofan which presents all sorts of new complications perhaps you haven't
even thought of. And one of them I might add is the fact that the bypass
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* ratio and the fan pressure rdtio are very intimately inter-related because of
the fact that both of those two streams must co-exist at equal static pressure
and that in fact defines a range of bypass ratios and makes the problem rather
complicated. But we need the characperistics and maybe we can get them from
BBC.
Prof. Berchtold:
...(garbled) Of course you have to have this information. But once you have
settled on a cycle then we can furnish a complete map of pressures,
temperatures, with everything dimensionless so you can put it into your
performance.
Mr. Richard Joy:





M aybe we can scale them up and down.
Prof. Berchtold:
Yes. You can scale them up and down,
Mr. Y:
My question is, is that data available and can we obtain those curves from
you? Is that alright?
Prof. Serchtold:
Not if we don't know which engine we are talking about.
Mr. Y:
If fe gives you the model number of a Comprex, will you supply him the curves
for the Comprex?
Prof. Berchtold:
Yes, but then thats not the kind of Comprex he wants.
Mr.Y:
Well maybe he should decide that . He may decide that that is the kind of
Comprex he wants, once ie sees the curves. I don't know that it is not the
one he wants.
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Dr. Arun Sehra (Allison Gas Turbine Division):
*My name is Arun Sehra and I am from Allison Gas Turbines. First of all I
would like to say that we have exactly the same concerns that have been
expressed by Dick Joy. We really want to have a map for the wave rotor
otherwise we really can not make much sense of that. I also have a few









At the same turbine inlet temperature?
Prof. Berchtold:
The same turbine inlet temperature but not the same Comprex inlet temperature*
Dr. Sehra:
Okay, but you have got higher compression, and that's how you gained the




Are you getting some power out of the wave rotor shaft?
Prof. Berchtoldt
Yes, a very small amount to just keep itself driving.
Dr. Sehra:
And at the turbine inlet you are saying that you have got the same temperature




Yes, I think that is correct.
Dr. Sehra:
1. Okay, and did you also look into the volume occupied by the wave rotor ? Does
it fit into the silhouette of the engine itself?
Prof. Berchtold:





* Max, I am not sure whether the three people giving the performance
calculations had any disagreement with each other. I tried to keep track of
the numbers and tried to make comparisons of the suggested performances that
these people presented . And I ask whether or not there is any obvious
disagreement. John (Kentfield), did you have something.
Prof. Kentfield:
Yes but not in relation to the discussion of these three people.
(ii) General Discussion
Dr. Shreeve:
If there are no more questions on Ron Pearson's presentation, let us open it
up for a more general discussion. I would like to hear comments on what people
think now, having heard all of this. And we have one taker already. John
Kentfield.
Prof. Kentfield:
If I may produce one viewfoil (the iollowing is the introduction to the
viewfoil). Well, I feel that we have had a very interesting couple of days,
the reminiscing that was going on I think was quite useful and I would like to
draw attention to the fact that there are a lot of results available on basic
things done in the work of 20 years ago. The instrumentation obviously was not
up to the standard of the present sophisticated instrumentation such as what
Matthews was describing yesterday and BBC are currently using. But
nevertheless there are a lot of cell filling, cell emp.yiog and scavenge
process data available from Power Jets, Limited. I do not have accean to this
but since the company doesn't exist anymore it must be possible to obtain all
of these data and some of the data appear in my paper. It seems to me that
there is a significant background of data available right now. It needs some
coordination to bring this together. The other point I would like to make is
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that with the use of these things in gas turbines several people have
commented that the performance of turbine machinery is improving and that
there is now perhaps no longer a need to bother with one of these machines
especially since the combined efficiency is maybe slightly less than what you
can get from a modern or a high pressure spool made from a turbine and a
compressor with a combustion chamber in between. I tend to think of things
differently, we are surely looking here at what I care to call a pressure gain
combustor. That is, the Comprex and its combustion chamber or possibly a
pressure exhchanger with combustion in its cells or if you wish to think of it
this way, an I. C. engine which is highly supercharged and back pressured to a
greater pressure. You can think of that as a pressure gain combustor. I think
the closest approach to that was at least one version of the Napier Nomad(?)
engine many years ago. But if one thinks of the need or possible need for a
pressure gain combustor I think one would say that even if you make
improvements in turbomachinery there is always a need to do something to
improve the present combustion process. It is not the combustion efficiency
which is a factor here but rather the possibility of doing something which has
a greater effectiveness and one could argue this on an availability basis.
This doesn't appeal to everybody, but I do so if I may for a moment; and what
we have in this top picture is a TS diagram and it shows a Brayton cycle and
here is a pressure loss which has been emphasized to represent a normal
combustion situation and expansion through the turbine and in the next cycle
shown here you see what happens if there is some sort of pressure gain in the
combustion. We are going to the same Tmax or turbine inlet temperature in
both cases. One has to be careful when they say Tmax in this sort of
situation but the turbine inlet temperature is the sam in both cases. There
is more work available in the expansion here than there is here, (referring to
the slide on the screen). You may say well, one can do this process here by
effectively adding on a topping stage here to the turbo machine. Yes you can,
but then it must still be possible to superimpose this type of thing on your
new Im'proved cycle. The argument based on availability says that if you want
to go from point b (I can't really read my diagram here) to here, or from here
to here, which is the normal combustion process, if you want to go from there
to there, the availability route tells you to take the reversible...(garbled)
with an expansion down to here, an isothermal process at the boundary
conditions,...(garbled) If you do that and you look at the energy Lh~aL is
required to do this, which would be the minimum energy required, and then you
compare that to the energy actually added to go from there to there, it turns
out that the effectiveness of the combustion process is about 60-70%. Well
now the availability argument doesn't tell you what to do about this, it just
tells you there is room for improvement there. If you tried to do the same
thing for the compressor or the turbine separately, there is very little
difference between the isentropic efficiency and the availability
effectiveness. It suggests to you that the efficiencies of those components
are already quite high; there is not a big potential for improving them on the
basis of a peak efficiency, maybe on worth of operating or something, yes. So
what this would suggest is that the scope for improvement is in the combustion
14' process; if you have improved turbomachinery you can take "a" in this lower
diagram. tiere you see, and it is probably too small for you to read, an
increase in net output for the same pressure gain, meaning the same pressure
gain in the combustion system or reduction of the same pressure loss. Here
you see the cycle pressure ratio of the thing plotted at the bottom, and its
cycle. Now what happens here, on the basis of fairly small changes like going
from, say, 4% pressure loss to, say, no loss or 4Z pressure loss to 3 or 4, or
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5% pressure gain, that kind of small change, then whaL you find is tkat it
depends where you are on this map. Now when I say that if you improve your
turbomachinery you could also make it gain by still stacking on top of that
some sort of pressure gain combustor, and then it seems to me that all you
have to do is consult this diagram. Pi is the cycle temperature ratio, theta
is the combustor temperature ratio, I can't remember which it was, so pi is
the cycle temperature ratio plotted on these dark lines and the dotted lines
are the combustor temperature ratio. It depends where you move around on
these. Now if you happen to be, say, down here which is about 6 to I pressure
ratio, a cycle temperature ratio of 3, the gain is about 2% per % changq. in
pressure loss in the combustor chamber. That is, this is the gain we get and
correspondingly a reduction in the specific fuel consumption. With the same
v, temperature ratio if you happen to have an engine out here, the gain would be
4%. So it depends where you are on that map and the gain does vary, it is
true, depending on where you are on there. So if we compare, as has been
spoken about, the Allison CP-50(?) machine of several years ago and then
mentally redesign a model machine to get a better performance it is trie you
move about on here but it seems to tell you that wherever you are on here
there is some potential gain from reducing the combustion pressure loss and if
one cares to think about an availability argument, the availability argument
conducted right through the turbine, Prof.lBerchtold told me he has done this
for a number of engines on an availability basis looking at all the components
presumably, then what you find is that the combustor is one of the worst
offenders from the point of view of indicating that there is a potential to do
something about it. So it seems to me, one shouldn't think the...(garbled)
has been made since the early work wa3 done i.e. the designs started by
Rolls-Royce, GF (the T-58) and so on, but now that the project has gone out
the window there is no need to do anything, there is still a need to do it if
you possibly can. Irovided of course the penalties don't outweigh the
advantages. Now one cannot say without doing more studies and obviously a lot
more work, whether one could overall, on a cost-effecti';eness basis or pw r
to weight ratio basis be a winner on this. But It seems to Me that one should
not dismiss this thing out of hand, and I would put in a plea for any form of
pressure gain combustor, speaking very genera.ly. And as I said I would like
to emphasize that I think aybody choosing to usxf a pressure eschanger
specifically for a particular tAsk should make sure that the thing is being
used in such a way that "1e advantages of that particular device are
maximized. In ocher woros it's not being mide to compete dirctly -ith
somethtg else that already e4ists now that could do the job as wtell or even
nearly ag well, because if theri's only a mery small tenefit 1t's p'Obably not
worth spending maney developing a new whatever it ir. I think that's about all
f would like to say and I'd like to give mn opportunity to other speakers now
Thank vox.
Dr. Shreeve:
Any comments on that?
Dr. Arthur Kantrowitz (Dartmouth College):
I would like to compliment Ray again for organizing this meeting. One of the
things we omght to do is to consider how the momentum that he has created can
be preserved. We have seen a history of efforts that were started, worked on
with enthusiasm, stopped, (I'm guilty of both of those), and I hope that with
this meeting we will start a new era. because I am persuaded, as I think most
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of the people here are, that there is an enormous benefit...(garbled), in
addition to the steady flow, this kind of wave equipment that will add to our
potential. That transition has not been made effectively except for the
marvelous advances that we heard about from BBC. I think the U.S. has some
need to try and keep up with Switzerland in this respect. So I would suggest
that to preserve the momentum that has been created with this meeting that we4 -form some kind of a group which would have three functions that I can see.
V, i) To encourage information exchange of the kind we've had at this
meeting.
ii) How to evaluate performance claims, which in this art, no less
than in other arts, need some kind of independent evaluation.
iii) And finally to advise the government on policy in how to utilize
available funds in furthering the art. Such a group could also aid
in the defense of such funding from the rigors of the budget
process in this country and I think that that would be another
useful outcome.
Dr. Shreeve.,
2' Thank You. Go ahead John.
Mr. Y.
I would like to take up this opportunity to kind of continue the process the
gentleman from Williams had. I once got involved In making expendable
turbojets out of Garrett superchargers and found to my dismay that, Garrett
" didn't real'y like to share all the characteristics of their turbo
superehargers apnd it was a little bit frustrating to try ana convert these
thiqgs into turbojets. You knaow- I respect the right of Qarrett to keep that
-data to themselves and the right of BC Lu do that also, that is in their best.
business, interests, b on th- other hatd if it is pussibly availabla it would
be extremely valuable to people intere.sted in uaing those machines for
appltcstkrt¢ other than the otu.4 they wre intended for. ln my view that in
wht. "ou really -ught to st art. I'm reolly an outsider, I'm tot a wave rotor
builder. I think you ou.ght to %tart by seeing if you can exploit the RUC
off-theshelf machinse becauset a goy could build . whi own, biut it would be so
valuable he toutdn't afford to ttst it, you know, they vould b really afraid
U, to brIng it up -to speed for -fear of losing it and then. shey'll be out of
business. What they ought to be dotng is bosting a bunch of the off-the-shelf
wachines and if one blows up pitting Another otm in its plate-to find out whuit
its going to-do, That's "hat you o&ght to do first. Nxt. thing you ought to
do is modify them, you know, e.g. if they find the rotoc is too long they saw
. it in half, and if they don't like the pockets they fill them up with held or
something. When they've done all that then they ought to start thinking about
building -their wn roto.rs, slomewhere 4ow stream, you krow, imybe-HO years down
, the road or something like chat. That's w4at I think.
Prof. Berchtold:
' Well you seat your suggestion has been fo1lowed at R.R. We gave them what.
equipment we had so they did not have to start from scratch. That 4as almost
20 years ago, whei we didn't have whole rooim fills of rotors and pLeces
available, there was a limited supply available but yet I'm sure we saved a
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lot of time by giving that. Now what I said, somebody ele said it very
clearly also, in order to make the Comprex match the diesel engine, we had to
make an awful lot of bending(?) in all directions. Having a Comprex to be
used for a narrow peak of performance, we think we would do what you say, we
would modify its geometry to meet the very best conditions and then we would
have to measure its performance map. I think a specific performance map
that's good for the diesel engine, would not be very useful for most cases
that other people would be interested in. But it would be easy to make such
modifications as you said and measure the more-or-less' narrow speed range
machine in order to get the information, and then to plug it into the
application calculations. Your suggestion is very well taken.
Mr. X (Unidentified Speaker):
I would like to bring in perhaps the outsiders point of view here. We heard
about several engines or gas turbines, attempts made to develop them and so
forth; maybe you can correct me but I would guess a new prime mover
development would cost an absolute minimum of 50 million dollars and I would
give it a 15 to 20 years lead time before it even gets there. Now I have the
feeling that the focus that we have seen here with this engine is very narrow;
I have the feeling that this device would apply in a tremendously big variety
of cycles, Brayton cycles or you name it what, steam, organic fluids,
refrigeration cycles and so forth. Dr. Kentfield touched on this 15 years
ago in his paper that was published a long time ago. So I have the feeling
the focus is narrow, and from our point of view we are interested in
industrial applications and maybe it won't be a mistake that the first
commercial application is not a gas turbine or a military application but a
consumer turbocharger that comes out in the market. There ought to be a
message in here some place, maybe it wouldn't be a bad idea to start off with
some simple devices and then go on to elaborate gas turbines.
Dr. Laganelli:
Are you going to pay for it?
Mr. X:
No, we would like to buy one of these turbochargers and bust it up in our
laboratory and see what we can do with it and take it from there.
Dr. Shreeve:
It's my own opinion that you've got to be a little more exacting in
designing these devices than other turbomachinery types to get to the point
where they actually work. I think in turbomachinery, it takes a certain
amount of knowledge to get it to function, a certain amount more to get it
optimized.. I think to get a device like this to work it takes a lot more
detailed calculation. I think that's what's standing in its way.
Mr. X:
Let me illuminate this from a different point of view. The suggestion was
made earlier that the real answer to this problem will be to come through with
a total 3-D calculation method as that is going to be the one that will give a
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clear picture of what's going on. Maybe I can remind you that gas turbines
are flying and have been so and there isn't really a good 3-D calculation
method for gas turbines and cascades as of today.
Dr. Shreeve:
In response I would say that there are good approximate models for the
behavior of the flow, and I think that's what's requiied here; that model has
to be at least good enough to describe the processes to the point where you
can get the hardware to work.
Prof. Kentfield:
I think several of us think, that some of the existing programs do this well
enough, maybe not perfectly. Maybe I can speak for the people from Spectra
Technology, would you agree that you think that you have the analytical
capability already, which is not perfect by any means but good enough to
represent something which allows you to make a workable machine. It isn't as
if we need to make a huge step forward analytically to design these things. I
mean the first Power Jets machine was based on...(garbled) method of
characteristics and the machine worked quite well actually. As I observed
yesterday, it was one of the very first gas generators, it wasn't designed
for... (garbled), but the thing worked and had a peak isentropic compression
efficiency of 0.8, and I can't remember after all these years, it probably is
in my records, the expansion efficiency, was actually higher than that and the
product of the two was around 0.68. But that was a machine that wasn't
structured to cover a wide speed range, it was a very basic machine and as I
showed yesterday, it had a somewhat limited speed range. I think the message
is, (Prof. Berchtold touched on this), if you're going to redesign to extract
4 the wide speed range capability of the existing Comprex, you probably will get
4a better result. I think one could look at Power Jets' resulzs and say
4 there's an implication from the experimentation that that would be the case.
(And even with the analytical tools available to them in those days, hand
drawn wave diagrams to calculate these machines, the thing worked quite well).
And now we've got computerized methods to do this, and I don't think we need
to go to those lengths to get the things working properly.
Dr. Shreeve:
Excuse me, I have to respond, I was not trying to say we do not have good
enough models now. I was trying to explain we don't have the machines now,
because I think the modeling tools were inadequate previously. Most of the
machines have been done in a laborious way. Had we had the tools, had the
previous attempts had the tools at their disposal, they would have got the
machines working faster.
Prof. Kentfield:
The Prof. Spalding initiated program at Imperial College was really done after




The first thing I feel that is needed is a balanced program involving three
levels of effort. But I'd like to give some other people a chance, Jerry you
had something you'd like to say?
Mr. Jerry Walters (Pratt & Whitney):
Well I'd Just like to make some closing remarks if I may. My name is Jerry
Walters. I'm with Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Like many of you I'm a novice to
the Comprex field but very interested in it and have been since Ed Resler
introduced me to it at Pratt & Whitney about five years ago. We've done some
engine sizing, looking at helicopter applications where a constant speed
output seemed to be the obvious choice for a first shot because we did not
have to worry too much about speed cycling. That was very conceptual, and
from what I've learned today, it probably would not have worked even if we had
tried to make it. I think we're way too premature, with what I've heard
today, in trying to approach companies like Pratt & Whitney, Williams
International, G.E. and others of the industry leaders, because there's a lot
of work to be done before they're going to be in a position to handle it. I
think we heard a comment on that already today so I won't press it. But it
seems that we all know the proper focus in this type of activity is to begin
with the DARPA people and to keep the industry that you are aiming your
activities at informed of what you are doing. Again, my name is Jerry
Walters, and I am with Pratt & Whitney down at the Government Products
Division in West Palm Beach, Florida and my phone is 305-840-2352, and any
time you have something that looks like it is going to apply to my product
line, I can guarantee you I will send you a ticket to come and tell me about
it. 1 am responsible for all conceptual design activities for government
products and there is no good idea that I will turn away. I will give you all
the time you need to tell me about anything you have to offer, But right now
I don't think I am ready to listen to anybody because there is a lot of work
to be done. But that work needs to be focussed, and I think Ray, you deserve
a big hand from all of us for putting this first meeting together, because it
is really needed so that we understand how much activity is really going on in
the world.
I did want to share a couple of things with you. I heard some technology
levels that you are all working at that I think are remarkably low. I think
that you would appreciate it if I gave you a little bit of insight as to what
your new technology goals should be in the engines that you are working on.
At P&W, we are presently running state-of-the-art turbines that run at about
2000 ft/sec. I think you ought to update all your calculations to include that
kind of number. That would be with a gatorized inconel 100 material which is,
its not important what the material is, the important thing is that you've got
in excess of 200,000 psi strength in that type of material and you should
factor that into your calculations. Clearly if you're going to have a
'I successful flying machine you've got to have very small volume density, and by
that I mean the airframe guy wants a very small nacelle, so you've got to keep
your focus on very small frontal areas and to do that you've got to go to high
pressures. Now, I was very fascinated that you've all zeroed in on the fact
that the industry does need high pressure compressors to be supercharged by
fans; you're right on track on that and I think you should pursue that. A lot
of negative thinking people out there will try to convince you that with the
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advent of carbon-carbons and ceramics, we can go to higher temperatures and
get out of trouble. Well put on the brakes, say hold it, 've heard all that,
and I don't care, because you've still got a problem with blade heights in the
axial compressor and that's been expounded upon several times. I just want to
tell you, you're right on board, that's exactly where the industry is. We do
need the high pressure compression technique in the Comprex and as soon as you
think you've got something that is really a winner, I think you should go for
it. There are two applications I can think of that would be first; things
that I would recommend to my company. First of all, you can circumvent the
problem of speed range by going to machinery that doesn't need a big speed
change; let's get the industry started with something that's rather simple.
The helicopter I mentioned, that has a very small speed change requirement. I
think there, when you increase the pitch on the foils, you add extra torque
without any speed change and the Comprex is ideal for that from what I heard
today. So that would be one area that you might want to investigate. The
second one is with the President's focus now on Star Wars, we're very
interested in transatmospheric vehicles and I don't know if any of you are
working on that, but we certainly are starting our activities and in that
arena, at Mach 5, the inlet temperatures are at about 1850OF and the industry
is crying for a device, it could be a wave machine, I haven't run numbers
through this so I couldn't tell you this for sure, but it sounds like a wave
machine might very well be very applicable for this because of its ability to
handle high temperatures. What we need out of that machine is an output of
cool air to cool the components that are outboard the aircraft and in the
nacelle. There are enormous thermodynamic cooling requirements onboard a
machine that's going to cruise at Mach 5 or accelerate to Mach 6 or whatever,
the scenario ends up being before you go into orbit. Those are going to be
fairly long missions and the turbojet engine bay would have to be cooled, so
there are a lot of volume flow requirements there, and you also have nozzle
parts and miscellaneous accessories on the accessory boxes that have to be
cooled. So there's a lot of cooling requirement, and if we insist on staying
with non cryogenic materials, a thing like a Comprex machine might be the way
to go. I think the Comprex has a real place in the world. My friend from
Williams, (referring to Mr. Dick Joy), I'm a real admire- of his, I guess he
doesn't know that, but I happened to have looked at a couple' of installations
on the ALCM that Boeing builds and on the Tomahawk that General Dynamics is
building. To get as small a diameter as his 107 engine, you've got a job on
your hands. So I would suggest that you go after maybe a third application,
which would be something like what G.E., P&W. and maybe R.R., I'm sure R.R. is
right in there with us, in very large bypass fans for commercial applications,
there you can nest a larger Comprex machine without a big penalty in the
nacelle diameter; in other words, they're not that sensitive to nacelle
diameter increases, so that might be a better choice. Our mission analysis
studies show that there is really no advantage in going to high pressure. Now
when I say high pressure I'm talking about 40 to 60; the commercial engine
people would like that and we would like it in cruise missiles, in fighter and
bomber aircraft that are subsonic. But as soon as you start getting into
supercruise missions and supersonic flow the high pressure ratio has no
advantage. The SR-71, as you know, cruises at Mach 3 and it has a pressure
ratio of 8. If we were to do that engine today it would probably be 6. So
there's no big driver to have machinery which can give you large pressure
ratios at high Mach number applications. So I would focus on the low Mach
number machines and high bypass, especially where you can mask the probable
increase in the size of the nacelle without a large penalty to the aircraft's
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requirements. Lastly, I've also heard a lot of things about brazing and
casting and I've got to tell you that we have something to offer you at P&W,
known as Gatorizing. The Gatorizing process can give you a part, or a rotor,
any one of the rotors that I've seen over the last few days, we can gatorize
for you to net dimensions. In the various super alloys that I've just told
you about-we can give it to you in Titanium, super nickel alloys, anything you
want in that area-and they aren't terribly expensive. We have techniques now
that we've developed that make the making of those parts very easy, and I
think we can cooperate with you on any kind of venture like this if you want
to get into this. Any questions, I'11 be happy to answer any questions.
We're very strong in mater'ials technology, so any problems you have in
materials, or any bonding techniques, diffusion bonding, we can do enormous
things for you in that area.
Dr. Lebius Matthews (Brown-Boveri Company Ltd.):
What is Gatorizing?
Mr Jerry Walters:
O.K., P&W has developed a process called R.S.R., Rapid Solidification Rate; we
take basic ingots and melt them down, drip them onto a spinning plate in an
environment, and in that environment we can cool at several million degrees
per second and thus rid any oxides from the material, so we end up with a
pure, if you will, particulate, that we can then press into an ingot, go to a
Molybdenum complex die, take the material up to its incipient melting point
and press it into a net shape, any kind of a shape you can conceive of we can
make. For example, let me tell you about one that is really complex that we
are doing for a customer. He wanted a radial inflow turbine, and he wanted to
run at high temperatures, higher than what anybody else has run in a radial
inflow turbine. So we took our blade material, which we call alloy Y, it is a
directionally solidified, crystal oriented material, in which we control the
plane of the ctystal structure. We cast that to the net shape that we wanted
on the final assembly. We then took our raw powder in AF21DA (?), which
happens to be a very fine grain material which you want in the bore of a disk,
and we gatorized that small bore portion of the disk. Then we took a major
portion of the flow path in the blades ind a little bit more of the disk which
you might call the rim, just where the blades attach on, and we made that out
of AF21DA. We then purposely heat treated it in order to grow the crystal to
get large creep stretigth. To the blade tip of this large crystal material, we
stuck on the Alloy Y with its crystal orientation. This gives the customer a
part which he can inspect with zero defect. The materials themselves have no
flaws, or they are certainly undetectable flaws (with any of the techniques we
have for measuring flaw sizes), that is you cannot detect the parting line
between these various alloys when you do a spectrograph analysis or any other
kind of analysis. Other than the visual color change of the grain boundary,
you can not detect the parting line. So that's a very exciting area and that
process is going into production very shortly and we have prototype parts
coming out right now. So for anything where you have a complex orientation of
strengths, or where you need fine grain root strengths of 220,000 psi in the
core and great creep strength or stress rupture strength in the blade area, or
something which doesn't have to have much strength but just survives without
melting down, we'll give you something like an alloy Y tip. So there are a
lot of neat things going on, I'm sure G.E. has similar types of programs. We
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have them, I'm sure Williams International has them, most of the engine
companies now are getttng very strong in the materials area and we're very
proud of the whole industry and what we're doing in the high temperature
materials area. Thank you very much for your iqdulgence.
Mr. Clinton Ashworth (Pacific Gas & Electric):
I came here for a couple of reasons, one of which was to try and find some
ideas for something to sponsor but unfortunately I feel I am going away empty
] handed. I represent PG&E which is the local power company here, and my name
is Clinton Ashworth. We are a large company, and I was gratified to read this
weeks Business Week to find that in one of the categories of the largest
corporations in America, we are number 21. We're the largest single sponsor of
the Electric Power Research Institute. The California utilities have
considerable interest in looking at very high temperature cycles, and if we
can find applications or potential applications, then putting in a little bit
of seed effort into these things. I don't think I'm speaking alone on this
subject, we're looking for ideas but we are very selective. We're looking for
ideas that are potentially useful and we feel there is a need for the ultimate
customers of whatever it is people are developing to participate in them,
giving them some market oriented guidance from the onset of the works, so that
we don't end up with a bunch of white elephants that someone has put a lot of
money into. I got a call from Southern California Edison on Monday and the
question was, (we have been thinking about MHD), what should we do next?
Their apparent position has changed and we are now looking for things that are
potentially useful and applicable to power generation. The hottest thing we
have got going at the moment in my shop is the work we are doing on mass steam
injected gas turbines (M.S.I.G.T.). The utility industry is thinking small,
we re not spending a great deal of effort on the kinds of conventional things
that we're noted for and accustomed to. And so I regret that I feel like I am
going away without a good sponsorable idea, that is a concept with some
specifics that are applicable that we can encourage the development and
research on by showing a little bit of interest. We put about one million
dollars last year on the M.S.I.O.T., and another $450,000 into the so called
Cheng Cycles. I think we are big on our R&D budget but small on good ideas, we
are selective and we have got to have good ideas and if anyone has an idea to
apply these energy exchangers to the kinds of things that the utilities would
be interested in, I would be very interested in hearing about them.
Mr. George Derderian (NAVAIR):
Ray, to me this is an educational process, my knowledge of wave rotors and
Comprexes being meager. I am impressed by the dedication of the many people
over many years in this subject area, and it appears to me, looking at what's
"* happening here, funding has been provided on a very limited basis, on a
stop/go basis. At the same time, when you look at what is available in terms
of funding to cover projects of this sort, that also is very limited. Two or
three things that 1, from a sponsor's point of view, would like to know is
could one do, in some rational and logical way, a comparative pay off of wave
engines versus classical gas turbines. Because it is not apparent to me
readily, although I have looked at cycles and I think I understood partially
what was being said, what the potential pay-offs are, and therefore why should
*one fund this? The second thing is, assuming that the pay-off does exist, a
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lot of work has been done in bits and pieces. I'm not sure who the key bodies
are here that ought to go out and get funding, I know that I can not fund the
class of project that I think this falls into. We have to find out what's been
done, what' s satisfactory, what's unsatisfactory, find out what state these
things are in, find out what the voids are, and of the voids that exist there
are only perhaps some critical items that ought to be taken care of. I spoke
with Arthur (Kantrowitz) a few minutes on this subject, and I would very much
encourage the kind of committee that he spoke of. You can not deal with this
in bits and pieces because you will flounder for another 20 years. That's my
opinion, and I say when this meeting closes there has 'got to be an action.
You cannot just walk away. I fully agree with Dr. Kantrowitz' suggestion that
action has to be taken, and I think the minutes of the meetings should reflect
these actions or proposed actions.
Prof. Shreeve:
Did you have a comment, Max?
Prof. Max Platzer (Naval Postgraduate School):
I am not sure if the conclusion needs to be that there is going to be another
20 years of floundering.
Mr. Derderian:
There should not be.
Prof. Platzer:
There should not be. My impression is that the technology that is currently
available be applied. I am looking tt Professor Berchtold, that one can put
together the partial system for the kinds of applications that have been
mentioned. Examples are helicopters, high flying aircraft and so on. All we
need to do at the moment seems to me is to get on with the job.
Mr. Derderian:
I see quite a bit of computational work taking place, a number of experiments
over a period of time, and an industrial product that's on the carket ,tow.
The tone of what's being talked about here is a device that's flightworthy.
Let me give you a brief backgound as to my qualifications; I was the head of
one of the branches which engineered and qualified engines for the Navy,
helicopters and tie like. Now if you were to come to me with what is
available today, I would not support it. Because to put an engine up in the
air, you're talking about huge resources, millions of dollars, (helicopters
are five to fifteen million dollars a piece), and you are crashing substantial
equipment if and when meager things fail. And if there are people in these
vehicles, a crash usually means some deaths. With turbochargers the problem is
not so serious, a car or a truck will just stop and pull off the road. But if
we happen to have a technological failure in the case of wave rotor gas
turbines we are talking of an expense running into, perhaps, a billion
dollars; a technological failure for even a simple helicopter can very well
run into this kind of a figure. I've undertaken some fairly sizeable projects,
and I was talking to Dr. Kantrowitz about fibre optics, where we are in the
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process of doing something similar. When you look at how to apply these
things to aircraft controls, or aircraft engine controls, you find out that
some of the control instruments and transducers etc. have not been developed.
We didn't know what the voids were and where to put the dollars. I'm not
saying that the work that has been done is not worthy, I'm saying that, I
don't know what I should work on next if I had to fund something; what to work
on next to make something happen. It appears as though there is something to
this type of machinery and one must take advantage of that.
Prof. Platzer:
Do I hear that we should make specific proposals for the development plan,
what should be worked on next, is this what should be done? Is this what the
outcome of the meeting should be?
Dr. Shreeve:
Am I right George, that you are not yet convinced of the potential?
Mr. Derderian:
No. That is not what I said. Absolutely not.
Dr. Shreeve:
You are convinced of the potential, but you don't have a project.
Mr. Derderian:
No, that is not what I am saying. What I am saying is that the area is wide
open. Bits and pieces have been done. You have a huge mosaic if you will,
okay, and bits and pieces of the wall of this mosaic have been put together.
Some of it is good work and some of tt is, frankly, just short of disaster. I
must be blunt about it, because I don't want to say everything is alright when
everything is not alright. But there is substantial good work here. Now, if
one were to logically fund parts of this, because there appears to be a
payoff, the question is what should one fund? I don't know, and I am not sure
that there is someone that can come in and say, okay, you need to do this. In
this type of equipment it isn't readily apparent to me what we have to do
early on to get this piece of equipment to become a successful machine.
Mr. Nick Daum (Naval Air Propulsion Center):
First of all I would like to say, Ray, that you have done a marvelous job in
getting the total wave engine community together for this workshop. I have
seen what I consider five different groups that have added to the total effort
in this area. Mr. Pearson has piqued the curiosity of everybody in this room
because he has run the thing and apparently has been successful. And yet the
question burns, why can't we repeat this? And then I see Spectra (Technology)
with some excellent work in the area of analysis, as I see Exotech and Science
Applications Inc. Where I see Spectra coming from is that they say, well, we
are either going to do more analysis to get a higher confidence level or, we
are going to start cutting metal and start building something. Now I say, good
luck, find somebody who will help you cut metal, and I don't know if they can
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make a convincing enough proposal to do that as their next step, to get into
experimenting. When I see Brown Boveri, they have apparently been successful
with the Comprex. For two years we have seen the Comprex in production, but we
don't see a measure of success and we are waiting for BBC to gain a greater
share of the commercial market. Then we see General Power Corp. and we say
they have got to run the thing in a self-sustaining mode and produce power.
Only then will we start making some marks in this wave rotor community that
people will take notice of.
Dr. Thayer:
I have a couple of comments. Having worked in the area, (not as many years as
many people here), I heard some suggestions early on this afternoon that
people take BBC's rotors and experiment with them. I think that is a very
misdirected idea. I think Ray (Shreeve) probably has a little bit of
appreciation for that, having taken a rotor that somebody built 20 years ago
and building an experiment around it . It compromises all the objectives that
you can have in doing an experiment. I think that, without mentioning specific
company names, if you try to do a project that is misdirected, that deals with
an idea that is possibly flawed, or tries to have too ambitious an objective
without an appreciation for all the parts, (and these devices are very
complex), somebody can very easily bury the whole project, the whole concept.
There are several different steps that need to be taken. Some of them are
analytical, I think nobody here who has talked about analysis has the wrong
i approach, I think there are features of everybody's work that adds to the
overall understanding of this problem; however, there are a lot of mechanisms
that people have really not dealt with adequately. Shmuel (Etdelman) has
dealt with one problem wh~tch is an important problem. Maybe a less
sophisticated way (using techniques that have been around for many years) can
still contribute to the unierstanding of the complex unsteady -luid dynamics
of what' s going on. I think analysis has to be done and it has to be
improved. I'm not sure that it has to be taken much further than it is now to
identify the critical issuea which are going to control whether a specific
machine works or doesn't work. So there has to be a well founded approach in
terms of analysis and experimuents, and I'm not sure the analyses that are
available now are not adequate to put together a machine that works reasonably
well. Basic research is needed for some critical processes; maybe it will stop
machines, maybe it won't. I ,.-hink a twlti-faceted approach to develop these
machines is needed. It includes both analyses and experiments with a maximum
draw on past work that's been done, which is really not available to a lot of
people. I would really like to see the RR and the G.E. information exposed so
that those of us that could mak, comparisons and analysis with past
experiments have enough information to do that kind of thing. There is no way
right now for us even to compare what we have done to what anyone else has
done. The whole area is so fragmented, that there is no continuity of
thought.
Dr. Shreeve;





Mr. Z (Unidentified Speaker):
I think that's a good point, because if your analysis is good enough, that you
could for instance use it to predict the characteristics of the Comprex in
terms of overall performance, then you would have some confidence in that
technique. You could then apply these characteristics to other wave rotor
concepts that are optimized for, let's say, turbofan engines, and give the
gentleman from Williams International his map, albeit analytical, and he can
do his cycle studies with it. Without that you are going to have a hard time
convincing anybody that it has application capability. I think the analysts
have tu get together with the experimenters and verify each other's work, and
be able to produce characteristics, not necessarily for the machines that have
been designed and tested, but for new machines, using extrapolated analytical
capability, that are designed or optimized for turbojet applications.
Dr. Matthews:
I have an assorted bag of comments. I want to say that computational and
experimental efforts have to go hand-in-hand. Any advance in computation is
only as good as its experimental verification. For example, the excellent
predictions that Dr. Eidelman has made are only fully valuable when they can
be experimentally verified; for example using the two-focus laser technique we
have. Each advance in computation has to be matched with an advance in
* experiment and we should have an exchange of information. There could be
proprietary interests which may come in the way of doing this.
Mr, Z:
But that would only be necessary to use the analytical technique to predict
the overall characteristics.
Dr. Matthews:
Exactly, but when you have detailed computations showing what's happening
inside a cell, then you need detailed measurements to match that. Similarly,
to have global measurements and characteristics...(garbled), you need to run
cycles to show whatever it maybe at whatever depth you have to match them
That's one problem. The other comment is that in this two day meeting we have
had a historic review of everything that has happened in wave engines in
several countries and I would like to briefly mention that recently I have
been made aware of the fact that there is work going on in the People's
Republic of China. They are working on the Comprex in two places, in Canton
and in Peking. I don't have further details as yet, but I hope to find out
some more about it. I believe that their direction is towards supercharging
as well. Next, the point which you made about the lack of commercial success,
there I want to say that as engineers we feel that we have made a useful
machine, something that works, and we are thoroughly pleased with it* We have
tested it extensively. But you have pointed out that it has not been a
commercial success, and that is certainly something that bothers BBC. There I
must say that a product which is being sold commercially must be perceived to
be useful and not only just be useful; in fact you can sell the most useless
things provided you have created the right image with the right advertising.
The difficulties which we might have in making it a commercial success might
not be the same that bother you in your engine program, because here in the
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engine program there are engineers convincing other engineers, whereas in our
situation it is a question of trying to convince the man on the street to
spend one hundred dollars more on something. Just like you in America have the
anti-nukes, we in Europe have the anti-motoring lobby which believes that the
motor car is responsible for acid rain and that there should be much less
motoring and that the speed limit should come down, and gasoline should be
rationed. So there are all kinds of such social, political, and economic
factors against which we have to struggle to make it a commerical success.
Nevertheless we hope that this success is coming our way. Finally I want to
say that this has been a fascinating educational experience for me, I'm glad
to know that there is so much interest in it elsewhere in the world, I have
come down from the Swiss mountains and am delighted to find that here is
something which is getting a lot of attention. I want to wish my American
colleagues good luck. Thank You.
Dr. Shreeve:
I would like to add one remark here. I think if there had been so much promise
on paper earlier, you would probably have seen three prototype efforts going
on in different companies. The days seem to have gone when it was possible
to explore ideas in prototype programs, simply because of cost. I
see that as the difference. I think the promise is there. Now you have to be
extremely careful before you can get programs funded, and you can only do one.
That puts the onus on somebody to produce. I see that as the main
. obstruction. It will never be possible to fund two competitive efforts in
this field.
Mr. Richard Joy:
I just got an idea of how you might get some of that P.G. 6 F. money out of
'Ir. Ashworth. The Cheng Cycle is a splendid device that was patented; I
thought I invented it 20 years ago. It involves putting a lot of steam into
the turbine and forcing the turbine to pass maybe 20% or 30% more air than the
compressor is delivering. The net result is, the turbine cannot handle that
extra twiss of gas, so it cakises the compressor to surge. Now they would like
to put in about 20Z% by weight more steam through the turbine than is currently
going, and the only way you can do that without causing the compressor to
surge is to boost the compressor ratio about 20%, i.e., we want a bxrner with
a 20% pressure rise. Which apparently the comprex will do.
Mr. Clinton Ashworth:
My only comment on that is if two Cheng Cycleq are running, they don't know
that they need 20% moi-e...
Mr. Richard Joy:
Youi haven't fuilly exploited the full advantage. You haven't raised all the
steam you could have in the boiler, nor put it back in, and your potential has
been limited. Think about what the Comprox can do for you.you
Mr. Clinton Ashworth:
I think the idea of the combined topping in a Cheng, cycle or a steam injected
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gas turbine with an energy exchanger is something that looks good on paper,
and something that we might be interested in looking into.
Dr. Shreeve:
As a result of all the remarks, I think if anything can be done, (-and I would
like to thank Professor Kantrowitz for suggesting it-) it is to perhaps get
together a committee as soon as possible and have them sign a letter.......
summarizing the conclusions of this workshop. It might serve a
useful purpose.
I appreciate all the thanks people have given to me, I would like in turn
to thank Jack (King), Mike (Odell), Ray (Phillips) and Michelle (Rigterink),
who have done a lot of the work, and Atul (Mathur), particularly. Atul did
all the work setting this workshop up. I just started off the idea, he
basically handled it. As for my own thanks I am just trying to do my job. I
work for the government and it is the intent at the moment to try to look for
areas in which there is a pay off. We did this initially at DARPA'S
instigation and we will he meeting with the DARPA people tomorrow. I don't
think the workshop was wasted in that respect, because in what happens
tomorrow in talking to DARPA, they will be informed. I think the workshop has
certainly done that much.
I think that some project that will work is needed. I seriously mean a
project that will work. If there is going to be a project with a wave rotor
in it, funded through prototype now, it has got to be successful. Otherwise,
20 more years may elapse; that's the status. The wave rotor concept has been
around a long time, and I think the way it is done next time has to work. So
it must not be a go-no go kind of ambitious program; It's got to be phased,
planned and it has got to be supported through a logical series of steps.
I would like to thank Professor Yintrowitz for coming out and attending
the meeting and giving us a very welcome address, a very good set of
suggestions and interacting with everybody. And to Max Herchtold who has put
in a very valuable contribution and has come a long way to do it,-thank you.
Also Ron Pearson, Ron I know you are what you are, a star; thank you very much
for all your input, We haven't had it all yet I know. And tnank you to all
the presenters. The meeting was very stimulating for me, itc pulled people from
all parts of the world, some of whom I knew, some I didn't and the composite
was very well worth while. I thank everyone for coming to listen, both the
industry and government people.
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REMARKS ON THE APPLICABILITY OF COMPUTATIONAL FLUID
DYNAMICS TO WAVE-ROTOR TECHNOLOGY
by
D Brian Spalding
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Despite the enthusiasm and Inventiveness of a large number of
talented Individuals, sometimes backed by considerable industrial
resources, wave-rotor devices (also known as *pressure
exchangers'. and. developed by Brown Boveri. as 'comprexes')
have achieved remarkably little commercial success.
10 1 What is the reason for this? Are such devices basically inferior to
2.2 their competitors? Or have their possibilities not yet been properly
evaluated?
In the view of the present writer. there still remain good prospects
for commercial success: but this will come only when
as-yet-unexplored geometrical and operational possibilities are
systematically Investigated.
For the most part. wave-rotor research has concentrated on
designs In which the cells containing the working fluid are wrapped
around cylindrical surfaces, and have cross-sectIonal areas which
are uniform along their length. The patent literature shows
examples of cells on conical and other surfaces. with variations of
crosS-section. and with a variety of curvatures applied to the cell
walls. However. there has been little systematic investigation 01
these possibllities by practical experiment.
Theoretical analyses of wave-rolor performance have been based.
perhaps exclusively, on one-dimensional analyses. often those of
the 'characteristics' type. which leave out of account the effects of
heal transfer, friction. etc. Therefore. whether the changes In
geometry envisaged by Inventors would actually Improve the
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performance. and If so by how much, are not known.
The present writer was associated with the research on pres.ure
exchangers. as they were called by the team' with which he was
working. in the late 1950's and early 1960's. The project in
question had been initiated by Mr G Jendrasslk. in associated with
Power Jets Limited of London. When Mr Jendrassik died
prematurely. the present author was hired by Power Jets to persist
with the theoretical developments. In charge of the work on the
Power Jet side was Mr J Hodge. followed by Mr J E Barnes; and
experimental work was conducted at Ricardo's Limited. In those
days. the experimental approach was the only practical one; and
a program was set up In which some of the geometrical variables
would be systematically varied, and the corresponding performance
changes observed. However. although the first results were
extremely promising. improving them was found to be difficult;
and the project was abandoned because funds ran out.
Computers. and computational procedures. were too little
developed for any extensive theoretical analysis to be made.
,- although the writer's students did. at Imperial College
subsequently. continue with research of that kind.
Interpretation of the experimental results showed one thing very
clearly, the flow was not one-dimensional, Departures from the
behaviour postulated by the theoretical analysis were caused by
several factors including: -
1. friction and heat transfer at the cell walls;
2. non-uniformities of flow across the cell cross-section while
the ends of the cells were passing the entry and exit ports:
and
3. the tendency of the centrifugal forces operating on the gases
In the cell to cziuse heavy cold gas to go to the outside
while hot light gas went to the insioe.
In the writor's opinion. it Is the Iatter effect which was most
productive of poor performance. and It is one which has been
partially remedied by the introduction of cells which have radial
sub-divisions.
No Investigations were made by the Power-Jets team of
non-cylindrical rotors. or of blades with curvature.
Computational fluid dynamics has now advanced to the point at
which It becomes practical to Include In simulations of wave-rotor
phenomena all those effects which were formerly omitted and which
proved so troublesome. It Is now a comparatively easy matter to
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simulate the three-dimensional flow In a wave-rotor cel. and to
take account of the body forces which promote 'stratification' of the
hot and cold gases and of the turbulent-mixing effects which tend
to oppose such stratification. The non-uniformities of flow
resulting from the gradual opening of the ports can be accounted
for: It is also possible to Introduce the effects of using cells of
varying cross-sectional area. and the Influence of having them
wrapped on an arbitrary body of revolution rather than a cylinder.
In the opinion of the present writer, therefore. it Is desirable that
those who remain Interested In wave-rotor research should adopt
the computer simulator as the main means by which they will
conduct their Investigations. and will resort to experimental
confirmation only when the computer has Indicated where
performance is likely to be especially good. or where phenomena
of Interest are likely to be especially easily detected.
There Is no need for anyone wishing to perform this work to begin
constructing a computer code especially for the purpose. The
PHOENICS Computer Code. with which the present writer is
associated. Is capable of doing the Job very well; and the
Investigator will have only to Introduce the Initial and boundary
conditions which concern him. and then. when he has exhausted
the possibilities of the existing turbulence models, to make
modifications In that particular area. Otherwise. all he needs is a
computer. and the ability to operate it for long periods of time In
order that performance trends, and other Interesting features of
the simulation, can be detected.
This program Is available on a royalty- and licence-free basis to
academic resOarchers: and the present writer would be
particularly pleased If he could supply copies to those who wanted
to use it for Investigating the still-Insuffiioently explored possibilities
of wave-rotor machines.
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WAVE ROTOR RESEARCii & TECHNOLOGY WORKSHOP
LOCATION: INGERSOLl. H-LL R1 122 CHAIRMAN: R. P. S11REEVE
NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL (408) 64o-2593
MOITEREY, CALIFORNIA
Tuesday 26th March
0730 REGISTRATION (COFFEE & DONUTS) INGERSOL HALL 122
0830 WELCOME M. F. PLATZER
NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
0840 OPENING ADDRESS A. KANTROWITZ
Dartmouth College
0910-1200 SESSION I - PRESSURE EXCHANGERS
"The Pressure Exchanger; An J. Kentfield
Introduction, Including a University of Calgary
Review of the work of Power
Jets (R&D) Ltd".
The Comprex M. BERCHTOLD
Swiss Federal Institute
The Gas Dynamics of Pressure L. MATTHEWS
Wave Superchargers Brown-Boveri Ltd.
The MSNW Energy Exchanger W. J. THAYER
Research Program Spectra Technology Inc.
1400-1700 SESSION 2 - WAVE ENGINES
A Gas Wave-Turbine Engine which R. PEARSON
Developed 35 HP and Performed over Univ. of bath, U.K.
a 6:1 Speed Range
A Brief Review of the G. E. A. HATHIUR
Wave Engine Program of 1958-63 NPS/Exotech Inc.
Studies and Rig Tests of a Wave R. R. Moritt
Rotor for a Htelicopter Engine. Rolls-Royce Ltd.
Comparison of Wave and Steady H. E. WEBER
Flow Machines San Diego State University
The General Power Corporation H. BERClTOLI)/11. E. WEBER
Engine Program Swiss Federal Institute
San Diego State University
407
1715-1900 SOCIAL HOUR
Del Monte Room, ilerrmann Hall
Wednesday 27th March
073u (Coffee and Donuts)
0800-1600 SESSION 3 - RESEARCH AND APPLICkTIONS STUDIES
A. Mathur, Naval Postgraduate School (Exotech Inc).
Design and Experimental Verification of Wave Rotor Cycles
S. Eidelman, Naval Postgraduate School (SAI, Inc).
Gradual Opening of Axial and Skewed Passages in Wave Rotors.
D. G. Wilson, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Potential for Use of Wave-Rotor Technology to Appproach Constant-Volume
COODUstion for Gas-Turbine Encines.
N. Zubatov, Purdue University
Application of Wave Energy Exchanger to Industrial & Energy Systems.
W. kostafinski, NASA Lewis Research Center
Co,,-)arison of the Wave-Rotor-Atitmented to the Detonation-Wave-Augmented Gas
lurbi ne.
1130-1315 LUNCII
M. Berchtold, Swiss Federal Institute, Zurich
The Connrex as a Topning Spool in a Gas Turblne Enrine For Cruise Missile
P rm u 1 s i ,-n.
R. Taussig, Spectra Technology Incorporated
Wive Rotor Turbofan Enrines for Aircraft.
R. Pearson, University of bath
Performance Predictions for Gas Turbine-Wave Engines Including Practical
L vrieq witn Wide Sneed Range.
VA14 -45-DISCUSSION SESSION
Opportunity for questions and for the expression of opinions and
reumcundat Ions.
1600 (APPROX) CLOSING REHARKS 6 ADJOVRNMENT
NOTE: A VISIT TO THE TURBOPROPULSION LABORATORY WILL BE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
FOLLOWING ADJOURNMENT.
CONFERENCE PlONE 6: MESSAGE CENTER (408) 646-2362
ARRANGEMENTS- ATUL MATHUR, MICIHELLE RIGTERINK







5. Clinton P. Vihworth R. 4icholas Daum
Slipervising Hiechdlctdl Engineer I'rogrin Manager/Wave Rotor Dev. Prog.
P .cific Gas & Electric Company Naval Ail- Propulsion Center PE34
7 Beale St., Rm 2547 P. O. Box 7176
S-n Francisco, CA 94106 Trenton, NJ 08628
( 15) 972-2910 (609)896-5747
2. Nix Berchtold* 9. George Derderian
Professor Propulsion Manager
Sviiss Federal Institute of Technology Naval Air Systems Command, Code 310E
Zjrich, Switzerland Washington, D. C. 20360
ETH Zentrum, C11 8092 Autovon: 222-7447
ZURICH, Switzerland
01-256-2479 10. Shmuel Eidelman*
Research Physicist
3. Oscar Biblarz Science Application International Co.
Code 67Bi 1710 Goodridge Dr. Mail stop G-8-1
Department of Aeronautics Mc Lean, VA 22306
Naval Postgraduate School (202) 767-3254
Minterey, CA 93943
(' 08) 646-2312 11. Robert Erdmann
Senior Vice President
4. Tibor Bornemisza Science Applications Intl. Corp.
Principal Engineer Adv. Tech. P. 0. Box 2351, Mail stop 8
TIRBOMACH DIV. SOLAR TURBINES INC. La Jolla, CA 92037
4400 Ruffin Rd. (619) 456-6152
4., San Diego, CA 92123
( 619) 238-3090 12. Joseph Foa
School of Engineering and Applied Scien
5. Robert Bullock The George Washington University
President Washington, D.C. 200524 Bxllock and Bullock Inc. (202) 676-6149
P. 0. Box 6037
Scottsdale, AZ 85261 13. Steven Freedman
(602) 947-9314 Executive Scientist/Technology Evaluatil
Gas Research Institute
6. CGorge Cheklich 8600 West Bryn Mawr Ave.
Chief Engine Research Function Chicago, IL 60631
Army Tanks Command (312) 399-8390
Warren, Michigan 48397-5000
(313) 574-6319 autovon: 786-6319 14. John Glancy
Science Applications International Co.
7. Thomas T. Coakley P. 0. Box 2351
Research Scientist La Jolla, CA 92037
Computational Fluid Dynamics (619) 456-6152
NASA Ames Research Center-STE Branch






15. Darryl W. Hall 22. At'ul Mathur*
Senior Staff Sciantist Code 67Xu
Science Applications Intl. Corp. Department of Aeronautics
994 Old Eagle School Rd. Suite 1018 Naval Postgraduate School
Wayne, PA 19087 Monterey, CA 93943
(215) 687-5080 (408) 646-2888
16. James Hammer 23. Lebius Matthews*
President,HESCO Senior Research Engineer
9 Sierra Vista Dr. BBC Brown-Boveri
Monterey, CA 93940 Baden, Switzerland
(408) 372-5697 01 056 75-2869
17. William Ingle 24. Robert Moritz*
Manager Research Senior Project Engineer
Gas Research Institute Rolls Royce Inc.
8600 Bryn Mawr 1895 Phoenix Blvd., Suite 400
Chicago, IL 60631 Atlanta, GA 30349
(312) 399-8337 (404) 996-8400
18. Richard J. Joy 25. Hal Moses
Senior Engineering Specialist Ex-NAVAIR Professor
Williams International Department of Mechanical Engineering
2280 W. Maple Road Randolph Hall, VPI & SU
P. 0. Box 200 Blacksburg, VA 24061
Walled Lake, MI 48088 (703) 961-7188
(313) 624-5200 Ext. 1362
26. Ian Moyle
19. Arthur Kantrowitz* Exotech Inc.
Dartmouth College 1901 S. Bascom Ave.
213 Cummings Hall Suite 337
Hanover, NH 03755 Campbell, CA 95008
(603) 646-2611 (408) 559-7616
20. John Kentfield* 27. Badri Narayanan
Professor Code 67Ba
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering Department of Aeronautics
Faculty of Engineering Naval Postgraduate School
University of Calgary Monterey, CA 93943
Calgary, Alberta, CANADA (408) 646-2165
(403) 284-5777
28. Friedrich Neuhoff
21. Dr. Anthony L. Laganelli Code 67Nf
Chief Scientist Department of aeronautics
Science Applications International Corp. Naval Postgraduate School
994 Old Eagle School Rd. Monterey, CA 93943




Instiute of Defense Analyses (IDA)




30. Ronald D. Pearson* 38. Raymond Shreeve (Chairman)
Lecturer Code 67Sf
School of Engineering, University Department of Aeronautics
University of Bath, Claverton Down Naval Postgraduate School
Bath, Avon, BA2 7AY, United Kingdom Monterey, CA 93943
Bath 61244 Ext. 375 (408) 646-2593
31. Ray Phillips 39. Fred Sidransky
Code 67Sf Principal Engineer
Department of Aeronautics Sundstrand Aviation Operations
Naval Postgraduate School 4747 Harrison Ave. P. 0. Box 70(
Monterey, CA 93943 Rockford, IL 61125
(408) 646-2165 (815) 226-6767
32. Michael J. Pierzga 40. Edward Stawski
Aerospace Engineer/Small Turbine Technology Research and Development
NASA Lewis Research Center Mail Stop (5-9) Naval Propulsion Center
21000 Brookpark Road P. 0. Box 7176
Cleveland, OH 44212 Trenton, NJ 08628
(216) 433-4000 Ext. 5376 (609) 896-5948
33. Max Platzer* 41. Robert Taussig*
Code 67 Director, Energy Technology
Vipartment of Aeronautics Spectra Technology, Inc.
Naval Postgraduate School 2755 Northup Way
Monterey, CA 93943 Bellevue, WA 98004
(408) 646-2312 (206) 827-0460
34. Edwin Resler Jr. 42. William J. Thayer*
Professor Director of Flow Technology
Cornell University Spectra Technology Inc.
204 Upson Hall 2755 Northup Way
Ithaca, New York 14853 Bellevue, WA 98004
(607) 256-5081 (206) 827-0460
35. Wojciech Rostafinski* 43. John Tuzson
Aerospace Engineer Manager
Advanced Planning & Analysis Office Gas Research Institute
NASA Lewis Research Center 8600 W. Bryn Mawr
Cleveland, OH 44135 Chicago, IL 60631
(FTS) 294-6132 (312) 399-8234
36. Nicholas Rott 44. Thomas Vitting
Stanford University Research Scientist
Palo Alto, CA 94305 Exotech Inc.
1901 S. Bascom Ave
37. Arun K. Sehra Suite 337
Supervisor, Compressor Research Campbell, Ca 95008
Allison Gas Turbine, Speed Code T14 (408) 559-7616




45. Jerry Walters 52. Nikolay Zubatov*
Government Products Division Professor
P. 0. Box 2691 Purdue University, Calumet
Pratt & Whitney Hammond, IN 46323
West Palm Beach, FL 33402 (219) 844-0520
(305) 840-2352
46. William F. Waterman
Sr. Supervisor, Compressor Aerodynamics
Garrett Turbine Engine Co.
Ill So. 34th St. P. 0. Box 5217
Phoenix, AZ 85010
(602) 231-2059
47. Helmut E. Weber*
Professor
Mechanical Engineering Dept.
San Diego State University
San Diego, CA 92182-0191
(619) 265-6067
48. Denis S. Whitehead









(513) 255-5451 Autovon: 785-5451
50. David Gordon Wilson*
M. I. T. Mech. eng. room 3-455
Cambridge, MA 02139
(617) 253-5121
51. Oswald L. Zappa
Program Manager, Energy Directorate
AVCO Everett Research Laboratory, Inc.





WORKSHOP ATTENDEES (52) AND FOLLOWING ADDRESSEES
RECEIVE 1 COPY, EXCEPT WHERE INDICATED
I. Commander 9. Library
Naval Air Systems Command General Electric Company
Washington, DC 20361 Aircraft Engine Technology Division
DTO Mail Drop H43
Attention: Code AIR 310 Cincinnati, OH 44135
Code AIR 320D
Code AIR 530 10. Library
Code AIR 536 Pratt & Whitney Aircraf Group
Code AIR 7226 Post Office Box 2691
Code AIR 03D West Palm Beach, FL 33402
2. Office of Naval Research 11. Library
800 N. Quincy Street Pratt-Whitney Aircraft Group
Arlington, VA 22217 East Hartford, CT 06108
Attention: Code 200
Code 400 12. Library
Curtis Wright Corporation
3. Commanding Officer Woodridge, NJ 07075
Naval Air Propulsion Center
Trenton, NJ 08628 13. Library
Attention: V. Lubosky AVCO/Lycoming
550 S. Main Street
4. Commanding Officer Stratford, CT 06497
Naval Air Development Center
Warminster, PA 19112 14. Library
Attention: AVTD Teledyne CAE, Turbine Engines
1330 Laskey Road
5. Naval Postgraduate School Toledo, OH 43612
Monterey, California 93943
15. Library
Attention: Code 1424 (4) Williams International
Code 012 Post Office Box 200
Code 67Sf (10) Walled Lake, MI 48088
6. Library 16. Library Detroit Diesel Allison Div.
Army Aviation flaterial .Laboratories Post Office Box 894
Department of the Army Indianapolis, IN 46202
Fort Eustis, VA 23604
17. Library
7. Air Force Office of Scientific Research Garrett Turbine Engine Company
AFOSR/NA Il1 S. 34th Street
Boiling Air Force Base Post Office Box 5217
Washington, DC 20332 Phoenix, AZ 85010
Attn: T4r. James Wilson
18. Dr. Robert Williams
8. National Aeronautics & Space Administration Defense Advanced Research Projects
Lewis Research Center (Library) Agency
21000 Brookpark Road 1400 Wilson Blvd.




19. Erich E. Abell 27. Mr. Ziemianski
Technical Director Chief, Propulsion Systems Projects Div.
U.S. Air Force Dept. of Defense NASA Lewis Research Center
Wright-Patterson AFB 21000 Brookpark Road
Dayton, OH 45433 Cleveland, OH 44135
20. Dr. Edward T. Curran 28. Director, Propulsion Laboratory
Chief Scientist U. S. Army Research and Technology Lab.
Aero Fropuslion Laboratory NASA Lewis Research Center
Wright-Patterson AFB, 21000 Brookpark Road
Dayton, O 45433 Cleveland, OH 44135
21. Fredrick I. Ordway 29. r. Larry Fishbach
Director Special Projects NASA Lewis Research Center MS 6-12
Department of Energy 21000 Brookpark Road
Washirigton, DC 20585 Cleveland, OH 44135
22. Staff Specialist, Propulsion 30. Calvin Ball, Small Gas Turbine Engines
OSD/OtSDRE (R & AT/MST) NASA Lewis Research Center MS 77-6
Room 3D1089 21000 Brookpark Road
The Pcntagon Cleveland, OH 44135
Washington, DC 20301
31. t|r. Bert Phillips
23. Mr. R, A. Langworthy NASA-Lewis Research Center
Army Aviation material Laboratories 21000 Brookpark Rd. MS 500-203
Department of the Army Cleveland, OR 44135
Fort Fustis, VA 23604
32. Dr. Robert E. English
24. Dr. Aithur J. Wennerstrom Distinguished Research Associate
Chief, Compressor Research NASA-Lewis Research Center
AFWALiPOTX 21000 Brookpark Rd. MS 60-2
Wright-Patterson AFB Cleveland, OH 44135
Dayto:, OH 45433
33. Mr. Wayne Wheelock
25. Dr. M-Lrvin E. Goldstein DRSTA - RGR
Chief Scientist U. S. Army Tank Automotive Command
NASA Lewis Research Center Warren, MI 48090
21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, OH 44135 34. Mr. John Hansen
Defense Advanced Research
26. Mr. Melvin Hartman Projects Agency
Research & Technology Assessment MS 3-7 1400 Wilson Blvd.





35. Mr. R. C. Coleman Jr. 43. Mr. Frank Parry
General Power Corporation Research and Development Assoc.
224 Planck Avenue P. 0. Box 9695
Paoli, PA 19301 Marina Del Rey, CA 90291
36. Director, Research and Development 44. Mr. Francis X. Dolan
Ford Motor Company Creare Incorporated
P. 0. Box 2053 P. 0. Box 71
Dearborn, MI 48121 Hanover, NH 03755
45. Mr. Ted Pasternac
37. Dr. Charles E. Treanor Science Applications, Inc.
Calspan-UB Research Center P. 0. Box 2351
P. 0. Box 400, La Jolla, CA 92038
Buffalo, New York 14225
' ,.46. Mr. Earl F. Krapp
38. Mr. Anil K. Nijhawan Solar Turbines Incorporated
Teledyne, CAK Subsidary of Caterpillar
1330 Laskey Road Tractor Co.
Toledo, OH 43612 P. 0. Box 85376
San Diego, CA 92138-5376
39. Mr. Peter C. Tramm
Allison Gas Turbine Divsion of 47. Mr. Earl J. Slanker
General Motors General Electric Company
P.O. Box 420, Gas Turbine Division
Indianapolis, IN 46206-0420 Onve River Road
Building 500, Room 210
40. Dr. Adrian Pallone Schenectady, NY 12345
Chief Scientist
AVCO Systems Division 48. Director of Research
AVCO Corporation Sun Oil Research
201 Lowell Street Matson Ford Road
lWillmington, MA 01887 Radnor, PA 19087
41. Dr. Shuang Huo 49. Mr. P. W. Runstadler, Jr.
Marine Division Box B-1170
Westinghouse Electric Corp. Verox Corporation
Hendy Avenue Hanover, NH 03755
Sunnyvale, CA 94088
50. Mr. Archie H. Perugi
42. Dr. Wayne G. Burell Manager. Energy Technology
Director of Research Energy Systems and Tech. Div.
U. T. R. C. General Electric Company
Silver Lane Schenectedy, NY 12345
East Hartford, CT 06108
416
Distribution List (Cont.)
51. Mr. Heldeubrand 59. Dr. Hans von Ohain
Military Propulsion & Tech. Room No. 3305
The Garrett Turbine Eng. Co. National Air and Space Museum
I11 South 34th St. 7th Independence, S. W.
P. 0. Box 5217 Washington, D. C. 20560
Phoenix, AZ 85010
60. Mr. Arthur H. Lefebvre
52. Dr. D. C. Prince Jr. Purdue University
General Electric Company Thermal Sciences and Propulsion
Aircraft Engine Tech. Div. School Of Mech. Engineering
Cincinnati, OH 45215 West Lafayette, IN 47907
53. Mr. L. J. Stoffer 61. Mr. George Serovy
General Electric Company Iowa State University
Aircraft Engine Tech. Div. Turbomachinery Components
Cincinnati, OH 45215 Research Laboratory
Ames, Iowa 50011
54. Mr. David H. Archer
Manager, Chemical Engineering Res. 62. Mr. Eugene Covert
Westinghouse Electric Corp. M. I. T.
1310 Beulah Road Gas Turbine and Plasma Lab.
Pittsburgh, PA 15235 Department of Aeronautics
and Astronautics
55. Mr. Richard W. Foster-Pegg Cambridge, MA 02139
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
CTSD, MS lab 100 63. Prof. R. S. Hickman
P. 0. Box 251 Dept. of Mechanical and
Concordville, PA 19331 Environmental Engineering
Univ. of California,
56. Dr. Eric Thornton Santa Barbara CA 93106
Manager, International Relations
The Gas Research Institute 64. Prof. B. T. Zinn
8600 West Bryn Mawr Ave. Aerospace Engineering, North Ave.
Chicago, Illinois 60631 Georgia Insitute of Technology
Atlanta, GA 30332
57. Mr. Robert Wilson
The A. D. Little Co. 65. Dr. George Rudinger
25 Acorn Park State University of New York
Cambridge, MA 02139 327 Engineering East
Amherst, NY 14260
58. Dr. Paul Hermann
Head, Turbomachinery Tech. Staff 66. Professor Gordon Oates
Sundstrand Aviation Operations Department of Aeronautics
4747 Harrison Avenue and Astronautics
P. 0. Box 7002 University of Washington, MS FS-1O





67. Professor J. Sladky 76. Professor Dr.-Ing. Heinz E. Gallus
Kinetics Group Incorporated Lehrstuhl und Institute Fur
P. 0. Box 1071 $trahlantrtebe und Turboarbeitsmaschieti
Itercer Island, WA 98040 Rhein.-Westf. Techn. Hochschule Aachen
Templergra1ln 55
68. Professor Frank E. Marble '5100 Aachen
Jet Propulsion and Mech. Eng. West Germany
California Institute of Tech.
MS 205-45 77. Professor J. P. Gostelow
Pasadena, CA 91125 School of Mechanical Engineering
The New South Wales Institute of Tech*
69. Professor James P. Johnston New South Wales
Mechanical Engineering Australia
Stanford Universtiy
Stanford, CA 94305 78. Dr. Geoffrey P. Howell
Rolls-Royce Ltd.
70. Professor Mitsuru Kurosaka P. 0. Box 31
University of Tennessee Derby, England DE28bj
Tullahima, TN 37388
79. Dr. K. N. C. Bray
71. Dr. Thomas C. Adamson, Jr. Professor of Gas Dynamics
Professor and Chairman University of Southampton
Department of Aeronautics Southampton, S095nh
University of Michigan ENGLAND
Ann Arbor, MI 48109
80. Dr. F. Breugelmans
72. Dr. Jack L. Kerrebrock Von Karman Institute for
Department Head and Professor Fluid Dynamics
Department of Aeronautics Turbomachinery Department
Mass. Institute of Tech. 72, Chaussee de Waterloo
Cambridge, MA 02139 1640 Rhode-Saint-Genese
BELGUIM
73. Dr. Lakshminarayana
The Pennsylvania State Univ. 81. Dr. R. S. Fletcher
153 Hammond Building Cranfield Institute of Tech.
University Park, PA i6802 School of Mech. Engineering
Cranfield, Bedford MK43 OAL
74. Mr. Sanford Fleeter ENGLAND
Purdue University
Thermal Sciences and Propulsion 82. Dr. George Gyarmathy
School of Mechanical Engineering Swiss Federal Institute of Tech.
West Lafayette, IN 47907 Lab of Mechanical Engineering
Sonneggstrasse 3, 8092 Zurich
75. Mr. Jean Fabri SWITZERLAND
ONERA






83. Dr. E. Brocher




84. Prof. D. Brian Spalding FRS
Head of CFDU and Professor
of Heat Transfer
Room 440 M.E. Building
Imperial College of Science and Tech.
Exhibition Road
London SW7 2BX, ENGLAND
85. Dr. F. A. Hewitt
Advanced Research Lab
Rolls-Royce Ltd.
P. 0. Box 31
Derby, England DE2 8BJ
86. Mr. J. A. Barnes




_ 87. Dr. G. B. R. Feilden
Feilden Associates, Ltd.
Greys Eno
Henley-on-Thames
Oxfordshire RG9 4QT
ENGLAND
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